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Abstract
Flora Tristan was one of the earliest activists for feminism and
socialism and campaigned under the July Xonarchy in France. This
thesis aims to highlight the relationship between feminism and socialism
through the medium of Flora Tristan's life and work.
It is based on a chronological study of her writings to illustrate
how her egalitarian feminism developed from her personal circumstances
and flourished into literature. It focusses mainly on the evolution of
her ideas as she rejected both egalitarian and messianic feminism in
favour of socialist militancy among the French working class. Her /-
effort to insert feminism, as a high priority, into the nascent socialist
movement, is closely scrutinised.
In the light of more recent developments in France, the conclusion
suggests that her life's work was a microcosm of the relationship
between feminism and socialism as it was to develop after her death in
1844.
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Introduction
If one were to single out an enduring controversy surrounding Flora
Tristan, it would be over the manner in which she could be described as
a feminist. In this thesis it is intended to assess the radical scope
of Flora Tristan's feminism and to show that her importance lies in her
attempt to insert feminism as a high priority into the nascent socialist
movement. The conclusion will show haw this question of the
relationship between feminism and socialism has remained a crucial one
in modern radicalism.
Although the life and work of Flora Tristan form the background of
this research, the critique of feminism and socialism is equally
important. When I decided to embark on this topic of research, my
intention was to show that feminism and socialism have common roots,
and that clarification of their relationship was lacking. I chose Flora
Tristan believing her to be an exemplary figure in combining feminism
and socialism: not least because in her short life she combined them
both in theory and in action. Little or no extensive analysis of how
she had done so has appeared in print.
In assessing Flora Tristan's life and work, I wanted to get beyond
the demonstration that Flora Tristan's personal circumstances were
instrumental in her development as a feminist and socialist activist.
1.
My study was not intended as a purely biographical one; there are many
biographies in print and what is more important, no matter how
exceptional, the singular woman's contribution to the feminist story is
incomplete unless it is related in some way to the overall development
of feminism. This relation is what I have set out to explore.
In undertaking this study of Flora Tristan, inevitably I have been
drawn into an appraisal of the relationship between feminism and
socialism. There are, of course, conflicting interpretations of how
feminism and socialism are associated. Are feminism and socialism
potential bed-fellows or are they doomed to perpetual antagonism? Is it
not simply that their paths have crossed in the past and may possibly
do so in the future given the right conditions? Can they mutually
benefit one another?
I have restricted myself to an analysis of the way in which
feminism and socialism interact, rather than to have presented a
particular opinion on how they should be related. There are problems,
however, in any attempt to deal with the two vast regions of feminism
and socialism. Within the confines of this thesis I cannot claim to
have made an exhaustive study of either ideology let alone to have
produced a definitive account of their relationship.
An added complication lies in the fact that the two ideologies have
developed very considerably since the first half of the nineteenth
century. Flora Tristan is not a feminist by 1988 standards. The term
feminism did not even exist in her lifetime. Socialism has also much
changed since the early utopian period of Flora Tristan's day. The
development of her political thought, culminating in a socialist plan for
working class solidarity, reveals a pertinent analysis of women's
oppression, but her feminist perspective was limited. The question may
then arise: why study the life and work of someone who lived a hundred
and fifty years ago if the contemporary feminist movement has widened
its horizons to such an extent so as to render Flora Tristan somewhat
passé? My answer to this is that the essence of her message is Just as
relevant today as in the nineteenth century for the simple reason that
the relationship between feminism and socialism in France and elsewhere
remains a very thorny one, and as later developments have shown, gains
made by women in recent years are by no means permanent
acquisitions.(1) Moreover, so long as feminists and socialists are
looking for ways of implementing a combined programme to further their
aims, a study of one of their predecessors is useful.
Feminists of the late twentieth century attach great importance to
reassessing the past, as do socialists. For feminists today, the
historical study is part of women's search for their identity. It is not
by accident therefore that there has been a great output of material on
the history of feminism in recent years. Indeed it is for this very
reason that there is no shortage of biographical work on Flora Tristan
despite the fact that she was neglected for sixty or so years after her
premature death in 1844. However, as I indicate in the first chapter,
this historical neglect and subsequent miracle of resurrection can no
longer be used as sole Justification for a study of her work.
I do in fact begin with a critical assessment of the major studies
of Flora Tristan in the first chapter. I consider it would be more
pertinent to examine the assumptions underlying the studies of her life
and work in order to appreciate the impact she has had so far, and to
indicate the need for further analysis, rather than to rehearse the
familiar story of her life. For the reader's benefit I have, however,
included a synopsis of her life as Appendix I.
As far as the organisation of chapters is concerned, after much
consideration, I found it was best to approach Flora Tristan's work in
chronological order, as each work corresponds to a particular
development in her theory and action and highlights different elements
fundamental to the relationship between feminism and socialism.
Chapter Two is an analysis of her early works, pamphlet, petitions
and travel journal. It contains the background to Flora Tristan's
development as a writer and her first statement of the principles of sex
and class equality. This egalitarian position emphasises the identical
nature or ultimate sameness of men and women in terms of economic,
social and political equality. This same egalitarian position, however,
highlights the contradictions between the reality and the potential role
of men and women within the family and the economic system, that is,
between the aspirations and their actual status within the capitalist
system. As a result, Flora Tristan denounced the oppression she
discovered and began a search for a way to end this oppression. Her
action for implementing change included petitions to the Assemble-e
Nationale, the only political legal option for women at the time. I have
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included these petitions as Appendix II. However, Flora Tristan soon
recognised the limitations of egalitarianism as a critique of society.
She was also dissatisfied with her method of campaign for change
through specific demands. This chapter therefore includes an assessment
of the importance of egalitarian feminism as the forerunner of the
liberal and bourgeois traditions. Flora Tristan's search for a solution
to oppression widened her horizons because, at the same time, while
recognising her own limitations, she was becoming increasingly
influenced by certain contemporary thinkers towards a more romantic
version of feminism and socialism.
Chapter Three looks at the idea of the "woman guide for humanity",
and of the proletariat, as a very important part of humanity in her only
novel &Ala In contrast to the preceding chapter, the complementary
nature of the sexes is extolled. As a consequence of this search for
identity a much less specific call for change is outlined, although the
depth of perception of the possible link between socialism and feminism
is strengthened. I could usefully illustrate the modern parallel here.
It seems that once feminists become absorbed in the question of the
nature of womanhood or female identity, they become less attached to a
specific programme for change, as did Flora Tristan when writing her
novel. After the initial demands for reform in the early 1970s, many
feminist groups became much more introspective and philosophical in
their search for Woman's identity. This philosophical element, unique to
French feminists, entailed a certain distancing from the campaign for
specific demands for women, and, as a consequence, from socialism.(2)
In 'Whiz although Flora Tristan's nascent socialism remains secondary
-5-
to the principal idea of messianic feminism, it already colours the
critique of society in a different hue. The conclusion to the romantic
idealisation of the cause of humanity is that Flora Tristan rejects the
novel form and broadens her analysis further into a more specific
critique of the capitalist system. Thus, a second type of feminism,
visionary or messianic feminism, is examined in this chapter. Again it
is found to be inadequate, as indeed is Art, as a medium of action.
Chapter Four shows a consolidation of Flora Tristan's socialism
based on a political, economic and social analysis of an advanced
capitalist country, England, in her observations of London life in
Prozeziades_dans_Landma. The common thread of feminism and socialism
is seen in the analysis of the nature of oppression: the inescapable
position of women and workers from their exploitation. The distinction
now exists in this work between a theory of female oppression by class
and a doctrine of feminism as a programme for change. The question
becomes one of how to collectivise women in such different
circumstances. The hurdles are so numerous that stalemate is reached as
far as developing feminism goes. The only outlet for feminists is the
suggestion that writing can galvanise women, otherwise imprisoned, into
action, to help one another. Again, there are parallels with feminism in
France in the 1970s when writing became an essential form of action.
The nature of power in society and the structures which affect women in
different classes provide a further link with socialism.
Chapter Five discusses Flora Tristan's feminist socialist programme
for change. The conclusion to her study of capitalism leads to the
choice of jadsm_ClurrjAre as a proposition for change, a method of
action, and as a synthesis of egalitarianism, socialism and feminism. It
contains the aim to achieve emancipation of the working class and women
embodied in the plan for working class solidarity, wherein was
emphasised economic and social equality of the classes. There was a
deliberate effort by Flora Tristan to include all women. The figure of
Woman as the moral salvation of the whole of the working class returns.
Egalitarianism is included in the synthesis because there is a return to
the position of sameness, not complementarity of sexual roles, within
the plan. Feminism is implicit in that there is no separate action
prescribed for the achievement of emancipation of women. Nevertheless
this chapter includes a detailed assessment of the new role for women in
the family and in the labour force as outlined in Vhipm alvridre,
Chapter Six illustrates the reality facing Flora Tristan as she
tries to implement her plan, divided in her loyalties between ideals and
practice. Le Tour de France; her unpublished diary, shows gaps in her
socialist analysis; for instance, there is no talk of the working class
capturing the means of production. Flora Tristan's plan for Vhim
am:14m was badly received by the working class in general and by
women in particular. The leaders of the working class would not accept
Flora Tristan's feminist ideas. This chapter also analyses Flora
Tristan's limited view of potential change in family structure and labour
organisations. Her idea that the working class must ensure the full
benefits of the 1789 revolution, by developing class solidarity and
acting for themselves, does not extend to women.
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Chapter Seven discusses the subsequent development of the
relationship between feminism and socialism and suggests that some of
the polemical differences between modern feminists and socialists have
been resolved to a certain extent by acknowledging a common heritage.
Footnotes to the Introduction
1 As an example, the elevation to the post of cabinet minister of the
minister for women's rights under the socialist government in 1981
proved shortlived.
2 For an example of literary and philosophical approaches to feminism,
see Elaine Marks and Isabelle de Courtivron, editors, Mew French 
Feminieis (Brighton: The Harvester Press, 1981). Claire Duchen
gives an assessment of feminist activists in France in Feminism in 
EraucaLfromlay_19_51LioiatterEand (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1986)
Chapter One
FLORA TRISTAN: THE IMAGE AID IDENTITY OF A FEMINIST SOCIALIST
(1) THE CHANGING FACE OF FLORA TRISTAN'S IMAGE
Flora Tristan's image has altered radically during the last one
hundred and sixty years. Indeed, as this chapter will show, there are
now so many facets of Flora Tristan's life and work that have been
scrutinised that one could speak of different sets of images. In part
one of this chapter, I shall explore the changing face of these images
and suggest some explanations for the metamorphosis. In part two I
shall discuss two of the three central dimensions which occur in the
different sets of images:
- the biographical characteristics of Flora Tristan's life especially in
terms of being an outcast, heroine, victim:
- the literary characteristics of Flora Tristan's writings in terms of
being a romantic novelist, documentarist and proselytiser.
In part three I shall discuss the third and most powerful dimension
which occurs in the different sets of images:
- that of Flora Tristan's practical and theoretical contribution to
socialism and to feminism.
My conclusion in this chapter will be that Flora Tristan's identity
lies in the transcending of the biographical and literary images by the
political images. However, her dual political image (feminist and
socialist) actually creates a fractured and split political identity
mirroring the tension between the two ideologies themselves. The
complex nature of the relationship between feminism and socialism makes
her political image all the more fascinating. The thesis will therefore
be concerned with a much closer examination of this political image than
has hitherto been carried out.
In Jules-L. Puech's words, Flora Tristan was the ancestor of
feminism and socialism:
... au milieu de tous les penseurs et de tous les reveurs,
de tous lee reformateurs et de tous les utopistes on
decouvre en Flora Tristan l'ancetre du mouvement feministe
et du socialism ouvrier.(1)
Flora Tristan's fame and fortune have gone hand in hand with those
of feminism and socialism, and although her feminism and socialism were
of an early type, her ideas still have relevance today: hence the
continuing interest in her work. Indeed after the events of 1968, Flora
Tristan quickly achieved heights of respectability hitherto unknown in
socialist or feminist circles.
It is no coincidence that most of her works were republished for
the first time since her death in the decade of the Ar.L.F.,(2) and that
the socialist, Yvette Roudy, attended the Flora Tristan Conference in
Dijon in 1984 in her capacity as Kinistre des Dtvits de la Feaum(3)
Flora Tristan is chiefly known today as a rediscovery, but despite
many years of neglect after her untimely death in 1844, she was not
entirely forgotten. Her disappearance from the annals of history is
usually attributed to the consequence of the establishment of the Second
Empire, a period of repression of socialist activities and a further
entrenchment of conservative values as far as the role of women was
concerned. (4) But there are more complex reasons for her neglect than
this repression during the Second Empire. After all, Marxism and other
schools of socialist thought continued to thrive, admittedly elsewhere.
A more perceptive interpretation of her neglect by modern feminists
is specifically directed against the very scientific socialists who
ignored her. There is evidence to indicate that she was known to Marx
and Engels, who acknowledge her contribution to socialism in the work
they were currently producing, The Holy Family (published in February
1845), when they defended her against an attack by the Bauer brothers;
The worker creates nothing, because his work remains
individual, having only his individual needs as its object,
that is because in the present world system the individual
interconnected branches of labour are separated from and
even opposed to, one another; in short because labour is not
organised, Criticism's own proposition, if taken in the
only reasonable sense it can possibly have, demands the
organisation of labour. Flora Tristan, in an assessment of
whose work this great proposition appears, puts forward the
sane demand and is treated a canaille for her insolence in
anticipating Critical Criticism. (5)
So why, as Desanti and Dijkstra ask, (8) did Engels not acknowledge
her ilIatenadgELAL=SLicominies as one of his sources in writing The
Condition of the Vorking Class in England? The answer suggested by
Desanti and Dijkstra is partly because Marx and Engels were Just as
guilty of male chauvinism as their conservative counterparts, and partly
because they assumed their version of socialism, a scientific one, to be
superior to utopian socialism - their view of the value of Flora
Tristan's contribution to socialism was that she belonged to the utopian
era and that it was therefore inadequate, to be discarded.
Armogathe gives a further explanation for Flora Tristan's neglect.
He attributes it to the poor reception of her ideas among the feminists
of 1848 even though that year saw the starting up of some workers'
associations by women, similar to Flora Tristan's Injanilordeam, such
as the one initiated by Jeanne Deroin and Pauline Roland(7):
Malls d'une fag:3n gênerale, ce qui frappe au contraire c'est
a l'oubli B 1 U l'effacement n, dans lequel les femmes
revolutionnaires de 1848 tiennent Flora Tristan. J'ai
peut-être trouve la clef de cette attitude dans un numero de
Journal La Voix des Femmes ois l'ultra-maralisme des
redactrices, tout en saluant l'importance des reflexions
thêoriques de Flora, s'applique A lui retirer toute espéce
de superioritts sur le plan moral. Ainsi, quatre ans aprês
sa mart, Flora choque donc encore par sa vie privêe le petit
groupe des femmes d'avant-garde dont beaucoup pourtant l'ont
connue.(8)
This reaction was a rejection of what were considered to be the
eccentric fringes of the utopian socialist era, fringes which had
explored the possibility of alternative family structures and sexuality.
For instance, Fourier's ideas on sexuality were ridiculed by his
opponents or quietly discarded by Considerant, his disciple.(9) It will
be recalled that Enfantin and some of his followers had been imprisoned
in the early 1830s for dubious behaviour which could threaten public
morality. (10)
In comparison with the economic priorities of scientific socialism,
questions concerning the family structure under capitalism were
considered as marginal, and issues of morality were deemed
sentimental.(11) Following the failure of the Second Republic in France,
the triumphant grande bourgeoisie not only stamped out any feminist
movement - Jeanne Deroin and Pauline Roland were imprisoned for six
months in 1850 for forming worker associations after which Pauline
Roland was deported to Algeria in 1851 and Jeanne Deroin went into exile
- it ensured the submission of the working class by banning all trade
union activity. Gender division was reinforced as a consequence of the
granting of universal male suffrage in 1848. The net result was the
separate development of feminism and socialism for the duration of the
Second Empire if indeed development there was. In fact socialism
developed in its scientific form outside France, and by the time it was
reintroduced by Jules Guesde in the 1880s the tenuous links with
feminism had changed. Certainly the most vociferous feminists of the
1860s onwards were from the bourgeois women who were interested in
achieving equality within their own class. Flora Tristan's life and work
did not find sympathisers among members of that class.
It was only when feminism began to make inroads into the socialist
movement at the turn of the century that the name Flora Tristan became
known and heard:
Ce n'est qu'un peu plus tard, c'est-A-dire A la generation
des femmes 'lees entre 1880 et 1900 que l'on va redecouvrir
et comprendre l'effort accompli par Flora et par ses
contemporaines. L'interet pour la recherche en histoire des
femmes le confirme. Ainsi de l'institutrice syndicaliste et
internationaliste Helene Brion qui consacra en 1919 A
l'auteur de L' Union ouvriére une brochure au titre
significatif: Une meconnue, Flora Tristan la vraie
fondatrice de 1'Internationale,(12)
With the development of "le socialisme ouvrier" and trade unionism
and then late twentieth century feminism, with its attack on all forms
of patriarchy, including a separate theory of oppression to that of
capitalist oppression, the implications of Flora Tristan's output can be
studied in a different light. Whereas earler studies saw her work as a
contribution to "le socialisme ouvrler" her image has now changed
somewhat. No longer is she some obscure figure lurking in the past, a
minor star in the history of socialism, but a major voice in nineteenth
century radicalism.
The search for Flora Tristan's current image is not a question of
suddenly discovering her sympathies overnight Just because they are now
in vogue. Contemporary sources indicate that she was well known as a
singular woman undertaking public activity when she died:
(C Douée d'une ardente imagination, d'une raison vigoureuse,
d'une beaute renarquable et surtout d'un courage encore bien
rare chez son sexe, madame Tristan a la gloire d'être la
premiere femme qui, seule et sans le secours ou le conseil
d'aucun homme, ait ose entreprendre une oeuvre publique et
sociale.(13)
Only a few days dead, not yet buried, and a certain image was
already forming. There is no mention here of the differences of opinion
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between Flora Tristan and fellow militants, the lack of support from
leading democrats, republicans, Saint-Simonians, Fourierists, or working
men's associations (admittedly then in their infancy). In recognition of
the personal sacrifice and effort Flora Tristan had made to alleviate
the misery of the masses, differences were forgotten. In 1848 a
monument was erected in her memory in Bordeaux cemetery and the
occasion witnessed a gathering of thousands of workers.
However, the image established immediately following her death, that
of one lone female attempting to unite a class, could not survive long
without a movement to support it. The importance of her actions which
aroused the admiration of the masses assembled in 1848 thus faded with
the failure of the aspirations of the socialists who took part in the
revolution of that year. Yet while Flora Tristan has been known as a
feminist and a socialist since 1848, even though she faded temporarily
from view because of the setbacks feminism and socialism received, once
her image was revived it was placed in the new context of the
burgeoning movements of feminism and socialism; any reinterpretation of
her life and work has inevitably depended on whatever state the two
ideologies were in at the time. For instance, it is interesting to note
that in the 1920s bourgeois feminists extolled Flora Tristan as an
exemplary female concurrently with the campaign for female suffrage. (14)
Historians such as G.D.H. Cole also contributed to her revival when
assessing the development of early socialism.(15)
There are two points to note in conclusion to part one. Firstly,
the neglect of Flora Tristan was not simply a question of her almost
- 16 -
complete disappearance from the history books due to some misogynist
plot to have women remain invisible. Secondly, neither is her
resuscitation simply a question of reinserting the name of this lone
female into the history books. Flora Tristan has undergone a more
subtle change of identity due to the very nature of the development of
feminism and socialism since her death. One individual does not make a
movement, as Sheila Rowbotham argues. (16) Flora Tristan's image
therefore could not have survived without the feminist movement.
Furthermore, feminists are no longer satisfied with the image of one
exceptional woman representing a whole ideal. In their search for their
identity in the past, they are constantly seeking the expression of the
collective identity: what is in common with others, not what is
exceptional in one.(17)
Flora Tristan's life and work have assumed a new importance for her
image as a feminist socialist because she is now part of a collective
consciousness.
The attention she received in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
culminating in an international conference at Dijon, in 1984, entitled 1/11
Eahlamix_Pasfani_Elara_rastan, would seem to indicate that her previous
neglect has been fully rectified. The image of the forgotten feminist
has now worn thin.
It is not the intention of this study to repeat the explanation of
why Flora Tristan was forgotten only to be resuscitated. What I intend
to examine are the assumptions underlying the studies of her life and
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work in order to demonstrate the need for a further thesis: what exactly
is her identity today as a result of nearly a century and a half of
accumulated criticism and analysis? This question must be addressed
before examining which aspects of her feminism and socialism are now
considered important and relevant today.
(2) FLORA TRISTA115 BIOGRAPHICAL AID LITERARY IXAGES
(a) The Biographical Image
There are three ways in which the personal circumstances of Flora
Tristan have been interpreted:
- Her autobiographical works are taken literally to portray her as a
victim.
- Her work is regarded as a distortion of the truth which makes the
critic doubt some if not all of her work.
- Flora Tristan's work is neither truth nor fiction but the sum total of
one woman's experience and her interpretation of it. Xyth and reality
are intertwined. Flora Tristan creates her own image.
To begin with, her life story is inextricably linked with her
politics. This has meant much biographical emphasis on her output as a
writer and activist. The obvious interpretation here is that Flora
Tristan's personal circumstances drove her to feminism and socialism.
Flora Tristan herself used the terms "pariah" and "apostle" to describe
her status. There is indeed the claim by Rabine that Flora Tristan
created her own myth.(18)
The very title of her first work, Egrtgrinationfasnme_faria, gives
an indication of the image Flora Tristan wanted for herself. The pariah
during her lifetime becomes a heroine for posterity.
Of course it cannot be denied that Flora Tristan had an
extraordinary life. This has been taken up in several ways. At what
can only be described as a rather antagonistic level, she is treated
purely as an eccentric, an example of an incurable romantic whose
writing cannot therefore be taken seriously, with implied condemnation
of her feminism and socialism. Rabine quotes such inimical commentators
where her ideas are deliberately criticised as being harmful and
wrong.(19) In this case either the critics are unsympathetic to the
cause of the emancipation of women, as Maigron and Janin are, or, as in
the case of George Sand, there is a personality clash between author and
subject. (20) Very few antipathetic interpretations are in recent
circulation; in fact Rabine's thesis is the only one I have come across
which takes a delight in quoting them. The vast majority of those
commentating on her do so with a certain amount of sympathy for the
cause of feminism and socialism.
Too much sympathy can be a bad thing however. One admirer of Flora
Tristan's went overboard in trying to preserve her image of a female
messiah: two years after her death, Alphonse Constant published
-
	 (21) This work
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is no longer regarded as written by Flora Tristan, if indeed it ever
was, but this incident illustrates how one aspect, albeit a rather
eccentric one, of Flora Tristan's work, is taken literally. The
messianic vision of woman is exaggerated along with the religious
connotations she referred to during the last few months of her life when
she was already very ill and overworked. This is the most extreme
distortion of Flora Tristan's image, and deservedly did not endure. The
strength of her hatred for the established Church leaves one in no doubt
as to her feelings about the power of catholicism in upholding the
society based on property and greed. (22) Although reference to religion
cannot be dismissed in Flora Tristan's work, it does not constitute a
vital element of her thinking. This last mentioned work is the only one
the very authenticity of which has been questioned. (23)
For those who take her autobiographical writings for the literal
truth, her pitiful condition is turned to advantage. Not only do her
circumstances make a good story, as in Charles Neilson Gatters
Qaugiiin's_Astonishing_Grandmother,(24) but they are used to demonstrate
the oppression of women. Blanc, Brion and Goldsmith do so. The danger
of this approach is the tendency in their case to distort her personal
circumstances in order to stress the difficulties Flora Tristan had to
overcome:
Flora Tristan l'eprouve une fois de plus: la femme mariee
n'existe pas par elle-nAme, mais seulement en fonction de
son seigneur et maitre. (25)
The autobiographical content of fregrfnations d'une Ibria and
Jfdpia,5 is sometimes taken literally for another purpose. For some
commentators her life is synonymous with her feminism.(26) Irrespective
of what Flora Tristan actually wrote, the very fact that she was able to
escape from the effects of illegitimacy, poverty and a disastrous
marriage to become a writer, theorist and activist is held to be
sufficient proof that she was a feminist.
To reach a balanced judgement of Flora Tristan's own versions of her
life in rtrtgrinatirm,s_same_Earia and JrAphis is impossible, since there
are no alternative sources to which one may refer. The accuracy of
these autobiographical works is extremely dubious in places, as Puech is
the first to admit. It has been well established by him that Flora
Tristan practised self censorship; for instance there is no record of
her years as an employee of the English aristocracy because Flora
Tristan destroyed all the evidence. Puech attributes Flora Tristan's
inclination to misrepresent as a female weakness and to compensate he
believes we must give credence to her enemies. He is accused by Rabine
of giving too much credence to Chazal's side of the story of the
marriage breakdown which resulted in the latter's imprisonment, firstly
on a charge of incest and for a second time when he unsuccessfully
attempted to assassinate Flora Tristan in 1838.
The purely biographical approach sees the individual first, and what
her work represents second. Isolated from the bigger story of the
evolution of feminism and socialism, the individual lifetime story,
however unusual it may be, can only reaffirm the statement that women
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have much lower expectations than men, and that any who achieve fame do
so because of their eccentricities. Goldsmith in Seven Women against 
the Vorld(27) believes that progress occurs because of the odd fanatical
exception. What modern feminists are trying to do is to interpret Flora
Tristan as an example of the collective female reaction to oppression.
A limited amount of interesting work has been done outlining Flora
Tristan's experience as a militant during the last year of her life.
jjnign_awzrittre was published in 1843 with further editions in 1844.
Only since her unpublished diaries were rescued by Puech, edited by
Collinet in 1973 and again by Xichaud, have the commentators had access
to Flora Tristan's notes on her four month tour of France, taking in
Auxerre, Dijon, Roanne, Lyon, Saint-Etienne, Marseille, Toulon, Nimes,
Montpellier, Toulouse and Bordeaux. A campaign of one year was not long
enough to have a lasting impact on the socialist movement. Maurice
Aghulon has devoted a work to the munitions factory strike which took
place shortly after her visit. (28) This is the only instance where her
visit had any immediate and obvious effect.
Desanti's approach is to project an image of a sexual revolutionary
by highlighting the romantic sublimated nature of Flora Tristan's erotic
desires. At a time in the early 1970s when some liberation movements
were pushing for greater freedom of sexuality, this image of a woman
seeking to break beyond the boundaries of conventionality was pleasing
to the ears of feminists. However, the reception of this image is more
than a fashion or trend. What is at stake is firstly the personal
freedom of women and secondly the expression of femaleness, the prise
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de conscience. In feminism, as in many other radical ideologies, writing
has become a central weapon with which to combat oppression, and this
was the case for Flora Tristan. It is also the means with which to
search for a personal/collective identity. Flora Tristan's
idiosyncrasies have thus assumed a new significance. For instance,
Rabine suggests there are several layers of meaning in Pér-L6grinatian 
d'une lhrla. Rabine writes:
Her role as author is not to relate her own deeds, nor even
to act as narrator, but to synthesize story, narrator, and
listener reaction, and to describe the new relation between
author, character and audience that, as a woman writer, she
is trying to construct. (29)
This aspect of Flora Tristan's image has only been fully developed in
the 1970s.
One of the most interesting works using the biographical approach
is Sandra Dijkstra's thesis. (30) Instead of praising the heroic
attributes of Flora Tristan's supreme sacrifice to the cause of the
oppressed, namely workers and women, and extolling her forbearance of
her isolation as the "femme guide de numanite", the tables are turned
by DiSkstra who insists that uniqueness and loneliness were cultivated
by Flora Tristan. It suited her to be a pariah, since she could not
tolerate other women. This is the explanation Dijkstra gives for the
almost complete lack of solidarity with known contemporary feminists
such as Anna Wheeler in London and Eugenie Niboyet and Pauline Roland
in France. Dijkstra also suggests that Flora Tristan's authoritarian
manner made it impossible for her to collaborate with already existing
leading groups of workers. She could not accept their criticisms of her
plan ilaion_aryriare. DiSkstra concludes that subconsciously Flora
Tristan guaranteed the failure of her own project as she had set herself
an impossible task. She views Flora Tristan's image in the light of the
question of why her project failed. (31)
In contrast to this psycho-analytical approach suggesting that Flora
Tristan's project was fatally impaired by a sort of death wish, Pope
suggests that Flora Tristan's premature death was the chief cause of her
failure. Had she lived, she could have influenced the course of
direction of the 1848 revolution for the better, says Pope, since the
feminists who took part in 1848 failed to have their demands taken
seriously largely because Flora Tristan was not there to ask for the
right things:
Had this been the case and had women developed an
independent form of action based on an awareness of the
specific nature of their own oppression, feminist
consciousness might have managed to outlive the socialist
climate which had originally encouraged its growth. As it
was, without the influence of Flora, women chose to append
their cause to that of male socialism, concentrating first
and foremost on persuading these socialists of the
importance of women's political rights and participation and
largely neglecting the roots of women's oppression, that
which operates on a personal level within such basic social
structures as the home and family. (32)
Since this is impossible to prove it must remain a purely speculative
interpretation of Flora Tristan's work.
(b) The Literary Image
As the image of Flora Tristan, the heroine, has assumed a new
importance for feminists, the literary image of Flora Tristan has been
more frequently discussed.(33)
Flora Tristan's particular style of writing is in fact most admired
in fccatemadea_ciana_Landres and Peregrinations dime Thrill but not in her
novel "emus. In his article 'Le talent litteraire de Flora Tristan;
Lehouck considers "Obis to be the most mediocre of her works. Scheler
condemns it as:
Lecture ingrate que celle de ce livre par la puerilite
lassante des caractéres de 1'intrigue.(34)
Puech is a little more generous in his appraisal, suggesting that
Ifephis could have a place in French literature as an example of the
romantic novel, while Rabine% thesis is that it is an attempt to go
beyond the boundaries of romanticism.
As Lehouck and Plante make clear, Flora Tristan% intention in
writing was not Art for Art's sake. She always had a practical aim in
mind: to protest against social conditions whether it be slavery, lack of
divorce possibilities, prostitution or the class system. If gn.fun
analAre is discounted because it is not a literary piece, or ifephia
because it is a badly written novel, that only leaves Euzignadeasians
landres, full of anglophobia, and Peregrinations d'une Phria, mostly
consisting of a distorted account about her circumstances. This is a
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very slim foundation on which to base an image of Flora Tristan, the
litteratrice, were it not of course for the fact that she just happens to
be a feminist and socialist.
Lehouck's conclusion would seem to suggest that were it not for her
feminism and socialism, no one would notice her:
Ainsi, par son existence passionnee, par son importante
action dans l'histoire du mouvement ouvrier, par son
intelligence vigoureuse et anticonformiste, par son talent
1itt6raire, Flora Tristan apparait come une personnalite
exceptionnelle.(35)
The fact that she began her career as a writer and ended it as an
ardent militant means that any attempt to analyse her writing must
inevitably encompass her feminism and socialism.
The image of Flora Tristan the literary figure with a promising
future, Rabine reckons, was cut short in mid-stream:
She did not live long enough to return to literary
creativity. (36)
The work EcananadesAanalandres has added a further dimension to
Flora Tristan's career as a writer, in that this work falls into the
category of sociology. Accompanying the growth of urbanisation,
industrialism and the new forms of human misery engendered, was a new
science: investigation into social conditions. Flora Tristan's
observations at first hand of social conditions on both sides of the
English Channel have earned her a place in the annals of the history of
sociology thanks to the work of two commentators, Francois Bedarida and
Michelle Perrot. (37)
The conclusion to this section is that the literary interpretations
are not sufficient to encompass all aspects of her work as there is
insufficient material. Flora Tristan's literary works cannot be judged
as such as they are simply not thought outstanding. Rabine makes the
point that Flora Tristan began with the literal truth in B6rtgrinatinns
siime_Earia but passed on to the literary truth when she wrote her only
novel JAphisi.(38) As she was more interested in portraying the message
than in the form of the message, she abandoned the literary truth for
factual observation in hmzenades_danr,_Lrmilres and then went on to
proselytising in ffaiani2lyridre.
(3) FLORA TRISTAR'S POLITICAL IRAGB
The persistence of Flora Tristan's image is in fact her
identification with the feminist and socialist movement. This in my
opinion is the most salient and the most controversial image: salient
because her biographical and literary images to a large extent mirror
her political image: controversial because of the vexed relationship
between the two movements and because of Flora Tristan's fluctuating
identification with one or the other. There are those who find Flora
Tristan's socialism inadequate, such as the Marxists who dismiss her as
too utopian; there are those who find the socialist neglect of the
feminist input an oversight, such as feminist socialists like /Coon; there
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are those who find her feminist input inadequate, such as feminists like
Moses.
(a) Utopian or Practical Socialist?
It has already been indicated in part one that her name was first
associated with the beginnings of the socialist movement. In a sort of
one-up-womanship, several commentators have stressed the fact that she
had formulated her ffnign_nwiriere four years before Marx produced his
CcommunistAanUesta(39) Puech distinguished two forms of socialism,
"socialisme pailosophique" and "socdalisme ouvrier",(40) and identified
Flora Tristan with the latter. Thibert drew a similar distinction
between the petit-bourgeois utopian socialists and the working class
movements.(41) Whatever the distinction, the assertion made at the
beginning of this century was that Flora Tristan was closer to the
Marxist form of socialism than to the utopians'. Yet the Marxist
declaimers who continue to assess the early socialist thinkers in the
light of subsequent developments, insisting on the superiority of Marx,
can only remark on her failure to analyse the workings of capitalism
when in fact this very system was evolving rapidly even as she wrote:
... elle a acquis, au moment oil elle tombe, une conscience
nette de l'opposition irremediable des classes et est ainsi
sans conteste le plus avancee des militants qui precedent
Marx. (42)
In other words, she is assessed at the beginning of the twentieth
century for her contribution to the beginnings of the workers' self
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emancipatory movements: praised as being advanced, yet criticised
therefore much later in this century for being too limited. For an
example of the latter, in Dijkstra we find criticism of her brand of
socialism. Her socialism is inadequate in as much as it was utopian
socialism:
Tristan was somewhat confused over the causes of the
terrible conditions she witnessed. (43)
This critic quotes Engels to demonstrate how socialists of earlier times
criticised the existing modes of production and their consequences, but
could not get the mastery of them.
Being associated with the utopians means having their image, being
associated with their "weaknesses": their belief that the bourgeoisie
will lead the way in the construction of a better society and their hazy
understanding of capitalism in their theories. However, as Thibert
points out in her analysis, Flora Tristan was not interested in
formulating a theory for its own sake. Her immediate and most pressing
aim was to formulate a programme for action. Thibert stresses this
point as an explanation for the fact that Flora Tristan borrowed heavily
from her action-minded contemporaries such as Fourier, Saint-Simonian
followers, Owen, O'Connell, the Chartists, and the various Campagnons and
Associationists.
Flora Tristan's image as a socialist is also associated with the
French socialist thinkers of the July Monarchy, like them attempting to
put theory into practice.
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It is not difficult to criticise Flora Tristan's attempt to fuse
theory and action. She had assumed that the employers would tolerate
the organisation of a new class, ready to assume their rights, and she
had also supposed the workers were ready to act when the industrial
working class was hardly established in France. These were naive ideas
though Armogathe suggests that her scheme of IWIMLikintoistmfor forming
associations on a class basis was a common idea at the time. (44) And
Moon states perceptively that:
Tristan's "naive" socialism is considered to contain two
seeds of mature socialism: the self-emancipation of the
working class and the workers' international. (45)
(b) Feminist Socialist?
The inherent weaknesses of a utopian socialist thinker may exist,
but that is no reason to ignore the feminist input, claim the feminist
socialists. Moon suggests that Flora Tristan's Socialistic
Internationalism is vastly overrated and directs attention away from the
important "need", the equality of women as the important step to social
transformation. Those critics who neglect to include this vital aspect
of Flora Tristan's theory are failing to present her true image.
While Thibert demonstrated that Flora Tristan's uniqueness in
relation to other utopians is her synthesis of feminism and socialism
into one cause, Moon went further in building her feminist socialist
image by underlining how the preliminary decision of working men to
grant the principle of sexual equality is an integral part of this
synthesis. Indeed the whole fabric depends on that:
By recognising the equality of workingwomen, the workingmen
would open the door not only to feminism, but to
socialism. (46)
Noon describes Flora Tristan's feminism within the socialist plan as
radical, whereas the development of working class socialism contained a
purely "domestic feminism", that is, equality within the home at the
expense of economic independence. But even as she was preaching this,
the skilled workers already had their women on a pedestal in the home,
like their bourgeois sisters. A workers' association without working
women was not only possible, since most societies excluded women and
there were few female societies, but it was economically and morally
preferable both from the employers' and the male workers' points of
view.
Noon's interpretation is:
Tristan's socialism embodies a radical feminism that freed
woman from the home and placed her on a competitive footing
in the market place. (47)
There is a rather different interpretation of Flora Tristan's
feminism from this one in Dijkstra and in Goldberg-Noses. Dijkstra
accuses Flora Tristan of working for capitalism because she failed to
provide an escape for women from the family:
In attempting to construct an ideal of the perfect family,
Tristan was unwittingly working on behalf of the very
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capitalist system which she recognized to be the cause of so
much woe. (48)
The question of Flora Tristan's feminism and her socialism is thus
complex. Her feminism in itself raises difficulties. Goldberg-Moses
asserts that Flora Tristan's priorities changed in IlnicilLitwiriare from
feminism and women as a category of analysis to socialism and the
working class. But her focus was never only on women. Her ideal for
the working class was a harmonious family life which entailed a specific
role for women. And on the nature of freedom of choice and on the
question of separate spheres, Flora Tristan is decidedly hazy at times,
illustrating the fact that her theories on feminism were not fully
developed.
Adler objects to the way she feels repelled by the prostitutes'
condition, rather than expressing complete solidarity in some way such
as Suzanne Voilquin did by setting up a free midwifery service for
them. (49)
Goldberg-Moses pinpoints a further weakness of Flora Tristan's
feminism - the passive role she attributed to women in the future bid
for emancipation:
The result of her shift in focus is at first jarring to
those who examine L'Union Ouvriere in an attempt to trace
Tristan's feminism. Although she sometimes self-consciously
used both feminine and masculine gender forms to stress that
when she spoke to the working class she spoke to ouvrlêres
and ouvriers, more often she assumed that her working-class
audience would be male. ... She devoted one entire chapter
to 'the necessity for women's emancipation' but addressed it
to male workers, arguing that they must liberate women. (50)
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For feminists therefore, there is an ambiguity in the role of women
in Flora Tristan's scheme. Although she demanded equal pay for equal
work, and that women should have an equal position in the workforce and
equal access to education, it is only by implication that it can be
assumed that she wanted an end to the sexual division of labour and an
end to separate spheres, two of the most glaring and enduring aspects of
sexual inequality. The importance Flora Tristan attached to family life
and to education may be explained by the fact that she valued what she
had herself been deprived of. However she did place Woman as the
central figure in the family. She believed that women had inherent
natures which made them morally superior to men and eminently more
qualified to be saviours of humanity. These are the questions which
make the relationship between feminism and socialism a stormy one.
(4) CONCLUSION
Xy suggestion therefore is that the central feature of Flora
Tristan's image is her contribution to feminism and socialism. In this
lies her real identity. There are many dimensions to this image as a
feminist socialist including Flora Tristan's experiences at the hands of
the socialists of her day and of following generations, and her
doctrinal vicissitudes on the issues of feminism, socialism and their
relationship, mirroring the love/hate relationship between socialism and
feminism in nineteenth century France and generally. By examining Flora
Tristan's treatment by the critics and commentators I hope to have
drawn attention to the many facets of her identity and to have shown
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why this personality has been the subject of so much recent attention
and controversy. In the succeeding chapters I will explain in more
depth these facets in an attempt to unravel the complexity of this
extraordinary person.
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Chapter Two
PEREGRINATIONS VIM! FARM AID EARLY YORKS:
FEXIIISX AID EGALITARIANLSX
(1) ORIGINS OF FEXIILSX
Before beginning the analysis of Flora Tristan's first works it is
important to establish the extent to which feminism had developed in
France at the time.
As Rendall indicates, the term feminism for this period is
anachronistic but is nevertheless an indispensable tool for analysis. (1)
It is acknowledged that there was no one feminist movement; throughout
the nineteenth century for instance, Rendall observes that there were at
least two kinds of feminist movement, one of which can be distinguished
by the term woman's rights, in the sense of civil and political equality,
and the other by woman's emancipation, which has a broader and more
radical sense of striving for freedom from oppressive restrictions
imposed by sex, and for self determination and autonomy. The same
author suggests that feminism did not always mean equality and sameness
of economic and civil roles between men and women, but that before
scientific socialism, equality in the feminist sense was interpreted in
terms of moral and rational worth. This interpretation highlights a
glaring ambiguity of early feminism. Recognising oppression was one
thing, but determining the cause and eliminating it were open to debate.
It was almost straightforward to state that the structure of society
favoured one gender, but when it came to deciding how to end this
oppression the issue of whether women should or wanted to have equal
status in society both within and outside the home provoked furious
debate about the very nature of womanhood. For 'airy Wollstonecraft,(2)
for instance, virtue was sexless; women, as rational human beings, had
as much potential as men. This left the question of motherhood in the
air. As we shall see, Flora Tristan was to discover the ambiguity of
this question. The issues raised in her early works contribute to this
debate.
Flora Tristan was not the first person in France to talk of women's
rights. Olympe de Gouges, author of Declaration
1791, is an earlier example of a tireless campaigner and pamphleteer.
Likewise, Condorcet was an ardent feminist, demanding equality of
opportunity through education. There is no doubt that the Enlightenment
and the initial revolutionary atmosphere made an impact on feminism,
though attempts made to associate the origins of feminism with
republicanism have run into troubled waters. Olympe de Gouges, although
a keen feminist and abolitionist, was in fact an ardent royalist.(3) One
might jump to the conclusion that the revolution encouraged an
atmosphere of liberty for women. But quite the reverse is true:
The language of natural rights and republicanism did
provide a vocabulary and a means of rousing women's
political interests and, perhaps, might be applied and
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extended to their own situation. Yet the role for
women which came to be seen as their best service to
the republic, that of motherhood, while recognised as
valuable and patriotic, was still essentially private
and domestic. (4)
What women gained from the revolution in terms of rights - equal
Inheritance for instance was the only thing which outlasted the
revolutionary period - was annihilated by the imposition of the
Napoleonic Code, which confined the role of women to domesticity.
In the early nineteenth century therefore, this domestic status was
ascribed to women as a natural function, and it was this status that
nineteenth century women were to challenge. Organisation on a
collective basis was impossible at this stage. Vociferous complaints
about gender oppression came from a minority among intellectuals and
the middle classes. Women either refused to accept this role in the way
Flora Tristan escaped, in which case they became pariahs, or else they
sought new feminist meaning to their ascribed role. For this reason a
further ambiguity of early feminism was on this question of domesticity.
For some feminists:
The domestic sphere was no longer to be merely the
backcloth to public and social life, but to have a
positive educational and inspirational function. (5)
The striving for equality within marriage was considered to be adequate
in this case. For some, as long as a woman's position was not simply
that of a passive partner, her female nature would, in the right
conditions, regenerate the spirit of society. As Flora Tristan was to
discover there were limitations to this approach. Women such as Madame
de Stael and George Sand, were able to flaunt convention because of
their priveleged class position; unlike Flora Tristan they had a certain
degree of independence, unlike her they restricted their demands to the
domestic sphere.
Feminism did not however start with this kind of weak demand and
gradually move on to more radical statements. From its very inception
it was a movement for radical emancipation beyond the sphere of
sexuality. For example, to return to the example of Olympe de Gouges,
feminists were often associated with other causes of emancipation; even
under the Ancien Regime she championed the cause of slavery and its
abolition at a time when the colonial trading lobby was very powerful in
France. Significantly enough, parallel to the fate of women's
emancipation, slavery, abolished by the republic in 1794, was restored
by the bourgeoisie under Napoleon.
Feminism was also a movement which claimed to be utilitarian.
Therefore the notion that women were simply interested in improving
their position, independent of the surrounding circumstances, is a false
one but in the history of the feminist movement, links with
circumstances are often played down or ignored. This is to forget that
It is these very circumstances which determine the development of
feminism. For instance it is important to remember, as Rendall states,
that:
the only model available to women to state their
public demands was the political language of men. (6)
Like Flora Tristan, Olympe de Gouges is chiefly remembered as a
feminist, whereas she was a feminist who was active in other spheres.
As we shall see in Peregrinations dune Paria, Flora Tristan wrote about
many other topics besides the oppression of women. This does not dilute
her feminism. On the contrary, her analysis of female oppression is
part of an analysis of all types of oppression in society. To talk of
only the feminist aspects of Peregrinations d ame lkirla would be to
ignore the major part of her book. In her overall thought process she
found a way of expressing her feminism, but it was never the sole means
of action, nor was it an end in itself.
To sum up the female political experience before Flora Tristan's day,
one can recognise that the scope for militancy and success was limited.
On an individual basis there were those who wrote pamphlets such as
Olympe de Gouges or Mary Wollstonecraft. True, there was mass action at
some stage; during the revolutionary period in France the mass of women
from the lower orders were deeply affected by economic hardship and
often intervened in the political process on a spontaneous basis.
Groups of articulate women formed Clubs. Writings from individuals
however were the most likely to survive. Spontaneous actions were not
recorded apart from famous incidents such as the Parisian women's march
to Versailles. Unless they issued from registered Clubs or expressed
themselves in political action, feminist activities were not recorded.
With the restoration of the Monarchy, the only means of public
intervention left to women was that of writing. (7) As we shall see,
Flora Tristan was to capitalise on this.
(2) SELF-DISCOVERY IN PERU
The first part of this chapter contains an introduction to Flora
Tristan's initiation as a writer and activist. The early part of her
career was dominated by personal tribulations, and the subsequent trip
to Peru seemed to form a cataclysm in Flora Tristan's career. We shall
therefore begin with a discussion of Les Peregrinations dune ftria, a
travel diary where Flora Tristan recorded her growing awareness of
sexual and class inequality.
Les Pertgrinaticms dune Paria, as the title would imply, is a highly
personalised account of a woman who, because she rebelled against her
condition of being unhappily married and because she was illegitimate,
was a "pariah" according to the values of her day: a pariah because she
had rejected the role of wife and mother; since divorce was impossible
she did the next best thing by reassuming her family name of Tristan
and by posing as a mademoiselle. She was acutely conscious therefore of
the impediments of her position as a woman. To compensate for the
disadvantages of her sex she was at even greater pains to seek
recognition from her wealthy aristocratic family and thus to seek
comfort in the material advantages of the aristocracy, an end to
impoverishment which for a woman outside the wealthy classes, with
three children to support, was well nigh impossible. We need only
recall that once Flora Tristan left her husband she was never to live a
"family life" with her children; they had to be looked after by others
while she worked to support them.
Travelling to Peru, therefore, was part of Flora Tristan's desire for
a solution to end her personal tribulations, and in itself was not
intended as a particularly feminist or socialist action. The experience,
however, taught her many things about herself and kindled an ambition to
act on behalf of others.
Thus we may suppose that when she set out for Peru, she wished to
leave behind her status of pariah and become fully integrated with the
aristocracy in Peru and to lead a privileged existence either there or in
France:
Cette reconaissance sociale A laquelle aspire Flora
Tristan est double : d'abord la simple legitimation de
sa naissance, mais de plus la reconnaissance de son
appartenance A une famille artistocratique illustre.(8)
As we shall see, the outcome was very different. Firstly, despite her
desire for integration in the Tristan family, her trip led her to class
awareness and reversed her class aspirations. Secondly, her pose as a
mademoiselle taught her much about the inferior conditions of women.
In the first instance, while the story unfolds of her reception in
Arequipa, criticisms are made of the aristocracy as a corrupt class.
From the outset there is thus a potential source of contradiction of
class loyalties. Although desperate for the affection of her newly
discovered relatives, as an egalitarian and indeed as a French woman, a
foreigner, in Peru, she found the corruption of the Tristan family
repellent and Peruvian society rotten in its fabric. Events were beyond
her control, however. Any potential conflict of loyalties was resolved
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when her uncle dismissed her claim to inheritance. Henceforth, the
pariah, once more rejected, felt no constraint in formulating her
critique of the aristocracy.
In the second instance, as a mademoiselle in Peru, Flora Tristan
constantly juxtaposed the position of an impoverished but beautiful
single woman with her previous experience as an unhappily married
woman. Therefore the diary simultaneously presents several aspects of
women's oppression. The meeting, face to face, with a large extended
family, where women played extremely minor roles, but which she had
dreamed about since her childhood, only to be rejected, the awareness of
dual national cultures, and the humiliation of this knowledge of the
limitations of her false position serve to highlight the discovery of
injustice in class differences and in sexual inequality.
We can say, therefore, that through her personal sufferings of an
inescapable marriage and the dashing of her hopes for inherited wealth,
Flora Tristan began to identify with larger groups of oppressed people.
She became motivated to want to achieve change, although she was not
quite sure what form this action should take when she was in Arequipa.
An immediate outlet was to be found in her interest and participation in
public life in Peru. As long as she remained a guest, she was an
honorary member of the illustrious Tristan family whose men played a
central role in the struggle for power in Peruvian public affairs. As
such Flora Tristan was able to take advantage of her new-found role of
conseilldre to the military and political personalities she was to
encounter. In this way she was to witness the workings of power.
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Indeed we can say that her position as an outcast was reversed in her
own eyes when she rejected the values of society in Peregrinations d'une
azia. The tables were turned. Illegitimate, she attacked the values of
property, marriage and greed which had defined her as illegitimate. A
woman, she attacked the values of male supremacy which caused her
inferiority. She thus redeemed herself in her own eyes by identifying
with the oppressed. In conjunction with this discovery of class and sex
inequality came the discovery of her own potential by participating
enthusiastically in discussions on public affairs and visiting social
institutions and public places as a social observer, "une enquétrice stir
place". Subsequently, she began to write freely, recording her
experiences in a diary. It was a very short step, as we shall see in
parts two and three of this chapter, to writing to campaign for change.
Finally, in formulating	 d'une Perin Flora Tristan made
public her own situation because she realised she had something in
common with other women:
Beaucoup de femmes vivent sêparees de fait d'avec leurs
mans
	 Ce n'est donc pas sur moi personnellenent
que Pal voulu attirer l'attention, mais bien sur
toutes les felonies qui se trouvent dans la Interne
position, et dont le nombre augmente journellement.
Peregrinations d'une Faria 1838 edition p.xxix
In so doing she took the only positive step available to women at the
time to assert a "feminist" position.
(3) DISCOVERY OF INEQUALITY
As we have stated, because of her awareness of the constraints on
her own life, Flora Tristan was keen to observe how these operated on a
social level. She therefore began to undertake a study of the various
institutions which oppressed women: the family, the Church and the
State. The discovery she made was the extent to which these
institutions ensured and maintained women's position of servitude mainly
through the bonds of marriage. Of this of course, she had first hand
experience. Difkstra makes the point that Flora Tristan's ambiguous
marital status, married but separated, was ironic, but it afforded her a
rare vantage point for viewing the institution of marriage:
As a married woman, [Flora] Tristan knew that
statistics were insufficient to describe the real
sufferings of women; therefore, she was determined to
lift the veil of privacy which covered the reality of
married life. (9)
For the reasons outlined, Flora Tristan's analysis stems from the
intention of publicising and condemning actual sexual oppression, rather
than from a proclamation of an abstract principle of sexual equality,
although this was soon to follow. Flora Tristan's chief preoccupation at
this stage was society's tolerance of the double standard of morality in
marriage and the unequal legal relationship between men and women. She
wanted to break the silent refusal to acknowledge the unhappiness caused
by the two different codes of behaviour:
Si l'on reflechit au grand nombre d'iniquites qui se
commettent chaque Jour, et que les lois ne sauraient
atteindre, on se convaincra de l'immense amelioration
dans les moeurs qui resulterait de la publicite donnee
aux actions privees. Il n'y aurait plus alors
d'hypocrisie possible, et la deloyaute, la perfidie, la
trahison n'usurperaient pas sans cesse, par des dehors
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trompeurs, la recompense de la vertu ... Peregrinations
d'une Parla 1838 edition p.xxxiJ
'What is interesting, however, is that from the outset, oppression of
women is seen within the widest possible context. The Peruvian
experience ensures the context is even stretched across two continents.
As is obvious from the preface, the travel tale Rregrinations dune
'kiln was intended as a revelation of all forms of the abuse of power; a
study of married life from the side of the oppressed is one of these
forms:
J'ai dit, apres l'avoir reconnu, qu'au Perou, la haute
classe est profondement corrompue, que son egoisme la
porte, pour satisfaire sa cupidite, son amour du
pouvoir et ses autres passions, aux tentatives les plus
anti-sociales ; Pal dit aussi que l'abrutissement du
peuple est extreme dans toutes les races dont il se
compose. Peregrinations d'une Farid 1838 edition p.vi,J
Liberty is interpreted not in terms of the free will of the
Individual, but in terms of a lack of constraints. The groups which
Flora Tristan mentioned, slaves, sailors and married women, were
oppressed because they were deprived of liberty. Their oppression was
as a result of being economically dependent on their masters, employers
or husbands:
Tout etre prive de fortune depend d'autrui, est
esclave, et dolt vivre oil son maitre l'attache.
Peregrinations d'une Paria p. 138
Flora Tristan therefore began to see the link between the principle of
freedom and the economic reality which denied this freedom both to the
individual and the group, whether the latter be class, race or gender.
Flora Tristan gives examples of particular individuals such as her
cousin Carmen, of people imprisoned by social conventions. In the
development of this discourse, Carmen serves as a sounding board for
Flora Tristan whereby her growing awareness of the nature of freedom
finds expression:
... la liberte n'existe reellement que dans la volonte.
Ceux qui ont recu de Dieu cette volonte forte qui fait
surnonter tout obstacle sont libres ; tandis que ceux
dont le faible vouloir se lasse ou cede devant lee
contrarietes sont esclaves, et le seraient lore mane
que la bizarre fortune les placerait sur le trOne.
Peregrinations d'une Paria p. 139
In contrast to this naivety and optimism expressed by Flora Tristan,
the book is the account of how she was exposed to circumstances in Peru
which were to cause her to modify such views. On the one hand she
acted with great determination and ability to rise above constraints, on
the other hand her political discovery was that society was the cause of
the oppression of thousands like her. Freedom was being systematically
denied on a group level:
Les femmes, ici, pensais-ie, sont donc, par le mariage,
aussi malheureuses qu'en France; elles rencontrent
egalement l'oppression dans ce lien et l'intelligence
dont Dieu les a douees reste inerte et sterile.ftregrinations d'une Paria p.141
As her narrative develops, it becomes obvious that Flora Tristan no
longer believed her earlier optimistic statements on freedom declared in
conversations on board ship, any more than she accepted government to
be inherently good and responsible. Her trip to Peru was thus a
revelation in more ways than one. The account is not detailed enough
for us to be able to ascertain how and why Flora Tristan changed her
opinions, but the narrative effect is striking. By assuming a certain
degree of naivety, she translated her political discovery into an
education for her reader. It has been suggested that this naivety makes
more sense if it is interpreted as a didactic pose:
Ironically, of course, Flora had endured the very
difficulties Carmen described, with the exception of
domination by a patriarchal family, and the reader's
awareness of Flora Tristan's real position increases
the dramatic tension of the scene. (10)
The initial discussions with her fellow passengers during her voyage
from France on abstract themes such as human nature, love and
friendship become more concrete on Land. There is thus a symbolic
Importance to be attached to the four month voyage. In transit, she had
adopted a rather detached pose reporting the discussions among the men
as though she did not know anything about the subject of politics:
X. Chabrie entrait alors dans un grand detail sur
l'organisation de sa republique ; mais, come je ne
suis pas publiciste, J'avoue que pretais peu
d'attention & cette partie de sa conversation.
Peregrinations d'une Faria 1838 edition pp. 137-138
Her claim to be a mere ignorant bystander was not of course convincing,
as she was well able to clarify the political differences between a
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republican, a Bonapartist and a monarchist. And certainly the pose of
disinterest vanishes once she arrived in Peru. On land she was able to
launch immediately into an analysis of Peruvian society and show an
astute awareness of colonialism.
What Flora Tristan was able to learn from her insight into the
workings of society from above, as an honorary member of one of the
most powerful families of Peru, was not Just the corruption of the upper
classes, but an ability to look for and state the causes of corruption
and oppression. For instance, after stating her revulsion for the sacred
plays and religious processions she writes:
La religion catholique dans les temps de la plus
profonde ignorance, n'a Jamais exposé au grand Jour
d'aussi indecentes bouffonneries, des parades plus
scandaleusenent impies. Peregrinations d'une Fnrid
p.142
Flora Tristan tried to pinpoint the function of such events which
attracted huge crowds. She could only see it as an indication of the
hold the Church had over the masses:
Autant que Je pus le voir Je fus la seule qui revins
tout attristee de ce spectacle. Je me suis toujours
vivement interessee au bien-ètre des societes au milieu
desquelles le destin m'a transportee et Je ressentais
un vrai chagrin de l'abrutissement de ce peuple.
Peregrinations d'une Parid p.146
Again we can see the contrast between her nadvety in earlier
considerations of patriotism and religion with her sophisticated
awareness of the corruption of power witnessed here:
Ce pays, dechire par vingt ans de guerres civiles, est
dans un etat deplorable, et l'on cherche vainenent,
dans la classe qui, par sa fortune, occupe is premier
rang, l'espoir d'un meilleur avenir Le vrai
patriotisne, le devouenent n'existent nulle part
. .Pergrinations d'une Parld p.147
The happiness of the people, she realised, was not foremost in the minds
of those in power:
Son bonheur, me disais-Je, n'est Janais entre pour rien
dans les combinaisons des gouvernants. Paregrinations
d'une Faris pp. 146-147
The link between the abuse of power and the Church is clearly stated:
comae le pouvoir, et non la liberte, est le but de
cette foule d'intriguants qui se succédent A la
direction des affaires, ils continuent l'oeuvre du
despotisme, et, pour s'assurer de l'obeissance du
peuple qu'ils exploitent, us s'associent aux prètres
pour le maintenir dans tous les preJuges de la
superstition. Peregrinations d'une Paria p.147
Flora Tristan was persuaded that Peruvian society was backward and
corrupt because of the weakness of colonialism. Class differences were
based on race:
Au Perou, conne dans toute l'Amerique, l'origine
europeenne est le grand titre de noblesse ; dans le
langage aristocratique du pays, on appelle blancs ceux
dont aucun des ascendants n'est Indien ou Négre
Peregrinations d'une Parid p.167
She was conscious of the discrepancies between the old world and the
new, and, despite previous assertions of political innocence, was able to
speak with some authority about the problems of Peru such as the system
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of slavery, together with the absence of civilising factors such as true
patriotism, hard work, education, accumulation of wealth and ability to
spend, a strong leader and cultural and educational facilities.
There were two basic premises on which she based her judgement of
Peruvian society, premises she was never to abandon even after her
return to Europe.
The first premise is that she was convinced of the superiority of
European society thanks to the benefits of hard work and progressive
political ideas such as equality. She attributed the lack of
civilisation and progress in Peru to the absence of equality, and
compared it to post revolutionary Korth America:
... dans l'Amerique anglaise, les moeurs et usages
s'etaient formes sous l'empire d'idees liberales,
politiques et religieuses; les populations y etaient
rapprochees, elles habitaient sous un climat qui donne
de nombreux besoins, avaient conserve les habitudes
laborieuses de l'Europe, et la richesse n'y etant
acquise que par la culture des terres Cu le commerce
regulier, ii y avait assez d'egalite darts sa
distribution. Peregrinations d'une Paria pp. 219-220
This was to recognise the importance of the economic development of
society by the bourgeoisie; indeed she developed her economic analysis
further when she advised one leading politician of the need to stimulate
the economy by encouraging all sections of the population to what is
known in twentieth century terms as consumerism:
l'epoque d'êtablir des manufactures n'est pas
encore arrivee pour vous : avant d'y songer, 11 faut
d'abord faire naitre dans la population le gout du luxe
et des conforts de la vie, lui creer des besoins afin
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de la porter au travail ... Tant que l'Indien ira
pieds nus, se contentera d'une peau de mouton pour tout
vétement, d'un peu de maYs et de quelques bananes pour
sa nourriture, ii ne travaillera point. ftregrinations
d'une Faria pp.295-296
The second premise is her conviction of the need for education, good
transport communications and free trade:
Instruisez le peuple, etablissez des communications
faciles, laissez le commerce sans entraves, et vous
verrez alors la prosperite publique marcher a pas de
geant Peregrinations d'une Traria p.296
Economic prosperity was depicted as the means both to eliminate
suffering and as an advance of civilisation. It was much later in her
contacts with the working class that she was to understand that the
economic benefits of capitalist prosperity were for one class alone. In
the early stages of her career, she was an optimistic egalitarian,
convinced that changes in the economy would be equally distributed
without really giving much thought as to how this could be achieved.
This analysis was very much part of the egalitarian inheritance.
Freedom to develop the economy had been one of the prime motivators of
the bourgeoisie in its support for revolutionary change in America and
France. Egalitarianism meant the end of privilege, the opening up of
new opportunities for the creation of wealth through commerce and
industry.
What Flora Tristan understood by egalitarianism was of a limited
kind. It is clear from Peregrinations d'une Thria that she very likely
believed at the time of writing that progress granted every class a
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specific economic and social role, which was not necessarily an equal
one. This can be illustrated by her view of the colonial system; Flora
Tristan believed the process of gradual transfer of capital from
agriculture and mining to commerce and industry was for the best, and
that Peru was lacking in its basic infrastructure because there was no
large core of hardworking bourgeoisie. The new and fast acquisition of
democracy through the end of the links with Spain meant a corrupt use
of power and money, squandered by the aristocracy in civil wars or else
hoarded, thus preventing the circulation of capital. The country as a
whole suffered. Clearly, Flora Tristan expected the ruling classes to
have privileges of wealth but she also expected them to use their power
"responsibly" and behave as loyal citizens towards their country. But
patriotism did not always tie in with ecomomic interests.
Until she developed a critique of capitalism, Flora Tristan's
perception of Peruvian backwardness was to see the remedy in hard work
and a development of good citizenship by the ruling class:
Arrivera enfin le Jour fixe par la Providence oil ces
peuples seront unis sous la banniere du travail.
Peregrinations d'une Paz-id p.204
Although she claimed to have only a limited perception of public
matters, Flora Tristan wrote regtgEthilikmaAVAp_132ria because the
discovery of this corruption of economic and social power during her
study of the institutions of Peru enlarged her horizons. She returned to
France with a heightened awareness of the nature of the whole fabric of
society; political, cultural, economic and social threads were clearly
interwoven. There is a progression from the innocent who asks
questions on the voyage to Peru to one who provides the answers to
those in political turmoil in Arequipa. Here it is vital to stress that
this process of politicisation was part of Flora Tristan's feminist
assertion. In searching for a solution to her own predicaments she
became embroiled in this whole social fabric:
... her examination became more systematic, for she
realized that her own destiny depended on her appraisal
of the options available to women. (11)
It must be stated that Egr4crinatirms_d_trae_Paria was a view of
society from above, in class terms, for however much she might despise
that class, as a white intellectual European, Flora Tristan was one of
that category. And although in gender terms class boundaries are
crossed, yet class privilege seemed to reinforce sexual oppression. She
was appalled by the constraints placed upon wealthy women despite the
appearance of beauty, dazzling jewels and exotic costumes:
presque toutes, mariees fres jeunes, ant eu leurs
facultes fletries, alterees par l'oppression plus ou
mains forte que leurs maitres ont fait peser sur elles.
Pertgrinations d'une Parisi p.140
With a specific oppression in mind - that exercised over women - it
would appear that Flora Tristan was discovering a new way of seeing
class divisions in society. She outlined many examples - the
contrasting conditions of nuns in two convents, one wealthy and one poor
and austere. In each case their potential was wasted; there was no
outlet for their talents. In describing the convents there is a familiar
pattern of contrast between Flora Tristan's naive belief in what they
aspired to, and what she actually witnessed. Instead of finding in them
a haven of spiritual peace, she described them as a place of
imprisonment where blatant class hierarchy ruled:
Je ne crois pas qu'il alt Jannis existe, dans l'Etat le
plus monarchique, une aristocratie plus hautaine et
plus choquante dans ses distinctions que celle dont le
spectacle me frappa d'êtonnement en entrant
Santa-Rosa. Là regnent, clans toute leur puissance, les
hierarchies de la naissance, des titres, des couleurs
de la peau et des fortunes ... Ytregrinations d'une
Earl& p.243
In secular society, Flora Tristan contrasted the position of the
wealthy Lima women with that of the Ravanas, the Indian women who
incorporated traditional masculine and feminine roles. The Ravanas
serviced the needs of Peruvian soldiers in many ways - carried arms and
provisions, reconnoitred, sewed, washed, cooked, nursed children, acquired
food by hunting or stealing. By describing their tasks, Flora Tristan
was expressing her amazement at their ability to survive this hard life.
Their survival did not depend on men but on their own courage and
physical strength. Here she found proof that women were potentially
equal or even superior to men, an argument to dispel the idea of
fragility of women on which the upper class European women based their
life style. In later works, Flora Tristan used the example of working
class women's drudgery as a contrast with the idle boredom of wealthy
women. For the moment, however, here was an example in primitive
society:
Je ne crois pas qu'on puisse citer une preuve plus
frappante de la superiorite de la femme, dans l'enfance
des peuples ; n'en serait-il pas de mem aussi chez
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ceux plus avances en civilisation, si une education
semblable etait donnee aux deux sexes ? Ii faut
esperer que le temps viendra oü l'experience en sera
tentee. Peregrinations d'une Paria p.233
The wealthy Lima women were from the Peruvian upper classes, who
seemed to enjoy much greater freedom than their European counterparts.
Flora Tristan noted that this freedom was rather transitory, depending
on beauty and dress, exactly the plight of French women, although she
did not remark on this:
Si janais elles abandonnaient ce costume sans prendre
des maeurs nouvelles, si elles ne remplacaient pas les
moyens de seduction que leur fournit ce deguisenent,
par l'acquisition des talents ... elles perdraient
innediatenent tout leur empire ... Peregrinations d'une
Earl& pp.335-336
This section in fact contains a notion which was to be developed in
	  the idea that women had the capacity to develop their
intelligence in a form which could be a source of inspiration to men.
Here was a feminism in the sense of equality of moral worth. In fact,
Flora Tristan went further than equality and talked of female
superiority:
...	 la femme a sur l'honne une superiorite
incontestable ... Peregrinations dune Paria p.335
This superiority however did not develop naturally:
mais il faut qu'elle cultive son intelligence et
surtout se rendre maitresse d'elle-mene pour conserver
cette superiorite. Nregrinations d'une Paria p.335
Women must educate themselves if they were to obtain real power:
... au lieu d'être le guide, le genie inspirateur de
l'honne ... elle tie cherche qu'a le seduire, qui&
regner sur see sens, son empire s'evanouit avec lee
desire qu'elle a fait naitre. Peregrinations d'une
Parla p.335
Flora Tristan was also struck by the actions of individual women.
Before she left Peru, she had opportunities to describe women whose
courage and strength encouraged her to believe that for a woman, a
nonconformist existence was often the only way of being free, of
controlling her destiny. What is apparent in her accounts is that she
Judged particular women by their ability to control their own lives.
This gave support to her ideas, strengthened her own self esteem and
resolve as well as proving that other women were not prepared to accept
their predetermined roles. Characters like Dominga-Gatinez, a distant
cousin, whose bravery and cunning resulted in a daring escape from a
prison-like convent, and who paid for her freedom with social ostracism,
are depicted in a sympathetic manner.
Flora Tristan's observations about nuns, the women of Lima, and
Dominga-Gatinez, were determined by her Judgement of their abilities to
bend or break the rules of the society which she had come to believe
oppressed women. She paid particular attention to la 12'esidente
Gamarra, a Peruvian woman general and political leader. We have the
impression that Flora Tristan herself seriously considered trying to
gain experience of ruling a country in the only way that was possible
for a woman - through a liaison with a politician: in Gamarra's case,
the politician was her husband. There are frequent references to this
exceptional character during the civil war, which Flora Tristan
witnessed, but her meeting with Gamarra is dramatically timed to
coincide with the end of her visit to Peru and after the political
downfall of Gamarra. From what Flora Tristan reported, Gamarra was a
despotic ruler, but there is little criticism of this style of leadership.
Moreover, there is nothing to suggest that it was Gamarra's "feminine"
qualities which inspired her following. Indeed, it was Gamarra's use of
"masculine" qualities which explained her success. And this fact leads
Flora Tristan to an important truth - namely that there is no advantage
for women to try to assume men's qualities, as they find themselves
denying their femininity in order to maintain power. And Gamarra's
downfall is a reminder to Flora Tristan how fleeting glory and
happiness and indeed effectiveness as a ruler are. Nevertheless, she is
a central example to demonstrate the universality of women striving to
break from their social mould and to prove women's equal potential.
Gamarra is the finest example Flora Tristan had met until then of women
playing a leading role in society, although there is no suggestion that
in such a position women could further their own cause and liberate
themselves and their oppressors.
What Flora Tristan failed to develop in her critique in this work,
or indeed in her entire lifetime, was a vision of how women as a
collective force could act to achieve their liberation. Within the
constraints of her experience in Peru, Flora Tristan did present the
essence of the idea of Woman being the inspiration for change, an idea
she was to develop much more fully in her novel Aphis. In this
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respect, she came close to saying that women could provide the resources
necessary for their own liberation, although they did need to rely on
the reforming initiative of men. This notion will be examined in the
next chapter. In the meantime there is a further element of her early
work which must be considered.
The Peruvian experience gave Flora Tristan the insight into
understanding the nature of women's difficulties. She identified with
women either oppressed by economic hardships or by the legal system -
which upheld not only the superior position of men in marriage, politics
and society, but also the double standard of morality where men could
act as they chose within and without the home, before and after
marriage, but not so women. Further to her perception of oppression,
she concluded that the aristocracy was corrupt in its exercise of both
wealth and power and that the Church played a powerful role in
maintaining the ignorance and oppression of the masses. Poverty and
aristocracy, marriage and independence, repression and rebellion, the
interests of the individual in opposition to the good of society, these
then are the contrasting ideas inherent in Flora Tristan's scrutiny of
Peruvian society which she transferred to modern society at large.
On her return to France, Flora Tristan began her active political
career by trying to change women's conditions within the legality of the
system, a system where the only legal form of political action open to
women was to present petitions and have their work published.
CONTEXFORARY NOVEXENTS IN FRANCE
In the previous section it has been shown that writing was the most
important form of action for those demanding emancipation. Indeed the
1830s and 1840s in France was a period of tremendous output of works
both by feminists and socialists, ranging from the collective effort to
the individual work, from newspaper to novel. Some newspapers were
very short lived, due to a lack of funds and strict censorship. The
main galvanising force seems to have been the Saint-Simonian movement
as it provided the necessary forum for discussions. Fourier too had
disciples, organised by Considerant, who met regularly and published,
although fewer in number than those attracted to Saint Simon's great
disciple, Enfantin. Women were attracted to Saint-Simonian meetings in
large numbers. As a result, feminism was given a great boost; needless
to say many women carried their demands much further than their
original inspirers. From a study of their newspapers Adler illustrates
the fact that women from all classes took part in this group
activity.(12) The llaungiAml_Eammteis gives priority to the plight of
proletarian women, and the Gazette des Fezzes contains demands of a
more bourgeois interest, such as property rights, equality before the
law. Among the most prominent women were Eugenie Niboyet, a bourgeoise
from Lyon, Suzanne Voilquin, a seamstress, Pauline Roland, who
collaborated with Pierre Leroux. Although from different backgrounds,
they were all concerned with the harsh living conditions of the poor,
more especially poor women; for by this stage it was apparent that the
economic changes brought about by industrial capitalism, were creating a
new kind of poverty.
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What early or "utopian" socialists, contemporary to Flora Tristan
had in common, was their outright condemnation of this inhumane system.
It is not the intention of this thesis to elaborate on Flora Tris-tan's
relationship with these contemporary movements as this has already been
developed elsewhere, (13) nor indeed is it possible to dwell on all of
their ideas. suffice it to say that there was a great deal of diversity
but which could be grouped into three types of movements which
influenced her: the utopian socialists, mainly intellectuals from the
upper classes, such as Fourier, Saint Simon, Considórant, Enfantin,
Leroux and Owen, the feminists such as those mentioned above, and and
workers' movements led by workers themselves, such as Moreau,
Perdiguier, Gosset and Vincard. Flora Tristan was aware of the range of
this diversity when she began writing. Once she had returned from Peru,
she herself quickly became part of the cosmopolitan circle of artists
and intellectuals of Paris and London. Evidence of this can be seen in
her correspondence. Ease of access to the artistic and intellectual
milieu was not unusual, as Michaud indicates.(14) Marx and Engels did
likewise in 1844. What is striking is that Flora Tristan was able to
overcome class and gender barriers in her effort to achieve recognition
and go on to capitalize on all kinds of contacts and exchange of ideas
with her contemporaries, not Just in Paris, but also in London. There is
scant evidence about her contact with women, either as individuals or in
organisations but it must be remembered that feminist groups as such
did not exist; the nineteenth century ideal of domesticity under the
Napoleonic Code, ensured that women found it hardest to organise. As
already indicated in chapter one, Flora Tristan began her career among
intellectual socialists and ended it organising the workers. This in
itself was one of her greatest achievements.
(5) STATEXENTS OF PRINCIPLES AID ACTION PROPOSED
As we have seen in earlier sections, Flora Tristan discovered that
freedom and equality depended on birth, economic circumstances and
gender. We have seen that this deprivation of liberty and equality
through family circumstances led her to realise her common lot with
other oppressed people. Not surprisingly, therefore, we have two
pamphlets written in an effort to alleviate the immediate practical
problems caused by the constraints on her freedom.
In her petition for divorce Flora Tristan used the theme of liberte
as part of an overall interpretation of the benefits of the revolution of
1789. Here we have a more specific interpretation of po2itioa2
structures in France:
Xessieurs,	 notre	 glorieuse	 revolution	 eut
l'affranchisement de la pensee pour but, et elle fut
accueillie par les acclamations des peuples. Toutes
lee formes gouvernmentales qu'elle etablit furent
destinees A garantir la dui-6e et it favoriser le
developpement de cette liberte divine qui renferme
toutes les autres. Petition pour le retablissement du
divorce p.1
She used utilitarian and religious arguments to persuade the deputes
to reintroduce divorce.
The first argument begins by denying that domestic happiness and
public morals depend on an unnatural institution invented by Man.
Giving figures to support her claim she declared:
La loi anti-sociale a parte ses fruits: ii existe en
France plus de 300,000 manages desunis ... Petition
pour le retablissenent du divorce p.3
She suggested that marriages could be much healthier if the
possibility of separation existed and that this would improve public
morals; fewer unhappy marriages would reduce the level of crime.
Further, she argued that the increasing number of illegitimate children
proved that laws could not prevent liaisons and affections from
developing.
This argument evokes the cause of happiness and freedom of the
individual. The introduction of divorce, Flora Tristan argued, was a
step towards freedom in that it freed individuals from a man-made
institution, marriage. The abolition of divorce had removed the only
remedy to ending extreme unhappiness caused by the very laws which
upheld the servitude of the wife to the husband:
ces elus du parti retrograde abrogerent le divorce
et oterent ainsi du code le seul renede aux malheurs
extremes resultant des clauses de servitude qu'il
renferne. us se precipiterent dans cette voie avec
une aveugle tenerite: en rendant la duree des mariages
existants alors, perpetuelle de facultative qu'elle
etait, ils donnérent a leur loi un eff- (illisible]
retroactif et se nirent en opposition avec le principe
de liberte des cultes inscrit dans la Charte. Petition
pour le retablisseAent du divorce p.2
Again we notice that in a very obscure way she was implying that
the law upheld a very unequal relationship between husband and wife. At
the very least, she stated, if the law ensured divorce, the worst
inequities of such a relationship could be diminished by the provision
of one way of escaping the misery caused by its inequality. Yet nowhere
is there a direct attack upon the institution of marriage as the cause
of the oppression of women; it is more by insinuation, but is equally
effective.
When she indicated the dreadful misery and unhappiness she
experienced in providing for herself and for her children when her own
marriage broke down, Flora Tristan illustrated personally the absence of
freedom for women because of their lack of professional and skilled
capacities, that is, their lack of social and economic equality:
J'ai fait Messieurs, une rude epreuve des malheurs
qu'entraine l'indissolubilite du manage. Forcee
quoique sans fortune, de me séparer d'avec man man,
tres Jeune encore, pourvoir seule par mon
travail A mes besoins et a ceux de mes enfants. Ii est
rare qu'un tel fardeau n'excede pas les forces de
femmes. Il en est peu que recoivent une education
appropriee a une profession, et larsque, sans fortune,
elles sant delaisses par leurs mans, ou obligees de se
separer d'avec eux, c'est A la loi qu'il faut attribuer
les unions illicites qu'elles forment puisque cette loi
ne leur pernet pas d'en contracter de legales qui
assurent a leurs enfants la protection d'un pere.
Petition pour le retablisseAent du divorce pp.3-4
These restrictions for women were caused, of course, by the weakness
of their economic position and not Just by laws relating to marriage.
However, Flora Tristan did not dissociate the two, since she realised
that social and economic freedoms were interrelated. Greater legal
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freedom for women would result in greater economic and social mobility,
and freedom generally. Divorce as it existed before the Napoleonic
regime was what she demanded not Just out of personal interest, but in
the name of humanity whose happiness cannot survive without freedom:
L'interet personnel n'est pas le mobile de la demarche
que Je fais aupres de vous: J'y ai ête porte par amour
pour mes semblables, convaincue que Je suis par ma
propre experience, qu'il ne peut exister de bonheur
dans lee families que sous un regime de liberte.
Petition pour le retablissenent du divorce p.4
The religious argument attempted to confront the clerical view of
divorce and trace the link between the past and present regimes in order
to encourage the more progressive, although limited, stance of the July
Monarchy. Flora Tristan placed her demand within the historical context
by outlining the fate of divorce since 1789. It must be recalled that
Flora Tristan was writing to the deputès elected on a very limited
franchise to the Chaabre for Louis-Philippe, Le Etd des Francais. He
had acceded to the throne after the 1830 revolution. This July Monarchy
recognised to a greater extent than did the previous Bourbon Monarchy
(1815 to 1830) the legality of the 1789 Revolution. Flora Tristan was
appealing to this acceptance of 1789 when she declared that the great
benefit of the French Revolution was to grant freedom, and that all
forms of government - referring of course, to the numerous changes of
regime in France since 1789 - were intended to guarantee the
development of that freedom for its citizens:
Elle [la Revolution] continua l'oeuvre du Christ;
reconnut comae consequence naturelle de la Liberte de
la pensee, l'independance des affections, lui donna
aussi l'existence legale le divorce par
consentement mutuel ou par la volonte d'une des parties
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fut institue	 Petition pour le rttablissement du
divorce p.2
Divorce then was a natural part of this new-found freedom. She
explained that although divorce was established by the first republic, it
was reduced to the privilege of the very few by Napoleon:
Le despotisne n'a besoin que d'obeissance. Napoleon
aurait voulu faire du divorce un privilege regulier.
I'osant l'abolir, ii lui inposa des conditions
outrageantes a la pudeur des families, et souvent
impossible A renplir. Petition pour le retablissenent
du divorce p.2
Despotism is mentioned in two contexts. Napoleon, who had eroded
many of the freedoms of the 1789 revolution, was a despot. Without
divorce, Flora Tristan added, the union of marriage is a despotic one.
Husband and wife are like master and slave. Mutual agreement between
spouses depends on a relationship where both partners are on an equal
footing, and this includes the possibility of divorce by mutual consent
or by the will of one party as had been established by the revolution.
Thus it would seem that in evoking the achievements of 1789, Flora
Tristan was disguising her criticism of the oppression of marriage
behind the short term demand for divorce. The inequality of the
relationship seems to be mentioned as if in passing:
Devant cette institution contre nature s'evanouissent
le bonheur domestique et les moeurs publiques. Ii est
superflu de demontrer que la concorde entre epoux,
canine dans toute espéce d'association, ne peut resulter
que de rapports d'egalite; que l'union hideuse du
despotisne et de la servitude pervertit le maitre et
l'esclave, et que telle est notre nature, qu'il n'est
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pas d'affection que la dependance n'aneantisse.
Petition pour le retablfssement du divorce p.1
The above quotation contains muted criticism of relations between
spouses, which we know were extremely unequal in the France of 1837.
However, the criticism is secondary to the immediate purpose of
obtaining the first steps towards pardon from the marital bond. Flora
Tristan stated her demand for divorce in terms which she hoped would
appeal to the deputes who had no liking for Napoleon, and who prided
themselves in freeing the French from the evils of the Bourbon Monarchy.
She was hoping that they would accept some of the less radical aspects
of the French Revolution, one of them being the notion that the freedom
of the individual, libarte, was a right granted and protected by the
State. This argument she hoped would appeal to the anti-clericals who
were becoming increasingly numerous in France. At the same time she
interpreted the 1789 revolution as the work of Christ in an attempt to
reconcile the clericals and to stave off any objections from the elus au
parti retrograde, who refused to have anything to do with the
reintroduction of divorce on the grounds that it was atheistic.
Thus the petition was presented for the good of everyone, with no
sexual distinction. An appeal for the freedom of divorce was used to
mention in passing much greater evils which affected women, such as
sexual inequality before the law, and economic inequality. Flora Tristan
cleverly associated despotism and the indissolubility of marriage,
opposing it with the idea of freedom and divorce. Her moderate tone and
modest demand were in sharp contrast to the reality of her experience,
described by Thibert, in relation to these very restrictions she did not
mention:
Elle avait eprouve dans les circonstances les plus
dranatiques, lee dispositions barbares du code civil
francais a l'egard de la femme mariee: l'obligation
pour la femme de rester enchainée au foyer conjugal
quand mem celui-ci serait un enfer, de sorte que ses
essais de fuite y sont consideres comne un delft et
qu'elle voit se retourner contre elle, en ce cas, la
force publique qui devait la proteger; puis la
puissance paternelle, unilaterale, qui donne au seul
'Dere un droit sur ces enfants, et lui arrachait lee
siens. Et pour unique recours contre lee abus
flagrants de l'autorite maritale la lente procedure de
separation, capable d'amartir lee effete du manage
indissoluble sans les supprimer totalement.(15)
Flora Tristan did not limit her attentions to the plight of
unhappily married women; rather, she deduced that because of their
social, economic and political oppression women were:
Une classe entiere, formant la moitie du genre humain
lece.ssitd de 'Aire un bon accueil aux femme
etranganesp.3
This recognition of the notion of groups of people formed on an economic
or social basis is extremely important at this juncture. While aware
that the French Revolution had brought the ideals of liberte, egalite and
fiaternite to the fore, through her own experience, Flora Tristan became
aware that the universal application of these ideals was denied. She
analysed society in terms of class in that she realised that certain
groups of society were deprived of the benefits of the revolution. One
of these groups was women. This is made clear in the second pamphlet
we shall scrutinise.
Unlike the petition for divorce, this second pamphlet, entitled
 
I	 #I It;	 t , did not single
out a specific law which hindered women's freedom, but described women
as a class, not only a class in one country but one which extended
beyond national boundaries. The sufferings and hardships endured by
women resulting from their position in society were what they had in
common. However, even within this group of people, Flora Tristan
recognised that there were considerable social divisions. As in the two
previous works mentioned in this pamphlet, Flora Tristan continued to
describe how women as a class suffered from a lack of freedom and
equality. The analysis is carried one stage further when she argued
that something must be done to alter this. This pamphlet proposes
another short-term measure which could end the oppression of women as
Flora Tristan had experienced.
Reading between the lines of this pamphlet written on her return
from Peru and after several trips to London, it would seem apparent that
she had encountered great discomfort, rudeness and loneliness as a
woman traveller. Indeed she was to have further material to argue her
case towards the end of her life; more specific examples of such
experiences are given in her diaries Le Tour de France
; t 	01	 •.•	 ; fltet C`.	; NV I •4" 41[:-.— is a
suggestion to set up an international self-help association which could
provide the service of catering for travelling ladies, booking them hotel
rooms and procuring necessary contacts for business and leisure. With
an eye for detail, Flora Tristan described how La societe pour les
femmes êtrangdres could be organised, listing eighteen rules.
What is important for us is not so much the terms of her proposed
remedy to end restrictions on women's activities, but rather Flora
Tristan's perception of the oppression and her analysis of its cause.
Firstly, she identified different social classes among women and
described how each social class suffered from a different kind of
oppression. Secondly, she looked for an explanation of the cause of
oppression in the organisation of society as a whole. Within the
context of an immediate aim of helping women is the overall picture of
society, which is never lost sight of. This contained the key elements
of her future work, elements which will be examined in detail in due
course. But first let us see how she described the various social
categories of women.
From what she had seen of Peruvian society, it is clear to Flora
Tristan that oppression of women takes different forms according to
different social categories or class, whether it be the example of negro
slave women, Ravatas, or the Lima socialites. Although they would
appear to have very little in common, each category of oppression was
similar in some way. Flora Tristan therefore had argued that women had
something in common, regardless of class. The pamphlet is an attempt
to stress the common experience of the oppressive system while
acknowledging the differences. Identifying the common element in
different forms of female oppression remains today one of the greatest
stumbling blocks for any feminist movement and the importance of such
an analysis must not be underestimateed.
The choice of travel to express this idea is clever. As Flora
Tristan recounted in this pamphlet, the motives for travel and the
discomforts experienced varied. For instance, middle and upper class
women travelled for leisure and education, yet because of social barriers
they did not always succeed in achieving their aims because of the
extent of suspicion and mistrust they encountered. This, said Flora
Tristan, was a great waste because these women could only improve their
culture and contribute something valuable to society by the wealth of
their new experiences. Since these women have very little in the way of
formal education, they are otherwise confined to superficial and
frivolous activities:
Le plus grand malheur des femmes aisees provient de
leur oisivete, ou de ce qu'avec leur mauvaise education
elles ne peuvent que se creer des occupations frivoles
et de peu de duree. Combien gagneraient-elles donc en
faisant souvent des voyages agreables et instructifs!
Iêcessitd de 'Aire un bon accueil aux fames aralgeres
p.15
Middle class business women coming to Paris were easily tricked.
But worst of all were the sufferings of lower class women travellers
with whom Flora Tristan identified even though she had witnessed upper
and middle class women when she travelled as a lady's maid and with her
aristocratic Peruvian family. She defined the most oppressed class as:
... la plus nombreuse, la plus interessante, et sur
laquelle semblent se reunir toutes les douleurs, afin
de la rendre digne de la plus profonde compassion.
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irêcessite de faire un bon accueil aux fames etrang4res
p.8
Thus it is with this third class that Flora Tristan's sympathies
lay. She realised that they were helpless to save themselves and that
their oppression was therefore total. Examples of reasons for travel
served to highlight their difficulties. Some women came to Paris after
having been seduced and abandoned to hide their shame, or else they were
fleeing their husbands and trying to lose their identity in the large
city. In each case, these women had one thing in common: their lack of
financial resources. Unhappiness could be mitigated in some way by
wealth, but the worst off are poor women, the ones with no help:
... car la jeune fille trompee n'eat pas et& abandonnee
si elle et ete riche, l'Etrangere calomniée n'elit pas
ête forcee d'abandonner son pays si elle et éte
riche : on ne trompe et n'attaque jamais que les
faibles et les malheureux. Tres peu de femmes riches
se trouvent dans la cruelle necessite de se separer
d'avec leur marl., par l'habitude qu'elles ont d'en
vivre presque separees des le commencement. Or, ces
etrangéres se trouvent presque touj ours dans le besoin,
et souvent mem dans la misere. jtcessitá de faire un
ton accueil aux leames etrangtres p.9
As she described the unhappy case of these women and depicted their
loneliness and suffering, she put it into the context of the much wider
group of people who suffer and stated that any society which allowed the
masses including these women to suffer is an evil one. This is where
her analysis of the general cause of oppression begins to take shape.
Why is there so much cruelty and suffering?
She began her pamphlet by talking about the need for a regeneration
of humanity. New values were necessary in a new age. The old society
of the Ancien RAgime had crumbled, along with its values. The new
society was in the ascendant, but since it had not yet fully come of age
its values were in a transitional stage. Flora Tristan referred to the
many calls from herself and from her contemporaries for new
institutions which could adapt to the new problems and sufferings:
De toute part on entend resonner une voix unanime, qui
reclane des institutions nouvelles qui puissent
s'adapter aux besoins nouveaux ... lecessitá de fairs
un bon accue11 aux femmes etraneres p.3
The evil outcome of the new civilisation is in fact the extent of
the misery of the masses. Flora Tristan's interpretation of the notion
of change and progress used the French Revolution with its ideals of
11berte, egallte and fraternite as the basis of the new order. We can
see the influence of the Enlightenment and Romanticism in her notion of
history as organic change - a natural process of improvement and
progress. Yet alongside this natural process we see the idea of helping
change by the struggle of the newly formed group of deprived people:
ces Atres malheureux que notre civilisation
condamne a vivre dans la douleur 	 lecessitd de faire
1112-11212-Arsdiell-Aux-leammAtrangtrea p. 3
to gain equality and freedom.
This idea is what came to be known as the dialectic opposition of
historic forces - of determination versus voluntarism - which Marxist
socialism was to develop more fully. Flora Tristan considered it vital
to contribute to the struggle for change on behalf of the weakest
members of the new order in society, although she often referred to the
natural process of change. If it was a natural process then why
interfere? She realised that something had to be done to have the
revolutionary principles applied to every aspect of society:
Notre France, si belle, si grande par les nouvelles
idêes qui y fernentent, repondra avec un echo
retentissant A l'appel que nous lui adressons. Elle ne
denande qu i & marcher vers la perfection, aussi,
sonnes-nous heureux de pouvoir lui mantrer un nouveau
sentier ouvert devant elle. lecessite de faire un boa
accueil aux fexnes êtrangtres p.26
This pamphlet contains the seeds of Flora Tristan's awakening as a
critic of the new Age of Capitalism. She is a critic, but one lavish in
her praise of its benefits applied on an international scale, thanks
largely to the French Revolution, which she proudly proclaims. The
following extract serves to illustrate this:
Ii est bien sOr que les êtrangers font en grande partie
la richesse des grandes villes, et que les relations de
nation A nation font marcher le progrés social d'un pas
rapide.	 On sait l'imnense avantage qui est resulte
pour l'Europe entiAre de la revolution de 89. Nos
arn6es victorieuses, sous la republique et l'empire,
parcoururent toutes les contrAes, etablirent des
relations intines partout, et apprirent aux peuples
se connaitre, A ne plus se nepriser comm par le passé
et A profiter de leurs connaissances rèciproques.
OcessitA de faire un bon accnefl any fames etrangdre 
pp. 13-14
She goes on to mention the wonders of the new Industrial Age and
the advantages of travelling for the cause of Internationalism which
would unite all rival nations in one family. It is in this context that
she placed the importance of travel for women and the contribution they
could play in the cause of international fraternity.
However all is not optimism. She also talked about the:
barbarie des civilisations modernes. ffecessitê de
faire un bon accueil aux fenmes ktrangeres p.13
The evil in society, Flora Tristan explained, was caused by selfishness
arising from the values of profit-seeking capitalism with everyone for
themselves. Such extreme individualism was wrong. Fraternitê and
association were important for her scheme for the redemption of
humanity - to provide an alternative set of values and behaviour without
completely breaking with the past.(16)
Before examining the consequences of the call to action let us
recapitulate her principles so far.
Flora Tristan had established that hardship and unhappiness existed
among all women and among the masses. She realised that the lowest
classes were the most exploited and were unable to help themselves. As
a consequence of this discovery, and in conjunction with her personal
development, she decided that she was destined to undertake a search for
the best way to achieve improvement for the benefit of all women and in
doing so for the benefit of all humanity. This written evidence and her
ensuing career as a social observer and militant socialist are witness
to this decision.
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The aforementioned works all contain a reference to action, action
for personal fulfilment of the author and action to change the social
order to ensure greater personal fulfilment for others.
I have already mentioned briefly the voluntarist perception which
Flora Tristan shared with her contemporary utopian socialists. Fourier
in particular believed that change could be brought about by peaceful
means of persuasion and example. It is in this light that Flora Tristan
shines. She was convinced it was necessary to appeal to the deputes to
have pity on women, to appeal to society in general, and to enlighten
everyone about the causes of unhappiness in order that successful action
would be ensured. Yet in her pamphlet Eicessite de faire un bon accuedi
Aux felines etrangeres she distanced herself from contemporary socialist
movements for she was highly critical of their passivity and tnmobilism:
titchons que nos theories ne soient pas assimilees
aux utopies morales qui s'elevent de tout c8te, et
tombent aussit8t, parce que leurs auteurs ont manque de
prevoyance et d'un esprit mathematique. Ifecessitê de
Pare un bon accueil aux fens etrangiMrim; p.13
In particular, Flora Tristan criticised the utopian socialists
because they wanted to reorganise society immediately and completely,
and thereby risked ending up by achieving nothing. It was better to
start on a small scale, hence her suggestion for setting up a self help
association for women travellers. Flora Tristan also dismissed as
futile any attempt at constructing an alternative perfect system without
indicating the way to achieve this:
MBAs le defaut de notre epoque est de vouloir trop
generaliser : de cette maniere, on perd de vue les
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moyens de realisation; on reve des systems parfaits,
male qu'on ne pourra peut-etre mettre a execution que
dans deux siecles.
Notre but, ici, n'est pas de faire aussi une
brillante utopie, en decrivant le monde comne
devrait etre, sans indiquer la route qui pourra nous
conduire a realiser le beau rave d'un Eden universel.
lecessite de faire un bon accueil aux fames êtrangtres
p.4
By contrast with her contemporaries then, especially the Fourierists and
the Saint-Simonians, although they were not mentioned by name, Flora
Tristan was, at this early stage, attracted to a gradualist reformist
approach:
Nous voulons des ameliorations progressives, et c'est
dans ces vues que nous envisageons seulement une partie
de l'humanite et de see malheurs. Nous pensons que si
chacun voulait suivre cette marche, en travaillant aux
diverses ameliorations, salon un aspect special,
bientet on verrait poindre le soleil de redemption et
de bonheur. jecessite de faire un bon accueil aux
Jemmes etrangeres. p.4
Her criticism of her contemporaries also focussed on their failure
to grasp the type of organisational action necessary to achieve reform.
This key idea later became more substantial in her schemes as she
developed her soCialist campaign. By then it distinguished Flora
Tristan from the early utopian socialists in that it eventually led to
her final choice of action ffnicaij2wzriare.
As early as •	 S. I fp
Flora Tristan proclaimed the need to unite in the struggle for a new
society. Unity was the key to success:
une voix qui demande de s'associer, de s'unir pour
travailler d'un commun accord A soulager lea masses qui
souffrent et languissent sans pouvoir se relever ; car,
divisees, elles sent faibles Ncessitê de faire ua
bon accueti aux fames etrangamts p.3
Historical precedent showed there was a much greater chance of
success if there was strength in numbers:
Suivons d'abord l'histoire, et nous verrons qu i & chaque
époque oil une partie de la societe souffrait et sentait
le besoin d'un changement, des associations ont devance
lee reformes. Ces associations avaient pour but de
s'entr'aider mutuellement, de secourir lee freres
affliges et persecutes; car, faibles comne nous le
sonnies, consideres individuellement, ce n'est que dans
l'union que nous pouvons puiser la force, la puissance
et la possibilite de faire du bien. Ncessitê de faire
un bon accueil aux fe-p-s êtrangerespp.15-16
(3) CONCLUSION: LINITS OF EGALITARIAN FEXIIISK
In the search by Flora Tristan for the best praxis of belief and
action, she stumbled across a method, that of association, which she was
to use in her final synthesis. For the moment, she did no more than air
this as an exhortation for fraternity with the oppressed. The analysis
of the oppression of the masses and of the individual within society is
a socialist one. Laws are man made and can be changed for the good of
everyone. Her class analysis, although in a prititive state, also leads
to a socialist stance. The existence of classes is contrary to the
notion of equality.
However, it seemed that Flora Tristan would rather tackle a
particular material issue of women's oppression than proclaim their
equality in principle. On the other hand she realised that it was vital
to find a way of putting into practice the ideals of the French
Revolution and she made constant reference to the absolute ideal of
fraternita This tension between beliefs and action was to cause many a
headache for Flora Tristan. A further difficulty facing her at this
stage was whether to choose action for, or by, the oppressed. Although
she talked about the sufferings of a specific group of women, she
appealed to everyone, men and women of all classes, to join the
association. Thus the inherent contradictions between sex and class
remained latent at this stage. Flora Tristan attempted to resolve this
contradiction by a call for a radical overhaul of society. She believed
that women had to be granted social and economic freedom and equality
before they could play a full part as citizens and before they could
find happiness. She also believed she could appeal to men to provide
the impetus for implementing changes, by writing a petition to male
deputes, and by suggesting the creation of a society for men and women.
Although she was an egalitarian feminist, believing that women should
have equal rights, she considered that this could not be achieved within
the existing society. Society would have to be changed drastically.
This belief caused her to question every abuse of power, not simply that
over women. In Chapter Four we shall see that the study of an advanced
industrial society (England) was carried out to assess the nature of
exploitation of the two oppressed groups in society. She considered
this necessary because she had discovered that oppression of two groups,
women and the proletariat, was a consequence of the same order of
society - the exploitation by a few of the masses.
The conclusion to Chapter Two is that the abstract egalitarianism of
the French revolutionary philosophers was not sufficient in Flora
Tristan's view to combat the growing strength of capitalism as a
political, economic and social force. Although the ideals of the French
Revolution proclaimed that men and women were equal, the reality was
very different. The rejection of abstract egalitarianism as an
inadequate ideology led Flora Tristan to search for a concrete
philosophy that criticised the shortcomings of the entire system.
Feminism could contain the ideas of liberte, egalitê and fraternitê, but
transcended the abstract theory of natural rights of men and women
being equal. Flora Tristan began to look at the notion of the
complementary nature of the two sexes to try and explain the
predetermined differences between the sexes expected and created by
society. She continued her search for the application of her ideas for
change in a new form of writing, the novel. Chapter Three will study
her one and only novel, lephia.
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Chapter Three
NOUS: ROMANTIC VISIONS
(1) IMAGES OF ROMER
The first part of this chapter contains a study of the different
images of women in the novel Irephis, entitled "la belle Andalouse", "la
femme proletaire", and "la famine guide de llumanite".
As we have seen in the previous chapter, Flora Tristan was aware
that oppression of women varied in form according to class background.
In her novel she develops this idea further by presenting images of
women at opposite ends of the social spectrum: the wife of "le
proletairem and the wealthy and beautiful aristocrat. Indeed the only
woman in a position between these social extremes mentioned in the
novel is presented in such a way as to polarise the opposed images:
Madame Bernard, the lady companion to Marequita:
C'etait une de ces femmes comme on en rencontre tant,
ayant assez de sensibilite pour s'emouvoir a propos dans
les circonstances voulues par les convenances, mais pas
assez pour en eprouver deux heures d'insomnie
T.1 p,36
Madame Bernard provides a sounding board for a discussion between
the aristocratic heroine and the sole representative of the petite
bourgeoisie an the role of Art. Madame Bernard, in contrast to
Marequita, fails to "understand" the utility of Art and Judges people by
their class and wealth. She also represents the single woman who lives
by her wits in an extremely precarious position with little Job security
and uncertain livelihood for her old age, a situation of which Flora
Tristan herself had experience. However, despite her ill deserved
situation, Flora Tristan denigrates Madame Bernard for her inability to
experience depth of feeling. She is happy in the security of material
comforts but is incapable of great sentiments. By implication, the
women in the lowest and highest classes were attractive to Flora Tristan
because their experience gave them dignity. Women of the petite
bourgeoisie, who of course were also oppressed, did not seem worthy of
her attention. The portrayal of these contrasting figures signifies an
identification on Flora Tristan's part with the oppression involved. A
closer look at each type will reveal much about Flora Tristan's view of
women. It will be seen that her view of the woman of the future, the
liberated woman, was limited - caused by the narrowness of her romantic
vision and it was overshadowed by the Saint-Simonian idea of "La femme
nessie.
(a) !La Belle Andalouse"
Is "la belle Andalouse" Flora Tristan's heroine and ideal woman, or
is she a victim of society to be liberated and therefore to be destroyed
for something new?
In the novel the aristocrat woman, (which I have named "la belle
Andalouse" after the way Flora Tristan describes one of her heroines) is
depicted on two levels: firstly Marequita and Clothilde, the principal
characters, are described in some detail; secondly, characterisations of
women of that class are constructed out of their behaviour in a social
gathering and in discussions of marriage. On both levels, the women are
seen to be deficient in some way in that they are imprisoned by their
class and social conventions. Marequita, although financially
independent, is unhappy and depressed, a slave to social values, and she
needs Whis to save her. Clothilde fails to reject her family's
aristocratic values for her true love, a pro/eta/re. Both are imperfect
in the eyes of Mephis because they are not completely free and in
control of their own destiny. Yet they are outstanding in their
behaviour, enjoying relative freedom when compared with the general
crowd, depicted as utter slaves to fashion and convention. The conflict
stems from the attributes in Flora Tristan's image of aristocratic
women. On the one hand, it is evident that because she paints an image
of beautiful heroines with depth of character, possessing wealth and
culture, these are qualities which she admires. Flora Tristan made no
secret of her enjoyment of beautiful surroundings, clothes, books and
paintings, and the setting of Marequita's home is idyllic, complete with
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garden in true Rousseauesque style where no man interferes with nature
(Nphia T.1 pp.23-24). But on the other hand, the importance attached
to the beauty and personal appearance of the heroines would seem to
make them no different from the general crowd of fashionable Paris,
where qualities of the heroines become blemishes:
... les femmes y viennent rivaliser entre elles de luxe, et
1A, lee petits maneges de la coquetterie captivent leur
attention. /Was T.1 p.6
Fashionable women in general are so bored, she writes, that they are
obsessed with creating intrigue around passionate love affairs:
En vain ces belles dames, pour echapper au plus cruel
ennemi de l'espece humaine, engagent-elles une intrigue; la
passion factice, née d'un caprice du cerveau, fait bien
ecrire de Jolies lettres, mais ramour ne saurait s'allumer
et le coeur reste vide. AWhie T.1 p.6
While Flora Tristan despises the emptiness and artificiality of
fashion and beauty, the heroines must be nul are beamtiful, fresh, veil
dressed, well educated, intelligent and eager for true love. On first
reading it would seem that Flora Tristan was idealising these types and
setting a high standard for women to live up to, thereby presenting them
with an even tighter social strait-jacket than ever before. However, the
redeeming factor here is that this is no mere critique of fashion. It
Is an exposure of the way aristocratic women are condemned to a useless
existence. Women are men's playthings; like flowers, as soon as they are
withered they are cast to one side:
lorsque le Jon Jouet est fank ou la rose fletrie ... on
la Jette avec dedain, pour remettre sous le globe une rose
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nouvelle; bouton A peine eclos et brillant de fraicheur.
AreVag T.2 p.97
As long as women act as playthings, frivolous and empty, men will
never consider them their equals:
L'homme, habitué A ne voir dans la femme qu'une petite
poupee ne peut necessairement considerer cet etre-la
comme son 6gal; ii ne sent en elle ni force corporelle, ni
vigueur morale, et ne peut lui demander ni aide pour ses
travaux, ni inspirations pour sa pens& -. Aphig T.2 p.97
Therefore, Flora Tristan is exposing the circular process of
oppression, a vicious circle it would seem. Women will not be treated
as equals by men until they act in a more responsible manner. They
cannot act in such a way because they are not given any
responsibilities. It is thus the author's intention to destroy the image
of perfection and happiness in youth and wealth. It is shown that dress
and jewels, wealth and beauty, are symbols of affluence which are
insufficient to grant happiness to Marequita and Clothilde. Although the
portrayal of the romantic heroine does hark after a world Flora Tristan
yearned for through her aristocratic connections, this perfection is
discovered to be their very oppression. Later, in Pralizenades_dana
Lancingi, she developed her analysis of the process of upper class female
oppression with much greater clarity. In Aphtg it is often obscure,
with the result that the heroine is depicted as being unaware of the
mechanism and extent of the oppression. Although she realises she is
unhappy, she thinks it is because she has not found true love. She does
not realise that her unhappiness stems from her dissatisfaction with the
superficiality of the fashionable world, of which she is one of the most
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brilliant members. She is therefore insufficiently aware of her
condition to comprehend it. The novel Jfephls is to some extent intended
as a consciousness raising exercise for any aristocratic woman who
would care to read it. But it was also an educative experience for
Flora Tristan herself, for, in the process of writing, she did not have
the same ideas by the time she had finished her novel. The high life no
longer held for her the same attraction.
Along with a critique of the women among the elite in society, Flora
Tristan condemned the equation of women and pleasure, of arranged
marriages to suit business interests, and of the double standards of
morality for men and women. These points are more fully developed in
EanienacteLsfaza_landaz. In Adjatis, the analysis of the moral
degradation and legal restriction of women is secondary to her romantic
vision that there was a key motive which controlled human actions. The
message of the novel centres on the notion that love could provide this
key motive. Hence the reason for the importance attached to 2ave. It
is suggested that Flora Tristan "de-emphasised" sexual and familial love
in favour of universal love oi humanit.7.(.1) Buwever, the dIA:max oi
happiness in the hovel still lies in the consummation of the love of
Xarequita and Nephis. It would seem that she was torn between ideals of
fraternity and universal love of humanity on the one hand, and the
cliché of perfect love and fulfilment of the romantic couple on the
other.
One way in which the sexual love relationship is downgraded by
Flora Tristan is for Mephis to point out to Xarequita at the beginning
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of their encounter that even an all-consuming passionate love affair
with someone will only last ten to twelve years, and that if we were to
depend on this romantic love for inspiration we might as well be dead
at thirty six since we no longer have the force to carry on (!):
Si cela etait, nous mourrions tous a trente ou trente-six
ans, car, passé cet age, peu de personnes conservent assez
d'illusions pour devenir amoureuses. Aphia T.1 p.59
He argues that great leaders were inspired by strong sentiments
other than romantic love. In dashing Marequita's one and only ambition,
Xephis immediately offers a replacement for her emotional energies which
will inspire her to great deeds - the love of humanity:
faites du bien a. vos freres, aimez l'humanite: cet
amant ne vous trahira pas et a vingt ans comme A
soixante vous pourrez l'aimer passionement. ffêphis T.1
pp.151-62
Flora was thirty five when she had her novel published, and the
transformation of interest from romantic love to universal love is most
certainly biographical. As we shall see, her emotional investment in the
cause of universal love went from strength to strength to the point of
self martyrdom. At this juncture, she had finally realised she would not
find prolonged happiness with one person. She therefore decided to
intensify her search for an outlet where she could express herself and
bring about change for women. Romantic love was the ideal women were
expected to aspire to, and yet she was aware that somehow this was
inadequate as a motivator for change and that in practice it could only
oppress women in marriage.
Throughout the novel there is frequent mention of universal love and
the corruption by society of this altruistic motive which could provide
the motor for progress. The search for an alternative type of love does
not lead to a very clear conclusion, nor does it lead to any practical
suggestions. Flora Tristan did however suggest that the woman should
not play a passive role in a romantic love relationship, which would
suggest giving women greater sexual freedom. Feminists have tried to
read some revolutionary meaning into this part of Flora Tristan's work
but she does not reveal this explicitly. What was of interest to her
was the idea of the love of humanity as a driving force in society and
its distortion by the current structures of society:
C'est ainsi chere Marequita, que, par l'effet des preJuges
qui tyranaisent La societe, Vapour perd son caractere
intellectuel et descend A n'etre plus qu'un plaisir
immondel Ce mobile de toutes les vertus hnmaines, des
jouissances de l'âme, perverti par l'orgueil, abruti par
les sens, devient la source empoisonnee de mule desordres
caches, des vices degoiltants qu'etalent les rues des cites,
et des crimes que recelent leurs prisons. 1144114i T.1 p.:314
This Rousseauesque argument suggests that society corrupts human
nature by deforming the noble natural sentiments and by causing
debauchery and crime. Flora Tristan was thus attributing women's
oppression to the consequence of a badly structured society. In a
rather indirect manner, she was thus suggesting that this oppression
would disappear if society were reorganised. Yet this analysis remains
incomplete because of her fascination with the romantic vision of
universal love which could make all evil disappear by persuasion alone.
When the romantic vision was subsequently dispelled by some hard facts
resulting from social investigations in London, Flora Tristan
unambiguously embraced the institutional solution.
In the meantime, what hope did she hold out for aristocratic women?
Did she simply condemn licentious pleasure and slavery to conventions?
Yes, in the sense that she knew women could not realise their full
potential hindered by these artificial constraints. Their personalities
were thwarted to fit into the mould required by society, just as their
bodies are deformed by corsets (Ifêpla16 T.2 pp.95-96):
pauvres femmes, dont le jugement est fausse par le
plus tyrannique des systemes, Jusqu'A quand vous
imposera-t-on l'absurde obligation de changer votre
nature ? pendant combien de temps encore subirez-vous
l'alternative de vous renfermer dans une cloitre ou
d'enchainer a Jamais votre vie A celle d'un maitre? itephis
T.2 pp.167-168
One of the tightest moulds is marriage: a form of institutionalised
domestic slavery. However, although she did condemn the limitations
imposed on women, she presented no practical alternative other than the
liberation of divorce. She also recognised that marriage often provides
a semblance of independence for aristocratic women, freedom from their
family to embrace a position of respectability in society. Also,
although she could clearly see how marriage institutionalised the power
of men over women, she did not relish the idea of solitude and
loneliness for single women. Single women had little or no legal status
in the France of the nineteenth century. Therefore existence outside
marriage could not ensure independence.
Flora Tristan also speaks bitterly about the oppression of women by
the Church. She had already witnessed the Church as an ally of despotic
power in Peru, maintaining its control by perpetuating the ignorance of
the masses through ritualistic processions and almost paganistic cults,
contrary, Flora Tristan believed, to the true Christian message. In
lépkis the theme of the distortion of the Christian ideal is developed
further, this time in relation to women. Despite the promising
beginning of Christianity for women, Flora Tristan declares that the
Roman Catholic Church is no better then the Islamic religion which
maintains that women have no soul. Both religions maintain women in a
totally submissive role:
Le catholicisme n'est pour rien dans ces ameliorations;
c'est au temps oi i/ regnait dans toute sa puissance, -
pendant le cours du moyen Age, que la femme fut tenue
dans la plus severe dependance. Xeplii T.2 p.56
Although Flora Tristan gives a clear analysis of oppression of
aristocratic women through institutions and social conventions, there is
a general confusion and ambiguity in her suggestions of alternative
forms of behaviour. We have seen in IMT4grinations d'urie Hula Flora
Tristan was greatly in awe of women who seemed to be in control of
their own destiny, but in her novel she was resigned to saying there is
very little alternative for the majority of women:
Etrange contradiction la toute puissance maritale,
consacree par la loi, est repoussee avec horreur par les
moeurs; toutes les jeunes filles abhorrent la tyrannie,
rient des mans ridicules que la scene et les romans leur
presentent, toutes cependant desirent se marier, puisque
malheureusement c'est le seul moyen que d'absurdes
prejuges leur laissent pour arriver A jouir d'une certaine
independance que leur famille et la societe leur refusent.
Ardphia T.2 p204
It could be that some women were aware of the trap of marriage, but
Flora Tristan claimed that all women are conscious of the contradiction
between the spirit of liberty which every other law embodied, and the
tyranny of marriage. So while she was describing how successfully
women are duped into being married to tyrants, she had them fully
conscious of their oppression. Yet she gives no indication of any women
trying to positively act to escape from this trap, either on a collective
or on an individual basis. Does she see them as poised, ready for
action? DiJkstra is convinced that Flora Tristan deliberately ignored
the women's movements of her day, which would suggest that this was not
the case. But I still consider that she was convinced that most women
were on the first step to emancipation by being conscious of their
oppression. Nevertheless, there are flaws in Flora Tristan's treatment
of this question which I would suggest were caused by her obsession
with the power of emotions and sentiment as a driving force in society,
and with the idea of "la femme messie". As we shall see in the
following chapter, once her class analysis comes more sharply into
focus, based on social observation rather than on the romantic visions
of a novel, many of the oversights are eliminated.
To end this section on a more hopeful note, Flora Tristan does voice
her solution in a primitive form when she suggests that the way to end
women's oppression is in their education, something which was considered
unnecessary by the State at the time. This solution is expanded at a
later stage:
Oh! si les femmes recevaient une autre education, si, au
lieu de les elever comme des odalisques pour plaire et
servir, on les rendait propres A remplir le role sublime
d'inspirer et de guider le compagnon auquel la Providence
les a destinees, l'intelligence humaine s'accroitrait dans
un siècle plus qu'elle tie l'a fait pendant le cours de
toutes les generations passees, et 19larmonie regnerait au
sein des societes, parce qu'il y aurait equilibre entre les
forces musculaires de l'homme et Pintelligence de la
femme. ftdaLiT.1 p.126
The important things to recognise here are: educating women should
have a beneficial effect on everyone; women's function or role is to
inspire men to guide his actions; women and men have a complementary
nature.
What has this to do with the lifestyle of the aristocracy? Flora
Tristan was convinced that women were oppressed, with or without money.
Aristocratic women frittered away their talents on trivial matters
whereas, educated, they could influence society for the better. This
interpretation depends on her view of the role of the upper classes
which we shall discuss in the section on class. Somehow, Flora Tristan
expected that aristocratic women, because they were oppressed
themselves, would embrace the cause of suffering humanity, in other
words the proletariat, and work for the alleviation of society's ills.
In the third section on Images of Women, "la femme guide de llumanite",
the question of the education of women will be discussed in greater
detail. Now it is necessary to consider the opposite end of the social
ladder where the suffering masses are personified in "le prolêtaire" and
more specifically "la femme pro/eta/re".
(b) "La Femme Proleta.ire"
So far, much attention has been paid to women in the upper classes.
Quite clearly Flora Tristan had not forgotten her aristocratic experience
in Peru and admired the material life style that wealth afforded women
of that class. The novel, however, is called Kepl2is au le porciletaing.
Perhaps as further evidence of class awareness in her novel it is time
to say that Flora Tristan admired the proletarian woman for entirely
different reasons. For instance, the criticism of society which equated
women with sensuality and emotion, which condemned the tyranny of
marriage and the frivolity of uneducated women: all these are restricted
to the world of the upper classes simply because these women had more
time to dwell on such matters since they were not faced with the daily
drudgery of keeping themselves and their families. What then are the
characteristics of "la femme prcdetaire" which are of interest to our
author?
The most valid contribution of Flora Tristan's feminism in
presenting an image of "la femme prcdetaire" is the vivid description of
the vicious circle of poverty and drudgery in which the proletarian
woman finds herself. Here Flora Tristan gives a poignant account of the
double task of the proletarian woman, that of going out to work - often
she is the only breadwinner of the family - and that of looking after
the needs of husband and children. Work outside the family begins for a
young girl at the age of thirteen or fourteen. Marriage, of economic
necessity, does not bring happiness but a hard master; the love mothers
feel for their young children is the only relief from their hardship.
The intensity of this hardship and oppression of the proletarian woman
is portrayed in a particularly effective passage of a mere two pages in
a novel of seven hundred and fifty. This powerful passage is relevant
to the lives of many women the world over, even today. The qualities
Flora Tristan admires in proletarian women are their dignity and
forbearance. Their strength is in the endurance of their oppression.
Aristocratic women are not seen in such vital terms. Such is the extent
of their oppression that women themselves could never be the instrument
of their emancipation. Society itself must free them, and by improving
their lot, society would improve dramatically as a whole:
Ii faut avoir ête temoin de Pactivite de ces femmes, de
leur bon sens A apprecier toute chose selon sa veritable
importance, de leur patience A supporter les peines
morales et physiques dont elles sont accablees, de la
sympathie qu'elles temoignent pour celles d'autrui. Jfephis
T.1 p.156
Marguerite Thibert points out that Flora Tris-tan's idealisation of
the proletarian woman and her romantic visions of the working class
woman's ability to rise above her sufferings and become aware of how to
change her oppression were to be dispelled by the wary reception she
was given and the complete lack of interest on the part of the
proletarian women. (2) In her novel, Flora Tristan places great hopes in
the powerful impact that changing the role of working class women would
have on society as a whole. She assumes that it is because the
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proletarian woman is capable of enduring such hardships that she is a
superior being and is therefore on the brink of being aware of her
oppression:
11 est peu de personnes qui se doutent combien on
rencontre communêment, parmi les proletaires, des femmes
d'une intelligence remarquable: chez presque toutes,
existe des qualitAs et des vertus qu'on chercherait
vainement dans les rangs des classes supêrieures. Jféphia
T.1 p.155
However, the predominant qualities which Flora Tristan found in
proletarian women were qualities of passivity and resignation, hardly
the stuff of revolutionary consciousness. Yet it was this capacity to
endure hardship, in Flora Tristan's analysis, which proved that they
were morally superior to men, and not their revolutionary consciousness.
But the moral superiority which Flora Tristan attributes to proletarian
women indicates that she accepts the notion of complementary natures of
the sexes. The conclusion of her case in her novel thus centred around
her idea of different qualities for men and women. Had this conclusion
remained unchanged, her feminism and socialism would not have developed
into a pivotal force of liberation. Women would have been condemned to
resign themselves to their poverty in the proletarian class:
En visitant ces intArieurs de proletaires, i'eus de
frêquentes occasions de reconnAitre la superioritè de la
femme. Elle a en general, plus d'empire sur elle-meme,
aussi est-elle presque touJours la caissiere du ménage, et
quoique la plus grande part des souffrances lui &holt, on
rencontre chez elle une douceur, une urbanite, une
resignation qui out toujours excite man Atonnement et mon
admiration. Ophis T.1 p.228
Resignation and gentle passivity are great qualities within women,
but they do not advance the feminist socialist cause:
Ah! Xarequita, detrompez-vous, non seulement vos
devouements n'adoucissent en rien nos malheurs, mais
presque toujours, au contraire, us nous en occasionnent
de plus grands. AUWais T.2 p.95
It is indeed obvious that in the novel 'rep/4i, Flora Tristan was
speaking from her own personal experience of impoverishment, and not
from close contact with the urban working class. However, what is
important is that she deduced from her study of the exploitation of
women in the proletariat that there can be no emancipation of that class
without emancipation of women. She argued that the woman's influence
through strong family ties is more powerful within the proletariat. In
her novel, the idea of women being the pivotal force of feminism and
socialism is sparked off despite their resignation and passivity, but it
Is through the force of education that change will occur. Educate women
and the whole family life improves and, by extension, the moral and
material existence of the proletariat must also improve.
In the novel, there is a proletarian heroine, albeit a silent one.
What hope is there for her? Education and a happier family life?
Family life is taken completely for granted as a datum. No mention is
made of women as independent economic entities. A happy family life is
an essential factor in the plan of social improvement. This was
certainly extremely limiting in terms of the interchangeability of roles
of men and women within the family, and far from liberating for women
outside it. As stated at the beginning of this chapter, Flora Tristan's
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projection of the liberated proletarian woman was severely hampered by
the overall view of "la femme guide de l!bumanit6". Later, during the
course of her investigations, more perceptive remarks are made about the
nature of family life within the capitalist system and on the
possibility of equal work for equal pay. Only this type of radical
change could mean anything for a truly liberating solution for "la femme
proletaire", freedom from the obligation of family life and economic
independence, that is, the right to work.
The picture of the oppression of "la femme prolêtaire" is
romanticised but it served the purpose of incorporating the lowest class
in society into the general plan of regeneration through "la femme
guide". Flora Tristan was probably unaware of the fact that she had
stumbled on the seed of one of the most important aspects - it was her
most original idea, that of the feminist socialist message. Germination
of the idea almost certainly took place during the course of writing the
novel. The idea grew as she made her investigations in England and in
France. Its fruit was borne in the shape of the programme of Irmilm
RumItre.
(c) 'Est Ireurse Guide de Plimman1ten3)
Nowhere in Flora Tristan's work was the influence of
Saint-Simoniansm stronger than in her K42/215 because it is here that
she develops the idea of "la femme guide" as a possible solution to the
end of oppression of women and the proletariat. Although her class
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analysis was frequently distorted and although her understanding of the
capitalist system was also vague (as we shall see in the next section),
the pivotal force of feminism and socialism incorporated into this third
image took shape in her novel and was henceforth never relinquished.
It is therefore my intention to outline Flora Tristan's version of
"la femme messie" and to compare it briefly with the Enfantin invention.
In this way it will be shown that socialism was an integral part of her
feminism, although at the time she was unaware of the potential force of
socialist action until she carried out her social investigations of
oppression.
So far we have seen that Flora Tristan attributes qualities of
feeling, beauty, self sacrifice, to her heroines. Any ability to act as a
free spirit inevitably meant becoming a pariah.
What kind of woman is "la femme guide de 1'hum2anite? We shall see
that she does not embody Flora Tristan's ideal of a perfect woman, but
this is incidental to her ability to inspire. In fact, curiously enough,
this ability to inspire seems to be independent of her own action, for
In the novel, it is a man who decides who this "femme guide" is and how
she must be:
Vous êtes la realisation du reve que Vavais presque
abandon)* c'est ainsi que ie concois la sublimite du rale
de la femme. Nephig T.1 p.53
Her first quality is a gift, a capacity to inspire. The irony here
of course is that in ffep.hia, the man spends the whole novel trying to
educate his so called ideal woman so that she will be "worthy" enough to
inspire him. Carried on a step further, a similar relationship existed
between Flora Tristan and the working class. She spent the last year of
her life telling the workers how they should act to help themselves.
Women were not intuitively or naturally able to inspire; they had to be
taught. If women are taught, they can better their own position and
that very process should bring advantages to all. Applied to the
proletarian class and the wealthy classes, it means an end to material
deprivation and an end to the moral degradation of women.
In the novel, the illustration of "la femme guide" is made in a
painting the hero undertakes for a competition. A woman alone is
leading a crowd. The artist intends to show the moral superiority of
women above even the Church:
C'etait l'idealisation de la femme ainsi que Je la
concevais, entrainant par sa puissance attractive
l'humanite vers la perfection. Cette femme, qui dans ma
pensée resumait tout son sexe, comme source de vie et
moteur de progres ne devait appartenir par son costume A
aucune époque. ArAphia T.1 pp.181-182
Is this in itself justification for the need for greater freedom for
women? Does this put women on a par with men in intellectual ability?
Indeed it does not. It is an extremely vague statement. However much
one may emphasise the moral superiority of women, presented in an
historic vacuum as it is above, without reference to social, political or
economic values, it means absolutely nothing in feminist terms:
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Sur le premier plan et a la suite de la femme guide de
flaumanite, se trouvait une foule de personnages .- qui .-
out ete assez superieurs pour avouer l'influence
inspiratrice qu'avaient eue, clans leur conduite, les
conseils de la femme, et pour reconnaitre que c'est le
role moral qui lui a ête reserve par la Providence, afin
de contre-balancer les forces musculaires de l'homme.
Ifephis T.1 pp.182-183
Rousseau is depicted among the crowd, being counted as one of those
who recognise the moral superiority of women. With hindsight, we could
say that this was an unfortunate choice of hers since that same person
considered that women were naturally endowed with qualities which fitted
them for the domestic role. Left in that context, the position of women
is anything but clear. However, the novel does contain some
qualifications, dispelling the ambiguity to a certain degree. In
describing the new morality he wants to preach, Xephis puts sexual
equality high in priority:
L'independance individuelle, regalite de droits, sans
distinction de sexe, eussent ête les principes de cette
morale -. ff6p1116 T.1 p.319
Nevertheless, there is little talk of the practical implementation of
equality before the law, equality of marriage partners, independence from
family life, equality of Job opportunities and wages. The feminism
expressed through the idea of "la femme guide de lthumanite" is of a
moralistic kind. Neither is it exclusively for the benefit of women; it
does not simply call for improvements for women alone, on the contrary:
si vous avez êtudie les causes des maiheurs qui
affligent la societe, degradent Phomme, avilissent la
femme -. ifdphis T.2 p.93
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What is emphasised throughout the novel is that despite or because
of their oppression, women are superior; they are more spiritual and
closer to God no matter what the teachings of institutionalised religion
say. This moral superiority is deliberately depicted to counterbalance
women's historical sense of inferiority:
... dans l'opinion de Xephis, la femme n'etait pas
uniquement destinee au role passif d'abnegation et
d'obeissance que lui assigne l'interpretation romaine de
193vangile. Dans la nouvelle loi qu ill se proposait de
prêcher, la mission de la femme etait d'inspirer l'homme,
d'êlever son &me au dessus des values opinions du monde,
de l'obliger par la constance de ses efforts, & se rendre
capable de grandes choses. L'observation et le
raisonnement avaient convaincu X6phis que taut qu'on ne
saurait pas utiliser convenablement les facultês
intellectuelles de la femme, l'humanite progresserait trés
lentement; car selon lui, la femme reflechit la lumiêre
divine. If42,11La T.2 pp.91-92
Again it is vital to emphasise that although it was expressed in
terms of ethical categories, the feminism Flora Tristan expressed in her
novel was to benefit the whole of humanity as well as women in
particular. Therefore, women were to be the instruments of social
change as well as the beneficiaries.
This Nfomme guide" is a sister to "La femme messie" of the
Saint-Simonians. Like her, she has come to liberate the world from
brute force; like her, she is the driving force in progress for humanity;
like her, she has divine intuition; like her, she is the intermediary
between God and Xan, and like her Saint-Simonian sister, she is inspired
by love, "le mobile de tous les sens" which always acts in conjunction
with truth and goodness.
Nevertheless there are differences. In the picture painted by
Mephis, the woman is marching alone, ahead even of the clergy, whereas
Enfantin proclaimed the search for an ideal woman to take her place
beside the man, thus forming a couple as leader. This difference of
sexual status would suggest that Flora Tristan could clearly see the
limitations of a policy based on "la femme messde", for limitations there
certainly were.
It was probably the Enfantin (male invented) feminism of which
Flora Tristan was most critical. Although an autonomous feminist
movement did grow up, Saint-Simonian feminism was largely the creation
of one man, Enfantin. Many women responded to the "call" and once they
had gathered in Saint-Simonian circles, it was not long before they
began to formulate their own feminism, directly related to the reality of
their experience. But as long as Enfantin dominated the scene, lengthy
debates went on - from 1829 to 1831 - on the exact role of women in
future society, always ending with Enfantin telling the women what they
should think and be.
Claire Goldberg-Moses writes that at first the Saint-Simonians
debated which form the women's public role should take:
Enfantin envisaged an equal but different role for each
sex. The new world order would be ruled by a 'couple-
pope,' the male to represent 'reflection,' the female
'sentiment.' (4)
At first reading, this suggests that Enfantin had fully accepted the
prevailing prejudice of his era, that men and women were innately
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different, and that women were emotional rather than rational creatures.
Flora Tristan's vision that women had particular qualities endowing them
with an ability to inspire men also reiterates this notion. What is
common to both feminisms is that both prized emotion, the female
quality, thus raising the status of the female sex and discarding the
Enlightenment egalitarian notion of the value of reason, a male quality:
Saint-Simonians preached that only a sentiment - the
universal empathy of humans for humans, termed 'love' -
and not reason could provide a strong and solid bond for
a peaceful society, (5)
In her novel, using the Saint-Simonian argument, Flora Tristan was
proclaiming that the future direction of the new Age could be entrusted
only to those who were especially endowed with this sentiment, women
and artists. The twist to the story is that this did not broaden
horizons much for women, nor did it release men and women from their
traditional roles, but it dramatically increased the value of the
sentiments normally associated with women and as such was an attack on
the Romantic patriarchal values of piety, purity, submissiveness and
domesticity. For the Saint-Simonians this meant that women should
participate in all public functions if they were to improve society,
instead of having a restricted role at home.
Throughout these debates on the role of women, anyone who disagreed
with Enfantin was forced to leave the movement; indeed, almost all the
schisms in the "movement" were caused by differences on this very
question. For instance, Buchez, in line with the French Revolution and
the radical tradition of individual rights, believed that individuals of
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both sexes were born similar in capacity and character. He ascribed
sexual differences to socialisation and education. While it is known
that Flora Tristan did attend some general meetings of Saint-Simonians,
she was not involved in the furious debates on this issue. Although she
was fully aware of the egalitarian argument, she abandoned it in her
novel. Rather, she emphasised the harmonious association of different
classes and sexes in her plans for the moral regeneration of humanity.
In this scheme, individual rights are equated with selfishness, greed and
entrenched inequality. A policy based on individualism of the new
capitalist society, indeed politics itself, is given short shrift, and the
semi-religious morality Nephis is trying to establish advocates
association.
When Buchez left the movement in 1829, a further schism developed
over the question of sexual freedom and morality. Enfantin proclaimed a
new liberated sexual era but retreated when he saw how badly received
his suggestion was. In proposing that the emancipation of women
required the "rehabilitation de la chair", he was turning upside down the
common prejudice of associating women with "carnal sin" by decreeing
that the pleasures of the flesh were virtuous.
The creative period of discussions around the role of women ended
in an impasse with the final policy proclaimed by Enfantin as "Vattente
de la femme messie". Rather than establishing new possibilities of
greater freedom for men and women, it was decided that a new morality
could not be divined by man alone, but was incomplete without the female
messiah:
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During the next two years, Saint-Simonian activism gave
way to Saint-Simonian mysticism. 'Xissionaries' ventured
out of Paris into the provinces and even to other
countries in search of 'La Femme.' Apostles preached that
the 'search' must take precedence over all other efforts
of social regeneration. (6)
It is this particular experience which Flora Tristan uses for her
novel. The hero believes he has found "la femme"; he has determined who
this regenerating force is going to be and what she must be like. But
how can this idea serve to liberate women? It simply replaces one set
of values for another, both predetermining the nature of women.
Therefore, the new system is just as oppressive as the old. In the
Saint-Simonian experience, the higher the woman was raised in moral
status, the lower her position in the movement's direction and power.(7)
Perhaps this experience was warning enough for Flora Tristan since she
abandoned the idea of "la femme guide" as a potential revolutionary
force after she wrote her novel. She did retain some of the idea in
interpreting her own cause as a messianic one, but that never became a
predominant notion.
In practical terms, Saint-Simonian feminism achieved little because
it did not seek to grant women greater freedom and equality by changing
social, economic and political structures. Rather it wished to establish
a new moral order which would value the distinctive qualities of women -
as they have been determined and moulded by previous civilisations. As
Goldstein remarks:
In short, the Saint-Simonians opposed emancipating 'la
femme' until the world became feminized. Such was the
gist of their feminism.(8)
They believed in an eternal femininity and wanted a new order to
incorporate women as they were. But if we accept that women are equal
to men in their potential, then this eternal nature would seem to be
eternally limited. Saint-Simonian feminism believed that women were and
always would be different from men. This is a limitation in itself.
As long as Flora Tristan was to use the idea of the complementary
nature of the sexes, her analysis of feminism and indeed her socialism
were similarly curtailed. But her "femme guide de ltumanite" was
different from "la femme messie", different enough to permit her to fuse
feminism and socialism in the future in a way the Saint-Simonians never
did. For them, the proletariat and women were entirely separate.
The romantic vision of a couple in itephi is a woman and a
proletaina It is their daughter, the fruit of their union, who is
delegated the task of transmitting the message of the new order.
Therefore the difference between the ideas of "la femme guide" and "la
femme messie" is that the "femme guide" idea does not progress in
importance and become an end in itself as it did in the Saint-Simonian
movement. Flora Tristan uses the idea, certainly, as do the
Saint-Simonians to revalue the status of women, but she incorporates the
new status in an overall plan. She does not neglect the other partner
In her couple, "le proletaire". Indeed she eventually develops her plan
with a complementary and integral role wherein their Joint liberation
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are mutually dependent and inseparable. However, although she can see
the limitations of the Saint-Simonian message, her concentration on the
moral regeneration of women rather than on the practical task of
building a new social order tends to limit her vision. These
limitations are shed to some extent during the next phase of her work
when she recorded factual observations in Prrasenades dams Lnmdres and
even more so during her militant campaign for the unity of the working
class and its development as a potential revolutionary force.
For the meantime, no indication is given of how women can combine
in solidarity; no plan for the working class is presented. The "message"
is broadcast in true Saint-Simonian fashion through one man, Mephis.
How Flora Tristan analysed the various social components of society,
that is, the classes, in ffephiR is the concern of the next section.
(2) CLASS DISTORTIONS
Ye have examined the images of women with little reference to the
implications of class differences. It is important to discuss the extent
of Flora Tristan's perception of class in order to assess the nature of
her socialist awareness. It is intended to show that her class
perception amounted to distortion in socialist terms; even though the
prolêtaire was the so-called hero of the novel, he was an atypical
proletaine. It seems, therefore, that of the two sets of beliefs in her
mind when writing the novel, feminism was the more securely established.
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Nevertheless, writing the novel was a positive experience for both her
feminism and her socialism, since each was developed to some extent in
the course of writing the book. Certainly the genre was to be abandoned
for a more factual form of writing, as shall be seen in the following
chapter.
(a) 'Les Tribulations du Riche'
Although the aristocracy and the new wealthy class, the bourgeoisie,
are each represented in the novel, often the distinction between these
two groups is blurred because Flora Tristan herself does not see a clear
separation - a reflection perhaps of the transitional stage of the
bourgeoisie assuming power and establishing their values as universal
ones. The new wealthy classes met with opposition and resistance from
the old order of the aristocracy. In her concern with moral
regeneration as a means of achieving change in society, Flora Tristan
provides the reader with a critique of the values and roles of both the
aristocracy and the bourgeoisie.
She often expresses a certain degree of nostalgia for the past: in
this case for the days before the fall of the Restoration Monarchy:
Sous la restauration, ii y avait du patriotisme, de
l'enthusiasme et de l'energie; - rien de tout cela n'existe
actuellement. - Le calme parait regner; les veterans de
l'empire et de la restauration, lee patriotes de 89 et lee
partisans au droit divin ont disparu de la scene; - tous
les efforts convergent vers l'inique but de gagner de
l'argent, et la gent mercantile regne sans partage. Kephis
T.1 p.319
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This nostalgia is more than a personal regret for her ancestral
aristocratic connections lost through her illegitimate birth. The
nostalgia occurs when she criticises the values of the new capitalist
class, bankers, industrialists and businessmen.
Although she recognises that liberty is a valuable achievement of
the French Revolution, she discovers that it has not had a beneficial
effect on the working class, the majority of the population. The notions
of libertê, egalite and fraternite have been distorted at the hands of
the bourgeoisie to justify its powerful position. The bourgeoisie (which
she does not describe as such - she has several other names for the
wealthy classes) has one aim, and that is to make money. In whatever
way they have acquired their wealth, the upper classes are still corrupt
even after the French Revolution:
Les gens de banque et de negoce ont acquis leur fortune
en sacrifiant sans cesse l'interet d'autrui au leur; les
hommes nes avec des richesses n'ont connu ni les malheurs
ni les obstacles ... /Wads T.1 p.34
This illustrates Flora Tristan's perception of the differences
between the two upper classes, that is, the manner by which they have
acquired their wealth, one through ruthless actions, the other through
inheritance, which for different reasons renders them both incapable of
the sentiment of universal love. Protected by wealth from the hard
school of life, poverty and hardship, they are incapable of great depth
of feeling. Flora Tristan invariably equates wealth with corruption of
sentiment. For instance, the mother of Jean Labarre, or Xephis, is
opposed to the offer of adoption of her son by a wealthy Englishwoman:
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elle craignait que l'amour de l'ar ne remplacat dans le
coeur de son file le devouement A sa famille et aux
compagnons de son enfance. Nphis T.1 p.114
This is a very simplistic opposition of familial love and devotion
of the proletariat to the corruptive influence of money. In her
subsequent contact with the working class, Flora Tristan was to express
more fully a different kind of corruption due to lack of money:
miserable family atmosphere, illness and crime because of material
deprivation.
However, what is important to remember is that Flora Tristan
considered that the wealthy classes were equally in need of salvation.
By the time she wrote lizikalthrddre, she concentrated more on the
salvation of one class - the proletariat. All her energies and attention
were there diverted from the universal message to a class message. In
the novel ftais she is trying to present a vision for all classes.
The aristocracy is described with reference to its economic
uselessness and idleness. In talking of the change from the feudal
system to the capitalist one, she acidly and astutely shows how the
value attached to idleness in the feudal system is transferred to
possessions in the capitalist system:
Le travail a ête si longtemps le partage de l'esclave, du
serf, de l'affranchi, que roisivete en a conserve un
orgueil nobiliaire et elle recoit toujours les egards de la
foule imbecile. - Ensuite, comme l'argent a remplace lee
puissances feodale, sacerdotale et populaire, il est devenu
depuis lore la mesure de tout merite, la source de toute
distinction; n'importe la maniere dont vous l'avez acquis,
c'est sur la quantite que vous en possedez que se
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determine la consideration qu'on vous accorde. "Obis T.1
p.223
The idleness of the aristocracy is best represented through the
dandy, the Marquis de Torepa, a useless member of society. The only way
the aristocracy can fill their existence is by spending - not everything
they own, for they seem to have an inexhaustible supply of income - the
only positive suggestion Marequita has to offer to the marquis is to
patronise the Arts. Flora Tristan actually suggested that the
aristocracy could find some moral regeneration in doing so.
As for the business classes, Xephis is to set the example of
preaching his new morality through his business contacts:
Nes plans politiques Wentrainerent a Winteresser
plusieurs etablissements manufacturiers qui se formaient,
et a ouvrir des credits a des fabriques déjà etablies; je
devenais ainsi le mobile, le chef occulte d'une armee
d'ouvriers, que ie pouvais a ma convenance maintenir en
paix ou porter a l'insurrection selon que Je faisais des
avances, ou que Je retirais les credits aux fabricants qui
les employaient
	 Aphis T.1 pp.321-322
Here is the greatest weakness of Flora Tristan's class analysis.
She expects the new wealthy classes, the bourgeoisie, to bring progress
by increasing their commercial enterprises and to preach a new morality
ending exploitation of the masses. Before we examine the motive of
exploitation let us look at the new type of businessman a little more
closely. He realises he has power since many factories and firms are
dependent on him. Through his contacts he is expected to preach, but
what, and to whom? This is not disclosed in the novel. We simply know
it to be the new religion based on universal love:
... rem profitais pour repandre en tous lieux mes
doctrines raormatrices. Ar4plids Ti. p.322
To understand the full significance of the enlightened businessman's
actions it is necessary to dwell on the Saint-Simonian experience, since
this is what Flora Tristan had in mind.
The Saint-Simonians created a movement after the death in 1825 of
the coats Henri de Saint-Simon, a thinker who was their inspiration but
never their leader. For a short while (from 1826 to 1836),
Saint-Simonianism became enormously popular, even beyond France. Their
activities were primarily propagandistic and centred around the themes
of socialism, pacifism and feminism. Their message was that a new
peaceful relationship between the classes should replace social conflict,
that the work of the industrialist and the proletariat should be equally
valued, even if not equally remunerated, and that the inheritance of
wealth, although not the private ownership of property, should be
abolished. All of these points are developed in Flora Tristan's novel.
In addition, the actual methods (peaceful ones) of trying to achieve
social change were used by Flora Tristan, preaching to the working class
and embarking on various entrepreneurial schemes. The aloofness of the
Saint-Simonians from purely political questions is also echoed in the
novel.
Flora Tristan does not envisage the disappearance of the capitalist
class but its reform. Indeed, she has a warning for it which actually
suggests a loyalty to the upper classes rather than to the proletariat,
thereby showing that her socialism was not based on loyalty first and
foremost to the proletariat, the exploited class. The warning is the
threat of insurrection if concessions are not granted to the masses. In
prison, Xephis is given a warning by "Lin bonne du peuple":
si l'on ne veut pas que le peuple se revolte, detruise
tout, il faut le rendre heureux, oü l'empècher d'apprendre
lire; car du moment qu'il peut comprendre par ses
lectures, que son sort n'est pas change, que la liberte
dont on l'a leurre n'est qu'un vain nom, qu'il est toujours
le trés humble esclave des riches, des lors on court le
risque de le voir se ruer sur les riches. Eephi5 T.1
pp.:205-206
In this way the message from the hero in the novel Arephis becomes a
consciousness raising exercise for members of the business class who
need to change; because of their corruption they are unhappy, and if
they do not want a rebellion on their hands they must improve the
condition of the working class by ending corruption and by becoming
good businessmen!
Flora Tristan depicts the physical separation between the upper
classes and the proletariat through the eyes of the former. The misery
of the proletariat, she explains, is kept out of sight and therefore out
of mind. In her novel ilépki6, she attempts to break this myopia by
publicising the misery of the proletariat, a role which she continues to
play in iftgienadgia_clanadandras:
Ah! si vous connaissiez toute la masse de miseres qui
accablent les esclaves de la propriete ... les douloureuses
angoisses de ce peuple dont on pane tant et dont on
s'occupe si peu, vous fremiriez a ce nom de proletaire!
,Ifephi T.1 p.99
The objective is to persuade the upper classes to do something to
improve the conditions of the poor. The following section is a study of
her presentation of "le proletaire" in her novel.
(b) "Le Nulaaire"
As the title of the novel implies, there is something vital about "le
proletaire". However, this does not mean that the entire action of the
novel takes place within that class setting. The male protagonist in
the novel spends his career trying to escape from his proletarian
background. As Dominique Desanti stresses:
Mphis - diminutif de Xephisto, esprit de malheur et
non du mal	 (9)
is as much an outsider and a pariah because of his class background as
Xarequita and Flora Tristan were because of their illegitimate birth:
Proletaire D est synonyme de damn& (c.omme dans a les
damnes de la terre )) ). On peut devenir millionaire : si
l'cmi est un paria on reste proletaire. Kephis peut etre
medecin ou banquier, peu importe ne au bas de l'echelle,
on demeure un a damne social D A jamais proletaire D.
(10)
The notion of class is displayed around a prudetaire who tries to
escape from his origins. Frolêtaire by birth, the raison d'etre of his
story is his failed attempt to become a member of the upper class. The
hero is therefore an outsider to both classes, in a good position to
describe the misery of his original class because of the exploitation by
the upper class which he envies. )(aphis the hero is used as a social
observer; in his career he encounters many professions and activities,
all in an urban environment.(11)
In Xephis's personal failure to become a member of the upper class
through his own endeavours - he eventually marries the ugly and evil
daughter of a wealthy banker - Flora Tristan is showing that individual
effort is doomed to failure. The whole structure of society must be
altered so as to render social mobility, through meritocracy, possible.
By making her hero highly gifted and well educated, Flora Tristan
implies that "le piradêtalre" is potentially equal if not superior to any
Lord Arthur, but that this talent is unavailing. "Le lortdetaire" cannot
become part of the establishment without social contact which could
serve as a password or a key to success. This leads Flora Tristan to
conclude through her hero that the academic education he received is
practically useless as a key to success:
... A quoi me servait ce que J'avais appris, puisque sans
fortune Je ne pouvais me mettre en position d'en tirer
aucun avantage. - Marêquita, la seule instruction qu'il
faut donner au peuple, la seule dont il peut faire usage,
c'est l'apprentissage des métiers ! Voila pour lui le plus
utile de tous les enseignements. ftaisT.1 pp.221-222
The use of Mêphis the hero as a social observer mirrors Flora
Tristan's view of what she herself was doing, recording the details and
circumstances of each social group encountered:
Le meme esprit d'observation qui Wavait portê a etudier
mes compagnons de la conciergerie, dirigea mon attention
sur les hommes avec lesquels Je me trouvais en contact. -
Le soir, J'êcrivais mes remarques de la Jour/16e. 1116phisT.1
p225
Mphis claims to be concerned with the misery of one particular
class, the proletariat, thereby recognising that even if he himself
succeeds in escaping from the misery of abject poverty the masses could
not possibly do the same thing. Therefore, as a comfort for one
individual, social mobility may provide an answer; as an alleviation of
the misery of a class that solution is futile. This prolêtaire, Mephis,
learns a lesson from his position as an outcast from the upper echelons
of society. He begins to generalise on his personal experience:
A cette 6poque, Je caucus l'idee de recueillir des notes,
pour esquisser un Jour le tableau de la situation morale
et physique du peuple en France, et sp4cialement A Paris.
142111.5 T.1 pp.225-226
Again this has an autobiographical ring to it, signifying what Flora
Tristan herself had in mind when she recorded the notes in her diary
during her Tour de France. The aim behind this detailed recording of
poverty is to show the extent of exploitation.
Mephis records that a salary permits the worker to live on
subsistence level, no more, no less.(Opkis T.1 pp.226-229) In her
novel, Flora Tristan recognises how dependent a worker is on the wage
rate fixed at subsistence level by the employer. Although she believes
at this stage that moral regeneration through education is of prime
necessity for the worker, she is beginning to comprehend the economic
reality behind class differences:
Le malheur de la classe pauvre provient, en premiere
ligne, de son manque d'instruction morale et souvent
professionnelle, mais surtout de la facilite laissee aux
maitres de fixer les prix du travail, et de la difficulte
qu'eprouvent les ouvriers A les faire augmenter. -
Cependant l'insuffisance du taux moyen de ces salaires,
pour que les hommes puissent soutenir leurs families, est
une chose demontree. /rephis T.1 p.229
The worker is seen as a man with a family to support. There is no
mention of differences between men and women workers in the novel, an
omission later rectified in Flora Tristan's Tour de France. As an
isolated individual, the worker is exploited by a hard master who pays
him subsistence wages with no guarantee of Job security and no pay for
the days he does not work through sickness, unemployment or holidays.
'aphis asks himself if indeed the "penple" really benefited from
"Paffranchissement", that is, the end of the feudal system where the
master was responsible for feeding his serfs. He protests that indirect
taxes are as much a burden as the old feudal obligations were. Perhaps
there is no one to beat him, but there is no one to feed him either:
Il est vrai qu'il n'a plus de maitre ou seigneur qui lui
fasse a discretion donner la bastonnade, mais en revanche
on le taxe sans menagement ; ii tie bolt pas une bouteille
de vin, tie bride pas un cotret sans acquitter des droits
enormes.	 s'il n'a plus de maitre qui le batte, ii manque
souvent d'un maitre qui lui donne du pain. ffiVhis T.1
1)227
Again, comparing the new economic order with the previous one in
terms of rights, Flora Tristan considers the worker is much worse off.
She considers the political gains from the French Revolution irrelevant
to the material conditions of the proletariat. I will show later that in
her development as a socialist, the question of rights is reformulated
to include the right to work. In her novel she can only regret the lost
advantages of the previous economic system for the worker because the
new order is so much more brutal. However, because she is concerned
here with the moral consequences of selfishness and greed, she sees
exploitation as a result of the moral corruption of society rather than
as a key factor for profit in an economic system. Nevertheless, she
gradually learns more about the new economic system, and as with
women's oppression, she at least recognises that the law and the whole
structure of society operates on behalf of those with economic power.
She quotes Lammenais to this effect at the beginning of a chapter:
Les proletaires, ainsi qu'on les nomme avec un superbe
dedain, affranchis individuellement, ont ête, en masse, la
propriete de ceux qui réglent les relations entre les
membres de la societe, le mouvement de rindustrie, les
conditions du travail, son prix et la repartition des
fruits. Ce qu ill leur a plu d'ordonner, on l'a nomme id,
et les lois n'ont ete pour la plupart, que des mesures
d'interet prive, des moyens d'augmentation et de perpetuer
la domination du petit nombre sur le plus grand. Ifephi 
T.1 p.82
Basically, Flora Tristan's class analysis in the novel has two main
weaknesses. Firstly, the role of class conflict does not manifest
itself; despite her awareness of the change of power from the feudal
system to the capitalist one, the dialectic is not followed up by
opposing the new bourgeoisie to the proletariat. Rather, Flora Tristan
expects the two classes, despite their disparities, despite the power of
the one over the other, to fuse into one force of "nummanite". In the
novel, moral issues always take precedence over economic ones. At this
stage, therefore, she is not concerned with a possibility of the worker
reacting to protect himself from economic exploitation by demanding
higher wages and improvements in living conditions, nor is she expecting
the workers to react positively to their misery in any social or
political sense. Rather, she sees the evil consequences of capitalism as
part of a general corruption of the noble sentiment by society. To some
extent this analysis is a socialist one in that she wants a change in
the structure of society to suit the people rather than conversely. But
her call for moral regeneration remains a psychological solution for the
proletariat and for women, that is, a change in attitudes rather than
institutions.
The second weakness of her class analysis is that although she had
a message for each class, she expected the upper classes to take the
lead, and therefore she depended on the power of persuasion and
enlightenment, and expected that power to be stronger than class
interest. She therefore underestimated the power of class interests in
her novel. The more she came to realise the strengths of class
interests, the less she tried to depend on enlightened members of the
upper classes. But this realisation was confined to a later stage. In
the novel, what is presented is essentially a critique of the moral
values of the new order of capitalism.
In her dismissal of the materialism of capitalism, Flora Tristan
sometimes betrays her aristocratic pretensions, despising the new
wealthy classes and their basis of power, money. This reaction is
expressed by suggesting a new morality which will bring back honour to
society and provide a driving force for progress. But this suggestion
indicates that Flora Tristan failed to understand that capitalism had a
driving force of its own which demanded the maintenance of the
privileged position of one class over another.
(3) CONCLUSION
To sum up, I would suggest that Flora Tristan's economic naivety in
the novel Jfephis affects the presentation of her message. She was
confused about the reality of the role of the upper classes and was
therefore confused about their economic position. /Ophis acquires a
fortune and then preaches to the working class. An exempJary
businessman preaching to the lower classes could hardly affect the level
of wages of the whole of the working class without personal financial
ruin. Preaching a new morality without guarantee of economic change
could not improve society.
By presenting a solution to class differences in the form of a new
moral inspiration, Flora Tristan remains at the level of utopianism,
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expecting her romantic vision to become reality purely by the powers of
persuasion. No mass organisation is here mentioned. Action is by an
individual from the upper classes preaching down. The redeeming factor
is that whatever the weaknesses of her utopian message and her class
analysis, one thing is sure: she has begun the task of linking two sets
of people: women and the proletariat.
Que la defense des opprimes soit l'obiet de son existence.
/Mph i6 T.2 p.293
is the message to the daughter of "le pro/eta/r&' and Hist femme guide"
(Xephis and Marequita). Thus feminism and socialism are inextricably
linked through their association with the victims of oppression. Both
women and the proletariat are seen to be denied the benefits of the
French Revolution and the egalitarian principle:
appeler des myriades de parias et de proletaires A la
participation des joies de La vie; - et nous benirons
Dieu, car les temps seront venus, et les paroles de
liberte et clegalite cesseront d'être de vain sons. Ar011is
T.2 1)293
Both feminist and socialist messages are to be proclaimed in the
same way, through revelation. This romantic vision was to fade once
Flora Tristan realised the limitations of the use of the novel and once
she developed her skills as a social investigator. The romantic dream
became transformed into a practical reality during the course of writing
itaxenadartsfans—Landres.
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Chapter Four
EBOIMASES_AILS_WENESS: A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY
(1) STYLE OF ERQHMADESJ24/S_W/DREZ
(a) From Vision to Reality
The title of this section is intended to indicate the change of mood
and style from /Was of 1838 to Pricaiezuglera_d22,2_/mdms of 1840. It
is important to recognise the transformation of genre from the
imaginary world to the real one. We have stated that Flora Tristan
wished to convey a revolutionary message in her novel ffephia, but by the
time she had finished this work, she realised the limitations of
depicting that message through imagery, and the ineffectiveness of
literary works in promoting social change. She recognised that the
success of writing a novel with a social message depended on the naive
hope that the attraction of the ideas would suffice in achieving change.
This was well nigh impossible if only because the readership would cover
only a small section of the bourgeoisie:
La diffusion d'un roman est en soi limitee, et, parmi les
lecteurs, seule la fraction liberale de la bourgeoisie
pouvait dtre touch& par le but social qu'elle s'etait
propose. (1)
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She also rejected the novel as too abstract and removed from the
grim reality of the poverty of the lower classes. Indeed, she put into
Mephis' words the irrelevance of Art in the lives of the lower classes:
quand le peuple est sans pain, et sans nulle
instruction qui lui serve , quand il est livre aux vices
au desespoir et , en definitive , au bourreau, irais-Je lui
faire de l'enseignement par la peinturei lép.his T.1
pp212-213
Instead of continuing to produce "oeuvres d'imagination" (indeed, a
novel entitled Les Flues de Lind promised to the readers of Las
Itregrinations d'une Phrla never materialised) based on her personal
experiences, Flora Tristan used these experiences to embark upon a
formal study of social reality. She produced a journalistic account of
observations made during the several trips to London between 1828 and
1831 and between 1835 and 1840. The result was one of her best
received books, Eamenades_dans_Ismdres.
The form of this work consists of a series of short sketches on
various topics. As DiJkstra suggests, because she was still unsure of
the best form of analysis to use, this travelogue was a useful genre in
that it contained travel tales, political treatise and social
investigation all rolled into one. (2) However, even in this so called
study of reality, impartiality of opinion is not maintained. Despite the
initial stance of foreign observer, and despite her anxiety to have her
work accepted as a serious social study, there is a personal message
which gradually unfolds, exemplified in the dedication to the working
class in the 1842 edition:
Travailleurs, c'est A vous, tous et toutes, que Je dedie
non livre ; c'est pour vous instruire sur votre position
que Je	 ecrit : donc ii vous appartient. itcumilmdes
.crana_z, a Klima p . 47
What is clear is that Flora Tristan was anxious, in her study of
"society', to get as close as possible to her sources. Because she was
intent on having her work accepted as a didactic piece of writing, she
needed credibility. This entailed close contact with the world of the
aristocracy, the proletariat and the lumpen proletariat.
Her vivid personal descriptions and experiences are given weight by
her use of quotations and references to contemporary sociological
sources.
Like Ilephia, Ectazewidea_dans—Uudres contained a message. The form,
however, of this work was as far removed as she could get from the
novel. Although in Runenades dams Londtes there were still references
to the importance of Art, Flora Tristan had come to the conclusion that
society itself needed to be transformed before true Art could be created
and appreciated:
lArt ne fait de progres chez un peuple que lorsqu'il
Wartistel eat descendu dans toutes lea classes de
citoyens	 Ercilienades_staimiandrea p.296
Society must be transformed before everyone had access to Art.
Flora Tristan discovered the distance between Art - the novel, music,
painting, for instance - as a universal abstract, and the reality in
class terms. One class, the privileged one alone, had access to it.
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Universality, like equality, might exist in theory, but reality decreed
otherwise.
This discovery of a set of values and behaviour, proclaimed as
universal, but used to maintain privilege, was an important one for Flora
Tristan, but was not the central idea discovered in ifep.his. What she
also discovered in that novel were the limitations of the outlets for
her attempts to achieve social change. If she did reject a form of Art,
"Le souffle de Mee, as a possible means of bringing about social
change, what could be substituted? Direct political action was severely
controlled under the July Monarchy and was even more closed to a woman.
If she were to undertake a wholesale condemnation of French society, the
work might never reach the printing press. By contrast, condemnation of
English society, at worst, could be taken for an attack on France's old
enemy and would not risk the wrath of the censors. Furthermore, the
practice of observation came more easily to her than writing fiction;
she had already written in a similar style about her impressions of
Peru, another foreign country.
In rejecting the novel form, Flora Tristan also rejected her solution
therein to end exploitation and oppression, that of mystic or messianic
feminism. This, she decided, led nowhere. Unlike the male
Saint-Simonians, but learning from the females, Flora Tristan refused to
await the arrival of her "femme-guide". She was impatient to discover
another outlet for action, yet she did not look towards a uniquely
pragmatic feminist campaign for changes in the law to improve the
condition of women. The limited demands for divorce reform had failed
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(it was not until the 1880s that divorce was restored to the statute
book in France) and the beginnings of the autonomous feminist movement
which occurred while Flora Tristan was in Peru (1832 to 1834) also came
to nothing.(3) It was therefore beyond the boundaries of literature and
beyond the boundaries of political activity that Flora Tristan explored.
As a concluding remark on the comparison of /6p/2/sand franzezudes
limmL.LiaNinaz it must be said that in both, Flora Tristan was convinced
that the existing organisation of society had a dehumanising effect and
that workers and women were pariahs. In EramenadeaslazajaiNkea
however, she was determined to show that it was the exploitative social
and economic institutions of an advanced industrial nation which reduced
people to this state of nullity. Her desire to establish a world of
equality and love through the peaceful transformation of decadent
society was founded upon a considered analysis of this existing system.
Flora Tristan had abandoned visionary feminism in order to portray
reality, the reality of the shocking effects of capitalism upon human
beings.
Before discussing the development of her feminist and socialist
critiques in Bazienades_sfzula_lesdreA it is vital to understand the
limitations of Flora Tristan's interpretation, be they historical or
otherwise. Therefore, in the second section, I shall discuss this
idiosyncratic perception in terms of her anglophobia and her distorted
analysis of social class in England.
pas etre les
les murs qui
ou les mers qui
patrie dolt etre
0. 11 , 	 elift C.	 ;pg
Les limites de notre amour ne doivent
buissons qui entourent notre Jardin
enceignent notre ville, les montagnes
bordent notre pays. Desormais notre
l'univers.
Atauzgdrea p.25
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(b) Anglophobia and Class Distortions
As has already been indicated, Promenades clans Lundres is a critical
study. Flora Tristan's status as a foreigner strengthened her position
as a critical observer; as an outsider she could go beyond the barriers
of respectability and the accepted English ideology. However, she did
allow herself to be carried into a degree of anglophobia. Indeed,
throughout the work, customs and habits of England are so constantly
belittled and scorned while anything French is treated with so much
approval that her anglophobia often reaches ludicrous proportions:
Les Anglais sont si vantards et prOnent l'Angleterre et
ses usages en taut de pays que, pour le confort de la vie,
il est passé en force de chose jugee que l'Angleterre est
le seiour par excellence ! Cette reputation, des milliers
de respectables gentlemen l'affirment tous les jours
formellement A toutes les tables d'hôte et dans taus les
cafes et cabarets de France, d'Allemagne, de Suisse et
d'Italie. Ii faut croire qu'ils ant quitte l'Angleterre
pour se mortifier, et non parce qu'ils se trouvent mieux
sur le continent ... Eramenacies_cfalls_leziciLes p.285
This somewhat contradicts Kora Tristan's internationalist notions
expressed in earlier works. For instance in Jrecessite de faire un bon
mazeuiLitum—fenifas_arnagdnaa she stated:
The strength of her anglophobia was such that Flora Tristan found
the country a very unattractive place to live in, from the point of view
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of climate: "A Londres on respire la trlstesse"; social habits: "en
Angleterre la femme et la file de l'ouvrier ne preanent aucun plaisdr"
and character: "les Anglais ant le travers de croire aptes A tout se Pon
en Juge d'apres l'universalite de leurs politiciens."(4)
Bedarida tries to explain away her anglophobia by suggesting that it
was a counter-attack on English insularity and animosity towards the
French. We must remember that at the time of her writing (between 1839
and 1840) there was confrontation between the two governments over the
Eastern Question, and the Napoleonic wars had marked the end of a long
saga of sporadic warfare, although England had been one of the first
countries to resume diplomatic relations after France's isolation during
the Restoration period. Feelings between the two countries were always
inclined to run high with anglomania being as widespread as anglophobia:
La France rurale D ien finit pas d'être fascinet par cette
Angleterre industrielle qui lui tend le miroir de son
propre avenir.(5)
Lacassagne points out that Flora Tristan was fascinated, as was
Barbier, author of the poem Lamm by the horror and luxury of London,
"la vile monstre", the title of her first sketch in the book:
Terre de contrastes, l'Angleterre ne peut laisser
indifferent. Londres, sa capitale, ville faite de
plusieurs villes, comae le releve Tristan, epauvante par
sa prodigieuse extension, stupefie par son activite,
indigne par le voisinage de la plus voyante richesse et
de la plus affreuse pauvrete, consterne par son climat.(5)
The intention of Flora Tristan was to go beyond appearances and to
look for the causes of, and remedies to, poverty. Because England had a
reputation as a powerful world force and as a stable political system,
Flora Tristan was determined to show that this powerful country had
many faults, the main one being the appalling contrast between rich and
poor. However, everything was judged, it would seem, in terms of her
anglophobic impressions. This caused a good deal of misinterpretation
of the message itself when Proienades_slanal.andres was first published.
Not surprisingly, it was not welcomed in London, not even in radical or
in Chartist circles. According to Bedarida, only the Owenites paid any
attention to it.(7) For this reason, several modifications to the 1840
edition were made by Flora Tristan to remove the impression that the
book was merely a diatribe against France's former enemy.
Flora Tristan's intentions in writing the book were twofold; firstly,
she wanted to reveal what she saw as the hypocrisy of a nation upheld
as the seat of all virtues and the haven of constitutional liberties:
Nest elle pas vrainent d'un orgueil ridicule, cette
societe anglaise qui pretend imposer partout ses
principes de liberte ! Ercamadea_cLus—rdnidnas p.104
The French had undergone several changes of regime and believed
that their neighbour had suffered less from the abuse of power of
aristocratic and ecclesiastical privilege. After all, a constitutional
monarchy had been established in England in 1688. Flora Tristan wished
to show that despite its grandeur and reputation, the English political
system was seriously flawed. Secondly, Flora Tristan recognised that
France was undergoing similar economic changes and could therefore end
up with similar social problems. Her book was a warning to the French
not to make the same mistakes in response to these problems:
Pal signale les vices du systême anglais, afin que sur le
continent on s'applique a les eviter	 ErcilienachaffLAang
landras p.62
This second intention was often neglected or ignored by her readers,
with the result that the book was easily interpreted at face value only
as a critique of English society, rather than a systematic social
treatise.
During the course of her study of the English way of life, Flora
Tristan's belief in the superiority of the French system stands out.
She believed one of the main elements of the superiority of France was
its capacity for revolution. For Flora Tristan, the revolution of 1789
had abolished the feudal dominion of king, nobles and clergy at a single
stroke, whereas in England the aristocracy and landed gentry between
them still owned four-fifths of the land.(8) Important conclusions
follow from this comparison. One is that for Flora Tristan, the French
Revolution was a constant reminder that sudden change was possible.
Corrupt systems could be overthrown by political will:
Croyez-vous que, si le peuple anglais avait ête eleve dans
les principes de liberte et d'egalitê, s'il avait appris A
considerer que la rêsistance A l'oppression est non
seulement le draft naturel de l'homme, mais que, bien plus,
lorsque le peuple est opprimê, l'insurrection devient un
devoirsacre Ercartmadas_dansjandima p.50
and Thompson, The_laking_fai,S 1 11	 III	 •
However, she recognised that the violent political upheavals which
occurred after 1789 did so without any impact on the social and
economic order. Flora Tristan, like the Saint-Simonians, recognised that
to look for change in a whole society, it was necessary to go beyond the
political affairs of the ballot box and assemblies. But this belief in
the potential of revolutionary forces contrasted sharply with her fear
of causing social upheaval. Like many intellectuals, the idea of
dramatic change appealed to her in theory but not in its practical
implication of violence and social unrest. She was convinced, however,
that hunger drives people to rebellion. And she claimed that the masses
in France were more dignified than their English counterparts as they
would surely prefer to die fighting than to starve in submission. She
used the example of the Lyon textile workers' uprising of 1831 to
illustrate the French refusal of exploitation:
Ah ! plOt A Dieu que lee ouvriers de l'Angleterre
imitassent la sublime resolution de leurs frêres de Lyon.
froteatides_dafiradancinm p.50
However, Flora Tristan's ignorance of working class conditions both
in England and in France has been pointed out by writers. Bedarida
suggests two works which reveal the depth of her ignorance of early
English working class resistance to oppression, namely Engels, The
thejingliah_larkingSaziaa. As we will see in Chapter Six, during her
tour of France, Flora Tristan herself came to realise that the
superiority of the French over the English workers in resisting
oppression was untrue.
The next most idiosyncratic feature of Promenades dams Londres is
the class analysis of English society drawn by Flora Tristan in terms
of class conflict. In this work it is clear that Flora Tristan was
highly class-conscious.
However, at times, her class analysis is prejudiced and distorted.
DiSkstra explains it in terms of the fact that Flora Tristan was getting
her revenge on the aristocratic and bourgeois classes who had rejected
her. This interpretation is rather facile when we consider that a
further conflict lies in the fact that the most likely people to read
this work would emanate from the educated classes, in other words, the
same classes whose achievements Flora Tristan is constantly belittling.
While she does mention the wonders of the capitalist age - she admires
the fine houses and street lighting - on the whole, her tone is
disparaging, more particularly in the case of the bourgeoisie. The visit
to the Houses of Parliament attests to this. The House of Commons is
referred to thus:
L'aspect de la salle est ce qu'il y a de plus mesquin, de
plus bourgeois, de plus boutiquier 	 Erumenadeo_clalla
Londres . 1 0 6
If she was declaring the corruption of the aristocracy and
bourgeoisie to be in every sphere of society then how could she expect
then to welcome her condemnations? It was not for reasons of conflict
of loyalty that distortions occur, it is more likely for reasons of
sociological comprehension.
Flora Tristan's class analysis of English society was also sometimes
inaccurate. For example, she laid great stress on the differences of the
behaviour and dress of the two houses of parliament, whereas as Badarida
points out,(9) there was not a great deal of difference between the two
In those respects:
Messieurs lee lords n'ont plus de tenue que les membres
de la Chambre des Communes : ils gardent aussi le chapeau
sur la tate ; male la ce West pas vulgarite de maniares,
c'est orgeuil de rang, et ils exigent que les assistants,
dans lee tribunes publiques, ou lee personnes citaes
leur barre, fussent-elles des membres de l'autre Chambre,
soient decouverts. Etozenadart_clazs_konsizes p.109
And Flora Tristan herself occasionally seems to acknowledge this. For
instance, although she was convinced that the members of the House of
Lords had better manners, this did not prevent her from giving a
hilarious description of Lord Wellington's posture upon resuming his
seat after making a speech:
Aprês que Lord Wellington eut fini de parler, ii slatendit
sur son banc dans la position que vulgairement on nomme
les qua tree tars en Pair, c'est-a-dire que see jambes
reposaient sur le dos du banc superieur, ce qui lui
mettait la tete en bas ; cette posture etait des plus
grotesques. rraffenaderz_ikaa_koidrEE p.109
One may also question the accuracy of Flora Tristan's analysis of
the working class in England. Criticism has been voiced, for instance,
in relation to her views on prostitution. In an essay entitled Irlcum,
auline_eLles_autras, Laure Adler highlights the distance between Flora
Tristan and the prostitute, which she claims could have been eliminated
had she gone to their assistance in some sort of practical way as did a
contemporary of hers, Suzanne Voilquin, who was a midwife and provided
this service benevolently to prostitutes:
Mais contrairement a des femmes qui prOnaient
ralliance avec les prositubes, proposaient d ialler les
aider et proclamaient que proletaires, bourgeoisies et
prostituees etaient toutes soeurs en l'humanitê, Flora
prendra un ton qu'on appellerait aujourd'hui distanciê.(10)
Adler claims that Flora Tristan's aloofness does not limit itself to
prostitutes, but is extended to the English proletariat as a whole.
Although she wishes to describe the victims of the excesses of wealth
and the corruption of capitalism and includes them in the universal
order, despite herself, she is not and never can be one of them. For
instance, in her description of the slums of London, she devotes almost
as much space to expressing her own physical revulsion as she does to
the misery of the slum inhabitants:
J'hèsitai si Je continuerais m'avancer dans le quartier
des Irlandais, lorsque tout a coup Je me rappelai que
c'etait au milieu d'étres humains, au milieu de mes fréres
que Je me trouvais, de mes frères qui souffraient depuis
des siècles, et en silence, l'agonie qui accablait ma
faiblesse, quoique Je ne rêprouvasse que depuis dix
minutes ! Erratemadeaskuia_Logires p.192
Or in referring for instance to the participants of the orgies in the
finishing houses(11) she claims she cannot even describe them:
La plume se refuse Et tracer lee Sgarements, lee turpitudes
dans lesquelles se laissent entrainer les hommes biases,
qui m'ont que des sens et dont l'Ame est inerte, le coeur
flêtri, l'esprit sans culture. Promenades dens Lnndres
p,134
Dijkstra also points out Flora Tristan's ignorance of the French
working classes. This may be partly excused on the grounds that France
had a smaller proletariat than did England - something recognised
perhaps unconsciously by Flora Tristan in undertaking such a study of
England before that of France. Indeed, she was only able to conduct a
study of the French working class conditions after her "apprenticeship"
in London. Despite her repulsion and aloofness, however, Flora Tristan
sincerely attempted to identify with the pariahs of capitalism, and by
the end of her Journey dedicated her second edition to the working
classes. What she had experienced in the course of writing the book was
that her allegiance was to them.
(2) FRI 11121 II Mural DES_DAIS_MailaEs
The major feature of Eccalenadtazidans_Landrea is undoubtedly Flora
Tristan's feminism. The evolution of her feminism contains, in essence,
the story of her development from the egalitarian protests of an
aristocratic impoverished woman to a mature analysis of capitalism and
the role of wome4 within that system.
We have seen that in the early stages of her political development,
Flora Tristan used the democratic and radical egalitarian argument to
demand the emancipation of women. During her short career as a
novelist, Flora Tristan flirted with the notion of ".Lm femme guide" as an
inspiration for change. This could be termed "mystic" or "visionary"
feminism. However, the realisation, that no legal or political changes
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in women's position would substantially alter women's status without
eliminating the underlying sources of inequality - private property and
the patriarchal family - dawned on Flora Tristan during her study of
women in Erratenadefe_dtara_Lcmc/Les. No longer did she demand social
equality on the basis of abstract natural rights. By demonstrating the
direct link between oppression and the economic structure of society,
she acknowledged a far more concrete and revolutionary concept of
equality based on the elimination of the material and ideological
sources of social hierarchy. In this way an ideological link between
socialism and feminism was forged. Noreover, feminism became only part
of Flora Tristan's wider overall view of society. In her development,
socialism was gradually to become the overriding force, since the
discovery of the link between female oppression and the specific
economic structure of capitalism wakened a concern in her mind for the
oppressed as a whole, and no longer simply for women. Yet feminism was
not negated or eliminated. It simply receded in significance. Thus
Flora Tristan avoided the potential areas of conflict which were to
continue to dominate the feminist scene: for example, women's place in
the workforce and self-determination for women. In Flora Tristan's
system of values, socialism was prior to feminism. Accordingly, she
refused to become involved with any women's group campaigning for what
were termed bourgeois rights because she now saw that the greatest
single evil to be attacked was the poverty and misery of the working
class. However, socialism, as we shall see, in Flora Tristan's opinion,
could not be complete without feminism. It can be said that Finmemadea
ilwaraJaadres is the first work by Flora Tristan wherein feminism falls
into place within a socialist analysis.
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(a) 'Mlles ligdiques'
In Emzenadfaijaasjandrea, women are studied within the context of
modern capitalism. Flora Tristan's feminism is not solely a moral
demand for egalitarian treatment, nor is it dominated by an idealisation
of woman's role as was the case in JR4thigi. It is a social observation
and analysis of the oppression of women in the context of the capitalist
system, although ethical ideals are still clearly present. Taking
introductions and appendix into account, there are twenty-nine sections
or sketches; of these, two are devoted entirely to women. Among the
remaining sections, further allusion to women is made, especially in the
visit to the Houses of Parliament, prisons and slums. Although this is
an all-encompassing survey of society, the feminist perception is
conspicuously present. For the purpose of social regeneration, Flora
Tristan had moved beyond the limitations of messianic feminism -
socialism was to become her new perspective. But this did not entail a
rejection of feminism; rather, the socialist perspective entailed
feminism. Feminism was implicit, if not always explicit, in Flora
Tristan's socialism. She had realised the limitations of feminism
pursued in isolation, but wanted her feminism included in a more general
reform of society.
The question arises, however, as to how far Flora Tristan's feminism
succeeded in forging links between feminism and the broader perspective
of socialism. Much of this section will examine this question, mainly in
relation to the two chapters which are wholly devoted to women in
Ercezenadas_clana_landma
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The first such chapter is entitled Wines publiquee It follows a
chapter on the factory workers' miserable existence which in turn comes
after the section on politics and power. It precedes the sections on
prisons, hospitals and madhouses. Simply from the order in which the
sketches appear, the power of imagery is cleverly used by Flora Tristan
to contrast the behaviour of male politicians at the centre of power and
the treatment of prostitutes in the debauchery of the finishing houses
by members of the same social class. Prostitution is also deliberately
positioned, I am sure, at the start of a series of sketches on social
problems of crime, illness and poverty, thus associating it with social
oppression rather than with individual sin. Leading up to the talk on
prostitution, two important references are made to women which prepare
the reader psychologically. The first reference is to the House of
Commons as the apex of male aristocratic and bourgeois power refusing
entry to women, even to the visitors' gallery:
... non seulement les lois et les prejuges font peser sur
les femmes le plus atroce esclavage, mais encore la
Chambre des Communes, elle qui pretend representer la
nation entiâne, sinon reellement, d'une maniere fictive,
cette assemblee qui recoit a genoux les ordres d'une reine
pousse l'inconsequence jusqu'a re:fuser aux femmes le droit
d'assister a ses seances. Prcilleaddesslans_Landres p.103
This is the same parliament which is revered throughout the world
as a venerable model of liberty and constitutional democracy. Flora
Tristan denounced the reputation of liberty which the Xother of
Parliaments held; it was only skin deep because women were excluded:
Dans ce pays si libre, s'il faut aJouter quelque valeur aux
bavardages parlementaires et aux phrases des Journalistes,
dans ce pays qui se dit libre, la moitie de la nation
n'est pas seulement privee des droits civils et
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politiques, elle est de plus, en diverses circonstances,
traitee en esclave : la femme peut etre vendue sur le
marche, et l'Assemblee legislative lui refuse l'entree dans
son sein. Eccilmenadeajjanajandua p.104
The second reference is to working class family life. In Um7lers
des manufactures; the chapter preceding Tilles putdiques; women are
mentioned as an element in factory workers' lives. Interestingly, Flora
Tristan devotes little space to working women, perhaps reflecting her
view that for a woman, work was the last resort. She illustrates how
the wife and children depend on a worker's low wages; without his
support they die, or are condemned to the workhouse. Instead of finding
women serving as a comfort to men to help them recover from their
arduous work, Flora Tristan is outraged at the total deprivation of a
comfortable family life:
Je Wetonnais de ne voir arriver aucune femme. Ken Dieu !
pensais-ie, ces ouvriers sont-ils donc sans mere, sans
soeur, n'ont-ils ni femme ni fille attendant, a la porte,
leur sortie de l'ardente fournaise, afin de les laver A
l'eau tiede, de les envelopper dans des chemises de
flanelle, de leur faire prendre un breuvage nourrissant,
fortifiant, puis de leur dire quelques paroles d'amitie,
qui encouragent et aident l'homme a supporter lee plus
cruelles miseres ? Ecraignades_jansjandrea p.120
The ideal role of working class woman is thus depicted as wife and
mother. But the reality was far different. While men are being
exploited ruthlessly, their wives are neither at home nor at work but
are being exploited in even more savage ways. Instead of performing the
above mentioned role as model wives or daughters, mothers or sisters,
women are condemned to prostitution.
The horror and shame of prostitution deeply affected Flora Tristan:
La fille publique est pour moi un impenêtrable mystOre
Je vois dans la prostitution une folie affreuse, ou elle
est tenement sublime que mon etre lumain n'en peut avoir
conscience. Ergailenades_cfans_LandiNs p.123
Flora Tristan gaves evidence of the lack of public concern over this
matter; very few laws existed to penalise those in charge of brothels,
for example. The hypocrisy of the English upper classes is illustrated
thus:
En depit du masque ellypocrisie que continuent a porter
les personnes des hautes classes, dans le but d'entretenir
le fanatisme parmi le peuple, elles ne sent gudre montrees
disposees A seconder les efforts de la Societe pour
prevenir la prostitution de Pemfance ; tandis que depuis
trente sept ans qu'existe La Societe pour la suppression
du vice, qui s'attache seulement a poursuivre lee
personnes n'observant pas le dimanche, ou lee vendeurs de
publications obscénes et lee diseurs de bonne aventure,
est a remarquer que cette Sociête a rencontre constamment
aide et appui partout, parce qu'on peut três bien dormir,
le dimanche, aux sermons des rêvarends, renoncer aux
peintures de Mratin et garder ses vices ... frogepades
.daila_Lmboaa p.140
The reader is presented with estimates of the extent of prostitution in
London which by far exceeded the scope of the methods and aims of the
voluntary societies attempting to eradicate this scourge. Just as she
analysed the cause of prostitution in economic and social terms, Flora
Tristan saw a solution on the same scale:
Et on peut affirmer que, jusqu'a ce que l'emancipation de
la femme alt lieu, la prostitution Ira toujours croissant.
Emzenades_daasiztuams p.125
Flora Tristan began her analysis of prostitution in England by
making a revolutionary statement for her time. She declared that
prostitution was not a crime where the individual was at fault, but that
society was to blame:
La prostitution est la plus hideuse des plaies que produit
l'inegale repartition des biens dans ce monde ...
acstelladeis_danra_Landima p.124
Why is such a stand revolutionary? Because it advanced a theory of
economic determinism which undermined the prevailing ethic of individual
responsibility. She linked this worst form of women's exploitation with
the unequal distribution of wealth. It was the economic system, and not
the inherent evil or weakness of human nature, that produced the social
evil of prostitution. Flora Tristan argued her case by demonstrating
the inadequacies of existing attempts to deal with the problem. For
this reason there is moral condemnation of Eng2ish society, as well as
an economic analysis of this form of oppression.
There is no point in decrying the lack of virtue among women, Flora
Tristan insists, when they own, and are entitled to, nothing:
quelle peut etre la morale de la femme qui ne
sappartaient pas, qui n'a rien en propre, et qui, toute sa
vie, a ête habituee A se soustraire 1%mrbitaire par la
ruse, A la contrainte par la seduction ? 1Yrultanales dans
Load= p.125
Inequality of the sexes is woven into the pattern of inequality of
wealth, which is exemplified in the English economic system:
Les richesses sont plus inegalement reparties en
Angleterre que nulle autre part ; la prostitution y dolt
donc etre plus considerable. PAraenades dans Lundres
p.125
The legal system compounded these inequalities - for instance, by
denying women the right to inherit property. This made an independent
income for women rare, all the more so since few job opportunities
existed for women:
Tant qu'elle ne peut obtenir in puissance des biens que
par l'influence qu'elle exerce sur lee passions, qu'il n'y a
pas de titre pour elle et qu'elle est depouillee par son
mani des proprietes qu'elle a acquises par sou travail ou
que son pere lui a donnees, qu'elle ne peut s'assurer
l'usage des biens et de La liberte qu'en vivant dans le
celibat, ii ne saurait exister de loi morale pour elle !
Erangaadea-dalla-laildreff p.125
Hence, being a kept woman was often the only alternative to starvation.
Flora Tristan also draws attention to a form of prostitution built
into the very functioning of the economic system. Seduced women have to
leave home; employers in factories often seduce female employees.
Whichever way they turn, the working class is exposed to the whims of
the upper classes:
Ah ! que ces capitalistes, que ces proprietaires du sol,
que lee proletaires rendent si riches par Pêchange de
quatorze heures de travail contre un morceau de pain, sont
loin de balancer, par l'usage qu'ils font de leur fortune,
lee maux et desordres de tous genres qui resultent de
Paccumulation des richesses dans leurs mains !
Etaitelladea-ciana-IandreS p.126
Flora Tristan thus explains prostitution as a direct consequence of
the accumulation of wealth. Instead of being upright citizens who
reward their workers with a decent wage, men from the upper classes
squander their profits on debauchery. They seek pleasure outside their
family and in doing so exploit women from two classes, their neglected
wives by imposing on them a different standard of morality, and the
working class women who are forced into prostitution by poverty. As
long as women have no independence they remain prisoners of this
oppression:
Taut qu'elle est soumise au Joug de 19lomme ou du prNuge,
ne recoit point d'êducation professionnelle, qu'elle
est privee de ses droits civils, 11 ne saurait exister de
loi morale pour elle ! Ittmemades dans Lcmdres p.125
Prostitution is analysed, not only within the context of the
accumulation of capitalism by surplus labour of the working class, but
also in feminist terms: it is the result of the double standard of
morality whereby chastity before marriage, fidelity, and total economic
dependence are the norm for upper class women's lives. At first glance,
many forms of oppression of women from the upper classes - for
instance, legal restrictions of property rights - have little to do with
the economic exploitation of the working class, but Flora Tristan's
analysis combines both forms of oppression. Her feminist explanation
tries to group women from the upper classes and the working class.
Women, like the working class, are dependent on the job market for
their living. In their case, a kept woman, either within or outside of
marriage, is a more attractive alternative to starvation, but this is
simply another form of oppression.
Prostitution, therefore, becomes the pivot which links a feminist
and socialist analysis of exploitation. In trying to include middle and
upper class female grievances in her chapter on prostitution, Flora
Tristan succeeded in boosting her feminist analysis, applying it to
women of all classes, and at the same time demonstrated that
prostitution was one way in a whole series that the working class was
exploited, thus illustrating the nature of domination by one class over
another.
Although the probability of women inheriting or having a dowry was
the lot of the upper classes, by introducing these instruments of
oppression, Flora Tristan was challenging women in other classes to
extend solidarity with the working classes, as she herself was trying to
do. For this reason, she devoted a second sketch to an analysis of the
exploitation of upper class women in English society.
(b) Eels Femmes Anglaises'
The two sketches on women in lomenades clans Londres are placed
far apart in the book, which symbolises the physical separation between
the two "types" of women. It must be said here that Flora Tristan is
guilty of over-simplification of the class structure in this work. To
all intents and purposes, in particular in the analysis of women, there
are just two classes, the proletariat:
pauvre peuple, qui n'es comptê pour rien, avec quelle
inhumanite on te traite ! Promenades dams Londres p.253
and the wealthy classes:
L'aristocratie, qui a, pour prendre	 ses magnifiques
parcs, see vastes terres et tout le continent, oil elle va
depenser l'argent que lui gagne le peuple 	 Promenades
klanci-Lcliadres p.253
Although evidence of this over-simplification occurs throughout the
book, nowhere is it more obvious than in her treatment of women,
although it is not something Flora Tristan herself qualifies. She
simply ignores or fails to mention women who undertake paid work
outside the home. Nor does she make any distinction between lower
middle class and upper middle class women. Their common bond is their
servitude in marriage and total economic dependence on the male members
of their class. Whether or not the over-simplification is deliberate is
not clear. What is clear is that it accentuates the extreme form of
working class women's oppression and it dilutes areas of possible
conflict between different groups of women. Flora Tristan believed
solidarity between upper class women and the working classes was
possible, and she wished to demonstrate the similiarities of their
position. This is why she conveniently ignored female workers. In
/Mph/a, Flora Tristan had similarly idealised two types of women. The
proletarian woman was supreme because of her tolerance of her
oppression, and the aristocratic heroine was the very essence of
perfection in beauty and culture.
In EcEingwidaa_danalandres, although her admiration for the ideal
type of upper class woman remains, through her physical contact with
poverty, Flora Tristan has a clearer picture of the life of "la femme
proletaire" and sees heroism in the face of starvation and grime; she
relishes the defiant beauty of a woman prisoner and the nobility of her
motives - she stole to keep her children from starving. Flora Tristan's
reaction is to change her class loyalty. What is the point of talking
about egalitarian principles when women are driven to crime and
prostitution just to keep themselves and their children alive? What is
the point of talking about rights of the individual and equality of
potential when the factory system renders the struggle to stay alive the
chief preoccupation of women in the working class? Flora Tristan
cannot, however, reject out of hand all her previous convictions. Rather,
she takes a fresh look at the women of the upper classes and, although
she repeats some of the points made in Yept154 her perception of their
mode of escape from a useless existence is noticeably different.
She mentions the monotony of most upper and middle class English
women's lives:
L'existence des Anglaises est tout ce qu i= peut imaginer
de plus monotone, de plus aride et de plus triste.
Erigzenades_cians_Loubms p.263
But she proclaims at the beginning of the sketch - after a quotation
from Fourier on the question of women having souls - that despite their
general servitude, some women authors are a shining light:
Quel révoltant contraste en Angleterre que l'extrème
servitude des femmes et la supêriorite intellectuelle des
femmes auteurs ! Prumenades dans Landres p.262
Such women succeeded despite, rather than because of, the system of
education to which they were subjected. Any education received by upper
middle class English girls is useless and unsuitable. She paints a
depressing picture of the education of young girls, taught languages
which they never use because of their lack of travel opportunities, and
music and art, whether or not they have a cultural aptitude for them.
The attention given to the useless education of aristocratic women
destroys the image of the heroine Marequita, the vision of the complete
woman. By insinuation, "la femme guide" is shattered by Flora Tristan
as she demolishes the hypocritical society which requires the teaching
of chastity, culture and obedience to young girls in preparation for
their particular form of prostitution, marriage:
Le marl anglais est le type du seigneur et maitre des
temps feodaux ; il se croit, et cela de tree bonne foi, le
droit d'exiger de sa femme robeissance passive de
l'esclave, la soumission et le respect. Itumemades dans
janarea p.267
Flora Tristan thus utters a conscious condemnation of the
conventional wisdom of the nineteenth century, that the ideal woman was
the perfect wife. Flora Tristan shows that in the upper classes in
England, the woman is not an active participant in the family:
Le marl tient l'argent et les cies ; c'est lui qui rêgle la
depense, loue ou conge. die les domestiques, commande le
diner chaque matin -. en un mot il s'occupe exclusivement
de tout. frwiegiadera_daza_igmcirE5 p.267
Child care is left to governesses. The woman has no control over
the decision-making process involved in the running of her household as
this is taken care of by the husband and servants. She is therefore
condemned to a dull and effete existence devoting twenty or so years of
her life to providing a husband with babies.
The oppression in rich women's lives therefore stems not from
poverty but from wealth, and the social conventions associated with
wealth, which proscribe any form of personal effectiveness for wealthy
women. Upper class women were ornaments rather than persons.
It is thus obvious that Flora Tristan set about analysing capitalism
using gender and class as categories. In doing so, she tried to
determine the ways in which sex differences systematically cut through
society and culture, and in the process determine the form of oppression
suffered by women, either drudgery or enforced idleness.
The emphasis upon oppression and the victimisation of women in
Erumenadea_daza_Landreg would lead to repetition of the ideas found in
Aphis if it were not for the fact that Flora Tristan now provides an
outlet for action - education of women to enable many more of them to
write and thereby advance the cause of feminism.
In Xephie, Woman was assumed to have a permanent nature of passion,
sweetness, love and peace, which fitted her for the moralising role of
Man, assuaging his bestial instincts and tempering his intellectual
sterility. There was emphasis on the ideal couple wherein women and
men cooperated in roles suited to their distinct but complementary
natures, both in the public and private spheres. This image of being
equal but different ensured women's equality with men without the risk
of competition with them. In Iferplite, by separating the natures of the
two sexes, Flora Tristan avoids the danger of economic competition
between the sexes and thereby endowed men with a privileged position of
economic superiority over women. Indeed Flora Tristan does not
explicitly raise the question of women working until she witnesses
women at work during her Tour de France. Whilst she develops her ideas
on the question of the "nature" of women in Erazieuadera_dazadziadres,
their economic role is shelved for the moment.
The economic inferiority of women within the working class was
being discussed at the time by the Saint-Simonian women workers, but it
must be remembered that Flora Tristan was not in France during the
heyday of the activity of the first autonomous working class women's
movement.(12) Mainly as a reaction to the excesses of "le pere"
Enfantin's dictates, several Saint-Simonian women opposed the male
domination of the school, and instead of the imposed dictates of a
single female messiah, they advocated the self-elevation and association
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of women of all classes. Equating the struggle of women with that of
all people, they called for "Truth, Union, Freedom for women and by
extension freedom for the people through a new organisation of home and
industry". Strongly influenced by Fourier and by their own proletarian
backgrounds, they argued that Woman's role as a moraliser and educator
required not only her domestic equality but her economic independence as
an individual, rather than as part of a couple.
But Flora Tristan's solution to the oppression of women was much
narrower at this point. She argued that women's oppression was built
deep into the social infrastructure of England, and until that was
changed, the woman would be a helpless victim. Change would come about
by the gradual illumination of minds, brought about in no small part by
the writings of well-off women. By praising women writers and thereby
giving herself a seal of approval, Flora Tristan provides the suggestion
of an outlet for idle "imprisoned" women. She quotes the case of
talented English women writers, none of whom except Mary Vollstonecraft
used their talents to further the cause of women. It is not without
significance therefore that Flora Tristan includes long extracts from
Wollstonecraft's book A Vindication of the Rights of Vamec, lamenting
the fact that it is hardly known.
Education would thus rescue women in the upper classes from their
meaningless existence. Flora Tristan does not suggest the possibility
of any "career" other than that of a writer. For the purpose of her
overall argument in Ergaenzufes_sfana_fandrag, this career is crucial.
Firstly, it justifies and endorses her own activities. Secondly, it is a
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means by which to publicise oppression, to raise the consciousness of
women in modern parlance. This is the nearest Flora Tristan gets to
encouraging women to be their own liberators. Thirdly, it could be a
means of showing solidarity to women in other classes.
However, Flora Tristan realised that if Mary Wollstonecraft's
attempt was so severely attacked and disowned, emancipation of women
through decent education and women writer's activities were somewhat
optimistic proposals. This was another reason for her turning to
socialism.
(3) DEVELOP/LENT OF A SOCIALIST CRITIQUE IN MaKE/fAME_DAIEJLEDREa
The most important aspect of Flora Tristan's socialist
interpretations is the lesson she draws from her witness of the
workings of the advanced capitalist society and from her assessment of
the work of its critics. Despite confusion in her class allegiance and
the vagueness of her analysis of the class structure of British society,
she presents an analysis of capitalism as a system of class conflict
founded on economic interests. She presents an analysis of political
power which serves to protect the interests of the wealthy classes, but
she draws attention to the limitation of elitist political action as a
method of change for any revolutionary movement.
The discussion of the strength of repression and the measure of
alienation of the masses leads her to conclude that the extent of the
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oppression of the working class will determine action by that class to
free itself. It is therefore her duty and call to raise the
consciousness of the class. In witnessing the attempts to change
society from above by Owenites, Chartists and O'Connell, Flora Tristan
deduces that along with working class solidarity, education and
revolutionary zeal, an organised mass movement with strong leadership is
the only effective way forward.
By the time she published the second edition, she was fired with
messianic zeal. The reinterpretation of the Saint-Simonian message of
universal love was directed towards one class: the working class cause.
In this section, I shall introduce the development of Flora Tristan's
socialist critique in amomadesumilamdres . by discussing the
importance of investigative journalism in the early days of the new
capitalist era. Then I shall discuss her economic and political analysis
of the capitalist system. The third section briefly explains judgement
on the Owenites, Chartists and O'Connell and their solutions to society's
problems.
The conclusion will show how, as a result of her socialist critique,
the feminist intellectual henceforth places her allegiance with the
working class as the group to be organised into achieving change. The
working class becomes the raison d'étre and the tool of her militant
fervour.
(a) The Significance of Investigative Enquiry
In order to appreciate the novelty of Flora Tristan's socialist
critique, the introduction to this section describes the character and
ideology of the early capitalist era and discusses the importance of
investigative journalism.
Engels wrote:
The history of the proletariat in England begins with the
second half of the last century, with the invention of the
steam engine and of machinery for working cotton. These
inventions gave rise, as is well known, to an industrial
revolution, a revolution which altered the whole civil
society; one, the historical importance of which is only
now beginning to be recognised. England is the classic
soil of this transformation, which was all the mightier,
the more silently it proceeded; and England is, therefore,
the classic Land of the chief product also, the
proletariat. Only in England can the proletariat be
studied in all its relations and from all sides. (13)
The new machines mentioned here set a pace of output which reduced
to dire penury those who were forced to compete with them by the older
methods of handicraft. They flung men out of work by the thousands
just as the Enclosure Act drove the hungry to the towns to struggle for
jobs at any wage the employers would offer and under any conditions of
overwork.
Flora Tristan witnessed exploitation of the working class at its
crudest and most relentless stage. Firstly, the length of the working
day was stretched to the maximum of human endurance. Secondly, even
when trade was good, there was such a plentiful supply of cheap labour
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from the countryside and from Ireland that wages were pitched at their
lowest; the workers were constantly near starvation level. Thirdly,
competition was so stiff that labour was constantly being replaced with
machines. As a result:
Even the "good" employer was compelled to grind the faces
of the poor; for how else could he survive? The bad,
ruthless employer was in a position to drive him out of
business if he did not conform. And ruthless employers
were many, and well assured of being justified in what
they did. Were they not the masters of implements
infinitely more productive than any the world had known;
and did it not stand to reason that the new methods were
better than the old, and ought to be used to the full? If
some people suffered that was but a passing trouble, for
if they were left free to develop the powers of
production by their enterprise, goods would become
cheaper and more plentiful and society as a whole was
bound to be better off.(14)
As fast as the new forms of production developed, new economic theories
were being expounded to justify the harsh system; Laws "decreed" what
the level, of wages should be:
-. free contract was the only rational way of ordering
men's economic relationships, and all the workers who
laboured in their mills or mines had contracted freely so
to labour -. for the hours and at the wages competition
caused to prevail. If people suffered this was not the
employer's doing, or his fault, and anything which
interfered with the free course of production would be
certain to make them suffer more.(15)
While Flora Tristan was observing the customs and habits of English
society, employers were extolling the virtues of hard work, thrift and
God-fearing behaviour, even building churches where the people would be
taught to value heaven above material comfort, and to fear hell; the
employers were also fighting tooth and nail against trade unionism,
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declaring it to be immoral and dangerous. As for state intervention to
regulate working hours of adults and children, it was bitterly opposed
by people who often professed radical political sentiments but who
believed implicitly in the policy of laissez-faire.
The rapid industrialization that occurred in Britain during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries changed the relationship
between town and country and transformed working conditions and social
and family ties. New concepts and new circumstances came into being
such as the factory, the suburbs and the slums. While all this was
going on, anxiety soon arose over the scale of the consequent poverty
and distress. Investigations began to be carried out, at first by
philanthropic members of the ruling classes, especially those concerned
with social organisation: administrators, economists and doctors;
official enquiries were not conducted until much later. These individual
investigators, such as Buret, Villerme, Engels and Flora Tristan herself,
were concerned with finding the answer to the question of why poverty
continues to develop at the same time, place and extent, as wealth.
Towns were both the centre for industrial activity and the breeding
ground for crime and disease. These evils seemed to be destroying the
very fabric of early capitalist society. Indeed, the great fear of the
enlightened Tories, something Flora Tristan was not afraid to exploit,
was that if a remedy was not found to halt this growth in poverty, then
there would be a terrible upheaval, and possibly another revolution.
Warnings must be given and alarm bells sounded loud and clear. Members
of the upper classes must be exorted to leave the comfort of the drawing
rooms and clubs, to come out from behind the closed doors of the seats
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of power, to look and see for themselves. "Describe" and "prescribe"
were the watchwords. Investigations began into the conditions of the
slums and prisons and movements of protest arose:
No period in British history has been richer in movements
for radical and social reform than the decades 1830-1850.
The list of only the major movements which flourished in
these twenty years is an initial indication of the variety
and extent of the efforts to bring about far-reaching
changes in British society: political reform, Chartism,
trade unionism, factory reform, Owenite socialism,
cooperation, anti-poor law agitation, secularism, the
struggle for an unstamped press, friendly benefit
societies, workers and adult education, temperance,
phrenology, vegetarianism, universal peace, the Anti-Corn
Law League, anti-state church campaign, millenianarism,
machine-breaking and agricultural riots. (16)
Travelling across class barriers, not to far distant lands in search
of the "good savage" but to a world which was physically quite close,
was almost as exotic to Flora Tristan as the New World was for
explorers in the previous century. Observation, the visual technique as
used in a medical visit, was the chief instrument of investigation. We
are left in no doubt whatsoever as to the impression left on Flora
Tristan after one such visit:
Les rAves d'une imagination en delire n'egalent point
l'hoarreur de cette affreuse realitê !!! ftmenades dan 
LandIVIV p.192
The disgust serves to highlight the physical separation and
isolation of the slums from the better off citizens:
Ce n'est pas sans un sentiment d'effroi que le visiteur
penetre dans l'êtroite et sombre ruelle de Baimbridge. A
peine y a-t-il fait dix pas qu'il est suffoquó par une
odeur mOphitique. Errinextades_danadiazgims p.191
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The best way to study poverty was to go and look at its visible
signs, and to talk to those suffering its oppression - Flora Tristan,
Villume, Buret, Blanqui: all said the same. In the absence of the camera,
and before the development of socio-statistical analysis, the eye and
spoken word were the models for examining the unhappy state of the
English poor.
Often the observer and listener turned into a preacher. Studying
the evils of society at close proximity readily led to suggestions for
ridding society of those evils. Buret, whom Flora Tristan urged the
workers to read, stated:
La description de la misére est insuffisante. 11 tie
suf fit plus de savoir comment les chases se passent, mais
comment elles devraient se passer, afin qu'il y eilt en ce
monde moms de souffrance et de mis6re; et pour arriver
là 11 ne faut pas seulement raconter, il faut juger.(17)
However, not all the investigation led to the same conclusion: far
from it. Rigaud-Veiss, who ranks the importance of Erraienaderaskuis
Loartaa alongside the works of Blanqui, Louis Blanc and Pierre Leroux,
traces the development of the first social investigators before
Marx. (18) He suggests, as Flora Tristan shows in her chapter on
prostitution, that many early studies were chiefly concerned with
workers' morals, or anxious to publicise the works of voluntary
societies. In such studies the selfishness of employers and
thriftlessness of workers are reported. The former are exhorted to
their duties of protector and the latter to temperance, love of work, and
good behaviour. Many saw the dangers of continued laissez-faire and
suggested state intervention to enforce laws ensuring healthy working
conditions and restraining the exploitation by the greedy capitalists.
Villerme campaigned for a shorter working day (the first parliamentary
attempt to control the length of the working day in England was the
1841 bill) and to have compulsory sanitation laws established. In
short, there were many proposals to change conditions within the
existing system. But Flora Tristan called these suggestions palliatives,
and pursued an analysis which places her much closer to Buret and liarx,
according to Rigaud-Weiss:
Flora Tristan est, somme toute, recrivain socialiste le
plus proche de Buret. ... ses oeuvres servent comme
maillon d'une chavne entre Buret et Karx.(19)
Flora Tristan denounced the whole system in vigorous terms. Her
study contains theoretical reflections on the whole functioning of
capitalism, property, division of labour, the wage system, the means of
production and the separation of labour and capital. Unlike other
studies of working class misery, Flora Tristan contrasted the miserable
plight of the poor with the great wealth of the upper classes,
demonstrating that the latter's decadence and corruption were based on a
vast accumulation of wealth built on the labour of starving masses,
whose plight could not be altered within the existing system.
Furthermore, Flora Tristan urged the workers to benefit from this
investigation, dedicated it to them, and recommended further reading of
the question by her contemporaries such as Buret.
(b) A Critique of Capitalism
In contrast to Flora Tristan's subsequent work 1/12/02_, in
which she idealises the working class and calls for action, and in
contrast to her message of universal love for all classes in Arelais,
Ergnesades_clansidzicinas is a factual presentation of the condition and
life styles of the oppressor - the wealthy classes - and of the
oppressed - women and the proletariat. In this work, certainly before
its final popular edition of 1842, Flora Tristan is not proposing a
particular form of action, but rather is trying to prompt her readers
into asking themselves the question of what is to be done.
Clearly, the victims are not themselves in a position to act. Women
are depicted as utterly helpless creatures whose only outlet, if they are
educated enough, is to write. Workers are also depicted as being so
repressed and alienated that they are unable to lift a finger to help
themselves, let alone organise an uprising. As I mentioned earlier,
Flora Tristan scornfully remarks that English workers could learn a lot
from their French counterparts who have a noble tradition of rebellion:
"mourir en contattane (Iinitenfidas_dana_Landres p.50) However, she
does recognise that the Chartist movement is an important landmark in
working class organisations, and also admires Robert Owen and Daniel
O'Connell.
In establishing Flora Tristan's critique of capitalism, the first
issue is the class question, the second is the economic order, the third
the political order.
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(i) The Class System
This issue is one of the vaguest parts of Flora Tristan's analysis,
for two reasons. Firstly, she is torn between her disapproval of the
aristocracy as the oppressor and her allegiance to the upper classes.
Secondly, she rarely mentions the rising industrialist bourgeoisie, and
frequently attributes the evils of the economic order to the aristocratic
order:
L'horrible oppression que l'aristocratie anglaise fait
peser sur les peuples des lies Britanniques sur les
laboureurs et les ouvriers qui creent toutes les richesses
Emstanades_dans_lizadme p.47
There is no mistake as to who the oppressed are, but there certainly
is confusion as to who are the oppressors. The relationship between the
old order (the feudal one where the aristocracy ruled) and the new order
(where the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie is the new dominant
class) is poorly explained by Flora Tristan. Two factors could explain
her lack of clarity. Firstly, in both France and England the new class
of bourgeoisie was still having trouble being accepted as the dominant
order - the 1832 Reform Act demonstrates this. Secondly, perhaps it
was simply a confusion of terms, since Flora Tristan sometimes talks
about the bourgeoisie as the new aristocracy: "Paristocratie cPargene.
It is in the Wedicace. dux classes nuvTldres; written in 1842, the
chapter on the Chartist movement and the chapter on the Houses of
Parliament, that the class issue occurs most specifically.
itumenades_dana_LandmEi shows that the ideas of social class and
class struggle were common currency by 1840. Such terms as "
proletariat" and "capitalist" were in use and were understood to refer to
classes which were forming in inexorable opposition to each other as a
result of free enterprise and the laissez-faire system:
... la grande lutte, celle qui est appel-ee a transformer
l'organisation sociale, c'est la lutte engagee, d'une part,
entre les propriêtaires et capitalistes qui rtunissent
tout, richesse, pouvoir politique, et au profit desquels le
pays est gouverne, et, d'autre part, les ouvriers des
villes et des campagnes, qui n'ont rien, ni terres, ni
capitaux, ni pouvoirs politiques ItummumitmL_Jdaaff
Lcamtres p.85
This is nothing less than a declaration of the inevitable class
struggle, the bitter division of society which the Saint-Simonians
wanted to avoid at all costs, and which Flora Tristan had tried to
ignore when writing /Wag by concentrating on a message of universal
love. In this class struggle, Flora Tristan predicts the succession of
the proletariat to the ruling classes.
lorsque le peuple est opprimê, l'insurrection devient un
devoir sacre Emzenadizs_LIaaajazidiceg p50
(ii) The Economic Order
The working class is now understood by Flora Tristan to embody the
revolutionary strength (if not in England, possibly in France) necessary
to uproot the established order and build a new society. Here is her
force for change. She examines closely the conditions of work in her
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chapter on factories entitled thimTlers des manufactures l with a view to
showing how this revolutionary strength is being created.
In terms redolent of the Marxist dialectic, Flora Tristan describes
capitalist production. On the one hand, the potential of the power and
force of the new steam engine is acknowledged. On the other, the
alienating effect of the human being is stressed. What progress in
speed of production and elimination of menial tasks! What misery in the
life of the worker at the mercy of the employer. This chapter thus
attempts to analyse the effect of the arrival of the machine age on the
organisation of society. Flora Tristan evokes Saint-Simonian sentiments
to express the workers' alienation by citing Vincard's song Alecte:
OS.
Va, east en vain
Qu'en son dedain
L'aistf raille
De qui travaille ;
Tot seule est roi,
Rtveille-toi,
Producteur impose ta loi.
Broatenadea_ciams_Logadres p.110
She also quotes J.S. 'ill's article in the Westminster Review, 'Grievances
of the working classes', to show their helplessness and isolation:
Les travailleurs sont aujounPbui les parias de la
soci6te : ii n'est jamais question d'eux dans le Parlament,
A mains que ce ne salt pour proposer des mesures qui
gtnent leur libertd et entravent leurs pdaisirs.
ECOROlader2--clana-Loadrea p.110
Summing up the powerlessness and misery of the workforce, Flora
Tristan claims that the proletariat is worse off than the slave
population:
Le negre est seulement exposé aux caprices de son maitre,
tandis que l'existence du prolêtaire anglais, celle de sa
femme, de ses enfants, sont a la merci du producteur.
Ematenades_daaraimidEim p.111
The proletariat is entirely at the mercy of the producer who can fix
wages at the lowest possible rate for subsistence survival; the result is
a lifetime of hardship and an early grave for the worker and his
dependents. The producer can impose dreadful working conditions,
without fear of interference by the law, in the sure knowledge that
there is a plentiful supply of labour. Horses cost more to replace than
do workers:
Les proprietaires d'usines, de manufactures peuvent, sans
en Otre empechês par la loi, disposer de la Jeunesse, de
la sêve de centaines d'hommes, acheter leur existence et
la sacrifier, afin de gagner de Pargent ! Prrammades dans
LzmtdicmgF p.120
There are two further features of working class alienation: one is
the dehumanising effect of the division of labour:
La division du travail poussee a l'extrème limite, et qui
a fait faire des progrês si immenses a la fabrication, a
annihilê l'intelligence, pour rêduire l'homme a n'être qu'un
engrenage de machines. Erizienados_danaidzathEea p.111
The consequences of the division of labour are entirely negative
towards the intellectual and creative abilities of a human being,
producing moral decline as well as physical debilitation:
Si l'ouvrier pouvait travailler a diverses parties de la
fabrication, il ne serait pas accabló par sa nullita, par
la perpetuelle inactivitê de son intelligence : rêpetant
toute la journee les mfte choses ... Promenades clans
landima p.112
The examples given of conditions of workers while in the factory,
the pittance of their wages, and the alienating effects of the huge
machines, reduce man himself to the state of a machine. Working people
are dwarfed by the sheer scale and power of industrial and commercial
processes:
L'Angleterre n'a plus de grandeur qu'en industrie ; mais
elle est gigantesque, vue dans les instruments dils
nesprit mathftatique des temps modernes, instruments
magiques qui petrifient tout autour d'eux ! Les docks, lee
chem ins de fer, lee tmmenses proportions des manufactures
donnent l'idêe de l'importance du commerce et de
l'industrie britanniques. Econeaades_slans_Lgacires pp.115-
116
Changing the metaphor to an organic one, the worker is an ant in
the middle of all these machines. The machines are compared to
monsters and sharks:
vous cherchez l'homme ; on le distingue a peine, reduit,
par lee proportions de tout ce qui l'entoure, it la
grosseur d'une fourmi ; il est occupe mettre sous le
tranchant de deux grandes courbes, qui presentent la
forme d'une machoire de requin, d'enormes barres de fer,
que cette machine coupe avec la nettetê d'un damas qui
trancherait un navet. Ecamenadessians_Lonsinm p.116
If, however, and here is the optimism of Flora Tristan, this force
and power is conquered, the alienating effect of the machine would
dwindle beneath the progress for humanity:
Si d'abord Je ressentis de l'humiliation a voir l'homme
annihile, ne fonctionnant plus lui-même que comme une
machine, Je vis bientOt l'immense amelioration qui
ressortirait un Jour de ces decouvertes de la science : la
force brutale aneantie, le travail materiel execute dans
moms de temps, et plus le loisir laisse A l'homme pour la
culture de son intelligence ; mais, pour que ces grands
bienfaits se realisent, ii faut une revolution sociale.
zomeantes_dana jazdzeis pp.116-117
But, for this to happen, Flora Tristan insists that work must be
organised differently. And this entails hygienic conditions, decent
wages, and above all, the organisation of production in order to benefit
humanity and ensure that it is at its service, rather than a system in
which man is a slave to the machine.
(iii) The Political Institutions
The chapter entitled Sas chartisteWis one of the most critical
chapters in	 dans Lcmdres because, for the first time, it
provides a statement by Flora Tristan on the relevance of political
activity, not only in parliamentary terms, but also in terms of
transcending formal political power. The Chartist movement, which was
one of the first mass organised political movements, was witnessed by
Flora Tristan in its heyday in 1839. In commenting on Chartism, Flora
Tristan discusses the whole question of who holds power in England.
Xentioning the numerous sects and political divisions existing in
England, Flora Tristan puts her finger on the real divisions in society
caused by material interest:
-. les croyances religieuses n'ont cependant qu'une
influence secondaire dans la formation des partis.
c'est principalement dans lee interets materiels qu'il
faut rechercher les mobiles des partis. Promenades dans
jandres p.84
We have shown Flora Tristan's economic class analysis in the
previous section. As Bedarida indicates, Flora Tristan is here enlarging
on the themes and ideas of the Chartist movement. The conviction with
which she presents her political arguments of the radical working class
movement, combined with her economic class analysis, means that she had
by then really and truly entered the political culture of the socialists:
La formulation de Flora Tristan donne une nettete et un
eclat exceptionnels A ces themes classiques des discours
et des articles Chartistes, qui eux-memes reprennent lee
theses le plus radicales du mouvement ouvrier depuis
vingt ans, c'est A dire la lutte inexpiable entre
exploiteurs et exploites.(20)
In other words, the class struggle is now placed at the forefront of
Flora Tristan's analysis, a place hitherto occupied by egalitarian and
romantic ideals. This is where she first developed her socialist
critical methodology of society. The socialism in Inion_Cluirridre, by
contrast, is not so much analytical as prescriptive in setting out a
programme of economic and social transformation to achieve a socialist
society.
If Chartism is the first mass proletarian organisation in history,
as Lenin claims,(21) it also happens to be the only one Flora Tristan
describes with any enthusiasm, overlooking its failure to demand
universal suffrage for both sexes. She was well aware of the potential
force of this movement as an agent in the class struggle conducted
within the context of the political system:
Aucune demi-mesure ne saurait satisfaire les chartistes
us n'auront jamais confiance en un parti dont l'objet
serait de transferer aux bourgeois lee privileges de
l'aristocratie ; car us ne verraient qu'aggravation
d'oppression dans une pareille extension de privileges.
Ecultenadea_dams_Loadrea p.88
Because of her perception of the control of power through the
political system and the potential of mass organisation of the
proletariat, it is argued by some commentators that Flora Tristan's
Ecomenadas_clans_Idincinm:
... was one of the first truly socialist appraisals of the
effects of industrial capitalism.(22)
The term 'socialist' here refers to the socialism beyond the utopian
phase which became what is known as scientific or Marxist. Just as
Flora Tristan discovered several essential points of Marxist socialism
within the economic terms - exploited wage labour provided surplus
capital for the employer through the division of labour and the minimum
wage - so also does her analysis of the ownership of the means of
production within the superstructure come close to a Marxist one.
However, it is important to note that there is an important aspect of
the ideology of scientific socialism which Flora Tristan did not develop,
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and that is the question of the transformation from private to public
ownership of the means of production.
The chapter on the Chartists is concerned with the superstructure
and the question: how can political power through universal suffrage
advance the cause of the workers? Thus while she is analysing an
historical event as a witness, she is also providing the workers in
France and in England with advice about the limitation of the usefulness
of universal suffrage as a means of redistributing wealth and power.
Although the Chartist movement was a working class organisation,
its demands were purely political. It had a six-point programme in its
petition, universal male suffrage, vote by ballot, equal electoral
districts, abolition of property qualifications for members of
parliament, payment of members, and annual elections.
The Reform Act of 1832 had extended the franchise to the prosperous
section of the middle class, but the workers were still excluded, and
when Flora Tristan arrived in London in Kay 1639, the Chartists were
about to submit their political demands to the House of Commons in the
form of the "First People's Charter TM . It was rejected by 235 votes to 46
and there were widespread fears - and hopes - that a revolution was
imminent. Hence Flora Tristan's solemn exhortation to the aristocracy
to fear the vengeance of the people and appease their wrath. She traced
the ideals of the Chartist movement against the background of the
privileges of the aristocracy maintained through parliament, listing nine
cases of laws passed against the interests of the workers. With the
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establishment of universal suffrage, such laws, she said, could not be
passed. This opinion was stated in an interrogative style as she was
not quite sure of the answer:
Sous l'empire du suffrage universel, avouerait-on
l'intention de porter le prix du pain jusqu'A affamer les
ouvriers ? Ermenadeasinzw_lanciDaff p.88
As if to answer those who claim that universal suffrage is an end
In itself, she added a footnote that gives further evidence of her
socialist analysis of the relationship between the social and political
superstructure and the economic infrastructure:
Je ne suis pas de ceux qui voient dans le vote universel
un remêde a tous nos maux ; les formes politiques ne sont
que des moyens, mais il y a lieu de croire que le vote
universel enverrait A la Chambre des hommes re.ellement
dêvoues aux interAts sociaux et que leur nombre
Pemporterait sur les reprêsentants des intêrêts prives.
Ecazenadeff_danE_Lcuidaza p.89
Thus Flora Tristan is establishing her admiration for the Chartists
as a movement and force against privilege and for equality, although she
does not agree with their belief that this will be achieved solely by
equal political representation.
Her account of the Chartist meetings she attended conveyed
enthusiasm for the energetic and idealistic individuals she encountered
in contrast to the absolute nullity of human intelligence manifested by
the members of parliament. Nevertheless she asserted in her
"Thalicace,AwLsiasises_Quirldres2 that although political change was
important, it was more important to change the whole social order:
C'est de l'ordre social, la base de 1%difice que vous
devez vous occuper, et non de la politique, qui n'est qu'un
pouvoir factice, existant aujourd'hui, renverse demain,
rêtabli sous une nouvelle forme, puis renverse encore.
Erzoleaadas_dancasmarea p.52
While writing this, no doubt the early nineteenth century French
experience of frequent changes of political rêgime without any
redistribution of political power or economic wealth was foremeost in
Flora Tristan's mind.
What did Flora Tristan mean by "l'ordre social" and how could it be
transformed peacefully without political change? This was the question
which preoccupied her.
In 1839 the tern "socialism" did not refer to a single system of
thought, or to a party programme. It was more a general belief shared
by radicals, especially in France and England, that society as a whole
should be the fundamental object of moral and economic enquiry. Thus in
the 1830s and the 1840s in France and in England it was a common
assumption that any analysis of moral and economic life must lead to "le
social". It must be emphasised that this was a radical position, a
revolutionary one, going beyond the rationalist ideology of political
egalitarian rights. Being a socialist meant accepting that the
tribulations of life, crime, ignorance, hunger, disease, poverty,
unemployment, and public and domestic immorality were social phenomena,
not individual responsibilities or acts of God. The fundamental
problems of life were in fact problems of society. This is what Flora
Tristan set out to prove in Prrnienades dens Londres. There were
structural problems to be resolved (peacefully if possible) by changing
the social organisation of a society either by mass action imposed on
that society or by the so called dialectic process of inevitable change
brought about by the interaction of a clash of interests.
The socialist perspective for Flora Tristan therefore meant an
indictment of every established value and institution. It meant
rejecting the idea that poverty and crime resulted from sin and
Individual moral culpability, meant rejecting a Church which taught
Inequality, submission and quiescence while granting a seal of
legitimacy to tyrannical governments. It meant rejecting a political
regime based upon inherited or bought privilege and corrupt
administration, a regime which was unable to represent the people and
unwilling to undertake responsibility for their moral, intellectual and
physical well-being. All of this was implied by accepting that "l'ordre
social" was the central principle for her enquiry. It meant
transforming "la base de Pedifice" through the combined action of the
oppressed and oppressing members of society to redress the evils
affecting their lives.(23)
(c) Lessons from Contemporaries
Despite the limitations of her class analysis and her confusions
over class allegiance, despite the lack of a search for the means to
redistribute wealth, the end of Flora Tristan's socialist's journey was
the discovery that the working class cause was the call to action.
Flora Tristan came to this conclusion partly as a result of the
influence of certain contemporaries. She fully acknowledged her
admiration for O'Connell, for example, and for the Chartists, though she
demonstrated her intellectual independence by not joining their
respective movements, and she expressed dismay at the time wasted by
these radicals in internal squabbling. The qualities Flora Tristan
admired in the Chartist movement and in the person of O'Connell were
however instrumental in the germination of her partially formulated idea
of a workers' union.
What is important, she suggests, is to emphasise what the groups
have in common. She begins her chapter on Robert Owen by drawing the
reader's attention to the fact that she is:
ni saint-simonienne ni fourieriste ni owenienne.
Eccurentaclea_claza_Landrea p.317
but that she wishes to comment on the English socialist who came to
similar conclusions to those of Saint-Simon in Russia and Fourier in
France. The universality of socialism is therefore suggested.
The chapters on Owen and the Chartists contain the most important
reference to the activists of Flora Tristan's time. As we have seen, the
Chartists' chapter is important for recognising the need for a mass
movement - so much so that she overlooked their lack of feminism and
neglected to mention that they considered that a demand for universal
suffrage would be harmful to their cause. Strength lay in mass
organisation. That was to be emphasised.
Owen taught her this lesson also. She might have dismissed the
Chartist search for political power through mass organisation of the
working class, but Owen himself also attempted to found the National
Consolidated Trades Union. For many reasons, Owen is admired by Flora
Tristan. The first such reason is his personal commitment to his
convictions. Secondly, unlike Saint-Simon and Fourier, he concentrated
less on the abstract theory of socialism and more on its practical
realities:
Jamais homme n'a paru, sur le grand th6Atre du monde,
doll§ A un plus haut degre que lui d'amour pour ses
semblables ; trouver le remede a leurs maux a etê pour
Owen le but de quarante ans d'observations, d'experiences
et de travaux. Eccutenashaa_ciana_landma p.321
Owen is, however, reproached by Flora Tristan for his simplistic
determinism. Owen's basic tenet was that Man is a product of his
surroundings; provide him with decent surroundings and he will respond
accordingly. Flora Tristan thought Owen paid scant attention to
people's spiritual needs:
Disons-le, Owen ne s'occupe pas assez des besoins
animiques ; mais, en revanche, Owen me parait admirable
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quand il organise les interets materiels. Promenades clans
Landres p.320
Owen's education system evoked profound respect from Flora Tristan
because she saw it as so central to achieving change; it was to be an
instrumental means of change in her 1/12/02_11wirlegze. It could ensure
equality of opportunity for girls and boys by giving them the same
training. It could liberate parents from child care responsibilities to
enable them to work and improve their lot. It could provide a means for
workers to improve their skills and employability. The practical
"lessons" of education extolled by Owen are given long descriptions by
Flora Tristan.
Flora Tristan describes how Owen shortened the working day in his
model community "New Harmony" and introduced schools and clean
surroundings. Not only does this improve the happiness of the workers,
but it generates higher productivity of Labour and capital. The division
of labour has an alienating effect, claims Owen. If the workers were to
have a shorter working day, they would have time to develop their
faculties. Universal education and varied employment are the ways of
putting a stop to the brutalising effects of the division of labour.
Robert Owen was convinced that improving the workers' conditions
would in the long run make capitalism more efficient. Flora Tristan
ties that idea in with her suggestion that the new advances in the
industrial age can be put to humanity's benefit. But she is not
interested in the efficiency of the system of production. Far from
being an admirer of all Robert Owen's experiments, Flora Tristan's
approval centred on his development of an education programme, since for
her this was already a key idea in improving the condition of women.
The attention given to Owen's career belies the fact that his
preaching fell largely on deaf ears. His atheistic socialism meant he
fell foul of the Anglican establishment. Flora Tristan's chapter ends
with a warning of possible revolution if the misery is not alleviated in
some way. She again remarked that had the English even a couple of
Articles from the French Charter of 1830 they would be much better off.
This is, of course, where Flora Tristan reveals her somewhat blissful
ignorance of the state of repression in France. Instead, they have a
reactionary bishop condemning socialism from the pulpit and commending
persecution. (24) The socialists, she declared, will be the new martyrs
if they are outlawed. Their faith and bravery will be proved in the
face of this persecution and repression.
Twenty million workers go hungry. They are bound to succeed. Man
is capable of rebellion, and inevitably will rebel against such
repression. Flora Tristan's intention is now to channel this energy into
action for change.
The other contemporary whose influence on Flora Tristan was
profound was Daniel O'Connell. In the chapter on the Houses of
Parliament, Daniel O'Connell is mentioned. His oratorical skills and
organisational ability of rousing "une nation entiere" clearly stir Flora
Tristan. Ironically, here was a rather conservative politician praised
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to the skies - the same man who had Bronterre O'Brien, a powerful
speaker and radical activist, banned from political affairs in Ireland
because he was a Chartist. In short, Daniel O'Connell, much to Flora
Tristan's regret, did not have the interests of the working class at
heart. This was not surprising. His country was not an industrialised
nation and was still struggling for national freedom. The aim of
O'Connell's struggle for Catholic emancipation was not discussed. It was
his method which was greatly admired by Flora Tristan, no doubt because
of its success.
(4) CONCLUSION
Ercilienades_dans_Landrea contains a further development of Flora
Tristan's feminism and socialism. As a measure of this development, it
is important to emphasise the new socialist context of her feminism. By
placing her study of women's oppression in this context, Flora Tristan
was searching for possibilities for implementing genuine change for
women. She had already explored existing possibilities and found them
to be inadequate. It is no coincidence that Flora Tristan's chapter on
bourgeois women should praise Wollstonecraft's ideas, founded chiefly on
egalitarian ideals. The egalitarian approach was to be the basis on
which bourgeois women founded their campaign of emancipation throughout
the following century. But equality of political, legal and economic
rights, without attacking the social order of the class system, could
only mean improvement for women who were already materially well off.
Had Flora Tristan campaigned only for equal rights for women, she would
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not have been able to attack the hierarchical class structure of society
and campaign for change which would affect the lives of working class
women.
There was no question, however, of separating working class women
from their male counterparts. For this reason she found herself
examining conditions of that class. In Eraffezughas_cianaJszadreg, while
Flora Tristan concentrated on highlighting her socialist critique of
capitalism, she was able to describe the merits of her contemporaries
and their campaigns. In doing so, she refused to be drawn into
discussions of a new morality, such as the one advanced by Enfantin and
his followers or by Fourier. Flora Tristan preferred to develop the
practical side of implementing change. She was possibly aware that the
followers of Fourier and Saint-Simon had alienated many potential
followers in the working classes by concentrating on discussions of a
new moral order. She could see that the vital element in any effort to
achieve change was the mass organisation. 'What she admired most in her
contemporaries was the strength of their convictions and their ability
to mobilise.
Despite the hazy structure of the book, Flora Tristan succinctly
highlighted the basic elements of the socialist critique, enough to
direct her towards implementing her discovery, campaigning for and
through the working class in developing Irmign_aimliane.
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Chapter Five
mar OUVRIElili: EQUALITY WITH A DIFFERENCE
Chapter two demonstrated that Flora Tristan began her career in
contact with contemporary feminists and socialists in France. Chapter
three shows how she tried out some of their ideas. Chapter four goes on
to illustrate how she was familiar with the radicals on the other side
of the Channel. As a recapitulation, the following points must be borne
in mind. The utopian socialists condemned capitalism as a system but
preached change by peaceful means, through a collaboration of the two
classes, the owners of the means of production and the workers. Flora
Tristan retained their critique of capitalism and messianic vision of
the redemption of humanity through women. From the feminists Flora
Tristan learnt the value of writing as a form of action, how to
generalize her own experience of oppression, and how to translate this
into specific demands for changes in the law, such as the legalization
of divorce. Here again her interest went much further than the
particular demands of one gender. Workers' movements were beginning to
develop around the idea of mutual self-help associations, but their idea
of solidarity did not extend to women, as fellow workers, or as fellow
victims of oppression. This chapter contains a closer scrutiny of how
Flora Tristan reacted to her contemporaries as she began to formulate
her own campaign.
The first part of this chapter will examine the question of why
Flora Tristan chose the particular form of action set out in !Wm
DayrjAre. What could contemporary movements offer? What did they fail
to offer? The second part will demonstrate how the notion of working
class solidarity was the main driving force to have Jaisill_Skaldre
succeed.
However, class collaboration was equally important in order to
attract support, not only from enlightened members of the aristocracy
and bourgeoisie but also and especially to draw in women from other
classes to support their fellow victims of oppression.
The third part of the chapter analyses Flora Tristan's perception of
gender equality.
(1) FLORA TRISTAN'S CRITIQUE OF CONTEXPORARY NOVEXENTS IN FRANCE
As has been recorded by Puech and Desanti, among others, Flora
Tristan wrote to Fourier in 1835 begging him to avail of her services in
serving a worthwhile cause.(Lettres p.56) What is not so frequently
mentioned is that she also wrote to Eugenie Niboyet, an energetic
feminist, mentioning the possibility of collaboration on a proposed
journal for women:
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J'ai l'intime conviction qu'en creant le Journal dont nous
avons l'idee nous ferons une belle et louable action; Je
suis sure que ce sera le moyen de nous rendre utile a la
societe chose que Je desire avec taut d'ardeur!
Lettame p.58
Flora Tristan's correspondence alone gives testimony to the
importance she attached to association with other activists in France at
the time. However, this association often amounted to little more than
fleeting contact. In his edited collection of Flora Tristan% letters,
Stephane Michaud indicates,(1) as does Fernand Rude,(2) that by the time
she came to collecting subscriptions for publishing her book, _align
ammildne, she and Eugenie Niboyet had parted company. There is evidence
to suggest that Flora Tristan was in contact with women on a regular
basis from 1836 onwards but only to a limited extent. (3) However, the
conclusion from the previous chapter suggests that by the time the third
edition of axatemdes_dans_Landami appeared, Flora Tristan was sure that
it was towards movements with the interests of workers at heart that
her allegiance lay.(4) There is no evidence to suggest that she was
still interested in forming a women's organisation to change their
position in society, such as the one she had envisaged in jrecessite de
faiLe_imitign_accegal_aux_feamearea. The history of early
utopian movements such as the Saint-Simonian school shows that where
the emancipation of women was concerned, examples of such efforts did
exist in the 1830s, but none had fared well; on the contrary, they had
all been reviled and ridiculed by the establishment, chiefly through the
press. In Flora Tristan% analysis of the position of women in society
in BEGIRenadiara_datnaiMaree, the helplessness and powerlessness of women
were emphasised; it was possibly for this reason that after writing
Ecagzezudea_dwirajandzea, beyond contacting individual women whom she
hoped would be supportive of her cause, Flora Tristan did little or
nothing to attempt to mobilise women around specifically feminist
issues. Further reasons for this will become clear after an analysis of
bilanCharldre
To state that contacts with other aspiring militants rarely extended
beyond the preliminary letter of introduction did not mean that Flora
Tristan did not value contact with her contemporary socialists: quite
the opposite. What limited the degree of collaboration Flora Tristan
had with others was the affinity they felt with her aims. This affinity
scarcely survived one or two meetings. Not one other group of
intellectuals, women, or workers, was interested in all of her aims. The
very novelty of her idea of uniting the feminist and socialist struggle
condemned her to isolation.
Flora Tristan's interest in cantemIgurarlf Ming	 mslt.e.‘kvl,m-k1.3 ,
however, for two reasons. Firstly, she saw them all as useful for the
development of her own ideas, and not conversely. Secondly, she managed
to create something unique in spite of borrowing freely from many vital
forces at the time.
One difficulty lay in the fact that contemporary feminist movements
were quite rare. As Dijkstra states, (5) a point reiterated by Moon, (6)
the first flourish of Saint-Simonian feminist activity occurred only
during the more liberal years of the July Monarchy. It is true that
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before this the first women journalists had some success in printing
newspapers. Adler gives an interesting account of the modest efforts of
bourgeois women, and the more radical efforts of the proletarian
Saint-Simonian women such as Suzanne Voilquin, to collectivise a women's
movement. (7) All this happened, however, when Flora Tristan was in
Peru. By the time she returned, censorship had ensured silence of the
the most outspoken critics of the economic and social order. By using
the messianic feminist idea, Flora Tristan was however able to
capitalise on the efforts made by the avant garde women who had gone to
considerable lengths to have themselves heard.(8) Of mass movements
there were none. Individual feminists and socialists participated
enthusiastically in the early days of the 1848 revolution, especially
those who had been involved in journalistic efforts of the previous
decades. But of course Flora Tristan did not live to see 1848.
While writing the later edition of Ercilsenacleaskas_, Flora
Tristan declared that she did not wish to be associated with any of the
many existing sects - she found something wrong with all of them. (9)
Nevertheless, it was into this milieu that she had endeavoured to become
established and known after her return from Peru in 1834 even though
she was eventually to reject association with any group in particular.
In addition to correspondence, she organised and attended meetings,
thriving on the exchange of ideas, freely borrowing from the very people
she criticised. Armogathe and Cole give examples of how Flora Tristan
was quick to pick up and develop the ideas of Perdiguier and Moreau,
admittedly ideas in their infancy.(10)
The fact that she committed to paper her criticism of her
contemporaries, however, inhibited good working relationships with
people such as Considerant. In a letter to Considerant, dated August
1836, she criticised him for mystifying Fourier's followers by
oversophisticated language and jargon:
Sans doute que pour vous, et pour plusieurs de ses
sectaires, sortis des ecoles oil les hautes sciences sont
enseignees et d'oU l'on soit passé maitre, sans doute que
pour vous autres la science de M. Fourier est lucide et
claire; mais encore, repondez avec franchise, combien y
a-t-il d'annees que vous etudiez cette science? Lel:tires
p.62
It could be that because of the absence of any existing organised
mass movement which catered for both feminist and socialist aspirations,
Flora Tristan determined to form one of her own. DiJkstra attributes
her aloofness and isolation from the embryonic socialist and feminist
groups in part to her nature. Because of her autocratic and domineering
personality, not only was she hypercritical of the various schisms and
sects, but she also failed to communicate with those she was most
interested in serving, such as the elite at the mortAmg class,
Perdiguier, Gosset, Vincard and other artisans, who had already started
to rehearse the idea of a more united working class, and who could have
provided her with introductions to members of the working class itself,
few of whom she had actually met by then.
The fact that, as a woman, she was criticising some of the most
intimate details of her fellow activists' family lives was a real
stumbling block to good relations, as Adler is quick to point out.(11)
To a certain extent it is true that Flora Tristan's personality did
determine her difficult relationship with possible allies, but this
cannot account for the full explanation as to why no mass feminist and
socialist movements had yet formed in France in the 1840s. The answer
lies in the historical development of French capitalism, the relations of
production and organisation of the labour force, which were at an
elementary stage.
From her early observations of her fellow socialists, she had
decided by 1836 that her idea for action had to be a simple one:
Presentez-nous un plan complet que l'esprit puisse saisir
d'un coup d'oeil; que la simplicite et la verite de ses
chiffres portent la conviction aux plus incredules. Oht je
vous promets qu'alors vous verrez accourir vers vous des
milliers de coeurs	 Latimes p.63
But this simple programme for action required a new movement. The
chief reason, therefore, for Flora Tristan's decision to found her own
movement was that she felt a need to create something new and unique.
No existing organisation was strong enough to be worthy of her support
and no one leading figure appeared specifically interested in women and
working class interests within the same movement. Goldberg-Moses
emphasises that Considerant's school, which took most of the ideas of
Fourier, played down feminism in order to avoid the ridicule to which
the Saint-Simonians had been subjected. The phalangists avoided those
aspects of Fourierism which threatened either the family or accepted
sexual mores.(12) DiSkstra states categorically that Flora Tristan was
literally the only vocal feminist in the 1840s, which is rather an
exaggeration. One only has to read Armogathe's LUstoire du Feminisme
ikancals to find exceptions. However, DiJkstra does go on to state:
Her articulation of the need to link socialism and
feminism, her description of the reification of women in
marriage and in prostitution in Promenades, went beyond
Fourier; besides, he was dead, and his disciples had more
or less dropped the controversial issue, although
Considerant continued to lend minimal support to
Tristan's effort. (13)
There is a tendency among historians of feminism to dismiss
individual feminists active during the 1840s who were not part of the
by then already waning Saint-Simonian or Fourier school. There were,
however, individuals such as Pauline Roland, Hortense Allart and Eugenie
Niboyet, all active, each in their own way. Nevertheless, it is true taut
feminism did not exist other than at this individual level. Beyond the
Journalistic efforts of the early 1830s, there is no evidence of
collective action. We do not have complete documentation of Flora
Tristan's contact with these women, but from what information is
available, it is clear that such contact must have been minimal. It was
certainly not substantial enough to merit mention by her.
The need for a mass movement in France was impressed upon Flora
Tristan by her reflections upon the activities of Daniel O'Connell in
Ireland. As mentioned in the previous chapter, although he did not lead
a working class movement towards socialist goals, O'Connell had
succeeded in mobilising the masses. The actual cause did not matter so
much as the capacity for a strong leader to captivate the millions of
poverty-stricken and, therefore, helpless peasants. Flora Tristan gave
the example of the Irish experience in terms of "union" and "association"
and concluded her analysis by indicating the lessons to be drawn for
the masses in France:
Si je cite toujours l'Irlande comme example, c'est parce
que 19rlande est encore le seul pays qui alt su
comprendre que le peuple, s'il veut sortir de l'esclavage,
dolt commencer d'abord par former une vaste UNION,
compacte, solide, indissoluble, car l'union fait la force,
et pour reclamer ses droits, pour fixer l'attention
generale sur la justice d'une reclamation, 11 faut avant
tout se mettre en position de pouvoir parler avec assez
d'autorite pour se faire ecouter. finian_QuErldre p.20
The lesson, in fact, was the outcome of a perceptive analysis by
Flora Tristan into the question of how new mass movements must overcome
their weaknesses. Against the weight of the establishment they must
have a coherent organisation which would be a source of strength in
itself. Lacking this quality of unity and strength, as Desanti points
out,(14) the majority of socialists in the very early 1840s were
bedevilled by mutual recriminations, schisms and fervour, none of them
attracting a great deal of numerical support. Small groups would form,
publish one or two editions of a newspaper, then disappear. The police
frequently dissolved such groups and banned the publication of their
newspapers. Publishing, however, was an essential part of a group's
activity in these early days of socialism:
Most of the influential system-builders of the period -
Saint-Simon, Fourier, Proudhon, Cabet - unabashedly
thought that the publication of their theoretical system
was itself a great landmark separating two historical
epochs. (15)
There was something highly symbolic for radical groups in getting
their ideas published. It must not be forgotten, as Corcoran
indicates,(16) that publishing radical ideas, given the control and
censorship of the press, was a political act in itself. In order to
become known, it was the only way. Flora Tristan realised this when she
took desperate steps to have linisaikirldre published. Mass meetings
were banned. No socialist sect was powerful enough in France to defy
and survive the wrath of the establishment without the capacity to
publish its ideas.
But publication in itself was not enough. A strong organisation was
also necessary. Significantly, Daniel O'Connell had defied legality by
standing for parliament, although ineligible, and by being elected. His
success was to be attributed to the strength of the organisation backing
him. This was the kind of action Flora Tristan envisaged. She
considered the utopian idea of forming exemplary communes much too
inward looking and doomed to failure. Her impatience with contemporary
movements stemmed from their failure to act or have an effect upon the
masses:
... le tort des saint-simoniens, c'est a qu ills ne bougent
pas 0, us attendent ; la venue de la femme sauvera le
monde, croient-ils ; alors pourquoi se contenter de
l'attemire ?(17)
So Flora Tristan set out to work on two fronts. One aim was to
publish her ideas with a view to their widest possible dissemination.
The other aim was to try and create an organisation to directly mobilise
the masses. In the first aim she achieved only moderate success. Her
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work, Eramenadera_dans_Laacinffi was well received in Paris among the
enlightened intellectuals:
Les milieux avances, axes sur le progres, formes
d'intellectuels, d'artistes, d'artisans, d'ouvriers, assez
separes les uns des autres, mais aux idees paralléles,
etaient avides de documents. (18)
Several journals, including LaBezue_da_Erggry , L  Fraternitê and
Le lbuveau Aftnuh% published extracts from the book. However, women were
not much interested in her work. According to Puech,(19) Flora Tristan
sent the book to individual women asking them to publicise it, but its
reception was poor, since many women found it rather distasteful reading
for a female, and they considered it rather improper to have been
written by a woman.
Interestingly, contemporary movements helped Flora Tristan to
achieve publicity for her study of the condition of the working classes
in England. The Fourierist following headed by Considerant lent
considerable support to Flora Tristan, publishing extracts of her works
and getting her introductions to the working class. But her criticism
of this group of socialists for their organisational ineptitude never
moderated. She considered that they were doomed to failure because they
were waiting for the enlightened bourgeoisie to act, counting on the
efforts of an elite instead of mass support. Flora Tristan's criticisms
are directed at the failure of the different sects to mobilise support,
despite their well-intentioned aims of regenerating humanity by rescuing
the working class from its ignominious existence. Puech sums up her
criticism thus:
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En somme, le fourierisme est une invention ingenieuse -
originale ou non, - c'est de la fantaisie socialiste et qui
procede comme le saint-simonisme d'un esprit bourgeois.
Ce n'est pas encore de la que sortira l'emancipation du
peuple, ni surtout son effort d'emancipation, sa volonte
d'emancipation. Il ne faut pas g eterniser D dans les
organisations tutelaires; le peuple n'est peut dtre pas
prèt, mais il est mOr pour la preparation.C20>
Instead of recommending universal suffrage as did the Chartists,
Flora Tristan reckoned the priority lay elsewhere.
Pauvres ouvriers ! isoles, vous ne comptez pour rien dans
la nation ; mais aussitOt l'UNION OUVRIERE CONSTITUEE, la
classe ouvriere deviendra un corps puissant et
respectable ; et les hommes du plus haut merite
brigueront l'honneur d'être choisis defenseurs de l'UNION
OUVRIERE lizticaL/21/zriare p.29
This brings us to the second of Flora Tristan's aims - that of
creating a mass working class movement. The paradox of the intellectual
socialist's position, by no means unique to Flora Tristan, emerges when
considering her position vis a vis the working class. Flora Tristan
recognised that the strength of an emancipatory movement lay in the
masses. Yet the masses, that is, the working class, needed outside
guidance, she decided, in the form of Dikui_Quirldre, since it was not
sufficiently self-conscious to realise its own potential. Even though it
possessed the strength for action, it needed a trigger to set this
strength in motion. Flora Tristan's purpose was to find that trigger in
a leader possessing the qualities Daniel O'Connell displayed. It was
with the intention of choosing someone suitable that Flora Tristan began
to scrutinise existing movements rather more critically than when she
was trying to become better known.
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We can conclude by stating that there was never any intention on
Flora Tristan's part of integrating into an existing movement despite
her recognition of the need for solidarity. All existing movements were
seen as a help in publicising her ideas, salutary examples of failed
organisations and training grounds for a potential leader of a
successful mass movement in the future.
(2) FLORA TRISTAN'S CHOICE OF ACTION IN Ullar OUYRIEEff
(a) Failure of Contact with the Working Class Elite
One form of contemporary movement was considered by Flora Tristan
to hold out more hope than the others until it too failed to come up to
her expectations - that was the nascent unionist activity of the working
class elite in France.
By her own personal experience she knew what poverty was, but she
had little or no contact with the French working class. It was all very
well reading doctors' reports on poverty or sociologists' facts and
figures, but there were even more valuable accounts by workers
themselves. These could reveal the extent of class awareness. Desanti
suggests that Flora Tristan had a good understanding of the effort
required to combat illiteracy:
Ces ouvriers conscients, devenus intellectuels par un
effort qu'elle connaU bien, ayant d raccomplir, Flora
les cherche.(21)
Given the limitations of her literary success, Flora Tristan had
further reason to seek contacts there. Anxious to gain contact with the
working class itself rather than with those simply concerned with it
from other backgrounds, she looked to the most prominent self-educated
workers who wrote on the need of the working class to unite to combat
the evils of poverty - figures such as Agricol Perdiguier, Gosset, Moreau
and Boyer. Indeed it was to this group that she first directed her idea
of ffnlan_Chami&m
Puech reveals that in February 1843, gratified by the attention
acuiewides_skuls_Landnas received from La Ruche; Flora Tristan wrote
individually to Gosset, Vincard, Moreau, and Perdiguier, asking for
addresses where workers met in Paris, in order to gain an introduction
into the working class milieu.(22) It was not long before she was
invited to meetings.
Contrary to her expectations, however, these self-taught workers,
who were already motivated into going to meetings and forming unions,
were not easy to manipulate. They had their own set ideas about
tactics, and the painful lesson of the difficulties of associating with
the working class became more and more obvious to Flora Tristan. It is
significant that details of these meetings are given in her diary as the
starting point of her campaign. She included a record of preliminary
meetings with the workers despite their lack of success. Relationships
were not improved by Flora Tristan's criticism of their life style. Her
comments on their family behaviour and the chapter on women produced
the most severe antagonism:
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La lecture du chapitre relatif au r5le des femmes fut
ecoutee avec mains d'attention et provoqua de nouvelles
observations de Vincard. fl y etait question des
habitudes des ouvriers d'aller au cabaret et Vincard
craignait qu'on reprit les êternels griefs generalement
formulas par la bourgeoisie A ce propos.(23)
This attempt by Flora Tristan to influence the working class elite
in order to gain their support and help in launching her appeal to the
workers as a whole, was met with hostility. The fact was that the elite
workers and she simply had different ideas about what was to be done.
These first meetings were to be the first raw reactions of workers to
her proposals for their own salvation before the work was even
published. She could have rewritten sections after the poor reception of
the chapter on women, but the feminist in her could not allow that.
Existing organised workers thus refused to have anything to do with
publishing ilaicaLairrldre. By the end of Xarch 1843, it was becoming
abundantly clear that if Flora Tristan was going to do something, it
would have to be by herself, even if the intention was to mobilise a
whole class by her own efforts. Without the backing of any organisation
or newspaper, publishing became even more crucial to Flora Tristan's
individual campaign. Indeed, by succeeding in her effort to collect the
cost of publication, she was reassured that her ideas were well received
in some quarters, mostly among the enlightened or the impoverished
bourgeoisie, people such as herself! So crucial was this method of
broadcasting gnialLatzerldre that a blow by blow account of it is
integral to the text in the form of a preface for each edition, including
a list of the subscribers.
Accordingly, Flora Tristan determined a plan to take ffnicia_lluiciarg
direct to the mass of workers in France, bypassing the working class
elite. With that aim in mind, she decided to go on a tour of France, to
meet the workers themselves with no intermediaries. She hoped to
stimulate the workers to organise themselves to be the instruments of
their own liberation. Just how she expected them to be the instruments
of the enfranchisement of women shall be seen in due course.
(b) Class Solidarity
In this part we will examine how Flora Tristan saw class solidarity
as the crucial element for IrmisuLlAniaditalto succeed in bringing about
change.
Flora Tristan's plan was to involve the working class of France in
the same way that Daniel O'Connell had involved the mass of peasants in
Ireland: to unite them on a simple issue. This plan was no utopian
dream of a new society such as a Itha/anstere, Icarie, or New Harmony,
described in such a detailed manner as to make it incomprehensible to
the illiterate; neither was it a demand for the reorganisation of society
in the way that scientific socialists claimed was necessary to end
exploitation. Any restructuring of the economy was in the hands of the
bourgeoisie, and therefore did not concern the working class. Because of
the nature of the document, a propaganda exercise, the full capitalist
analysis of the cause of poverty is not outlined. The working class is
not urged to take up arms against the Monarchy, the State or even
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property. Poverty is the enemy. It is an enemy that the workers can
combat by their own limited means available. Flora Tristan carefully
explained her choice of tactics:
Proposer un moyen qui , par son execution simple et
facile , procure A la classe ouvriere la possibilite de
sortir graduellement , et sans secousses violentes , de
l'etat precaire o6 elle est plongee , est , selon moi
l'unique but que doivent se proposer tous ceux qui
desirent sincerement l'amelioration veritable et efficace
de la classe la plus nombreuse et la plus utile.
11211211--CluvriAm p.13
Flora Tristan's decision not to undertake an economic enalysis of
capitalism may seem a strange omission in a document designed to
mobilise working class solidarity in the cause of feminism and
socialism, but it must be remembered, however, that capitalism was in
its infancy in France in 1843, and as Dijkstra perceptively notes:
While economic factors were primarily responsible for the
development of working class consciousness in England,
according to Dolleans [p.32], in France, psychological
factors (based on the disillusioning experience of the
July Revolution) were responsible, creating a class
consciousness antecedent to the actual development of
such a class. We have to keep this historical comparison
in mind to understand Flora Tristan's idyllic depiction of
the situation of workers in France by contrast to those
in England.(24)
Armogathe makes a similar point. Flora Tristan wanted to create
the working class in France before it was born. (25)
Nevertheless, there remains an element of contradiction in Flora
Tristan's approach. On the one hand she is recommending to the workers
that they can save themselves from poverty; on the other hand she
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firmly believes that poverty is created by society as a whole. Perhaps
what society creates, the working class can destroy? Certainly, by
demanding in her brochure the right to work, Flora Tristan believed that
such an elementary and basic message would trigger off the desired
mobilisation of the working class. Indeed, in her introduction to the
work she intended to demonstrate to the workers that by its very
creation, the brochure was a salutary lesson in that it showed them who
their friends were in other classes - implying that if the workers
sought to save themselves they would be joined by members in all parts
of society. Solidarity in the name of humanity was emphasised from the
very start, and Flora Tristan issued a call to all desiring an
improvement in the plight of the workers to produce funds for her plan,
to demonstrate their solidarity with the oppressed.
Thus, it is generally recognised that finign_QusEridre is at one and
the same time a programme for the immediate alleviation of poverty, a
long term class-consciousness raising exercise and a clarion call for
social solidarity throughout the class system.
Let us now examine the content of the book.
After a lengthy introduction in which the decision to solicit funds
and the ensuing collection and correspondence are described, the section
entitled tAur auvriers et aux ouvrieres'begins. Flora Tristan explained
why her suggestions were fundamentally different from the suggestions
issuing from previous campaigns for the emancipation of the workers.
She pointed out that workers were living in terrible misery, that this
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could be a dangerous situation for society, that it was the duty of the
government and of the rich to do something in the name of human Justice,
and that previous warnings issued by the socialists had gone completely
unheeded. As an example of fruitless endeavours, leading socialists are
mentioned in a footnote. (Union
	
All the individual voices
of outsiders from outside the working class had been powerless to
persuade the government to act. It was now time for self-emancipation.
Workers, Flora Tristan declared, there is only one thing left to do:
aglr en vertu des droits inscrlts dans la Charte.
Illagx.nomidre p.4
It must be supposed that for reasons of simplification, the
discrepancies between 1789 and the 1830 Charters were overlooked by
Flora Tristan.
It is important to note that from the outset, Flora Tristan
envisaged action within the constraints of the law. There were to be no
unconstitutional forms of militancy:
ce n'est pas la revolte A la main armee , Permute sur
la place publique , l'incendie ni le pillage. Dijim
Quizztare p.4
If violent action was proscribed, government initiative wanting, and
outside help from the socialists ineffective, it was up to the workers
themselves to act:
Or , le Jour est venu o ii faut agir et c'est a vous , A
vous seuls , qu'il appartient d'agir dans Pinter-et de
votre propre cause. Ilaknalisrldre p.4
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The call to workers is couched in terms of rights; the workers were
reminded by Flora Tristan of the 1789 revolution which heralded the era
of natural rights. The rights Flora Tristan mentioned concerned
practical elements of a worker's life, rather than the abstract notion of
natural rights. She informed workers that their condition was atrocious
because they had no basic rights such as:
... draft au travail ... draft a lthapital	 droit a
l'aumethe	 Ilaism_Ctwirldre p.5
Animals and bees were better off than the workers who had to find
food to survive. She asked them:
d'ou vient la principale cause de vos maux?
Illilan..12aincidine p.5
If ants and bees had to work in isolation they too would die of
hunger:
- Isolés, vous êtes faibles et tombez accablês sous le
poids des misdres de toutes sortes! ilnicaLshirridre p.5
Flora Tristan was calling for a union of all workers regardless of
skills or occupations to form a united working class. One of the tasks
of this union would be to construct several buildings, called Valais de
1 'Union Ouvriarem, distributed evenly throughout France.
This was to be a self-help programme. The workers were to demand
nothing from the employers, the exploiters; as if to goad the workers
into action, she suggested that the workers had the key to their own
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salvation. The cause of poverty was the lack of solidarity. Following
the opening !Aux ouvriers et aux ouvrldres', there is a section entitled
'Be l'insuffisance des socldtós de secours, compagnonnage, etc.' wherein
Flora Tristan dwelt on the reasons for the divisions and weaknesses of
the existing working class organisations.
That the old system of Compagnonnage had a divisive effect on
skilled workers is borne out by contemporary attempts of the elite of
the working class to end the divisive system. The most notable
campaigner was Perdiguier. Contact Flora Tristan had with such groups
has been mentioned earlier in this chapter.(26)
Flora Tristan considered it vital that the workers should understand
the differences between her union and the unions which were already in
existence. The aims of these existing unions were to serve as mutual
assistance groups, that is, simply to help one another. Assistance
against hardship in sickness, accidents and unemployment did not extend
beyond members. To the extent that these societies relieved some of the
misery of workers, Flora Tristan approved of them, but the evil must be
attacked at its root:
soulager la misdre n'est pas la detruire adoucir le
mal n'est pas 1 'extirper. Dilon_Quyri.dre p.15
The actions of these mutual assurance societies, no matter how
laudable, do not alter the position of the workers in society:
". malgrt lee bonnes intentions de ces societes, la classe
pauvre est touJours restee aussi pauvre.
amd4re p.16
Their separateness, their failure to see the need to extend their
benefits to the whole working class was, she claimed, their central
deficiency. "What is the root of the problem?" Flora Tristan asks. Her
answer is the divisive effect of small societies and unions on the
workers. Once more she is attributing the cause of misery in the
working classes to their own actions:
O donc est le mar. - Le mal est dans cette organisation
bAtarde, mesquine, egoiste, absurde, qui divise la classe
ouvriêre en une multitude de petites societes
particuliêres	 jzakm_amaLdre p.16
There is some confusion in the twentieth century reader's mind as to
whether Flora Tristan's charge of divisiveness was directed at what
remained of the old system of Compagmonnage, or to the feeble attempts
made to resist its exploitation. On no account will Flora Tristan admit
here that it is the capitalist system itself that divides the workers,
despite the fact that she has admitted it elsewhere, in Vphia and in
Ecratenades_ciana_Landres.
Flora Tristan's ilnicaukyrieze, she claims, will be different because
it will surmount all division and weakness:
Ouvriers, ii faut donc sortir au plus vite de cette vole
de division et d'isolement oü vous Ates, et marcher
courageusement et fraternellement dans l'unique voie qui
vous convienne, - l'union. - Le proJet d'union que
cowl , repose sur une base large , et son esprit est
capable de satisfaire pleinement aux exigences morales et
materielles d'un grand peuple. 1W1mLlkinclibm, p.17
Having stressed the importance of the concept of solidarity, and
hinted at the long term benefits, Flora Tristan sets out in some detail
her plans for the immediate creation of the "Palate. So far, the
workers' union is a self help organisation, initially not to be a force
to end exploitation by removing private ownership of production or even
by altering relations of production, but simply to provide the workers
with the means of surviving under the existing system by making their
material existence more bearable. The very rights of which they were
deprived - droit au travail, droit A	 droit A l'aumOne- would
generally be realised immediately by the creation and construction of
workers' centres. The obvious exception would be the creation of jobs.
Here solidarity is the key to action since the strength of the newly
formed organisation would make it easier for workers to demand jobs.
Acknowledgement of the dependence of the workers on their exploiters is
thus only implicit.
Details of setting up links: 91ms aoyeas de comstituer in classe
ouvridre; will be discussed here although what was to go on in the
"Falais" is contained in a later section of jialm_auzattim
To whet the workers' appetites for what is in store, Flora Tristan
decides to include a detailed description of how to set up the
organisation of the "Thlais" even though, from the outset, she claims
that her plan is not definitive and that the final details will sort
themselves out in the actual process:
C'est lorsqu'on est A l'oeuvre , et seulement alors , qu'il
est possible de bien apprecier les moyens les plus
propres A faire reussir l'entreprise InicilLitizmidre p.71
She realises that the discrepancies which had existed in her
contemporaries' elaborate plans, and their inability to actually
implement them, could also appear in her own scheme, so she is at pains
to make her plan as simple and as appealing as possible.
In answer to the question:
Xais comment nous unir pour cette grande oeuvre? Uninn
ausmidre p.6
Flora Tristan explains how it is possible to unite without actually
meeting or "associating TM . This is an essential part of her propaganda,
to show the workers how they could unite, even though they were
scattered all over France in different occupations, coordinating their
struggle by way of an organisation. She was not the first to think of
such a possibility; she did go some way to acknowledging the ideas of
Perdiguier and Moreau for a united workers movement. However, she
claimed to be the first to recognise the importance of reaching as wide
an audience as possible with such a message:
compris que si je me bornais A mettre mon projet
&UNION UNIVERSELLE sur le papier , tout magnifique qu'il
est, ce projet serait lettre-morte , comme il a et& de
taut d'autres plans déjà proposes. 151.10Likardere p.9
Flora Tristan recognised that if the vast majority of workers could
neither read nor write, it was vital to have direct contact with them.
In this, Flora Tristan anticipated the future mode of development of
workers' organisations in France, designed to collect large sums of
money for funds. Unfortunately, this method of campaign was also to
include the seeds of destruction of socialist feminism, as shall be seen
later.
Using existing societies, unions and federations to start with,
committees of seven members (five men and two women) should be formed.
Their task: not to collect subscriptions but to enrol members and build
a register of the name, age, sex, profession and place of residence of
workers; to be enrolled they had to prove they were workers:
... nous entendons par ouvrier et ouvriere tout individu
qui travaille de ses mains n'importe comment. Ainsi les
domestiques, les portiers, les commissionnaires, les
laboureurs et taus gens dits de 14dne, seront consideres
comae ouvriers. ffllicili_Quirloxe p.74
Flora Tristan calculated that as well as the twenty five million
unskilled workers in France, there were also seven million skilled
workers who, propertyless, were also deprived of their rights and would
be entitled to join the Union Ouvriere:
La classe ouvriere n'est pas la seule qui ait A souffrir
des privileges de la propriete : les artistes, les
professeurs, les employes, les petits commercants et une
foule d'autres gens, même les petits rentiers, qui ne
possedent aucune propriete, comae terres, maisons,
capitaux, subissent fatalement les lois faites par les
proprietaires siegeant et la Chambre. ffidan_lluzclexe p.18
Armogathe and Grandionc state that there are difficulties of text
analysis of ffnisilajjwirldre because of the way Flora Tristan confuses two
notions of class: one, the socio-economic phenomenon of class gradually
formed over the period necessary for the evolution of the economy to
produce a new class, such as the working class, and two, the shorter,
medium, or long term length of time of political takeover by one class,
such as 1789 for the bourgeoisie. The ambiguities stem from the fact
that Flora Tristan is using the term "class" on different levels and
that she was calling into action a class which was in the very process
of coming into being. (27) By including the broader category of workers,
Flora Tristan was aware of the process of proletarianisation which has
continued until the present, associating elements of the petit
bourgeoisie with the working class.
Using the example of the impoverished Irish, who succeeded in
amassing a vast amount of wealth to finance Daniel O'Connell, Flora
Tristan suggested that a contribution of two francs per person per
annum would be sufficient to give the organisation status and to build
immediately. From the seven million skilled (and therefore better off)
workers in France (of whom two million were women), fourteen million
francs was a large sum in 1843. If support from the broader section of
society of the twenty five million unskilled citizens is also enlisted, a
much greater fortune could be amassed. With such a sum of money, the
workers' union could achieve a considerable degree of poverty
alleviation.
In forming such an organisation, Flora Tristan is much concerned
with the pressure which it could bring to bear on officialdom and on
employers:
... pour fixer l'attention generale sur la Justice d'une
reclamation ,ii faut avant tout se mettre en position de
pouvoir parler avec assez d'autorite pour se faire ecouter.
linialL/kyridix pp.20-21
But for all the talk of solidarity and rights, Flora Tristan
advocated that the union should be represented by one person in
parliament - a rather weak proposal given the strength of the rhetoric.
This leads to the question of Flora Tristan's view of the changing
relations between the classes as a result of the improvement of the
condition of the working class brought about by the Union Ouvriere
This question will now be discussed.
(c) Class Collaboration
In the preceding section, the emphasis on solidarity was discussed.
This concerned relations between members of one class - the working
class. How Flora Tristan interpreted the links this union of workers
would have with the outside world is also important. One such link was
very narrow and even authoritarian in scope - the link forged by the
leader. Flora Tristan envisaged that the leader of the Union aivriere
would appear in parliament and plead the union's case. Placing all
responsibility for political representation upon one individual would
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suggest that the workers would not be entitled to equal political rights
after all. This suggestion by Flora Tristan reflects the almost
obsessive interest she took in Daniel O'Connell's so called success
story. (28)
There is no doubt in Flora Tristan's mind about the success of
O'Connell and the desirability of imitating his tactics of organisation.
Suggestion for concentrating representation on one person seemed to be
the key to his success. Flora Tristan's message simplifies that story
to the barest essentials. The Irish paid all of what they had collected
to their leader who had offered his services for their cause. Small
sums had mounted up. The French workers are not as badly off as the
Irish, at least the male ones; surely there would be no objection to
contributing to Union Duvriere:
La position de la classe ouvriêre en France ne peut se
comparer en rien A la cruelle position du peuple irlandais
... Chez nous , au moms en principe , et c'est beaucoup
ii n'y a plus d'esclaves devant la loi , du moms parmi la
population mAle. IlDian_auzciare p.21
Incidentally, we have here the very first reference to women's
oppression in Irmiun_aariana
Once a solid union of workers is formed, the first task is to bring
pressure to bear on the state, in the same manner that other collective
bodies such as the Union Coloniale or the Union Rtyliste have followed:
L'avantage dont Jouissent tous les grands corps
constitues , c'est de pouvoir compter pour quelque chose
dans l'Etat , et A ce titre d'avoir a se faire representer.
giligaLllulerlare p.28
If the workers have amassed a vast amount of money for their
organisation, they will be able to afford to pay someone to represent
them to demand in parliament that the state listens to them:
Ouvriers , songez bien A ceci ; la premiere chose dont
vous ayez A vous occuper , c'est de vous faire representer
devant .la nation. DiJon_riavrlana p.28
This representative should be carefully chosen and should be
concerned only with obtaining:
Four tout individu LE DROIT AU TRAVAIL; et, en vue du
hien-etre de tous et de tout, l'ORGARISATION DU TRAVAIL.
laticat_alyrldre p29
The Union Ouvriere thus needs a leader prepared to work hard on its
behalf. France has had plenty of illustrious generals and artists. She
should be able to produce someone of "O'Connell" calibre. The Union
Ouvriére should choose someone worthy and capable, and pay him a large
salary. The leader will need a large salary for expenses, but would be
answerable to a committee.
This very modest proposal as a solution for representation for the
workers is due more to the considerable influence of the non-egalitarian
socialism of the Saint-Simonians on Flora Tristan than to any definitive
solution well thought out by her. It is an illustration of that
indifference to egalitarianism in politics which is common to many
utopian socialists. Moral regeneration of the whole working class was
to them a much more important objective than political equality. This
is borne out by Thibert.(29)
It is nevertheless surprising to see Flora Tristan embrace political
inequality. She had seen the Chartists at work campaigning for manhood
suffrage, paid members of parliament, annual elections and secret
balloting, all of which were demanded in the name of the labouring
classes. Her assumption seemed to be that the working class was worth
no more than one representative in the Assemblee Nationale and was
doomed to remain in an inferior position.
Moon states that Flora Tristan's suggestion for one worker
representative was her alternative to the limited franchise demands on
the one hand by the bourgeois feminists, and the universal male suffrage
demands on the other hand by the workers involved in the publication
Atelier(30) This in itself cannot be accepted as a valid explanation.
There was no evidence that she was seeking a compromise; her point was
that political equality was insufficient to ensure emancipation. In
effect, this was proved by the fate of these bourgeois limited franchise
demands much later in the century. Pauline Roland and Jeanne Derain
campaigned for universal suffrage in 1848, but to no avail.
Having one representative for a whole class would suggest that this
method did not contain the seeds of destruction of the old system. The
political institutions of France in 1843, the power base of the
bourgeoisie, would not be threatened or destroyed. Although emancipation
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of the proletariat is the ultimate aim, in the short term, Flora Tristan
does not expect the workers to overthrow the bourgeoisie, the class
which came to power in 1789 and which uses political institutions for
its own ends:
mandataire de l'UNION n'aura a s'occuper ni de
questions politiques ni de questions religieuses.
liztJau_Ibirrieze p.29
This chapter on the Tour de France shows Just how much her experience
would modify her views on this question.
Political egalitarianism is not therefore included in Flora Tristan's
suggestions. The right to work is the central focus of her attention.
The right to work, she believed, would have more appeal, as it is
literally a "bread and butter" issue, rather than an abstract notion of
equality before the law which did not bring an increase of happiness for
the mass of citizens. This was the lesson for Flora Tristan when she
moved away from Art, messianic feminism which appealed to humanity,
petitions to the Chanbre des Deputes, and social observations, to
formulating a programme of action for the workers which would be self
reliant and to a certain extent autonomous from the State and from the
bourgeoisie.
Ironically enough, five years after she was asking for one
representative of the workers to be given one seat, universal manhood
suffrage was introduced in France, a factor which many historians of
feminism reckon destroyed the potential alliance of women and the
working class. (31)
The few benefits the workers subsequently gained through the
parliamentary system of democracy suggest that Flora Tristan's aversion
to politics was not entirely unfounded. Nevertheless, the way in which
she placed sole responsibility for workers' representation or contact
with the ruling class and their institutions on one individual would
suggest that she expected the proletariat to remain in an inferior
position in their relations with other classes. It will, however, be
seen later in this chapter that egalitarianism returns in the Woman
question.
Flora Tristan conceives of the links to be forged between the united
working class and the other classes, not only in the narrow terms of a
single political representative, but also in terms of a wider vision of
class collaboration.
One of the accusations held against utopian socialists by scientific
or Marxist socialists was their failure to understand the materialistic
base of class antagonism and the lack of scientific understanding of the
dialectical development of material historic forces. While it is not the
Intention of this thesis to defend Flora Tristan from attacks by Marxist
socialists, it must be acknowledged that although she came very close to
their position in her analysis of the class question, nevertheless she
did have class collaboration featuring highly in her system of Union
Ouvrlere, In Marxist terms, this implies weakness, utopianism and
reformism.
As we have seen, Flora Tristan seemed content that the workers
would remain inferior in status, albeit in improved conditions. By
having but one representative in the Chambre des Deputes, they would
remain excluded from the power base of society. But she also looked
towards the bourgeoisie, the rulers, to cooperate in any scheme of
improvement of their inferiors, as inferiors they were most certainly
regarded:
... les bourgeois voient a repoque les pauvres comme des
barbares
One of the principal motives for Flora Tristan's conception of the
role of the bourgeoisie in her scheme is the practical one of playing
down the revolutionary nature of her system. In her appeal
'ar bourgeois; she begins by allaying their fears by disclaiming any
notions of revolution:
Je veux qu'ils sachent bien que Je ne suis pas une
revolution:wire,	 une	 anarchiste,	 une	 sangvinaire
ilizian_ilumatere p.113
It must be remembered that this is a brochure for direct action.
The difficulty of presenting such a plan, faced with strict censorship
of political activities, would warrant such a disclaimer.
Thibert and Puech both emphasise the peaceful nature of Flora
Tristan's mission and stress her pacifist methods aimed at avoiding
confrontation. This may be because they are concerned to defend her
integrity as a respectable historic figure in order to establish her as
a worthy academic topic. But the fact remains that Flora Tristan
believed that the success of the proposed Union Ouvrldre depended upon
attracting the cooperation, not provoking the antagonism, of the upper
classes.
Once the workers have formed their own union, they must appeal to
outsiders for moral and practical support to obtain funds for their
building programme and to gain recognition of the validity of their
claims.
When giving guidelines for organising their movement, Flora Tristan
suggests the workers should address themselves to the following
categories:
Appel au Roi des Francais 1/2/cm_QuirldrE (p.81)
Au clerge catholique (p.83)
A la Noblesse francaise (p.85)
Au Chefs d'usines (p.86)
Aux Financiers, aux Proprietaires et aux Bourgeois (p.87)
Appel aux Femmes de tous les rangs, de taus les Ages, de
toutes les opinions, de tous les pays. (p.87)
Quite clearly she intends this exercise to have an educative effect
on the workers themselves about class allegiances:
... A repoque oil nous vivons , il est tres important pour
la classe ouvriere de savoir au juste a quai e'en tenir
sur la sympathie ou l'antipatbie que lui vouent les autres
classes de la societe filitaz.floaddre p.150
There are two categories of bourgeois, states Flora Tristan, "las
sourds et les aveugles" and "les voyants" (glaiaL_Donadre p.114-115)
"Les voyants" are the enlightened members of the bourgeoisie - those
who are already convinced of the Justice of the workers' cause. When
she considers possible candidates for leadership of the Union Ouvri6re,
all are educated men from the enlightened bourgeoisie - from without the
working class. Indeed, many times throughout her book, Flora Tristan
appeals to this section of society for help in organising the workers
into their self-help programme:
Vous tous enf in, ouvriers-pcetes, ecrivains, orateurs,
musiciens, hommes et femmes d'intelligence et de bon
vouloir, Je vous fais ici un appel solennel. - Je vous
somme, au nom de nos freres divises et malheureux, - au
non de l'amour et de l'humanite, - au nom de vous-mémes,
- de precher en paroles et en ecrits: L'URION UNIVERSELLE
DES OUVRIERS ET OUVRIERES _11,21cm_QuirjAce p.110
Flora Tristan considers herself to be of their number.
It is to the "sourds" and "aveugles" that she addresses her remarks
in her appeal to convert them to her cause. She firstly reassures them
of her respect for property. Then she goes on to warn them of the
danger of insurrection if the workers are not granted their right to
work and the right to education:
Supposons maintenant qu'on accorde au peuple ce que Je
demande pour lui un defenseur; des ce moment, plus de
societes secretes, plus d'emeutes. AussitOt que le peuple
salt qu'un homme honorable s'est chargé de le defendre et
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qu'il s'en occupe activement, il attend avec patience et
devient calme. ffraiNIJQUEriale p.118
Clearly, Flora Tristan is doing her utmost to lull the bourgeoisie
into a state of calm and security about the prospect of a massive
organisation of workers. Remarks and replies from individual bourgeois
and socialist sympathisers included in the brochure would suggest that
Flora Tristan wanted to inform the workers what the outsiders' reactions
would be to Union Ouvriere.
In her introduction to the second edition where she analyses the
reception of the first edition from the different classes, she includes
the letters from well known would-be sympathisers. One from
de Beaumont suggests to her that the best advocates for her worthy
cause will be those who defend it without payment. Another letter from
Consider-ant reminds her that:
... les bourgeois sont aussi des hommes, et il faut que
l'emancipation du peuple se fasse plus intelligemment,
plus savamment et plus chretiennement que ne s'est faite
celle de la bourgeoisie. ffidan_auzdare pariv
A wealthy lady, signing herself "Amelie de
	 is enthusiastic
about the "Palais" and is waiting for a lead from Flora Tristan to help
in trying to raise the workers' self respect:
Voyez, Madame, c'est a vous, la creatrice de l'idee , A
nous mettre a meme de la servir. - Quant a moi, vous me
trouverez touJours prete a travailler au bien de mes
fréres. Aussitat que vous aurez organise soit une
societe, un comite ou tout autre moyen d'action, je
Wempresserai de mettre a votre service ma bonne volonte,
mon activite et quelques ressources pecuniaires que Je
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serai heureuse de pouvoir offrir A une aussi bonne oeuvre.
InionQuirrldre p.xvi
Eugene Sue stresses the importance of remaining within
legality (lialan_flumriera p.xvii) Flora Tristan also points out that
while eighty-seven offers of help were received from men workers, only
three women workers visited her and no women wrote to her, a
disappointing outcome given her belief that the most important
outsiders, for Flora Tristan, are wealthy women.
The success of the first edition and, more especially, the
enthusiastic reception from the enlightened bourgeois, ready and willing
to give material and moral support, causes Flora Tristan to attach some
importance to enlisting their help in the preface to the second edition.
It is on this basis that she is able to draw into her scheme women from
outside the working class; not only that, but she has found a way of
getting round their restricted role in society. She characterises her
cause as the most respectable of her day.
A lengthy passage devoted to encouraging women from the wealthy
classes to participate in collecting funds for the workers' movement
reveals how well Flora Tristan understood their desire for an outlet for
action. (33)
Flora Tristan was well aware that the Church, or rather acting on
behalf of the Church, was one of the only forms of social action a
woman could take. No other institution provided an outlet for action by
women who, as members of the wealthy classes, possessed an abundance of
free time and a surfeit of energy to devote to a cause. This potential
Flora Tristan wanted to tap for her cause. Indeed, she wants to make
use of them in the same way that the Catholic Church uses women to
collect and distribute alms:
C'est aux femmes particuliérement que je DOadresse, parce
qu'en l'êtat actuel des chases , elles peuvent servir la
cause plus efficacement que les bommas. - Mais &est aux
femmes intelligentes et aimant Dieu et Pbumanite que Je
fais cet appel. ffnion_Quirjzaw p.xviii
She has seen how efficiently women can act for an organisation such
as the Church; she believes that they could be usefully employed helping
to create jobs. This would be a true act of "charlt0. Instead of being
"les dames dWlimOnes", they would be "les dames de obarite".(laism
Quirleze p.xix) The former, working for the Church, can see no positive
results, but the latter could help to eliminate poverty, the very cause
of evils such as theft and prostitution, rather than trying to alleviate
these symptoms. They could preach the duties and responsibilities of
the rich towards the workers:
... les lemmas de cbarlte iraient chez les riches leur
demontrer qu ill est de leur devoir, de leur interèt de
travailler A extirper la mdsere, afin qu'il n'y ait plus ni
prostituées ni crlminels. Union Ouvrière 'max
Her economic proposals are remarkably like those twentieth century
suggestions for the alleviation of famine and poverty in the Third
World: give them tractors rather than bags of flour:
Elles leur prouveraient , par des chiffres, qu'avec tout ce
que la France donne en aumOnes, pour dtre distribue en
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secours individuels, dans chaque grenier isolement, on
pourrait, en moths de trois ans, creer des travaux
manufacturlers et agricoles sur une grande echelle, de
maniere A pouvoir procurer a taus et A toutes les moyens
de vivre tres-blen en travaillant jthign_areadre p.xx
The right to work, which Flora Tristan is claiming for the workers
as part of their 1789 heritage, is an appeal to the bourgeoisie couched
within a sound moral ethic based on their own terms. Indeed, Flora
Tristan has been accused of being puritanical in her obsession with
finding something useful to keep the workers occupied.(34) In
Eamenadess_clazhajandrea, we may recall her similar attitude to the
prisoners' enforced idleness. Flora Tristan is most insistent that the
workers could be given something useful to do in exchange for money,
instead of receiving alms, a medieval idea.
This short term practical idea is important because it includes
women as actors. Indeed this is the only place that does so. At first
glance it would appear that Flora Tristan was not presenting any radical
way for women to act. If women are involved it is only because of their
contribution towards class collaboration. 
_adagLadanotdat can hardly be
called feminist just for that! Recent research on women in associations,
however, indicates that for 1844, what Flora Tristan was suggesting was
exactly the extent of what the most humanitarian and philanthropic
liberated wealthy women were to perform for most of that century:
A partir de la Konarchie de Juillet, et le phenomene ira
s'accentuant jusque dans les annees 80, ce qui aurait pu
etre un mouvement de philanthropie feminine inspire par
les e Lumieres D va s'interrompre pour entrer dans une
sorte de declin. D'un cOte avec 1Wmergence du
catholicisme social et le developpement de la
philanthropie patronale, on va assister A une
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proliferation d'oeuvres et d'institutions qui temoignent de
l'attention d'une fraction de la classe dominante A la
misere d'origine industrielle m, de l'autre, on constate
une perte d'autonomie et d'initiative des femmes dans le
domaine qu'elles etaient prétes A s'annexer.(35)
Henceforth, an involvement in social good works - at first on an
individual basis, then through voluntary organisations - was to grow and
to become a considerable outlet for female expression, dominated Largely
by men and by the Church;
Certes la pratique de La bienfaisance chez les femmes de
condition aisee est devenue une habitude sociale, mais
elle s'exerce le plus souvent sous l'egide du cure darts
les paroisses ou les bureaux de bienfaisance ou darts le
cadre d'institutions dont u les hommes de bien D out pris
l'initiative.(36)
This potential female action was a prime form of energy Flora
Tristan was anxious to use for her cause; she believed it could become
socialist and feminist. In doing so, Flora Tristan pinpointed an
important role for women that others were not slow to take advantage of
and use to keep women confined to the role of benefactor, instead of
actor.
Class collaboration, therefore, for Flora Tristan, was a means of
massive job creation. This plan falls short of the overall
reorganisation of the infrastructure which scientific socialists claimed
was necessary to eliminate poverty. Providing Jobs in attics was not
the stuff of radicalism, but it did have the modest respectability
necessary to motivate her audience.
Flora Tristan's assumption was that there were unlimited
possibilities for job creation. Here there is no thought of supply and
demand within the capitalist system, no thought of overall organisation
of the means of production and infrastructure, no thought of the
ownership of the means of production, no thought of how the capitalists
would use lower and higher wages with increased and decreased
unemployment according to their advantage.
Class collaboration for Flora Tristan was in the end a question of
tactics. It enabled her to include women in her scheme. It gave her
the cloak of respectability needed to continue with her propaganda
activities. Above all, it did not disturb the social and economic system
of French capitalism. It was reformism not revolution.
We now turn to Flora Tristan's feminism in Irming_anzine.
(3) A "1789" FOR VOKEI — CLASS, GEIDER AID EQUALITY
In contrast to the development of the idea of class solidarity, we
have seen that women are integrated in the project of Union OUvrldre by
the call for class collaboration. This was not the only attempt to
involve women. By demanding a "1789" for women, it will be shown here
that equality is a vital element to link feminism and socialism, and
represents the culmination of Flora Tristan's attempt to fuse the two.
Equality, the heritage of the eighteenth century, and the inspiration
of 1789, was not always considered by Flora Tristan's radical
contemporaries to be so important. After all, the Saint-Simonians
Justified class differences by insisting on the complementary roles of
the industrialists and the workers. And, as Flora Tristan was to
discover during her tour of France, some Marxist or scientific
socialists, believing in the inevitability of dialectical materialism,
denounced any idealistic belief in egalitarianism for the common good of
humanity as a bourgeois device for maintaining its hold on the
proletariat:
Social-Democracy was older than Marxism, and its first
manifestations did not gain the plaudits of either Marx
or Engels. A perusal of their correspondence is enough
to show what an unflattering opinion they held of its
leaders and programmes. (37)
In a rather original way, Flora Tristan, who considered equality the
most important achievement of the revolution, used the political rhetoric
of the ideology of 1789 (equality for all for the common good) to show
that this revolution had not yet been fulfilled as long as women were in
an inferior position.
She suggests that there is no doubt that the country was much
better off in every way after the granting of equal rights to all its
male citizens:
Puis, comme par enchantement, 11 surgit en foule, des
rangs des prolêtaires, des savants, des artistes, des
poêtes, des 6crivains, des hommes d'Etat, des financiers
qui Jetêrent sur la France un lustre que Jamais elle
n'avait eu. _aion_Ciwzridne p.49
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Using the same argument, she appeals to men to liberate women, not
just within the working class, but all women:
Ce qui est arrivê pour les proletaires est, il faut en
convenir, de bon augure pour lee femmes lorsque leur 89
aura sonnê galgia2garraice p.49
The assumption on Flora Tristan's part was that working class men
would be willing to undergo a complete change of attitude, and that this
would suffice to effect true emancipation of all women, not just those of
their own class. The discovery of later feminists was that the
patriarchal system was so entrenched as to be able to resist such
demands. This was enough to discredit any such assumption in a manner
similar to the way the utopian socialists were derided for expecting the
bourgeoisie to be willing to emancipate the class enemy.
Flora Tristan's appeal to men to emancipate women was not simply
for the sake of women. Doubtless she would be much less interesting
had this been the case. She appealed to men to demand emancipation for
women in order to improve the position of their own class, the working
class. Flora Tristan combines two important premises of the utopian
socialist ideal of the Saint-Simonians and Fourierists, namely that
woman was the moral salvation of all humanity and if there was an
emancipation of the working class, the moral salvation of humanity would
be assured. Her originality, as Thibert and Moon rightly indicate,(38)
lies in her fusion of these two premises.
The working class had benefitted to some extent from the 1789
revolution in that for the first time, certain basic political and social
rights were secured:
Le proletaire, lui, pauvre ouvrier regarde Jusque-le comme
une brute, fut bien surpris en apprenant que c'etait
et le meprls qu'on avait fait de ses droits qui
avaient cause les malheurs du monde, - Oh! ii fut bien
surpris d'apprendre qu'll allait Jouir de droits civils,
politiques et sociaux, et qu'enfin ii devenait l'egal de
son ancien seigneur et maitre. linicm_nuiddre p.48
The important thing is the recognition that individuals have basic
civil claims. Accurate details about the lack of equal voting rights in
1789 are not present. No mention is made of the 1843 system of
restricted franchise. What is of interest is the historic process of
transformation of society. Flora Tristan draws an exact parallel with
the class alliance which occurred during the revolution between the
bourgeoisie and the lower classes, and the potential alliance that now
exists between the proletariat and women. In both cases the unwitting
ally is passive. The lower classes found themselves better off after
the revolution which had for the most part been directed and controlled
by the bourgeoisie. They did not play an active part in overthrowing
the Ancien Regime. Similarly, women are not expected to play an active
part in their emancipation as they have no way of throwing off their
own oppression. Applying the principles of 1789 to women will release
them from slavery Just as it did for:
... les PROLETAIRESN. - Avant 89, qu'etait le proletaire
dans la societe francaise? - Un vilain, un manant, dont on
faisait une bête de somme taillable et corveable. - Puis
arrive la revolution de 89, et tout-A-coup voila les sages
des sages qui proclament que la plebe se nomme peuple,
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que les vilains et les manants se nomment citoyens.
ilnian_Dustrigre p.47
In granting women equal rights, society as a whole will be all the
wealthier:
D'apres un calcul fort simple, il est evident que la
richesse croitra indefiniment le Jour oti l'on appellera les
femmes (la moitie du genre humain) A apporter dans
l'activite sociale leur somme d'intelligence , de force et
de capacite. ilajaailwirjeze p.49
In the same way that the proletaire counted for less than nothing
before 1789, before the Declaration of the Rights of Man, Flora Tristan
tells them that women are today considered as inferiors in society.
Jusqu% present, la femme n'a compte pour rien dans les
societes humaines linicErajwcidema p.44
However, within the working class family, women played a much less
unequal role. In sharp contrast to the official suppression of women's
rights by the Church and State, (on the grounds that women have always
been inferior) Flora Tristan claimed that however much a pariah she
might be in society at large, in the working class, the woman fulfulled
a central function:
Darts la vie des ouvriers, la femme est tout. - Elle est
leur unique providence. - Si elle leur manque, tout leur
manque. ffidluLIIEmidne p.51
However Flora Tristan asks the workers:
Cependant quelle education, quelle instruction, quelle
direction, quelle developpement moral ou physique recoit
la femme du peuple? - Aucun. ffialrilL_QuirlAre pp.51-52
If the condition of women in the working class could only be
improved, as Flora Tristan suggests it should be through education, the
whole class would stand to benefit. Hence Woman, the source of the
moral salvation of humanity in Saint-Simonian thinking, becomes in Flora
Tristan's scheme the salvation of the working class. Thus the
emancipation of women becomes the corner-stone for her whole project.
As indicated earlier, it is generally agreed that Flora Tristan's
central objective was to succeed in combining feminism and socialism,
thereby creating a practicable ideal, a valid form of feminist socialism.
If she does succeed, it is in ffnian_QuEridm that this occurs. Finding a
neat solution, or synthesis, however, was not to guarantee success. The
assumption that there will be a gradual development of a harmony
between feminism and socialism, a formula to make both come true all at
once, is too simplistic. The weaknesses of Flora Tristan's synthesis are
all too plain to see.
Firstly, Flora Tristan's appeal to men fell on deaf ears. Secondly,
the vital question of implementing equal economic, political, civil and
social rights was ignored. Thirdly, Flora Tristan still placed women
fairly and squarely in the bosom of the family.
Nevertheless, Flora Tristan% scheme to include feminism in a
working class based movement was interesting and attractive. Her
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argument was that there could be no socialism without feminism. Her
experience was that women could not be the instruments of their own
liberation. Women needed the spearhead of the working class movement
just as the bourgeoisie had provided one in the 1789 revolution.
On the one hand, Flora Tristan based her appeal to the working
class to emancipate women on 1789, on the basis of equality of rights: a
universal principle was to be applied within one class. On the other
hand, this egalitarianism did not extend beyond that class. It was not
used in any demand for political equality of classes. Without this
egalitarian ingredient, the input of feminism in IllicaL_Quirldre would be
negligible.
The question remains, however, as to precisely what role women would
play in the Union Ouvriére - in particular, what is the proper relation
between male and female workers?
The most obvious and immediately striking feature about Illau
amdtre is the fact that Flora Tristan goes to great trouble to mention
male and female workers when addressing her remarks to them. Women
and men are to be on the same economic footing within the working
class. Flora Tristan explains why when she begins her Chapter III of
Enippla_aszl4re by indicating this:
Ouvriers, mes frêres y va pour vous de vos interets
materiels A bien comprendre pourquol ie mentionne toujours
les femmes en les designant par : ouvrieres ou tout.9s.
iliacili_Donntate p.43
Indeed this chapter, which is entitled 'Le Itnnwarie mentionne les
Femmes', amounts to one quarter of the whole of IlairilLihisradre. However,
in the prefaces to the second and third editions, there is no mention of
"ouvrldres" or "toutes". This is a highly significant discrepancy
between what was written before, and what was written during, her Tour
de France. As we shall see in Chapter Six, there was pressure to narrow
her audience to ouvrlers.
The section on women in Ilnian_Quirldre is nothing short of a lesson
to the workers on how women are oppressed. Flora Tristan might be
careful to mention ouvriéres with ouvriers, but this section does not
refer to women. It is addressed to working men. We have seen that
1789 is the key to showing workers the benefits they have gained, for
measuring its incomplete achievements (since women are as yet deprived
of any benefits), and for suggesting the further benefits the workers
could enjoy if their women had equal rights.
Details of the proposed organisation of the Union OUvri6re suggest
that Flora Tristan created a structure not unlike modern trade unions
and political parties. She did not expect working class women to play a
fully equal part in their running, simply because working class women
were very badly educated. This was a transitory situation which she
hoped to change with the implementation of the benefits of the "Falais":
Si je Wadmets pas dans les comites un nombre egal de
femmes et d'hoinmes, c'est parce qu'il est constate
qu'aujourehui les femmes ouvrieres sont beaucoup mains
instruites et moms dêveloppees intellectuellement que les
hommes ouvriers. - Nais il est bien entendu que cette
inegalite ne sera que transitoire. iinismilusfriere p.73
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Women needed positive discrimination to be encouraged. By her own
definition, women in the working class are doubly oppressed, oppressed
by capitalism and by the male order:
Pauvres ouvriéres! elles ont tant de suiets d'irritation!
Wabord le marl. ... Le marl ayant recu plus d'instruction,
etant le chef de par la lol, et aussi de par Pax-gent qu'il
apporte dans le menage, se croit (et il Pest de fait)
bien superieur A la femme, qui, elle, n'apporte que le
petit salaire de sa Journee, et West dans la maison que
la tres humble servante. ffidan_Durridre pp.53-54.(39)
Xodern feminists have searched for alternative structures to avoid
this danger of one gender being excluded from positions of power. The
lessons of past experience within left wing organisations have proved
beyond the shadow of a doubt that women are just as likely to be
excluded from decision-making processes on the left as on the right,
unless the power structure is expressly designed to protect them.
There is also the problem of getting the women interested in the
first place. In the practical details of creating the committees at a
local and central level for the organisation, one of the first lessons
for Flora Tristan, one that she readily acknowledges while trying to
form Union OWIrldne, is the fact that women workers are not as
Interested or as sympathetic to the cause. She mentions the
disproportionate number of replies from men and women workers to
illustrate the gap. This confirms her opinion that the ouvriéres are
not ready for involvement. Egalitarianism in principle is not always
easy to put into practice. And, as Flora Tristan herself was to witness
in her travels around France, the gender division of roles was to become
an integral part of the capitalist division of labour. The consequences
of this new form of oppression for feminism and socialism shall be
discussed further in chapter seven.
Equality between men and women members of the working class is a
crucial aspect of Flora Tristan's appeal on behalf of women. What of
the role of bourgeois women in the Union Ouvriére? A distinction is
made by Flora Tristan between male and female members of the
bourgeoisie. One gender is oppressed, the other is not:
Femmes, quelle mission remplissez-vous dans la societe -
Aucune IninzLIALyzarepp.88-89
Women from wealthy classes are expected to contribute to the
movement in a particular way suited to their own limited means, limited
because of the nature of their oppression. An alliance is possible
between women across the class barrier in the name of "les droits de la
femme:
Femmes, L'UNION OUVRIERE a droit A votre gratitude. C'est
elle la premiere qui a reconnu en principe les droits de
la femme. AuJourd'hui votre cause et la sienne deviennent
donc communes. linismitulaciesce p.88
There are for Flora Tristan two classes of women:
Femmes riches, supprimez toutes ces frivolites de toilette
qui absorbent des sommes 6normes, et sachez employer plus
utilement et plus magnifiquement votre fortune. Faites
des dons A L'UNION OUVRIERE.
Femmes du peuple, faites vous membres de L'UNION
OUVRIERE. Engagez vos filles, vos fils A s'inscrire sur
le livre de l'UNION ilaartiluirldre p.89
All however can unite around Union Ouvrlere:
Femmes de toute la France, de toute la terre, mettez votre
gloire a vous faire hautement et publiquement les
defenseurs de l'UNION. fnian_aarkarm p.89
Indeed gender is the principal means whereby class barriers can be
overcome:
Elle mise sur le travail politique des femmes bourgeoises,
instituees comme relais entre la classe posseclante et le
monde ouvrier.(40)
The manner in which Flora Tristan associates feminism and socialism
through egalitarianism has been discussed with reference to the direct
appeal to men for a change of attitude and to the involvement of women,
both working class and bourgeois, in the creation of the organisation.
Xuch can be gleaned from the way she portrays oppression of women;
significantly, more attention is paid to details of female oppression
than to details of class oppression in IrLdam_amaktm The voice of
bitter experience speaks when it comes to describing domestic quarrels,
drinking habits of husbands:
Aprés les cuisants chagrins causes par le man, viennent
ensuite les grossesses , les maladies , le manque
d'ouvrage et la misere, la misere, qui est toujours la
plantee a la porte comme la tète de Recluse.
faianQuiTleze pp.58-59
The value of fnicaLargriere is that it contains a programme for
action where, although women are not in the main thrust of the action,
they are the focus of a consciousness raising exercise by exhibiting the
extent and character of women's oppression.
So far, we have seen that the aims of gaian_LW7114re were: firstly,
to form an indissoluble unity of the working class: secondly, to collect
a voluntary contribution from each worker and thus make the working
class the owner of capital: thirdly, to conquer the problem of job
creation with the help of the organisation's representative and
resources, and fourthly, to use this power to build "Palais" which would
provide practical services for the sick, unemployed and old, and to give
the children of the working class a proper education on a national basis
to make them into intelligent, rational, skilled adults.
It is in the organisation of the "Palais" that Flora Tristan
produces her practical suggestions for the emancipation of women.
Women workers are to be admitted on the same basis as men, whether they
be sick, old or young.
The vicious circle of oppression so vividly portrayed by Flora
Tristan of the young girl brutalised by her family, who in turn becomes
a harsh mother, is to be broken by education. (Union	 pp.52-53)
Education was in fact the most important practical immediate item
on her agenda to ensure future equality in society and to emancipate
women:
11 rêsulte de cette position qu ill serait de la plus haute
importance, au point de vue de l'imelioration
intellectuelle, morale et materielle de la classe ouvriere,
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que les femmes du peuple recussent des leur enfance une
education rationelle, solide, propre a developper thus les
bons penchants qui sont en elles, afin qu'elles pussent
devenir des ouvrieres habiles dans leur métier, de bonnes
meres de famille capables d'êlever et de diriger leurs
enfants ... et afin qu'elles pussent servir aussi d'agents
moralisateurs pour les hommes sur lesquels elles ant
action	 depuis	 la	 naissance	 Jusqu'A	 la	 mart.
linionQtariare p.62
Apart from taking in equal numbers of boys and girls in the schools
in the "Palais" and identical education for both, there are, however, no
practical suggestions for the implementation of Flora Tristan's demand
for absolute equality:
Commencez-vous a comprendre, vous, hommes qui criez au
scandale avant de vouloir examiner la question, pourquoi
Je reclame des droits pour la femme? - pourquoi Je
voudrais qu'elle frit placee dans la societe sur un pied
d'egalite absolue avec l'homme, et qu'elle en Jouit en
vertu du droit legal que tout étre apporte en naissant?
Inian_Duzatre p.62
The education programme is therefore crucial in her analysis of
women's oppression, both within and outside family life, as it was the
most important practical lesson for the workers. Beyond this, there is
no elaboration of the principle of equality as an immediate end to
women's oppression because Flora Tristan realised it required more than
the passing of laws; there was no easy answer.
As a result, the reader is left in some confusion as to the question
of female nature. In the same breath, Flora Tristan states that society
is responsible for the inadequacies of working class mothers:
Femmes de la classe ouvriere, observez bien, je vous prie,
qu'en signalant idi ce qui est touchant votre ignorance et
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votre incapacite A elever vos enfants, Je n'ai nullement
l'intention de porter centre vous et votre nature la
moindre accusation. Non, c'est la societe que J'accuse de
vous laisser ainsi incultes, vous, femmes; vous meres, qui
auriez tant besoin, au contraire, d'être instruites et
developpees, afin de pouvoir A votre tour instrvire et
dèvelopper les hommes, enfants, confies A vos Gains.
Irdsuicluzddre p.53
and that women's true nature is exactly the opposite to what working
class women are in reality:
Les femmes du peuple, en general, sont brutales,
mechantes, parfois dures. - C'est vrai; mais d im) provient
cet etat de choses si peu conforme avec la nature douce,
bonne, sensible, genereuse, de la femme?
linion_asrldine p.53
Either socio-economic conditions determine behaviour, which is what
Robert Owen believed, or there is a constant human nature, in this case
a female one, a rather romantic or Rousseauesque belief, in which case
the corruptive influence of society hardly matters.
This raises the question of how Flora Tristan defined women. It
would seem that she had a romantic view of womanhood, that nature had
endowed females with capacities which determined their social role.
The mother was responsible for the well-being of the family. Flora
Tristan believed that women are "naturally" better parents than men.
This has many implications for her view of the potential of women once
emancipated; for instance she rarely questioned existing family
structures.
Of course such a view has been severely criticised by feminists and
socialists. The whole system of the nuclear family has been challenged
both by radical feminists and scientific socialists. The feminists
declare that women have never been able to be their true selves because
of the existence of patriarchal society. The socialists declare that it
is purely and simply socio-economic conditions under capitalism that
cause women's oppression. This question of the cause of women's
oppression is still raging within the Left today. (41) A dichotomy
exists between those who claim it is capitalism, and with its
disappearance women will be emancipated - this is the stance of the
Farti Communiste Francais - and those who believe that patriarchy runs
deeper than capitalism, so it must be tackled separately from the class
struggle.
The ambiguity in Flora Tristan's work could well be that she
believed both of these propositions. She cannot be labelled easily
because she demanded rights for women (feminism) in the name of
humanity (socialism):
Je reclame des droits pour la femme, parce que ie suis
convaincue que tous les malheurs au monde proviennent de
cet cubit et meprls qu'on a fait jusqu'ici des droits
naturels et	 imprescOptibles de Petre femme.
lairin__auyrie.re p.62
(4) CONCLUSION
In this chapter, a discussion of Flora Tristan's choice of action -
ffnion_Quythlice - has shown that the synthesis of her feminism and
socialism depended ultimately on implied equality between men and women,
both within this proposed working class organisation for self
improvement and in the labour market. It has also been seen that Flora
Tristan's feminism was very much limited by her view of the role of
women within the family structure and within the confines of a working
class organisation, with little reference to the relationship of the
sexes in the division of labour.
Flora Tristan's prime concern was to consider the condition of the
working class as her priority and not any other "sub-group" such as
women. This did not prevent her from using the political rhetoric of
1789 to show that this revolution had not yet been fulfilled so long as
women were in an inferior position. Using the same argument, she
appealed to men to liberate women within the working class.
It has been seen that the very important question of social and
economic equality was not much discussed, but women workers were
expected to have the same rights as men. Had Flora Tristan's view of
the family been a radically different one, she might have stressed the
issue much more than she did.
As shall be seen in the following chapter, it was on this rather
contentious issue that Flora Tristan ran into trouble, not only with men
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but also with the establishment. Furthermore, it has significant bearing
on her legacy for modern feminism and socialism. One way of assessing
Flora Tristan's radicalism in feminist terms is to study how far she
wanted to change traditional roles within the family and the work force.
Feminists judge progress by the amount of personal freedom gained by
women from the confines of the family; unless one reads much between
the lines on the implications of her egalitarianism, on that score, Flora
Tristan fails rather seriously. Socialists judge by the degree of
importance attached to the class struggle displayed by an author; on
that score, Flora Tristan also fails, although in Tour de France she does
alter her view of the class struggle.
This is the subject of the following chapter.
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Chapter Six
LE TOUR DS FRANCE: SOCIALISX AID FEMINISM
This chapter will examine the evidence in the diaries of Flora
Tristan's role in the working class movement of the 1840s and assess the
extent to which feminism is present.
(1) FLORA TRISTAN'S SOCIALIST ROLE II THE WORKING CLASS MOVEMENTS
OF THE 1840s
(a) Style of Le Tour de France
The work under consideration here is a posthumous publication. The
diaries were annotated firstly by Puech, then by Collinet, and then again
by Michaud, who has indicated that it is extremely fortuitous that they
survived at all.(1) After Flora Tristan's death, the handwritten
manuscript was kept by ElOonore Blanc and her family. Her grandson
handed the diaries over to Puech who then proceeded to annotate them and
present his notes and the manuscript to the International Institute of
Social History in Amsterdam in 1939. Mislaid during the Second World
War, they were only found again in 1970. Michel Collinet then published
Puech's edited work which very quickly went out of print. Most recently,
Stephane Michaud produced a further edition in 1980.
In fact only the careful annotation and preservation by Puech made
possible the later editions and ensured that Flora Tristan's diaries
received a good deal of attention, though more for marketing than for
textual analysis.
In contrast to the contrived style and rigour of the brochure linkm
00g:tam Flora Tristan's diaries contain unstructured, random thoughts.
The loose form of notes does not rule out coherence, however, because
Flora Tristan fully intended to use her diaries for a work entitled Le
-	 Chr.; • ott - 011!	 " ;	 I	 WEL-j,	 fr; 0 ft-
Ararml, intilleotued et materiel. Indeed, from the very outset, she made it
clear what she intended to do with this raw material:
Surchargee de travail comme Je le suis en ce moment, je
ne puis Jeter idi que des notes - qui plus tard me
serviront a faire l'ouvrage dont ie nets ici le titre. Le
Tour de
	
T.1 p.2?
Furthermore, it an appendix, she had notes for the outline of her
proJect.(Le Tour de France T2 pp.229-236) Judging by her notes, the
finished product would have had much the same layout and style, with
more incidents developed into sketches, something rather like Promenades
danra_Landnza.
Part of the unique style of this writer and seasoned traveller is an
interest in all aspects of society, and as in her previous travelogues,
the diaries are full of lively comments about her experiences:
Le journal de Flora, ses t( notes devant servir A mon
ouvrage : le Tour de France D, gardent leur acerbe
ironie.(2)
(b) Contact with Yorkers
Although her priority lay with forming Union Ouvriere cercles, Flora
Tristan relished the challenge of meeting people from all walks of life.
Part One opens with a thirty-four page long account of Flora
Tristan's meetings with workers' groups in Paris dated between 4 February
and 16 April 1843. The significance of this period has already been
discussed in the previous chapter on kilazz_anziexe. Then come seven
pages on her first tentative visit to Bordeaux in September 1843, the
town where only one year later her voyage would come to an abrupt end.
The diary is not kept continuously, as there are no further entries until
her tour proper begins on 12 April 1844.
Flora Tristan visited towns of all dimensions, ranging from the
small provincial town of Avallon to the most industrialized city of Lyon.
Judging by the number of pages allocated to each centre, it is obvious
that the length of her stay in each place varied: so too did the number
of contacts in each town. These were determined as much by the size of
the centre as by the extent of political activity the workers were
engaged in. There were towns where she could find no audience and where
she felt ill at ease:
Cette petite ville d'Avallon a 6 000 Ames, elle est morte
comme toutes les petites villes de provinces. - Je
preferais mourir dans le fond dun cachot que de vegeter
ainsi dans la tranquillite d'une ville 	 n'y a aucune
activite. -	 place 1A. quelques livres chez les deux
libraires. C'est des grains semes sur des pierres.
Tour de Fiance T.1 p.78
Flora Tristan saw little point in staying in Semur, another small
town:
LA je suis reste trois heures mais je n'ai pas cherche A
parler aux ouvriers. - Ceux que j'avais vus la veille
m'avaient fait trop de mal. - Quand on veut aller loin il
faut menager ses forces. Le Tour de Fiance 1.1 p.78
Unsurprisingly, her comments were more incisive when her sojourns
were longer.
Each experience was related to her /dee, her obsession of the urgent
need to form Union Ouvriare. She was impatient with anything peripheral
to her campaign. There was no time for visiting monuments for pleasure
or for going to the theatre: if ever she did so she was ill at ease:
On jouait La Juive D - representation extraordinaire,
bonne musique et bien executee. - Ii ne m'est pas mfte
venu l'tdee de regarder une seconde, ni d'recouter une
minute. - Qu'est-ce que l'art, grand Dieux, A cOte de
l'humanite !	 Rien, mais absolument rien ! i.e Tour de
,a21212g 1.2 p.24
She did find herself visiting churches in the manner that anyone
passing through would do so, but saw no interest in that pastime:
Je donnerai la plus belle eglise de la chretiente pour un
ouvrier intelligent. Le Tour- de Prance T.1 p.81
While her principal aim was to mobilise the working class, many of
her comments were devoted to assessing the rapport de force between the
classes. This was partly because, as she readily admitted, making
contact with the working class was difficult for her, and, as a
consequence, it was not such a time consuming matter. More often the
workers' doors were closed to this outsider who came alone, independent
of any organisation, asking them to adhere to what amounted to an illegal
movement and activity. By contrast, access to public institutions such
as churches, newspaper offices and bookshops was easy for an articulate
intellectual such as herself, admittedly to a lesser extent when that
person was acting on behalf of the workers:
11 faut que maintenant ceux qui travaillent pour le peuple
fussent en debars de la presse en dehors de la librairie
-	 ou	 autrement	 us	 sont etouffes. 1,e Tour de
Eau= T.1 pp. 66-67
Accordingly, Flora Tristan frequently paid visits to public places
to advance her cause outside the working class.
So a secondary objective was to look for potential allies among the
enlightened members of the upper classes. As we have seen in the
previous chapter, class collaboration was a very deliberate tactic.
Indeed, Flora Tristan was so enthusiastic about this aspect of her
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project that she was convinced she would find support. When she
experienced antagonistic reactions from the upper classes, far from being
dismayed, she concluded that the movement had to be essentially self-
emancipatory; in this manner even a negative response was helpful as it
served to reveal to the workers their class enemy. As her trip
progressed, Flora Tristan became particularly engrossed in this question.
A further purpose of Flora Tristan's was not so much dialogue or
preaching but observation. Following on from her study of English
society, she had a chance to probe further into the question of the
condition of the nascent industrial class, this time in the French
context.
She was only able to cover this topic, however, in places when the
length of her stay permitted and where she was admitted to factories and
workshops, usually with an escort:
Sortie ce matin des 9 heures accompagnee d'un chef
d'atelier pour aller a la Croix-Rousse visiter les ateliers
les plus pauvres et les plus riches afin que le contraste
puisse mieux me faire juger retat reel de la classe des
tisseurs. Le Tour de lYmace T.1 pp.154-155
By her reactions, these came as shock; she had never dreamt that
such poverty and exploitation could exist in France. It was as bad as
the worst she had seen in England:
Nes visites aux tisserands pauvres. - Depuis ma visite au
quartier des Irlandais en 1839 Je n'avais pas eprouve une
journee aussi cruellement douloureuse que celle
d'aujourd'hui Le Tour de France T.1 p.154
As I have said earlier, Flora Tristan did not find workers easily.
Dijkstra points out that there was a difference of class and culture
between herself and the people she wished to get close to. This meant
barriers existed which prevented communication. Proof of this can be
found by analysing her meeting places. Flora Tristan was touring France
when workers were beginning to organise in the workplace rather than in
the community, thereby excluding outsiders. It is very significant that
there were very few occasions recorded when she was admitted into
working class homes. The only time this occurred was when the home was
also the workplace as was the case for such as weavers or bakers. As a
result, there was little description of the inside of a worker's home, and
an equally slight amount on workers and their families. For one who
claimed to have correctly analysed the family structure of the working
class, one wonders from where she gained her insight. I would suggest
that this lack of communication leaves a certain amount of ignorance in
her perception of gender relations in the working class.
The discrepancy between her aims and her achievements is marked.
Ideally, Flora Tristan was setting out to talk to workers about their
emancipation, and that of women, but since the class divisions were
almost impossible to overcome, she found herself in danger of being
confined to her own class.
However, even when there were no contacts with workers, the manner
in which she commented on the activities of the other classes serves
effectively to illustrate her feelings of injustice inflicted on the
workers and her thirst for action. The visit to Lamartine's chateau
illustrates this:
rayant pas d'ouvriers A voir idi et etant depuis trois
jours malade a ne pouvoir marcher, Je suis allee en
voiture avec ces Messieurs du Men Public, visiter la
campagne de M. de Champvans et le chateau de M. de
Lamartine, u Monceau D. Le Tour de France T.1 p.108
On this occasion she could gauge the views of three editors of a
local newspaper; they were democrats. Thus we have her opinion of
democrats' capacity for being the instruments of change:
Maintenant que vu cela de prés, ie prédis a coup stir
qu'ils ne seront *mais chefs de rien. - us manquent de
ligne, de vigueur, car les idees us pourraient les prendre
chez moi ou ailleurs, mais l'idee tie suffit pas il faut
savoir l'executer. Le Tomr de France T.1 p.108
On other occasions, she made good use of meetings with local middle class
socialists.
(c) Contact with Socialists and Labour Movements
Throughout her tour, Flora Tristan depended much more than she
would have liked on socialist intellectuals such as the Saint-Simonians
and workers' groups such as Societes de Secours Nutuels, often known as
the Associationists, Compagnons, Cabetists or Icariens, and
Phalansteriens. Considerant's paper and other organs of the socialist
press in Paris had already announced her departure, and she also had
letters of introduction from individual Saint-Simonians or Compagmons
such as Perdiguier.
Puech feels that very few people were on her side in the socialist
world when she sets out, apart from Considerant. She herself was aware
of her isolation, mainly, as we have seen in the previous chapter, because
of political differences between herself and other groups:
Songez mon ami, que Je pars settle, sans aucun appui, sans
argent pour payer les Journalistes de province pouvant
faire la reclame; - que Val presque tout le monde centre
moi. - Les hommes, parce que ie demande l'emancipation de
la femme lee proprietalres, parce que ie reclame
l'emancipation des salaries	 Lettuce p.195
However, in spite of these differences, contacts during her trip
would seem to indicate that there was some mutual interest between the
different sects; they acknowledged by acts of assistance that they had
something valuable in common. At times the links seemed rather weak in
Flora Tristan's opinion, but there were socialists who were willing to
receive her. The generosity of the Lamonnier couple during her fatal
illness in Bordeaux illustrates this. From evidence of her activity from
September 1843 to April 1844, based upon correspondence, it would seem
obvious that Flora Tristan spent the previous year successfully building
up a network of contacts with the socialist and labour movements of the
time. Wherever there were any fellow socialists, she exploited their
services to the full:
Idi comme partout ie trouve des rtpublicains en grand
nombre - mais Je vois qu'Et ceux-la aussi on peut faire
entendre raison ... J'ai trouvê ici beaucoup de
phalanstêriens qui comme partout ne sent bons qu'a parler
Il y a aussi deux ou trois saint-simoniens qui sent
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restes partisans avoues de l'emancipation de la femme.
- Avec ceux-1A Je puis m'entendre - bien qu ills ne bougent
pas, us donnent un fameux coup d'êpaule A la roue.
- Enfin rencontre aussi des ouvriers socialistes, des
gens d'un grand bon sens, ayant bon vouloir et taus m'ont
promis de m'aider efficacement dans ma mission. Le Tour
de France T.1 p.81
Fellow socialists, she realised, had their uses; in particular they
could put her in touch with workers. She wrote of Saint-Simonian
individuals, often in positions of power, such as negociants, or in one
case as the private secretary to the Fefet in Lyon for whom she had a
letter of introduction from Paris. She felt uneasy about contacting the
Saint-Simonian in the Prefecture and turned away as if she could not bear
to penetrate further into the inner sanctum of the establishment, yet no
such inhibition prevented her from contacting industrialists and bishops.
The Saint-Simonians were influential as individuals rather than as
organised groups. The Saint-Simanians were the ones most sympathetic to
the question of the emancipation of women; Flora Tristan wondered if this
was such a good thing; it tended to make them rather inert waiting for
the female messiah to appear, and for this fault she cmitipued to pour
scorn on them. Her feeling was that they had outlived their usefulness;
Ii a le tort des saint-simoniens, il attend. - Attend la
venue de la femme, il sait que c'est elle qui doit sauver
le monde, et lui, bonnie, ii ne bouge plus. - Voila le
defaut des saints-simoniens, mais ce defaut est le
resultat de leur foi en la femme. Le Tour de France T.1
p.89
As we shall see later, Flora Tristan had no qualms about using the
vocabulary of Saint-Simonian feminism, but this did not prevent her from
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pinpointing the passive nature of this way of thinking. Just as
twentieth century revolutionary socialists claimed (until challenged by
radical feminists) that emancipation of women would automatically ensue
"after the revolution", the Saint-Simonians felt that socialism would come
into being after the discovery of the female messiah, and that there was
no point in attempting to implement piecemeal change before that.
Although Flora Tristan could see the weakness of this school of
thought, she considered it worthwhile pursuing discussions:
Je considere que ces trois heures sont bien employees. Le
Tarr de France T.1 pp.88-89
This may indicate a desperation on Flora Tristan's part for
sympathetic contacts of any description, or it may be a recognition of
their common set of beliefs on the social question. Either way, however
much the Saint-Simonians believed in the megalite absolue entre Phomme et
la femme" (Le Tour de France T.1 p.38) there is no evidence of
discussions on this matter during her tour.
She mentioned Pourierists or aalansteriens active both as
individuals and as groups. They were more widespread and more numerous
than the Saint-Simonians. They were willing to listen as a group and
were helpful in a practical way - escorting her to meet workers,
providing introductions - but she often found them lacking the courage of
their convictions or inadequate in some way. In Saint-Etienne they
failed to bring workers to meet her:
Vraiment c'est revoltant de voir le timore et l'ágoisme de
ces phalansteriens. M. Soubiere qui est maitre-tanneur,
qui emploie et connait des ouvriers, n'a pu encore m'en
amener un. Je suis sOre qu'il a peur de se compromettre.
Le Tour de France T.1 p .211
This incident reveals more about Flora Tristan's naivety than the
Fourierists failure. Why did the workers have to be brought to her
hotel? The fact indicates just how wide the gap was between proselytiser
and would-be proselytes.
In Lyon, the Fourierists were the most timid about associating with
her for fear of risking trouble with the authorities. In disgust she
referred to them as bourgeois, afraid of committing themselves:
En somme Val etó tres mecontente de ces patrons
bourgeois fouriêristes. Je leur ai demandê leur
coopêration pour l'impression du petit livre, us ne l'ont
pas donnêe disant pourtant qu'ils la donneraient. kvec
eux rien ne se fait franchement et rondement - pas
d'activite pas de vie, ces gens la vivent dans la mort. Le
Tour de fiance T.1 p.168
Judging by Flora Tristan's account of socialists in 1844 France,
Saint-Simonians and Flalansterians originated from the bourgeoisie. The
aim of Flora Tristan's tour of France, however, was to get beyond that
circle of passive middle class utopians.
It was among activist workers of the French labour movement where
Flora Tristan relished most the possibility of contacts and where she did
the greater part of her preaching. She had high hopes of finding
widespread support there. As she herself boasted in Momenades dams
Londces, because of the revolutionary tradition dating from 1789, the
French proletariat was politicised and had begun to organise through
membership of various organisations.
Here then were actual manual workers and artisans, especially useful
to Flora Tristan because often they could summon meetings quickly in
their headquarters (chez la AAre) and provide the facilities for meeting
places. From prominent activists such as Perdiguier, with whom she had
been in correspondence, she had learnt of the extent of rivalry between
the different Compagmons and was pleased with herself on one occasion
when she intervened to preach unity, not strife, and two Compagmons were
reconciled with one another:
Je fis la de la fraternite en pratique 	 I,e Tour de
Enume 1.2 p.101
Xore significantly, on her tour she witnessed at first hand the
changes in the fortunes of these workers. From her conversations with
les Ard-res, Flora Tristan was in a position to comment on alterations in
the structure of the labour market. She rightly observed that cheap
labour from the country was undermining Compagnon wage rates and as a
result the Compagnons were a dying breed in small towns:
La concurrence se faisant une guerre acharn6e partout, les
patrons ont diminue de Jour en Jour le prix de l'ouvrage,
espêrant ainsi enlever les pratiques du voisin. Le Tour de
Ezmige 1.1 p.106
The rural workers were resented because they accepted lower wages
and did the same Job badly:
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Ces petits ouvriers de la campagne ont recu le nom de
carmagnoles D en signes de mepris. Le Tour de France
T.1 p.107
This was to be the fate of countless skilled craftsmen and artisans
in the industrialisation process during the nineteenth century. It led
some socialists, including Flora Tristan, to consider that competition was
the greatest evil of capitalism:
Pal un bel article A faire la-dessus, faisant voir que
cette concurrence et ces carmagnoles nous 1-m1161:lent droit
en barbarie, sauvagerie, etc., etc. Le Tour de France
T.1 p.107
Flora Tristan saw how these developments left the Compagmons much
weakened. Young skilled workers had found it easy to fend for themselves
in securing their own employment because of the development of new
industries such as mechanical engineering:
Pour qu'eclate l'organisation compagnonnique il fallait en
effet a la fois que la situation cur le marche du travail
deborde les compagnons et leur interdise le contrele de
l'embauche qui faisait leur principe force materielle, et
que l'atmosphere politique encourage une reflexion de type
liberal contre l'archaisme autoritaire de l'institution.(3)
As a result, the Compagnons were more receptive to her suggestion
for Union Ouvriére than would otherwise have been the case. Rather than
try to preserve the Compagnonnage in some way, as Perdiguier was
suggesting, Flora Tristan hoped to entice them into her new scheme of
self protection.
However, new associations were already forming to take the place of
the Compagnons. The Compagnonnages became increasingly marginal after
1830. Before then they had been prominent in the building trade and had
served mainly as a protective insurance and employment association for
their own members. But after 1830, the mutual aid societies began to
take their place:
The July Monarchy saw the founding of over a thousand
more mutual-aid and benefit societies (a prefectoral
enquiry of 1852 established that 1088 had been founded in
the eighteen-year period, compared to 377 for the years
1814-30, but these are low estimates based on incomplete
returns). (4)
Flora Tristan had more to hope for from the societaires de 1Thion,
who were closest to her aspirations. In Auxerre, they all subscribed to
her Union. In MAcon, they were the only ones to come forward. They were
the strongest group in Toulon among the munitions workers:
Partout je trouve les societaires bien mieux sous tous les
rapports que les autres, et la raison c'est qu'ils font
déjà partie de l'Union de tous les corps d'êtat. I.e Mar de
Eaume 1.1 p.105
Unfortunately, although we are told their trade, in this case
tonneliers, there is no indication of their attitude to women. This is
one of the main frustrations in reading the diaries; there is insufficient
information on this question.
According to Judt, members of these societies would be entitled to
free medical care and some payment during illness and convalescence in
exchange for a monthly contribution of around one franc in the 1840s.
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Political discussions were banned. Most societies excluded women; they
would have had difficulty in paying anyway since they were paid half the
men's rate. There were, however, some societies exclusively for women in
Lyon and the Dauphin& region. On antagonism towards women workers, Judt
writes:
It is particularly ironic that the feeling among printers,
for example, should have been so strongly against women
in their trade just at the moment (1845) when the livret
was being extended to women workers.(5)
It would seem that Flora Tristan admired the societaires for reasons
other than their feminism. When police repression was at its height, the
Compagnoms withdrew but the societaires stood firm:
Dans cette circonstance les sociêtaires se sont
parfaitement conduits, pas de crainte, pas d'hêsitation,
pas de bravade. - us ont ete bien, trés bien sous tous
les rapports Le Tour de France T.2 p.219
However much she admired the socidtaires, Flora Tristan rightly
believed they were inadequate: their weakness lay in the fact that they
were organised for defensive actions only - against wage cuts for example
- but they could never have become a spearhead for collective action on a
wider scale. They were too localised, and meetings in the workplace
could not have fostered a feeling of solidarity among all workers, male
and female, skilled and unskilled, in new and old industries. Here we see
the symbolic importance of the "Falais" in Flora Tristan's scheme, away
from the bar and workplace, a place where all would be admitted on equal
terms.
The societaires were tolerated by the authorities so long as they
did not engage in politics; Flora Tristan witnessed what happened if they
did. Reception of her ideas was enthusiastic among some of the members;
this was because socialism had already made inroads into the workers
movement by the time Flora Tristan toured France, according to Judt. In
other words, the extent of her success ultimately depended on previous
work by fellow socialists and not in her Idee or in her powers of
persuasion, as she would have liked to think:
Socialist propaganda and the activists who carried it all
over France in these years were catalysts for sentiments
which already existed across a wide spectrum of
opinion. (6)
The group of socialists Flora Tristan felt least inclined to contact
was the communist group, particularly the Cabetist or Icarien sect:
Le soir a 8 heures chez les communistes - voila la
premiere fois que ie rencontre des hommes qui me sont
tout a fait ennemis. Le Tour de France T.1 p.169
This form of socialism had footholds in Paris, Lyon and Marseille.
Why did she oppose it? Flora Tristan was careful to distinguish between
the collectivist communists, who wished to have a collective form of
organisation and a communal way of life, and the Icariens, who espoused
Cabet's teaching. She found that Cabet's idea of each worker having his
own house and garden, where the authority of husband and father was
enforced, was far too selfish:
En leur montrant un chacun chez soi propre et
confortable, un petit jardin a soi seul, en conservant
l'autoritè du pere et du man, en leur donnant une patrie
soi et superieure aux autres, un chef (up Icar) nomme
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par eux et par consequent devenant leur chose, il etait
stir de plaire et de s'emparer de cette partie de la classe
ouvriere qui est encore aveugle ou au moms trés myope et
n'y volt pas plus loin que son petit bien etre personnel.
Le Tour de France T.1 p.147
She did however recognise worthy qualities in collectivist
communists:
Pal le bonheur d'entendre tous les lours des ouvriers me
dire -. Nous voulons que la terre ne forme plus qu'un
grand et magnifique Jardin pour tous, que l'humanite
devienne une grande et même famille DU chaque membre vive
selon ses gaits et recoive selon ses besoins. Le Tour de
Fiance T.1 p.147
She was suspicious of all the communists, however, as she
disapproved of the doctrinaire effect they had on their supporters. She
found that some workers spouted communist propaganda and were far too
entrenched in their ideas. What she reproached the Cabetists in
particular for was the same weakness that the other socialists were
guilty of: immobilism:
Sous ce rapport M. Cabet a fait beaucoup de mal aux
ouvriers, il a paralyse en eux toute action - aujourd'hui
les ouvriers ne voient que le regne de l'Icarie, restent
fascines devant cette vision. Ils attendent au lieu de
travailler activement 	 preparer cet heureux régne. Le
Tour de France T.1 p.134
The communist sect was the most feared by the authorities, by
republicans, and, seemingly, by fellow socialists. According to Buffenoir
there were two kinds of communism: violent and pacific. Those favouring
secret societies, armed insurrection and revolutionary dictatorship,
sometimes known as habouvistes, were popular until around 1840, when the
second kind, favouring collectivisation, communal organisation and more
peaceful methods of acquiring the means of production, began to develop.
Communists were much maligned.
The newspaper La Gazette is quoted by Buffenoir to illustrate the
condemnation by the Catholic authorities:
... le communisme est une doctrine impossible, immorale,
qui se rapproche de ratheisme. ... 	 Le communisme
rendra les manages temporaires, proscrira les
professions liberales, forcera lee banquiers a faire des
souliers ou des chapeaux.(7)
The republicans were also acrimonious in their hostility towards
communists, accusing them of failing to give support to the struggle
against the monarchy. The reason for the communists' drift away from
republicanism, of course, lay in the fact that the republicans refused to
endorse social or economic reform:
Si les communistes se sont separes des Republicains, ce
n'est pas qu'ils en aient voulu a ceux-ci de faire la part
des circonstances, c'est que Rittiez et les siens n'ont
voulu ni introduire, ni discuter dans leur journal aucune
idee sociale pour s'en tenir toujours exclusivement
leurs idees politiques.(8)
Not surprisingly, since she was allied to the communists on this
issue, Flora Tristan found communists attending her meetings.
From her comments, it was clear that Flora Tristan had her finger
on the pulse of the socialist movement, such as it existed in France at
the time of her tour. She attempted to fuse the utopian socialists and
the already organised labour groups with the workers by drawing all
sympathisers into her scheme. In the following section, the significance
of this relationship between socialists and workers will be further
discussed.
(1) Flora Tristan and the lYttletaire
Suggestions have been made in the previous chapter that Flora
Tristan used the class term of "proletariat" almost before it came into
existence, inferring that political awareness preceded economic
experience. Flora Tristan's observations of this class were conducted at
a transitional stage in the French economy, and it is a matter of
considerable controversy as to whether there was such a thing as a
proletariat when Flora Tristan was touring France:
Le proletariat a donc existe sous la Restauration, c'est
dire a manifeste son existence par des luttes sociales,
par des tentatives de resistance economique (mutuelles,
societes de secours). Ii s'est engage dans les luttes
politiques qui opposaient les liberaux aux ultra
royalistes. Et dans une occasion au mains, son
intervention a fait reculer le pouvoir.(9)
The earlier view was that France experienced industrialisation at a
later period than England, but this view has now been challenged.
According to Judt, the industrialisation process was well under way in
1844. Contrary to popular myth, French industrial performance for the
early to late nineteenth century was not at all poor or weak:
The gross national product measured per capita rose
steadily from 1825 to the onset of depression in the
mid-1870s ... By mid-century 30 per cent of the active
population was engaged in industry or construction, and
55 per cent of the active population was
wage-earning. (10)
It was particularly the urban and industrial milieu that Flora
Tristan studied, and this was where the most rapid transformation had
been taking place. But how representative of French industry was Lyon
and the silk industry? According to the above source, the textile
Industry dominated the Lyon region until after World War One. In 1861
it was the biggest employer of women and the second biggest employer of
men. Another feature of the textile industry was that old and new
methods coexisted for a long time and, according to Judt, men were
predominant in the skilled jobs whereas women were hired as unskilled
workers:
Thus the 5,000 mechanical Imams of 1830 rose to 31,000 by
1846 (in the country as a whole), while the Lyons
Fabrique, an area of traditional and intensive textile
output which even exported 78 per cent of its output by
1870, still had 100,000 handloams in active use as late
as 1880.(11)
Perhaps the most interesting of Judt's conclusions, however,
concerns the role of women in the work place. While he states that the
divisions between old and new, skilled and unskilled, workshop and
factory, were not at all clear cut, he does admit that between men and
women they were. Women were omnipresent in certain major industries,
notably textiles and clothing; indeed, suggests Judt, women were much
more susceptible to proletarianisation:
Differences in work experience between men and women
were thus characteristic of life in French factories and
workshops throughout the century - and it must be
emphasised that these differences took shape within the
experience of industrial employment, rather than between a
male labour force and non-working women. (12)
The point which Judt makes here has considerable relevance for the
direction of Flora Tristan's aspirations towards socialism, in which
feminism becomes more and more explicit.
He declares that this proletarianisation does not in itself
constitute an explanation of women's relative absence from the organised
Labour movement or their low membership of such traditional
organisations as mutual-aid societies:
What we can safely infer, I believe, is that attempts to
explain the aspirations and divisions of the labour
movement in France through the conditions of work are
made peculiarly troublesome by the extent to which some
of the male labour force was marginal to precisely those
developments on which rest certain influential theories of
mass class consciousness.(13)
Judt is challenging the accepted notion that socialism developed
from purely economic circumstances - that it was a mass labour
movement based in industries which employed considerable numbers of
unskilled labourers. The corollary would be that women would have been
heavily involved. This was not the case. If it is accepted that
socialism developed among the small numbers of skilled male workers, we
have a possible explanation for the absence of women from early labour
movements. But do we deduce from this that the particular experience of
a small number of workers (skilled male workers) influenced the whole
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direction of the labour movement and socialism? Did Flora Tristan
contribute to this development? Is it for this reason then that women
workers were scarcely visible in Flora Tristan's campaign? In other
words, did Flora Tristan's experience lead her into the trap of
campaigning for an exclusive group of workers who would dominate the
labour movement in its form and aspirations? These are tantalising
issues about the role and identity of the male and female labour force.
Unfortunately, too little is known about female working conditions and
aspirations of this period for the question to be seriously tackled.
Judt himself side-steps the issue of women workers and their lack of
involvement in socialist movements, and gives a rather open-ended
answer to the question of the roles of the skilled artisan and uns1122ed
worker in labour movements when he reiterates Xarx's analysis that the
development of socialism depended on non-economic issues, and that it
was the political experience of revolutions (1789 and 1830) of the
masses in France made them highly susceptible to anti-capitalist
theories rather than their work environment.
It has been claimed that an important element of the originality of
Flora Trista.n's action is that she was the first person to talk directly
to workers.(14) She herself saw her objective as such. Indeed her
intention was to speak to as many workers as possible. However,
gradually, the practical and physical impossibility of such an ambition
caused her to modify her tactic somewhat. As we have seen earlier, she
arrived in some places as a complete stranger. In such situations she
had little choice; her method of making herself known when she had no
workers' addresses, as was the case for Auxerre, Avallon, Dijon and
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Chalon-sur-SaOne, was to visit the organs of communication of the upper
classes and officialdom:
Idi comme A Avallon Je vois que lA °it les ouvriers ne
sont pas reunis par le compagnonnage ii serait impossible
de rien faire. Ii faudra bien faire sentir ce point. Le
Tour de Fiance T.1 p.81.
Flora Tristan found herself faced with the almost insurmountable
task of making contact with a suspicious, even hostile, illiterate
section of society. In contrast to her contact with already organised
groups, there was despair in her comments about the workers as she
realised the enormity of the task ahead. She analysed the reasons for
their indifference.
Firstly there was the lack of time outside long working hours:
Ce qui empéche les ouvriers d'agir en vue de leur
amelioration, Oast prinicipalement le manque de temps. Ise
Tour de Fratlicx, T.1 p.86
Then there was their failure to comprehend, which she found
exasperating:
Servir l'humanite est chez moi une passion devorante. - Je
donnerai ma vie, Je vendrais mon &me pour pouvoir la
servir ! Nais comment ? Elle est aveugle et sourde ! Le
lauE_cle_Eicanoe T.1 p.78
She attributed their antagonistic behaviour to their poor standard
of living, and to corroborate this view made enquiries about the wage
levels:
Cette classe est des plus malheureuses. - us gagnent de
1 fr. 50 A 1 fr. 75, les plus habiles 2 fr. De plus ils
sont assuJetis A des chOmages continuels, ce qui reduit
leur Jour A 1 fr. Qu'on Juge de leur misere. - Voila ce
qui m'explique pourquoi us etaient si malpropres. Le Tour
de France T.1 p.89
The extent of exploitation and of alienation was much greater than
Flora Tristan had envisaged before her tour. This had considerable
consequence for her tactics. At an early stage of her campaign, Flora
Tristan recognised that she had to scale down her ambitions of getting
a workers' "Palate" established when she could not even get through to
the workers the concept of the right to work:
Ainsi Je renonce a leur faire comprendre cette premiere
question, constituer la classe ouvriere. - us tie
comprennent pas meme ce que c'est que le droit au
travail D. Le Tour de Fiance T.1 p.116
It is clear from her observations that Flora Tristan did not visit a
homogeneous class.
Yorkers who had a secure Job were not good material, thought Flora
Tristan when she first arrived in Toulon. Vae was prone& wrong.
However, she was surprised that they had understood idea of class
solidarity more easily than the concept of the right to work:
Chose etrange ils ont compris la plus haute question du
petit livre : la constitution de la classe ouvriére - et
us n'ont pas compris le droit au travail D - cela
s'explique Jusqu'a un certain point - &taut dejà quasi
organises us ont pu se faire une idee de cette
constitution que Je propose. - Et n'êtant pas exposés au
ch8mage us ant moms compris la necessite du droit au
travail. Le Tour de France T.2 p.91
The small numbers constituting the elite activists of already
motivated workers were class conscious, and by implication were the
most receptive. They were ripe for conversion on the basis of the ideal
of class solidarity. Flora Tristan had, however, mistakenly expected the
very poorest, who were in the majority, to be the most willing to act
for her, as they had nothing to lose.
Realising the extent of ignorance and the lack of class
consciousness among the mass of the workers was a hard lesson for Flora
Tristan. Hopes of quick results were dashed:
est clair qu'il faut au moms 7 ou 8 ans pour que
toutes les idees de mon petit livre soient vulgarisees et
aient penetre dans le peuple, et moi, aveuglee par l'amour
immense qui m'embrase, Je veux qu'en six mois les ouvriers
savent ce que moi mis 20 ans A comprendre ! Le Tour
de France T.1 p.117
The hurdle was the familiar story of socialism advanced in theory
coming from socialist intellectuals such as Flora Tristan, and the actual
state of the proletariat, unable to mobilise. Yet according to Judt:
Socialist propaganda and the activists who carried it all
over France in these years were catalysts for sentiments
which already existed across a wide spectrum of
opinion. (15)
If this was true, Flora Tristan was in fact discovering the drawbacks of
trying to mobilise a class defined as such in economic terms but not
yet economically class conscious. This gap which existed between
socialism from intellectuals and the class most concerned but least
involved, the nascent working class, was merely symptomatic of the
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effect of the capitalist system; it was not the cause. The cause, as
Flora Tristan and most socialists recognised, was property:
Quand on examine les causes du mal, on reste convaincu
qu'il n'y a qu'une seule et unique cause, c'est la
propriete. Le Tour de France T.1 p.93
Yet it was not all gloom and doom. Flora Tristan did draw some
encouragement from her visits - in particular from her visit to Lyon.
Lyon was the first successful contact, and also the high point of her
tour. It was here that the most appalling conditions for workers
existed and the most politically advanced workers were to be found; it
was here that socialism in other forms had made inroads, and it was
here that Flora Tristan elicited the most sympathetic response. This
was not the only place where Flora Tristan found enthusiastic support,
but thereafter she reserved special affection for the Lyon workers.
Compared with the despair of previous visits, she at last found
workers ripe for conversion:
11 y a la en germe un ordre des choses nouveau -. Le Tour
de France T.1 p.123
Why was Flora Tristan so encouraged by the workers in Lyon?
Because they knew that they must rely on themselves:
voici des hommes qui n'ont plus confiance aux hommes,
ni deputes ni savants ni prétres ni role, ils savent que
tous ces hommes dits superieurs sont des Robert-Xacaire,
des es-metes sans entrailles, sans fraternite pour la
classe ouvriere. - Ces travailleurs savent que tous lee
hommes riches sont leurs ennemis - et que lee savants ne
s'occupent pas d'eux	 Le Tour de France T.1 p.123
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From Lyon onwards there was a greater amount of time spent with
workers and less reliance on outsiders. There were larger, more
frequent meetings and banquets. Cercles of Union Ouvrlere were actually
formed.
Aghulon considers that her visit to Toulon was much more
influential, but that Lyon overshadowed the success of her visit there:
C'est en 1844 que commence ici la poussêe des luttes qui
marquera la fin du regne de Louis-Philippe. (16)
In terms of strike action because of her visit, Toulon was her
biggest success story:
Dans ce milieu ouvrier toulonnais si divers, animê A la
fois par une aspiration croissante au mieux-etre et par
la concurrence des differentes organisations - sans
parler des êchos qui pouvaient parvenir de la politique, -
l'impulsion en est venue de l'exterieur, apporte par Flora
Tristan. (17)
The visit to Toulon demonstrates to Aghulon that the months of
preparations before the start of the tour had paid dividends:
Flora ne prit pas contact seulement avec les quelques
ouvriers que leurs 6crits avaient individuellement fait
connaitre, mais par Moreau avec toute une collectivitê
organisee, dont nous savons qu'elle était representée
Toulon chez les travailleurs de fer.(18)
There is little doubt that Flora Tristan had some local impact on
the labour movement. The strikes in the southern towns of Toulon and
Marseille after her visit were attributed at the time by the authorities
to Flora Tristan, though they are nowadays interpreted equally as part
of the opposition to the Orleanist regime.
Thus we see that although Flora Tristan's method for gaining contact
with the workers was rather precarious at first, it did have some
results. This is an indication that Flora Tristan skilfully manipulated
the network of socialist-worker contacts then in existence. From some
of her observations towards the end of her tour however, it can be seen
that she began to view that network less favourably, such was her
disappointment with the prospect of organising independent
self-emancipatory worker groups. The term "ouvrier intelligent" entered
her vocabulary; by this, Flora Tristan meant those who were capable of
understanding her message and all that it implies. This category of
worker was the most abused kind of person in France:
A faire un tres beau passage sur la souffrance des
ouvriers intelligents Le Tour de France T2 p229
In an extraordinarily revealing passage, she declared that the class
conscious worker was abused by everyone, including his womenfolk:
Par qui l'ouvrier intelligent est-il crucifie ? Par ses
freres de miséres, par ses compagnons d'atelier, par le
patron qui s'enrichit de ses sueurs; dans sa famille, par
sa mere, par sa femme, par sa fille. Ses compagnons le
raillent, l'insultent, le denoncent, le poursuivent comme
etant un etre dangeureux - le patron le blesse dans sa
liberte et dignite d'homme et le chasse - sa mere, sa
femme, sa fille, l'accablent d'indignes reproches, le
signalent comme un fou, un mauvais su,jet, un emeutier, un
róvolutionnaire, un mechant ! Le Tour de France T.2 p.230
The paradoxical outcome of Flora Tristan's tour of France was the
realisation that her socialist and feminist attempt to form a workers'
union was opposed from within and without the working class, and that
reliance on small groups of "ouvTlers intell4ents" would be the most
effective way forward, opposed as they were by women. Having earlier
condemned fellow socialists for working through elite groups, and for
ignoring feminism, Flora Tristan seemed to arrive at a position
Indistinguishable from theirs.
(e) Xethod of Campaign: Reformist or Revolutionary?
In spite of frequent humiliations from police searches and
confiscation of her possessions, Flora Tristan continued to campaign
openly and to hound the local press for publicity and support for her
cause. Only once do we find a comment to the effect that she should
modify her behaviour for fear of making visits in future towns
impossible:
Pavais envie d'aller voir le commandant pour lui demander
la permission de faire signer les ouvriers employes a la
Xanufacture, mais il va me la refuser, peut-etre
ecrira-t-il it Paris et, signalee encore de ce cate, serait
&exposer A de nouvelles persecutions dans les villes
ie dois seiourner. - Hvitons cela puisqu'en definitive ie
veux signaler principalement retat de l'ouvrier. LP Tour
de France T.1 p.218
However, as a result of persecution, the aims of her tour became
confused. Which was now more important: to act as a militant outside
the law or to act as an observer and thus remain within the law but
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continue to campaign more indirectly for a change in the conditions she
is recording? Her chosen course was the latter - reformism, not
revolution. But even this milder course subjected her to considerable
persecution. Here it is worth remembering what an unconventional if not
daring thing this was for a single woman to do. On occasions she gave
vent to her feelings of loneliness and discomfort, worsened by her
almost constant illness throughout and the news that she was to be
evicted from her Paris flat. Rather than succumb to despair, this
intrepid campaigner carried on; after all, she was an experienced
traveller, fully aware of the abuse to which such a course of action was
liable to inflict on a woman. Ill-treatment by hotel owners, journalists
and politicians only served to bear out her earlier analysis in
In this rather
obscure way, feminism was present. The irony of the situation was that
once more, Flora Tristan found herself as an outsider, a pariah. From
the outset, as early as her Bordeaux trip, the authorities viewed her
with great suspicion. She had her strategy worked out, and her trip to
Bordeaux in September served as a practice run. She outlined her plan
of campaign which she hoped would forestall the action of spies or
agents provocateurs:
Lore de mon Tour de France voici la marche que je suivrai
: en arrivant dans une ville j'irai dWbord faire une
visite au prefet - ou sous-prefet - au directeur de la
police, a Parcheveque ou evéque, aux cures principaux, en
un mot A toutes les autorites civiles, religieuses et méme
militaires. Le Thar de France T.1 p.154
Her main intention was to repudiate the title of rabble rouser or
inciter of revolution:
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Je leur dirai : Monsieur, je viens vous prevenir que Je
viens dans votre ville, non pas pour precher aux ouvriers
la revolution, mais bien le contraire pour leur precher
l'ordre or Je viens vous prier de [nal pas me confondre
avec les emeutiers, les politiques revolutionnaires et
autres marchands de palabres et harangues avec lesquels
Je	 rien de commun. Le Tour de Fr/samv T.1 pp.154-65
Clearly, although she considered herself to be a revolutionary at
the start of her writing career, this was not her aspired image as a
campaigner for Union OUvriere. On the contrary: from the outset of her
tour of France, Flora Tristan disavowed any association with disruptive
elements of society.
However, if she truly believed the authorities would be taken in by
her explanations then her naivety was about to be destroyed. She was to
be the subject of interest of the police in particular for the very
charge that she repudiated.
But there was a more complicated reason for an open campaign. She
believed that by distancing herself from other opposition groups, which
were often compelled to go underground or which even espoused secrecy,
that she would lead the workers to the right kind of political action:
faut qu'A tout prix je les sorte de cet ordre politique,
idee creuse qui n'engendre que des emeutes, des
arrestations, des persecutions pour les ouvriers; ce qui
rend les hommes du pouvoir tits contents et decourage les
hommes de coeur et d'action. i.e Tour. de France T.1 p.63
It will be remembered that insurrections of a violent kind were very
much a part of French politics at this time. There were fresh memories
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of the 1830 revolution (in which the dispossessed assisted the
bourgeoisie in the overthrow of the Bourbon Monarchy but gained little
from it), of the Paris uprising of 1832 and the Lyon insurrections of
1832 and 1834. As the treatment Flora Tristan herself was to be given
indicates, the establishment was fearful of the outbreak of other
insurrections. Throughout the 1840s, opposition to the Orleanist
Monarchy was growing in many sections of society; the authorities needed
very little encouragement to severely repress collective demonstrations
of discontent. As we have seen in earlier chapters, much as she admired
the French for their capacity for revolution, at the start of her tour,
Flora Tristan felt very strongly that the workers had nothing to gain
from violent uprisings. She was careful to emphasise her choice of
action as a legal and peaceful one:
reclamez vos droits, au nom du droit ! Le Tour de
/Duce T.1 p.65
When there was a possibility of a rowdy meeting in Lyon, Flora
Tristan refused to attend. Yet one can sense a great deal more bravado
in Agen where she almost goaded the authorities to force her meeting to
a close. One wonders if the constant harassment to which she was
subject did not produce a feeling of greater determination on her part
to carry on in passive resistance, fully aware of the implications. In
Toulon she remarked that the presence of a single woman was enough to
frighten those in charge, even though they had an arsenal at their
disposal.
Flora Tristan had many other important reasons for avoiding
secrecy: as she intended to seek out support for her cause from the
enlightened members of the bourgeoisie and clergy, she had to be seen to
remain within the law. Moreover, she could not possibly make herself
known to the workers without the help of existing means of
communication and organisations. Finally, she wanted the workers to
take pride in their status of worker - to stand up and be counted.
She was confronting the dilemma facing all activists who want to
bring about radical change while acting within legal limits. Was Flora
Tristan then a reformist or was she a revolutionary? To judge by the
above analysis one would be tempted to suggest that she wanted to be a
respectable reformist. But perhaps the dichotomy posed is a false one
If we consider her view that purely political movements did not serve
the workers' interests, we may find that the answer is that she was a
reformist only because reformism was the only sure method of
accomplishing a revolutionary change. In other words, to pursue
revolutionary objectives by direct political action could only result in
failure. This brings us to a consideration of Flora Tristan's
relationships with the politicians.
(f) Flora Tristan and the Politicians
The constant awareness of the enormity of the task of motivating
Indifferent workers to act had an extraordinary effect on Flora Tristan.
Rather than resign herself to defeat, she redoubled her efforts, becoming
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embroiled in internal struggles over control of, and access to, workers.
Some of these struggles had political overtones. One particular incident
is described in great detail. On her return visit to Lyon, her friends
reported that Rittiez, a republican journalist from Le Censeur, had
spread the word among the workers that she was a secret government
agent. His reason for doing so was political:
Ii vient dire ô. Castel qu'il est furieux contre moi parce
que ie viens empècher la revolution, qu'avec les preches
pacifiques je viens chtitrer les ouvriers de Lyon et autres
stupidites de ce genre -. Le Tour de Fiance T.2 pp,7-8
Rather than leave the matter, Flora Tristan confronted him in order
to obtain evidence for herself, so that she might use the incident as
further evidence of bourgeois politicians' pettiness for her book. She
dismissed the value of the dialogue with such activists. She believed
that clearing her name with the workers would not further her cause; it
was just wasting valuable time and energy on such a digression:
vale non pas pour faire plaisir aux aveugles qui
veulent que je me defende de cette absurde accusation,
male seulement pour donner a la calomnie de Rittiez une
certaine consistance afin de pouvoir prouver sa betise,
son aveuglement, dans le petit livre. Le Tour de Fiance
T.213.7
She had the same impression after her lengthy sessions with Lagrange in
Chalon-sur-Saane:
Apres nous avoir pane pendant 4 heures de lui, de son
epee et de ses sentiments pacifiques, et tout cela avec
une chaleur, une vehemence et une passion qui oblige qu'on
ferme les croisees afin que le bruit qu i ll fait tie fasse
pas attrouper les passants, Lagrange vous laisse assomme,
assourdi et on ne peut plus mecontent de vous avoir ainsi
fait perdre quatre heures. Le Tour de France T.1 p.100
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Flora Tristan fell victim to the intrigues of the opposition groups
under the Orleanist regime on more than one occasion. She condemned
outright their factionalism:
qu'il arrive demain une revolution et ces hommes
eentretueront comme ils ont fait en 93 ... Le Tour de
Elauwe T.2 p.14
She had no confidence whatsoever in their ability to bring about
real change in circumstances for the workers:
Oh ! Je le dis A qui veut l'entendre, s'il nous fallait
faire une revolution par et pour de semblables hommes, ie
prefererais rester Jusqu'a la fin des siecles avec le Pape
et Louis Philippe ! Nais quel gouvernement de pareils
hommes pourraient-ils donc établir ? Rien que d'y penser
on en fremit ! Le Tour de France T.2 p.15
There was no talk of collaboration or fratermite when it came to
this class of "canailles". Nowhere is Flora Tristan's intransigence more
evident than in her confrontation with Rittiez. However much she would
have liked, she could not prevent the workers from considering the
politicians as their potential allies. Accompanying her was a certain
Castel who quietly but firmly pointed out the disadvantages of making
enemies of the republicans. He claimed he needed all the soldiers he
could get for the revolution, but Flora Tristan replied that once they
had gained power, the republicans would not retire gracefully, but would
stay in power to protect their interests. She saw the quarrels between
royalists, Bonapartists and republicans as an irrelevancy and a
distraction to the interests of the workers:
Oh ! ouvriers, 11 vaudraut mieux garder Louis-Philippe et
M. Guizot pendant 300 ans que de tomber entre les griffes
de ces miserables sous-bourgeois ! Le Tour de Fiance
T.2 p.167
Her attacks on the professional politicians from other parties were
all the more virulent because of the way they used the workers for their
own ends:
Lorsque ces miserables chevaliers reconnaissent dans un
ouvrier une grande et belle nature, ils s'empressent de
corrompre cet ouvrier afin de s'en faire un instrument
evitant qu'il devienne pour eux un obstacle Le Tour de
France T.2 p.167
She was particularly acrimonious in her attacks on the democrats;
they were more harmful to socialism than was official governmental
condemnation, and it was part of her mission to teach the workers not
to trust them:
il est probable que cela entre dans ma mission de
demolir lesdits Democrates	 Le Thur. de France T.2 p.19
This is the reverse process of the republicans' attacks DD
communists seen earlier in the chapter. Whereas republicans attacked
socialists and communists for refusing to participate in the opposition
to the monarchy and campaign in favour of establishing a republic, the
socialists and communists were exasperated by the republicans' refusal
to campaign for social reforms.
According to Kessel, it was only after the 1830 revolution that the
opposition groups began to think of recruiting from among the working
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class. The liberal bourgeoisie was ill informed and scarcely
politicised; the proletariat was completely cut off from the past
revolutionary period. A republican movement as such did not exist, but
individual republicans began to see the significance of a mass movement
for their cause:
D'une maniere plus concrete et plus immediate, les
republicains de 1830 vont comprendre l'importance du fait
ouvrier, et soit par idealisme, soit dans l'interet de leur
cause, tenter de s'appuyer sur le proletariat.(19)
Some republican socialists such as Blanqui did exist, but they did
not constitute a large group. At the same time of course, the workers,
in their disillusionment with the failure of the 1830 revolution to alter
their circumstances, had little interest in politics as they had no
interest to defend in the July Xonarchy and were turning to questions
related to work. The distinction between political and social became
quite important. In the early days of the 1848 revolution, the interests
of both republicans and socialists did run parallel, but not for long.
Henceforth, socialists themselves were to be divided for a long time
over whether the political questions of liberte, egalite and ftaternite
concerned the workers. It was discussed by Lenin in 1920:
Tant que les classes ne sont pas abolies, parler de
liberte et d'egalite en general, c'est se leurrer ou
leurrer les ouvriers ainsi que tous les travailleurs et
les exploites du capital; c'est en tout cas defendre les
interets de la bourgeoisie. Taut que les classes ne sont
pas abolies toute reflexion sur la liberte et l'egalite
doit susciter la question: liberte pour quelle classe?
quelle fin? egalite entre quelles classes? sous quel
rapport precis?(20)
The dilemma remains today: for some socialists and for some
feminists, to talk purely in democratic terms is to fall into the
bourgeois trap. This issue will be discussed in the final conclusion.
Flora Tristan's increasing involvement in the politics of France in
1844 is rather paradoxical: while she was quite happy to use the terms
of the French revolution, she could see no interest in the form or
nature of government. Yet her energies were being consumed by the very
people she considered least important - politicians.
Her reaction to the antagonism from liberals and democrats who were
preoccupied with political reforms did not assist her cause but merely
added to the suspicions and hostility she was to encounter from the
local notables and clergy. There were few occasions when she was given
a good press:
Le journal conservateur, La Gazette, a pane de mon livre
et de mon voyage, et pour la premiere fois voila un
journal bigot qui pane de moi et de mes ecrits en termes
convenables.- Je pense que le redacteur avait la fievre,
c'est probablement une erreur qu'on va rectifier dans le
prochain numero. Le Tour de France T.1 p.85
Press reports, visits from the police, confiscation of papers, and
orders from the Ftlocureur du Rol, were damaging publicity for the cause
of Union Ouvriere. This adverse publicity attracted the curious to her
meetings and ruined her method, which was to talk to small intimate
groups. Flora Tristan was much happier with groups of around forty. In
this way she could distinguish receptive listeners from those who failed
to comprehend:
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Or rai fait l'experience a Bordeaux que si l'on veut se
faire comprendre et entrer en relation intime avec ses
auditeurs, 11 taut are dans une chambre d'une moyenne
grandeur et ne pas avoir autour de soi au plus 40 hommes.
Le Tour de Fiance T.1 p.101
There is a world of difference between Flora Tristan's public career
and that of another activist, Louise Michel, forty years later. This was
not yet the era of huge public meetings and rousing speeches, since such
activities were of course banned. Even so, Flora Tristan's method was
carefully chosen. She preferred small groups for pedagogical reasons;
she wanted her ideas to have a longer lasting impact than short lived
enthusiasm or even spontaneous uprising:
Je vis là combien ii serait facile de provoquer
l'enthusiasme du peuple, lui faire faire du bruit, de
l'agitation. Oh ! ce serait bien plus vite que de s'en
faire comprendre. - Mais Je meprise ce genre de succes,
i'aspire a une place plus noble. Le Tour de France T.2 p.:30
Given the antagonism between Flora Tristan and opposition groups,
there was little common ground with, and therefore limits to the
distractions from, her most important audience, the workers. She
herself recognised that among the workers themselves there was little
Interest in the factionalism among the politicians:
Je suis revenue A Lyon avec joie, et auJourd'hui il me
tarde de le quitter. J'efTrouve reellement trop de fatigue,
puis Je commence A Wirriter. - D'ailleurs Je sens que *Val_
fait tout ce que je pouvais faire pour le moment, eux-
mêmes sont fatigues. Le Tour de France T.2 p.19
(g) Flora Tristan and the Bourgeoisie
Part of Flora Tristan's strategy was to make contact with the ruling
class. If ever there is a paradox in her attitude to the question of
class conflict, it is evident here. On the one hand she was expecting
help from certain quarters, including enlightened members of the
bourgeoisie, and was disappointed when it failed to materialise:
Du reste ce qui earrive idi est caracteristique, pas un
seul bourgeois West venu me voir - pas un seul
republicain - pas un seul fourieriste - pas un seul
cabetist - pas un seul carliste - pas une seule femme. la
raiz- de France T.1 p.165
On the other hand she was horrified when the bourgeois attended the
meetings in large groups:
J'arrive et Je vois effectivement environ 200 hommes -
qui m'est le plus antipathique. Le Tour de France T.1
p,101
On one particular occasion, she was more afraid of the consequences
of addressing the two classes together, and decided not to speak at all,
declaring that she could not possibly say the same thing to the maitres
and the ouvrlers:
Connie Je n'attache pas la moindre importance, mais pas la
moindre A l'opinion publique, ie ne peux jamais me laisser
dominer par une position aussi perilleuse qu'elle salt.
Tour de France T.1 p.101
In portraying the antagonism of the bourgeoisie, she showed in an
Indirect way that class collaboration was impossible:
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J'avais besoin de voir ce qui se passe a Lyon pour me
faire une idee juste de la force de l'ennemi - le premier
ennemi celui qui mane la sociêta, l'ênerve, la tue : c'est
la boutique prêtre-êglise - le second la bourgeoisie - le
gouvernement, c'est-a-dire le roi et l'administration ne
sont que les esclaves des prètres et des bourgeois. Le
Tour de France T.1 p.127
Her original reliance on the bourgeoisie as a potential source of
help for the implementation of her plan gave way to pessimism as the
extent of proletarian oppression gradually strengthened her opinion that
the gulf between the workers and their masters was ever widening.
As the project of trying to establish an umbrella organisation of
support for the "Pedals" crumbled, the study of power in society achieved
new significance for Flora Tristan. It was a study that filled her with
increasing gloom. Visits to the homes of the bourgeoisie heightened her
sense of oppression. It became almost unbearable for Flora Tristan to
experience any sense of well-being and physical comfort there:
Ce luxe pour les uns aux depens du necessaire dont les
masses sont privees est d'une immoralitê monstrueuse. Le
/13aLSULIENRWO,T.1 p.204
She compared the misery of the workplace with the luxury of the
owner's home and had a strong sensation of alienation; she could hear
the walls screaming at her, crying out in the name of the oppressed
whose poverty had created the wealth:
X. Cherpin vint m'accompagner, me fit voir toute sa
fabrique qui est mal tenue. - En revanche il s'est fait
bAtir pour lui une tres jolie maison, on peut dire A coup
six que chaque pierre est un membre du corps de ses
freres, cimentóe avec le sang et la sueur de ses freres
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esclaves travaillant dans see caves-bagnes, dites
ateliers. Le Tour de France Ti. pp206-207
One can detect a move to a more adamant position on property
towards the end of her tour. The reflections on the gold watch
incident(21) caused her to reiterate Proudhon's famous remark that
property is theft: (22)
Je comprends maintenant qu'on ne saurait trop repeter que
la propriêtê c'est le vol. - Ii faut rêpêter cette grande
veritê sur tous lee tons, dans tous lee lieux - et que
toute proprietê est vol - proprietê de sol, de capital, de
femmes, ehommes, d'enfants, de familles - d'idties, en un
mot toute proprietê. Le Tour de France T.2 p206
Visits inside factories and workshops became equally depressing as
they demonstrated how the employer class refused to acknowledge the
value of manual work by exploiting to a maximum degree the workers,
expecting the workers to be content with minimum wages and to live in
abject misery. One employer's remarks filled her with rage:
Ii nous parla de l'ouvrier avec le plus grand dedain, nous
disant qu'ils seraient heureux s'ils le voulaient, qu'ils
gagnaient de fortes journêes de 2 a 2,50 mais qu'ils
buvaient tout, Le Tour de France T.1 p.205
She condemned the inhumanity of the bourgeoisie as a class, and she
also condemned the economic system which maintained them in power:
moi qui attaque franchement, hardiment et terriblement
la sociêtê des bourgeois, parce que ces bourgeois sont
proprietaires du sol, des capitaux et de la vie de leurs
frbres. Le Tour de France T.2 pp.205-206
Once again we find a comparison with the condition of slavery; a
factory owner had such a powerful hold on his workers that they might
as well have been slaves. She became increasingly aware of the class
hatred which existed:
Ce droit accorde A un seul homme, droit en realite de
vie et de mort sur 400, 1 200 families - est un droit
tellement inique, tellenent monstrueux ! qu'il fait naitre
de l'ouvrier ainsi A la merci du salaire, contre le chef,
le proprietaire de capitaux, une haine comme jamais
l'esclave le plus fier, le plus sensible, le plus energique
n'a pu en concevoir contre son maitre! Ife Tour de France
T.2 p.100
Flora Tristan did not often elaborate on an alternative system of
ownership; this was not the intention of her book. However, on one
occasion when she was tempted to keep a gold watch she had found in an
hotel room, she declared:
11 faut que la devise de la premiere revolution soit:
Plus de proprietes d'aucune espece D	 Le Tour de
France 1.2 p206
She tried to distinguish between hatred of the property system and
hatred of property owners, whether they be feudal or capitalist. It was
the system she detested. One of her last entries was a suggestion that
the State should be the property holder for the nation:
Le droit au travail attaque la propriete ; &est la seule
maniere de l'attaquer legalement et justement. - Car qu'y
a-t-il de plus legal et de plus juste que le travail ! -
Par le droit au travail 1Ttat devient proprietaire de
l'état West-ce pas la constituer la propriete de maniere
a. la mettre A l'abri pour jamais de toute attaque.
(k developper cette idee.) Le Tour de France 1.2 p.233
These notes are too sketchy for us to be able to surmise the role she
envisaged for the State in developing a socialist ownership of property.
Her comments on competition indicate that Flora Tristan was aware
that the employer was as much a prisoner of the system as a master:
Je trouvai dans ce fabricant des sentiments plus humains
que dans les autres. - Ses fileurs faute d'eau pour faire
tourner lee machines chement une grande partie de l'annee
(quelquefois 4 mats), puis trés souvent la moitie du Jour.
- Je lui parlai de cela et il m'en parut peine. Ii sent
aussi que tout le mal est dans la concurrence. Le Your de
!Lamm T.1 p.207
What exactly did she expect members of the bourgeois class to do?
Bourgeois women should devote themselves to the workers instead of to
the Church, as she stated in IraiDELLWIElithea. Employers should let their
workers form unions or cercles. Xore importantly, they should declare
themselves in favour, in principle, of her idea. They should condemn the
present system.
Flora Tristan was astonished when the bourgeoisie refused to
contribute to the "Palais" fund when they learned they were not to be
admitted. She obviously expected the classes to remain separate. Puech
would have her as a mild mannered reformist because she did not demand
the abolition of the bourgeoisie. She came fairly close to a more
radical position, however, towards the end of the tour. If there was to
be no change in the system she warned that the workers would want to
avenge their miseries:
J'ai compris l'horreur, la haine, la colere que le peuple
a pour eux. Le Tour de France T.2 p.207
For the bourgeoisie, she predicted dire consequences:
Je puis predire une chose, c'est que le Jour oil la revolte
des salaries eclatera contre les chefs d'usine il se
commettra des vengeances comme Jamais encore on n'en a
vues. Les maitres seront 1-Otis vifs et manges par les
ouvriers. Le Tour de France T.2 p.100
Contact with the bourgeoisie included contact with the press. By
the time she got to Dijon, Flora Tristan hardly needed to introduce
herself. She had attracted the attention of the bourgeois press:
Le Journal conservateur, la Gazette, a pane de mon livre
et de mon voyage, et pour la premiere fois voila un
Journal bigot qui parle de moi et de mes ecrits en termes
convenables, Le Tour de France 1.1 p.85
The result was that although Flora Tristan was at great pains to
meet and inform Journalists of her intentions, she was given very bad
publicity. According to Leveque, however, interest in Flora Tristan was
rather limited, there being a good deal more attention at the time
devoted to the question of the routing of the Paris - Lyon railway line:
En presence d'une actualite aussi diverse et, A leurs yeux,
aussi contraignante, les journalistes out Juge tout A fait
secondaires le seJour dans leur ville d'une femme venue
parler aux ouvriers, et la parution d'un petit livre - un
de plus - sur la transformation de l'ordre social. Et
cela quelle qu'ait ête leur tendance politique.(23)
Leveque suggests that a more sympathetic attitude from Journalists
in the first three or four towns Flora Tristan visited, not yet
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industrialised to any great extent, had been crucial to her campaign,
since she had very fragile links with the working class, dispersed as
they were in many small firms.
CD Flora Tristan and the Clergy
Flora Tristan attached considerable importance to the power of the
clergy. This was because she saw the Church as a proponent of
submission and resignation:
Les Jesuites ici se sont empares de l'education, de la
direction des enfants du peuple, de la Jeunesse, taus
passent par leurs mains. - Voila ce qui nous explique la
resignation de ces ouvriers en sole qui travaillent 16, 18
et 20 heures par Jour pour gagner 2 fr. et 1 fr. 50 !
C'est que depuis Page de trois ans, tous ant ete eleves
par les Freres des Ecoles chretiennes et on les a
faconnes A la resignation, a la souffrance, a la misere, A
l'abaissement devant le maitre. Le Tour de France T.1
p.128
The power of the Church was clearly a hindrance to the spread of
her radical ideas:
Taut qu'il y aura des prétres et qu'ils auront quelque
pouvoir sur le peuple, il est Impossible de sanger
l'affranchissement des proletaires Le Tour de France T.1
p.128
In effect, the outcome of the Church's preaching during Flora
Tristan's lifetime was to be the cause of the dechristianisation of the
working class in France over the next century. Why did she insist on
seeing the clergy when she knew what the answer would be? We are given
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the impression that Flora Tristan relished a good oral battle. She had
the liveliest of exchanges with her outright opponents, particularly
bishops.
The antagonism of this class to the idea of a workers' union was
very strong. Did Flora Tristan really think she could find a
sympathetic bishop? By recording her visits and the exchange of views
with the clergy, it would seem that the visits were of merely symbolic
importance. This does not mean that Flora Tristan was an unbeliever.
On the contrary, she felt the need for a more meaningful religion, and
wanted to see the abolition of the power of the established Church which
preached submission to the workers instead of their God-given rights.
Her determination to show the hypocrisy of all religions and not Just
Catholicism, caused her to seek out protestant pastors.
(i) Conclusion
Although Flora Tristan's manuscript of her diaries was only
published in book form in 1973 for the first time, most of its content
has been available since 1925 through Puech, who had access to it and
quoted prolifically from it for his biography. Apart from some passing
references in regional newspapers to Flora Tristan's visit, the diaries
are the main source of information concerning her contact with the
French labour movement, as many of the biographies of her which rely
heavily on her account of her mission will testify. (24)
Often, however, the diaries are overlooked. For instance, in his
history of socialism, Dolleans devotes seven lines to the tour after
three pages on braign_aari&m.(25)
The diaries are an invaluable first-hand account of the effects of
industrialization during this period as they provide insights into the
dreadful conditions in which the working class lived in the early 1840s:
their types of jobs, low wages, relations with employers, poor housing
conditions, inadequate daily diet and clothing; all paint a picture of
abject misery and severe repression. The fact that Flora Tristan was
one of the first to meet the workers on their own territory (at a time
when illiteracy was the norm among workers who could scarcely express
their grievances and when there were no official survey figures
available) lends to her studies a rare authenticity. This is a point
developed by Rigaud-Veiss:
Aprés Buret et Villerme et avant la premiere enguete
officielle de 1848, il y a surtout quatre ecrivains
reformistes et socialistes en France qui ont utilise les
premieres enquetes ... tout en completant ces données par
leurs propres recherches: Blanqui aine, Louis Blanc, Pierre
Leroux et Flora Tristan. Leur intention fut semblable
celle de Villerme et Buret: ils voulurent rendre public
l'etat social et moral des ouvriers de leur temps et en
deduire leurs revendications sociales.(26)
As the first pages of the diary reveal, Flora Tristan believed she
had found the way forward, and believed it was simply a question of
informing the workers of this for there to be an immediate response:
On me fait attendre, moi qui ai annonce apporter le salut
de la classe ouvriére. i.e Tour de France T.1 P.28
Inevitably she was at once frustrated and anguished at the workers'
failure to comprehend. Undeterred, she was fully aware of the enormity
of the task ahead:
Oh! je comprends aujourd'hui pourquoi la classe ouvriêre
n'a point de defenseurs, d'hommes qui lui soient devoues.
- C'est rtellement la stupidite des ouvriers qui est
capable de rebuter, de refroidir, de dêgoater l'ikme la plus
ardente. Le Tour de Fiance T.1 p.34
The source of inspiration that kept her going was of course Flora
Tristan's belief in her redemptive mission. She therefore set out
inspired with a sense of mission which was strong enough to stave off
any feeling of futility of the exercise. Towards the end of her tour
especially, the search for disciples transcended her constant discomfort
and persecutions, giving a new meaning to her sense of mission. She
began to talk of martyrdom. But in the end, Flora Tristan transformed
her journey from an impossible mission to one of observation.
The value of the diaries therefore becomes less that of a chronicle
of the progress of a revolutionary than a pertinent analysis of the
power structure within society, the all-powerful ruling class, the
bourgeoisie, the new owners of wealth, the holders of public office, and
the powerless working class.
In the beginning, she was hoping to be able to set up workers'
groups in every town she visited and to be able to start collecting
funds for putting her project into operation in the very immediate
future. As her journey progressed, Flora Tristan found herself
explaining the most basic of principles to workers who were for the
most part illiterate. Throughout her journey, it is remarkable how
little the ideas of ficijan_ourritre were discussed at all. Flora Tristan
presented iinjan_QuyEiare as it stands.
The lessons learnt by Flora Tristan on this tour of France were not
so much as a result of the feminist-socialist theme proclaimed loudly in
Ilizian_lkirieze, but were as a consequence of her relationship with the
authorities and a result of the actual state of the working class itself.
Consequently, the circumstances of her tour did have an impact on her
theory.
The importance of the diaries does not stem from Flora Tristan's
meagre results. The transmission of her socialist message of 11101
anzlAre was undoubtedly a failure. No slcalais" were built, though some
workers' cercles were formed in towns in the south of France. Were the
diaries to have been judged exclusively on the criterion of her own
success, they would have been of no interest at all, but as an account of
the character of the labour movement in France in 1844 - as a
contribution to social history - the diaries assume considerable
significance. Nevertheless, Flora Tristan's ideas and actions did have
some contemporary influence. It is worth noting that publication
figures for IrmitggLantritre would indicate that circulation was wider
than for Proudhon's Qu'est-ce que la pruprlete?or Marx and Engels'
TheSammunicaUlanifeata. (27)
At the very least, we can see that she contributed to a general
trend whereby there was an encounter of intellectual socialism and
working class experience:
En un tiers de siècle, les grandes ideas du socialisme ant
ete exposees, avec une audace de pensee exceptionnelle et
avec une puissante conviction. (28)
(2) THE IIPACT OF FEXINISX OH THE LABOUR MOVEXEIT
So far, I have discussed the extent of Flora Tristan's socialism
during and as a result of her Le Tour de France I have shown that her
primary concern was how to change the class structure. On the state of
the French labour movement within the context of society as a whole, I
have shown that she found exploitation was greater than she imagined,
class domination more powerful, alienation more severe. But although
she had an incisive perception of alienation and exploitation under
capitalism, she produced little or no analysis of the ownership of the
means of production under capitalism, nor did she present a programme
for control by the producers of the means of production.
The effect of her feminism on the labour movement in France during
her tour must now be assessed. In doing so, we must ask the basic
question of whether her sympathies were determined more by socialist
criteria than by feminist ones. Was she constantly aware of the Woman
question or did it assume for her only intermittent significance?
There are four types of references to "the Woman question" in the
diaries: first, misogynist reactions: second, preaching the principle of
feminism to the assembled workers and their reaction: third, women
workers, and fourth, the superiority of women.
(a) Xisogynist Reactions
Flora Tristan provided evidence of misogyny amongst Journalists.
According to one Journalist, for example, women did not have access to
public places, therefore they were inferior. The public place in
question was the café. By this, Flora Tristan deduced that the secret of
success was to spend hours playing billiards in a bar:
Xonsieur de Champvans me disait un Jour : - u Ce qui fait
notre superioritê sur vous femmes, c'est que nous autres
hommes nous vivons continuellement sur la place
publique. u - D'aprês cela, ii faudrait conclure que la
destinee de La race superieure est sur cette terre de
passer 10 heures A Jouer aux cartes, aux dominos et au
billard ! Le Tour de France T.2 p.188
She also came across opposition to women's political involvement from
republicans:
-. X. Rittiez commenca d'abord par dêblaterer contre mon
systême, puis enfin lAcha le grand mot : Ii ne convient
pas qu'une femme se mele de politique, la France ne peut
marcher sur les ordres d'un cotillon Le Tour de France
T.1 p.182
However, there is no mention of any misogyny in the socialist
groups. Flora Tristan's perception was that gender did not impede the
progress of her socialist preaching in workers' circles:
Non seulement mon titre de femme ne les eloigne pas,
comme cela arriverait si ie m'adressais aux bourgeois,
mais 11 les attire. Le Tour de France T.2 p.91
Reception of her feminist ideas, however, was a little more hostile than
she had imagined.
(b) The Feminist Message to Male Workers
On reading the diaries, it is clear that Flora Tristan became
seriously hampered in her attempt to put the theory of linkilLIALvrierle
into action. She became so engrossed in the process of communicating
with the workers that she almost lost sight of her message. Only
during the banquets in Lyon, Marseille and elsewhere did she have the
possibility of preaching her message of feminism to male workers:
Je parlai la premiere et Je dis en quelques mots des
choses tres bonnes sur ce qu'on peut esperer des femmes,
de leur amour, devouement, intelligence, activite, si on
veut les appeler dans le mouvement social. Le Tour de
Emzice T.2 p.31
In Lyon she did succeed in holding meetings with women workers, but
these were rare occurrences, and they did not make any impact on her
overall strategy. Her tendency to rely heavily on existing groups where
there were few women members caused her to neglect the task of
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converting women to feminism. Workers were the priority; seeking out
workers left very little room for feminist meetings as such.
How true is it to suggest that workers rejected her feminism? We
know that she did appeal to them on feminist grounds during her tour as
she did in 1W/gm_aar/date, identifying two forms of female oppression:
at work and in the family. When she mentioned the unequal wage rates
in some jobs, she appealed to the male workers' sense of self-interest
to resist this practice of the employers. The employment of women at
half rates was a threat to the male workers' conditions in the same way
that the carmagnoles undermined the Compagmon rates. If they let the
employers employ women at half rates then that was also opening the
door to using child labour.
On female oppression within the family, Flora Tristan had
comparatively little to say. As I have suggested earlier, Flora Tristan
seldom had access to workers' homes. There is only one remark in the
diaries on family size in relation to poverty:
Ce pauvre garcon aussi ne fait rien, ii n'a pas de fortune
et a une nombreuse famille. Je ne comprends pas que dans
cette position on fasse des enfants tous les ans, cela me
paralt le plus epouvantable de taus les crimes. Le Tour de
Ilmcg, T.1 p.203
The only occasion the chapter on women was mentioned on her tour
was in Paris. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the early
reactions to her criticism of family behaviour were fierce, so Flora
Tristan tended to avoid the issue thereafter.
In his analysis of French ideology in 1848, Devance indicates there
are conflicting positions in socialism on the question of women and the
family. The puritanical streak, the most notorious proponent being
Proudhon, disapproved of women working outside the home:
Le consensus des classes laborieuses est encore plus
large s'agissant seulement des normes relatives a la
femme, la famille et la sexualite. A de rares exceptions
prês, La parole ouvriere masculine est antifftiniste; plus
massivement encore, elle repousse les ft doctrines
immorales D venues de Fourier et d'Enfantin. Le discours
de la subversion morale est essentiellement bourgeois et
êlitaire.(29)
The libertarian streak represented by Fourierists and
Saint-Simonians, as we saw earlier, did not make great headway in
workers' circles. As a result, between 1828 and 1848 there was
considerable dilution of feminist enthusiasm. By 1848, socialists were
virtually silent on the issue of revolutionary sexual morality. The most
radical position was a conventional view of the family as a necessary
social group with women in the home, but which granted the right to
divorce. Where the feminist position was changed in these twenty years
was in a realm untouched by Flora Tristan: more vociferous demands for
political and civil rights and the right for women to participate in and
organise associations of workers. Possibly contemporary women such as
Pauline Roland and Jeanne Deroin were to learn from Flora Tristan's
disillusioning experience.
There are doubts about Flora Tristan's own commitment to feminism
from the fact that she herself adhered to this conventional view of the
family, as we saw in the previous chapter. From all appearances,
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therefore, there was nothing inherently radical in her demands for a new
role for women. She simply wished they had equal rights as workers: a
place outside the home. However, appearances may be deceptive, since in
1844, that form of sexual equality in itself was an extremely radical
thing to demand. It is true that Flora Tristan, unlike the feminists
who took part in the 1848 revolution, was far from being interested in
political rights. We know that she considered the exercise of political
power to be useless for male workers, and it was the same for women.
But in that economic rights for women were what primarily interested
her, she is still a radical feminist by contemporary standards.
Nevertheless, her radical suggestion was advanced in a somewhat
timid way, leaving the impression that she felt on safer ground when she
was discussing a much vaguer kind of feminism as "la femme messie"
during the banquet in Lyon.
In the end, therefore, it seems her sympathies were determined more
by socialist criteria than by feminist ones. She made no systematic
mention of the groups' attitudes to women. Nor did she refrain from
contacting groups where there were no women to be seen. Feminism was
not her overriding concern - it did not impede the progress of her
socialist preaching. In some cases it was almost invisible.
Xy suggestion is that because she operated through the medium of
already formed labour and socialist groups, she lost sight of her
feminist goal. In a similar manner, those who act within such
organisations as the C.F.D.T. or the Par-Li Socialiste can often lose sight
of feminism.
(c) Women Workers
It has been suggested earlier that Flora Tristan seriously
underestimated the readiness of the workers to assume control over their
own destiny. Even more remote from reality was her expectation that a
positive response to feminist socialism would come from male workers.
As we have seen in the previous chapter on ffnlan_asr/aog, the reason
why Flora Tristan sought support from male workers was that she did not
consider women to be a force in themselves, capable of acting
independently. Today the argument used by socialists and communist
based parties and trade unions in France, and indeed elsewhere, for
refusing to have separate women's sections, is that women are not an
economic force in themselves. This raises the question of what
constitutes an economic force, but unfortunately there is insufficient
relevant information in Le Tour de Fiance to assess how Flora Tristan
saw this question.
Nevertheless, during her tour, Flora Tristan was very much aware of
the plight of women of the working class. As workers, they were subject
to unequal treatment:
Dans chaque atelier oil Ventre on se plaint des salaires
la journ6e des femmes est de 15, 20, 25 sous, celle
des hommes 1 fr. 50, 2 fr., 2 fr. 50, et des chiimages
considêrables. Le Tour de France T.1 pp.145-146
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As wives of workers there was often no work for them:
Les femmes ici ne font rien que leur menage. - A part
quelques petits etats ou elles gagnent peu. Le Tour de
France T.2 p.90
Or they were employed to perform menial tasks in appalling conditions
such as the washerwomen in Nimes:
... 300 A 400 laveuses au mains sont donc condamnees
Nimes a passer leur vie le corps dans l'eau Jusqu% la
ceinture, et dans une eau qui est un poison puisqu'elle est
chargee de savon, de potasse, de soude, d'eau de javel, de
graisse et enfin de toutes sortes de teintures comme
indigo, garance, safran, etc, etc. Le Tour de Fiance
T.2 p.126
This passage on the washerwomen is considered the most moving
passage of all Flora Tristan's writing. Certainly it is one of the most
appalling cases of exploitation she came across. She wondered why no
philanthropist or journalist had come to their defence. She decided she
would write an article condemning the barbaric treatment of the women
who had to stand all day, waist-deep in the poisoned water:
Ii taut que mon article sur ce lavoir soft foudroyant !
qu'il ameute la presse et tous les coeurs genereux !
contre cette ville maudite qui ose condamner de braves
travailleuses a une mart lente et terrible ! Le Tour de
France T.2 p.127
Often Flora Tristan found cases of women as petty criminals, forced
to supplement their income by thieving or prostitution. In all of these
instances she considered that women proved their superiority and
resilience by surviving against the enormous odds stacked aagainst them
by a punitive economic and legal system:
... les femmes du peuple ant plus de travail materiel et
plus de peines morales que les hommes. - Mais voila c'est
qu'elles sont plus fortes moralement. Le Tour de France
T.1 p.122
We have seen that women did play a predominant role in the
industrialisation of France from the very start. But, like many existing
groups, Flora Tristan did not attract vast numbers of women to her
meetings. Her experience therefore is like that of her male socialist
counterparts who failed or refused to mobilise women workers.
Feminists like Flora Tristan have been criticised for retarding the
development of socialism. For example, Strumingher's thesis is that the
gender division of the working class was endorsed by the feminists (of
whom numbered Flora Tristan) in the work place:
Though the canutes in Lyon were the first silk workers to
leave the family workshops to seek employment in larger
workshops and factories, they were encouraged by their
husbands, by feminists, by the schools and the church, to
see themselves as only temporary workers, whose primary
function was to be wives and mothers.(30)
More precisely, Strumingher also criticises Flora Tristan for naively
thinking that equal pay for women was consistent with an unchanged
capitalist economic system:
She did not address herself to the problem of the
correlation between production costs, prices and demand
or, more precisely, to the question of whether an increase
in workers' compensation would not lead ultimately, to
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higher prices for the finished product and cause
unemployment through a shrinkage in demand. (31)
But perhaps this was Flora Tristan's point - that the demand for
equal wages for women would force through a change in the economic
system towards socialism. Criticism of Flora Tristan's work in market
terminology such as this one does not do justice to the radical position
of the right of women to work as a principle when, as Strumingher
illustrates clearly enough herself, practically everyone else was
ignoring the issue of unequal wages. Also, the whole point of Flora
Tristan's revolutionary socialist position on the "droit au travail" was
that male and female unemployment would be abolished. Flora Tristan did
not concur with those contemporary commentators who opposed or
regretted the use of women in the labour force. She firm2y be2ieved
that women had a right to work and the right to receive equal wages.
The ambiguity in her ideas surrounding the question of women and work
is not, as Strumingher suggests, because she was simply another who saw
women's place in the home, but because the economic consequences of the
organisation of equal female labour were not fully developed in her
mind. It was to take another generation of socialists to complete this
task.
(d) Superiority of Vomen
Flora Tristan was convinced of the superiority of women. She
mentioned this in artgazatigna_snaieJ32zia, in &ph/sand in
Ecameaddea_dawa_Landnas. Comments in Le Tour de France demonstrate
that she had found further evidence of this superiority.
Pal rencontre ici une femme du peuple reellement
intelligente cleat une intelligence superieure et malgre
cela etouffee par le marl et la misére Le Tour de France
T.1 p.134
The admiration that Flora Tristan had for the superior ability of
women to endure suffering did not, however, lead her to a more radical
policy than the call for sexual equality. It was not the major thrust of
her feminism. What is significant for her feminism is that the notion
of "la femme guide", a term she had abandoned after writing irephie,
returned to assume a new significance for Flora Tristan as her mission
seemed more and more impossible.
There are two aspects to this: the return of the Saint-Simonian
notion that Woman could be the redemption of humanity through a
revaluation of female qualities:
Je leur demontrai que nous etions arrives au regne des
femmes - que le régne de la guerre, de la force brutale,
avait ête celui des femmes [should be hommmil et que
maintenant les femmes pouvaient faire plus que les hommes
parce qu'elles avaient plus &amour, et qu'aujourd'hui
l'amour seul devait gouverner. Le Tour de France T2 p.:31
and the question of herself as "la femme guide" who became the
"defenseur du pleuple. These two images merged in Flora Tristan's
scheme.
(e) Return of "La Femme Guide"
While remembering that Flora Tristan had intended to edit her notes
- for notes they were, written in a great deal of haste, often in the
evening after a long and busy day - and remembering that she was in
fact quite ill during the latter half of her tour, the strange style of
reference to "la femme guide" and almost religious fervour of her sense
of mission becomes comprehensible. As she outlined in Ilidan_CiwirleilLe,
she was looking for a person to lead the movement. However, as the tour
progressed, she despaired of finding anyone suitably devoted to the
cause apart from herself:
Oh! si de nos jours le peuple se constitue et quill
m'appelle & le conduire	 i.e Tour de France T.2 p.83
Her personal assumption of the role of "femme guide" came after a
year of battling on her own to talk to workers; it came when the
Saint-Simonians had popularised the Idea so much that she believed
workers were ready to listen to a woman. This is how Flora Tristan's
feminism expresses itself:
Ce que ie fais en ce moment, les resultats que j'atiens
parlent plus en faveur de la superiorite de la femme que
tout ce qu'on pourrait ecrire et dire sur la question. i.e
Tour de France T.1 p.123
I would suggest that this was how Flora Tristan resolved the
contradictions between her radicalism of principles and her experience:
Ces travailleurs savent que thus les hommes riches sent
leurs ennemis - et que les savants ne s'occupent pas d'eux
- alors ces hommes guides par leur bon sens se sont alt
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voila une femme qui vient A nous pour nous servir, c'est
Dieux qui l'envoie, allons l'ecouter et tous viennent
n'importe de quel parti qu'ils soient. - Me voila sans
l'avoir premeditê la Femme-Guide, telle que moi aussi dans
mon bon sens Je	 rèvee. Le Tour de France T.1 p.123
This position is the legacy Flora Tristan left to the radicals of
the future: how to accomplish a synthesis of socialism and feminism into
action.
I am not inferring that Flora Tristan was voting herself the "woman
messiah" for whom the Saint-Simonians spent years searching. This is
an outdated literal interpretation which is no longer valid: a more
accurate allegorical figure is John the Baptist. Flora Tristan took on
the role of leadership merely because no one else had yet emerged to do
so. Another misleading argument is to dismiss her talk of "la femme
guide" as simply what was written when she was under a great deal of
stress. Some critics find it easy to misinterpret her words because
they are written in note form in her diaries. Hence what for some is
eccentricity, for others is fanaticism.
Her delirium cannot detract from the validity of the relationship
she had established between feminism and socialism, though it may have
been the reason why she has been neglected, or not taken seriously, by
later socialists.
(f) Conclusion
In assessing Flora Tristan's feminism, there are two judgements to
be considered. Firstly, the project to establish the Union Ouvriere was
unsuccessful. Secondly, Flora Tristan failed to implement a feminist
campaign alongside a socialist one. The second question is the one
which I feel has not yet been thoroughly examined. On her failure to
establish the Union Ouvrlêre, Dijkstra writes:
The factors which prevented her from completing her
mission were many. Her premature death on her Tour of
France at forty-one, of exhaustion and typhoid fever, was
of course the fatal one, but as we have seen, the complex
social, historic and economic pressures against which her
plan had to work and the intricate psychological needs
which determined the formulation and elaboration of her
plan, ensured its failure at least in her lifetime. (32)
Considerable attention is devoted by Dijkstra to the psychological
reasons for this failure, but her thesis overemphasises the question of
failure in terms of personality. Certainly, the eccentricity of Flora
Tristan's behaviour contributed to her isolation during her tour, but the
gap between socialist intellectuals and workers, which she tried to
bridge, equally accounts for her isolation. Moreover, her failure to
establish the Union Ouvrldre was due in greater part to the adamantine
gender and class structure of France in the 1840s - a factor completely
beyond Flora Tristan's control.
Turning to the second judgement, that Flora Tristan failed to
implement a feminist campaign alongside the socialist one: it is true
that her feminist enthusiasm faded as the tour proceeded: the more she
related her discoveries to the class question, the less she specifically
incorporated feminism into her project.
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But it is worth noting that feminism made much greater impact
within socialist intellectual circles than within labour based
organisations in Flora Tristan's day. However, Flora Tristan may be
best judged, not on her success or failure in advancing in practice the
cause of either socialism or feminism, but on firstly the clarity with
which she analysed contemporary social life, and secondly the acuteness
with which she attempted a synthesis between socialist and feminist
aspirations. The lessons that can be drawm from this attempted
synthesis will form the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter Seven
FLORA TRISTAN: SYNTERSLS OF A FEAMIST SOCIALIST
The relationship between feminism and socialism is both diverse and
complex. In Flora Tristan's life and work, the full extent of this
diversity and complexity is exemplified.
In this thesis it is indicated that feminism was central to utopian
socialist thinkers, but not to workers' movements. For as long as Flora
Tristan was influenced by the former, feminism was also a crucial
element of her work. Once she moved towards involvement with workers'
movements, she did not automatically continue to develop her feminism.
The previous chapter indicates that while Flora Tristan made a serious
contribution to the spread of socialist ideas in workers' groups during
and after her tour of France, feminism as she had expressed it in
earlier times became of secondary importance in her life and work
because of her decision to proselytize the idea of Union Ouvridre to the
working class.
This did not mean that she had transferred her allegiance from one
group to another. Far from it: feminism receded into the background
very quickly because it was not an integral part of any collective
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movement, given the socio-economic and political circumstances of France
in 1844. Although feminism had made some headway in socialist
intellectual circles: although there is evidence to show that women were
a part of the labour force from the very earlist period of
industrialisation in France, the fact remains that when Flora Tristan
spelt out her feminist message to workers she visited, they were not
receptive.
Yet Flora Tristan's feminism should not be judged as Marxist
historians have judged the contribution of utopian socialist
intellectuals to the spread of socialist ideas among workers - as a
failure, because it Lacked a grasp of concrete reality. Flora Tristan's
feminism was in her very action. She immersed herself entirely in the
reality of social life. She witnessed workers' conditions as a woman.
Her feminist specificity at this stage was that she believed, like Marx,
that all the oppressed had something in common. Her failure in practice
was not due to her ignorance of the real world, but because of the
intransigence of the already established forms of gender behaviour in
contemporary France.
The proper way to judge Flora Tristan, therefore, is not by her
practical success or failure in advancing the cause of either feminism
or socialism, but in the insight she displayed in attempting to effect a
synthesis between these two very different ideologies.
It is tempting to ask whether, after her tour, she would have turned
to other forms of activism in an effort to give feminism a higher
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profile - but this is pure speculation. My concern is not with what she
would have done after her tour of France, but with showing that the
subsequent development of feminism raised the very issue encountered by
Flora Tristan. It is not sufficient to agree in principle with feminist
demands; it is not even adequate to have an analysis of the oppression
of women, as most socialists have. There must be a means of expressing
gender oppression. The problem confronting Flora Tristan is the same
for feminists in the socialist movement today: how to integrate feminism
with socialism.
The aim of this chapter is to highlight the fact that the issues
raised by Flora Tristan reappeared in the subsequent development of
feminism and socialism. My final assessment of the relationship between
feminism and socialism examines the following points: the affinity
between feminism and utopian socialism did not extend to labour
movements or to scientific socialism: feminism and socialism are
mutually indispensable: there are nonetheless severe tensions between
feminism and socialism: these tensions can only be resolved by an
unavoidable choice of priority between feminism and socialism.
(1) FLORA TRLSTAI: VITIESS TO THE AFFEurr BETVEEI FEMINISM AID
SOCIALISM
The affinity between feminism and utopian socialism which Flora
Tristan encountered did not endure sufficiently to extend to labour
movements or to scientific socialism as they developed. Throughout the
history of the labour movement, there are many examples to illustrate
trade union opposition to women because of the sexual division of
labour; this opposition developed in France alongside a working class
morality where male workers wanted their women confined to a domestic
role in order to preserve so-called "family life":
Chaque Jour on voit tomber un petit métier et s'elever une
fabrique; et chaque fabrique appelle a elle un nombreux
personnel feminin, parce que lee femmes coUtant moms
cher que les hommes, il est naturel qu'on les prefere
partout oà elles suffisent. Or, il tombe sous le sens, que
si la mere de famille est absente de sa maison quatorze
heures par Jour, il n'y a plus de famille.(1)
The stronger this morality, the greater the resistance to feminist
demands. However, it was primarily because of the different wage rates
allocated to women that this opposition to working women was expressed
and with increasing vigour as the century advanced. The gender division
of labour meant increasing antagonism of trade unions to female
labour. (2) However, as I have illustrated, this exclusion cannot easily
be explained - even in Flora Tristan's time this was the case. What was
much rarer was any condemnation by her contemporaries of the very harsh
employment conditions for women. I have demonstrated that this inferior
role of women in the labour force was highlighted by Flora Tristan. Her
understanding of the exploitation of women in the work force means that
she was able to identify an affinity between feminism and socialism
beyond egalitarianism, beyond the romantic vision of messianic feminism.
In her socialism, her feminism is retained, in the only way possible.
Flora Tristan could not predict that women in the labour force would be
marginalised even further as the century wore on. The lesser of two
evils for women was, and still is, badly paid work rather than no work
at all.
As I make clear in Chapter One, when socialism did start to
organise once again at the end of the Second Empire in France, the
affinity the utopian socialists had expressed with feminism in the
France of the 1830s and 1840s was no longer there. Henceforth,
scientific or Marxist socialism was to be economic in concept, organised
around the male labour force, with little room for discussing the social,
cultural or even personal implications of what socialism entailed. The
question of women's oppression was raised and discussed only as part of
the capitalist system of property. Marxist socialists decided that
sexual oppression would automatically disappear with the abolition of
property. Consequently, they did not consider it was worth discussing
issues around the private sphere, whereas Flora Tristan had tackled the
issues of the role of women as educators in the family, the importance
of education as a gender equaliser, and the question of exclusion of
women from political activism.
The development of scientific or Marxist socialism and the
organisation of labour movements in this way was a highly significant
point as far as the relationship between feminism and socialism is
concerned. The result was that the relationship was not only prevented
from growing, it was severely distorted.
There are two important consequences to be discussed here to
account for the downgrading of feminism in socialist ideology after
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1848. Firstly, since the synthesis of feminism and socialism which
Flora Tristan had worked out depended on the willingness of male
workers to assume the cause of women, the project failed. The same
pattern can be seen in the attitude of the C.G.T. prior to the 1970s:
... la reticence de la C.G.T. A prendre en compte les
problemes appartenant, traditionellement A la sphere du
prive D, touchant A la famille et aux relations dans le
couple. La C.G.T. estimait que des progres dans ces
domaines seraient automatiquement induits par le biais du
changement politique ou social ou encore accomplis du fait
de la bonne volonte des travailleurs.(3)
Secondly, as a consequence of this rejection, feminism either
remained within the literary genre or returned to egalitarian demands
and as a result was to be seen by Xarxists as a bourgeois ideology. As
we have seen earlier, in chapters Two and Three, these two paths had
been explored by Flora Tristan, and as such were rejected: she had
become all too aware of their limitations in her attempt to forge a
movement of solidarity among all oppressed groups. Ye have seen that
Flora Tristan's cherished hope that bourgeois women would answer their
special calling to come to the services of the workers' union faded:
Xais ce qui me desole c'est que partout je cherche des
ouvriers, des bourgeois, des femmes capables de continuer
ma mission, moi une fois partie. - J'en trouve nulle part.
Le_Zaur_sle_Erzwca T.1 p170
She had no success when she tried to convince then of her plan
outlined in Inian_Qurridre
Je Buis allee voir quatre grandes dames de la ville -
pour les prier de se faire fezzes de charite. - Mais nous
le sommes, me dirent-elles. - Non mesdames, vous n'Ates
que femmes d'aumenes. Le Tour- de France T.1 p.84
The tenuous link Flora Tristan tried to forge between bourgeois
women and workers by practical means, other than through the ballot box,
did not outlast her. She had nonetheless tried to avoid what she saw as
the pitfalls of political reformism. After her death, egalitarianism in
the sense of the demand by feminists for equal legal and political
rights thus became a more vital premise for feminism than for socialism.
The following generation of socialists did not consider that the
struggle of the proletariat should be based purely on political terms.
For, as Engels was to demonstrate, universal suffrage, as long as
capitalism existed, merely served that class's interests.
-. the possessing class rules directly through the medium
of universal suffrage. As long as the oppressed class, in
our case, therefore, the proletariat, is not yet ripe to
emancipate itself, it will in its majority regard the
existing order of society as the only one possible and,
politically will form the tail of the capitalist class, its
extreme Left-wing. To the extent, however, that this
class matures for its own self emancipation, it
constitutes itself as its own political party and elects
its own representatives, and not those of the capitalists.
Thus, universal suffrage is the gauge of the maturity of
the working class. It cannot and never will be anything
more in the present-day state; but that is sufficient. On
the day the thermometer of universal suffrage registers
boiling point among the workers, both they and the
capitalist state will know what to do.(4)
For this very reason, Flora Tristan had not pursued the egalitarian
path; it was too restricting, as it did not relate to working class
women's experience of oppression, nor did it attack the root cause of
oppression. In forming a new socialist ideology, she had realised that
political egalitarianism was already outmoded as a radical ideology. Yet
it is clear that Flora Tristan's originality lies in her evolution
through these different approaches; her lifetime's experience is
virtually a microcosm of what was to come. Socialism as it developed
throughout the nineteenth century paid less and less heed to this
principle in purely political terms as justification for change.
Socialists had transferred their analysis to the economic base; they had
begun to talk of the inevitable transformation of the ownership of the
means of production through the dictatorship of the proletariat.
When bourgeois feminists began to organise collectively towards the
end of the nineteenth century, egalitarianism was an important part of
their ideology. This meant the development of a rift: between a
bourgeois or egalitarian feminist movement, still campaigning for
participation in the parliamentary system of democracy, and the working
class movement for socialism, campaigning specifically for higher wages,
or more generally for participation in the ownership of the means of
production. After the granting of universal male suffrage in France, the
drift away from politics among trade unionists after the failure of the
revolutionary movements of 1830 and 1848 could only damage working
class women. Henceforth, the question of whether to demand emancipation
through existing political channels or whether to disdain the trappings
of male bourgeois power was to be the cause of frequent divisions within
the two ideologies. Flora Tristan, as we have seen, was aware of the
limitation of campaigning for change through such channels, a limitation
still very much in evidence in the Parti Socialiste. Despite an increase
of the female vote for Xitterrand, despite the permitted existence of
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tendencies or groups within the Farti Socialiste, the attempt by women
to have their Courant G officially recognised was quashed by the
leadership, (5) Feminists within the Farti Socialiste had the choice of
accepting this decision or leaving the organisation:
Constatant apres deux ans de vains efforts,
l'impossibilite de se faire entendre et reunir en
Assemblee Generale le 26 novembre 1983, le courant a pris
acte de la decision du Parti et vote sa dissolution.
Continuer de faire semblant d'exister en taut que courant,
reviendrait pour nous A cautionner l'inacceptable. Si le
feminisme autonome (et peut-il etre autrement) est
impossible dams le PS, nous voulons que cela spit clair:
notre existence artificielle me ferait qu'entretenir une
mystification. C'est parce que socialistes, et en tant que
socialistes, que nous avons pris cette decision en reponse
A Parbitraire qui nous a ête impose.(6)
In their search for affinity with socialists, modern feminists have
turned recently to the history of the socialist era before the
development of scientific socialism, because they have been trying to
get beyond the Xarxist analysis of women's oppression, which sees it as
a part of capitalist exploitation. While recognising the exploitative
system of capitalism, feminists have come to realise that neither the
Labour movement nor the socialist political parties are prepared
spontaneously to embrace their cause. It is for this reason that Flora
Tristan's life and work have assumed a new significance. Her experience
was by no means a watershed for feminism and socialism; rather, this
affinity was to be one which would recede and return in different
historical circumstances.
The complex issues involved in feminist and socialist theories of
exploitation serve to highlight the fact that feminism is more
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compatible with utopian socialism than with Marxist or scientific
socialism. Feminists today claim that the Marxist explanation
unwittingly accepts the capitalist division of labour: that women play a
peripheral role in capitalist relations of production and are similar
non-entities in socialism. Had the scientific socialist analysis
included non-economic forms of oppression, this would perhaps not have
happened, but one of the difficulties in the way of such an analysis is
the fact that class consciousness seems an inherently male phemomenon:
The class consciousness of the industrial worker of the
male sex has been the yardstick by which the
consciousness of women workers and the consciousness of
male workers' wives have been measured and, generally
found wanting. Women workers, Judged by these standards,
have been shown to be passive docile workers, difficult
to organise, reluctant to assume trade-union
responsibility and profoundly depoliticised. (7)
Gibbon demonstrates that class consciousness has been defined with
reference to men's experiences of waged labour rather than to that of
women or of both sexes. Feminists challenge socialists on the
Importance of the economic base in their analysis:
La combativitê ouvriére feminine exists si leur
combativitê passe souvent inapercue c'est parce qu'elle se
manifeste sur d'autres terrains que ceux auquels tant les
sociologues que les syndicalistes sont habitués A refêrer
la revendication ouvriêre, c'est a dire ceux des
hommes.(8)
Therefore, when women acted as a collective body in the 1970s, they
forced trade unions and parties of the Left to get beyond the economic
base:
Trade unions were led to take principled decisions and
formulate policy on such questions as contraception and
abortion by feminists acting inside and outside the
labour movememt. Hitherto, such issues were beyond what
the unions considered their legitimate realm of
concern. (9)
Feminists have therefore been suspicious of trade unions. The
interpretation that trade unions began as a movement to defend craft
workers, the elite of the workers, and that today trade unions are seen
to represent the interests of a privileged fraction of the working class,
namely the white, male skilled worker, clearly questions their likely
allegiance to feminism. But feminists ought to be aware of overlooking
the value of trade unions, a mobilising force which could serve the
feminist cause. This is the very thing that Flora Tristan recognised.
When have the workers, however, formed one vast powerful
international union as Flora Tristan envisaged? Granted, it has been
the chief aspiration of the socialist movement since her death, but it
remains an aspiration. Workers are still constantly an the defensive
today, tactically divided by their capitalist employers, and frequently
divided culturally, nationally and ideologically. This, as true Marxist
socialists would admit, has been a result of the capitalist structure
itself. Firstly, as can be seen from Flora Tristan's picture, employers
saw to it that trade unions were prohibited, then only tolerated within
a very limited field of activity - the work place. Secondly, the
government curbed political expression, and so political movements such
as the 1848 revolution very quickly lost their socialist content. The
Paris Commune of 1871 was very severely repressed. As a result in
France, in order to avoid repression, the labour movement tended to stay
out of politics, just as Flora Tristan had recommended they should.
Those socialist leaders who, unlike Flora Tristan, believed the labour
movement should be political, did so because they saw political
institutions as the real centre of the power structure. But, to this
day, there has been a division among socialists on the matter of
political reformism or the notion of economic class warfare. In both
cases, however, women have been marginalised. Flora Tristan attempted
to break this mould of a male dominated socialist movement by inserting
her demand for a "1789 for women" in liaign_Qisriare.
In spite of criticisms of its inadequacies, therefore, feminist
socialists, who participate in the trade union movement, claim that to
deny the power and achievements of the labour movement is to be left
with no springboard at all for the launching of feminist ideas. After
experimenting with the limited forms of feminist action available -
petitions and literary works - Flora Tristan chose to launch a campaign
for women's emancipation through the socialist movement, at the cost of
having her feminism less specifically expressed.
(2) FEXIXI,SX AID SOCIALISX: XIITUALLY IXDISPEISABLE
Feminism and socialism are mutually indispensable. There has been
renewed interest in Flora Tristan because, until recently, the full
impact of the discoveries she made in developing her synthesis of
feminism and socialism were not realised by more than one or two
individuals such as Madeleine Pelletier. (10) How to insert feminism
permanently into socialism is the central question. Clearly there is
divergence over the very sequence of sex and class oppression: whether
patriarchy is independent of capitalism or is an integral feature of it:
whether or not socialism is inherently capable of assuming the demands
of feminists. These depend on whether or not a satisfactory sequence
can be worked out tactically. The fact that Flora Tristan as a militant
attempted to put her ideas into practice makes her case all the more
interesting, and raises these very issues.
The modern dilemma of feminists who want to be socialists lies in
the question of priorities. Feminists who believe women's oppression to
be the most deeply rooted and oldest form of oppression consider that
women must be liberated before any lasting establishment of socialism
can be achieved. They have learnt from the past one hundred and forty
years of socialist struggle that the class conflict is not the only
conflict in society: that the gender conflict is at least as deep. Yet
feminism alone cannot achieve women's liberation. Alone, it fails to
tackle the question of basic power in society.
Flora Tristan did not confine herself to feminist demands, but was
interested in the whole fabric of society, in the very question of women
and power in the broadest sense. The immediate short term demands of
feminists were so limited, and had such little impact, that it is hardly
surprising to find her working for a socialist plan of action; the study
of power led her to seek an alternative to the structures of capitalist
society. The link between feminism and socialism is in this very
question of power.
As Flora Tristan was to discover, to campaign for limited feminist
demands could not radically, irreversibly, alter the power structure.
Again this is a contentious issue today. For instance, in attempting to
form an analysis of the domestic mode of production, many argue that
the oppression of women is not crucial to the continuation of the
capitalist system.(11) For socialists to argue that it is not is to
exclude women from the struggle to end oppression. For feminists to
argue that it is not is to believe that Improvement in the conditions of
women can be achieved without affecting the structures of capitalism.
By demanding equal pay for women and men workers, Flora Tristan was
refusing to confine herself to demands for the male labour force, and, at
the same time was refusing to limit herself to demands for women only.
It is all very well to say that feminism and socialism are mutually
indispensable, but from a radical feminist point of view, it could be
argued that Flora Tristan chose to work towards a socialist solution,
thereby compromising her feminism to such an extent that it virtually
disappeared. Of course Flora Tristan saw socialism as the best way of
Implementing feminism. She wanted a redemption of the working class
through the emancipation of working class women. But would this grant
women full equality? Would women find independence outside the family?
Would they find their liberation as full equals in the economic sense
whilst the traditional family structure was maintained as Flora Tristan
expected it to be?
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While the experience of the past fifteen years or so demonstrates
the weaknesses of the modern radical feminist position, namely isolation
and aloofness, it has also shown that women have only succeeded in
developing their consciousness when they had no male interference. We
have seen that Flora Tristan herself tried to have "women only"
meetings, and saw the necessity of appealing to bourgeois women on their
own terms. A "women only" strategy of action achieved a symbolic and
tactical importance in France and elsewhere in the 1970s, unprecedented
in the history of feminism. The elite groups may well justify their
deliberate isolation by claiming, as they have done so adamantly in
France, that they cannot find their true identity unless they make a
complete break with patriarchal institutions, including socialist ones.
levertheless, feminism, like socialism, is constructed from
experiences of living. Cut off from the common experience of the vast
majority of women, it cannot survive for long other than as an elite
group of intellectuals, like Psych. et Po. for instance.(12) Ideology
cannot develop in a vacuum without becoming hollow and ineffectual:
feminism cannot be a totally all inclusive philosophy; neither can it be
self contained. It Is a universal experience, often developing in
parallel or tangentially to other radical movements. In Flora Tristan's
day this was the case. Certainly it has been remarked by Pope that
feminists seem to be able to develop during fruitful periods of
development of other liberation movements. (13)
The study of the past is important for feminism if it is to make
any worthwhile contribution to understanding the nature of the conflict
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between the sexes, and by extension, the nature of the relationship
between feminism and socialism. In particular, the study of the past
relationship between feminism and socialism is of special importance for
the modern debate. In the past the conflict between the sexes as an
issue in socialist debates was ignored just as, all too often, women
themselves were generally neglected in the socialist movement. But
Flora Tristan demanded of the working class that they recognise women
as equals in the work force. Indeed she demanded of the working class
that the emancipation of women should be their primary concern. She
stated categorically that there could be no socialism without women's
emancipation:
- Xais, proletaires, il vous reste A vous, hommes de 1843,
une oeuvre non moms grande A accomplir. - A votre tour,
affranchissez les derniéres esclaves qui restent encore
dans la societA francaise, proclamez les DROITS DE LA
FMB ... ilidan_Chriattre p.70
Although her feminist perspective was limited, by modern standards,
she has been proved right in her understanding of the inadequacies of a
socialist movement without a feminist perspective. Women are still
demanding recognition of their demands and of their identity, not only
within the capitalist system but also from the socialists. There has
been no full emancipation of women in either capitalist or socialist
societies.
(3) TENSIONS BETWEEN FEXINISX AND SOC1LLISX
Radical feminists want a new order of society where relations
between men and women are on an equal different footing, in much the
same way that socialists want an end to a class-ridden society.
Essentially, this means a change in the traditional family structure and
a change in the organisation of labour, only the Latter of which Flora
Tristan herself proposed. These changes advocated by feminist
socialists are claimed to be beneficial to both sexes, not just to women,
an important point made by Flora Tristan to assuage the anxieties of
men taking up the cause of women's emancipation: educate women and the
whole family benefits, including the husband, father and son. Feminist
socialists also argue that any liberation of women through the
transformation of society will imply the liberation of men. Indeed,
their essential reason for adhering to the socialist movement, whether
through the trade union movement or within a political party, is the
same as Flora Tristan's: there can be no emancipation of women without
socialism.
To study the history of the growth of these demands without taking
Into account the mechanism of the sex-class war can only lead to a
rather narrow version of women's history. The question of women and
the power structure of the public sphere, which includes the socialist
movement, must be examined if women are to escape from their restricted
role in the private sphere. Until recently, a history of "women"
consisted solely of an account of women within the bourgeoisie. This
perpetuated the myth that the labour movement and the feminist movement
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have always been at loggerheads. The revised versions of the history of
the early feminist demands show that these demands were not issued
solely by bourgeois feminists, anxious to enjoy a privileged role within
the system, but that many working class women did enlist the help of
the socialist movement to campaign for better treatment. At times also,
bourgeois women militants assisted the trade union movement.
Furthermore, the revised "women's" history of the labour and socialist
movement indicate that the profile of women activists is much higher
than previously supposed.(14)
It cannot be denied that there are severe tez2sions between femiatm
and socialism, although it is not my stipulation that all feminism, past
and present, was consistently dismissed out of hand by the Left. Flora
Tristan was a model woman for members of the Left once they saw the
danger of their militant female faithful walking out to form their own
groups, as they very often did in the 1970s. Women did so because as
soon as they began to agitate, feminists were regarded in France with
great suspicion by the extreme Left and by the established parliamentary
Left. Not only were feminists seen as divisive, and therefore a threat,
but they very quickly found that their socialist male comrades were so
antagonistic that the feminist movement soon became bitterly divided as
to whether socialism should be seen as the enemy or as a potential ally.
The shift of feminist positions and the splits among feminists have
been numerous over the past fifteen years. They are frequently caused
by disputes over the question of tactics, the putting into practice of
the theory, of how to act to further the cause of women. Many feminists
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would argue that there is somehow a natural affinity with socialism in
theory but that the difficulties occur when putting their shared ideas
into practice. As recent years have shown in France, other feminists
find their principles compromised or neglected if they are in a
political organisation such as the P.C.F,	 P.S.U., or a trade union
such as the C.G.T. or C.FAT4 the only option is to dilute their ideals
or leave. At the other end of the spectrum, the feminists who consider
the entire political establishment to be part and parcel of the man's
world that they reject find themselves in a vacuum. The most extreme
case is Psych et lb, an intellectual Parisian group, so remote from the
experiences and life styles of the mass of French women that it is
accused of being anti-women. The experience in France shows that
feminism and socialism may be as incompatible as they are compatible.
(4) PRIORITY OF TACTICS BETVEEK FEXIIISK AID SOCIALISM
Flora Tristan's feminism included an unusual blend of sexual
egalitarianism and inegalitarianism. The first principle developed in
her early works is that of the social, political and economic equality of
men and women. But she also insisted that the difference of sexual
identity should be recognised. On this latter question of complementary
natures modern feminists do not always agree. Flora Tristan's position
itself fluctuated somewhat, and it is uncertain whether she endorsed
women's emancipation from the family and their ability to have a
separate economic identity from the male wage earner. Moreover, failure
on Flora Tristan's part to recognise the potential in women for
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collectively organising themselves casts further doubt on her
credentials as far as some modern feminists are concerned. We must
remember however that feminism has developed considerably as an
ideology since Flora Tristan's day. The very institution which she left
intact - the family structure - has been thoroughly debated since.
However, despite the fact that feminism has developed as an
ideology, the fact remains, as I mentioned earlier, that two of the most
glaring and enduring aspects of sexual inequality - the sexual division
of labour and separate spheres - are still with us. The class system is
as rigid as ever. Neither the feminist movement nor the socialist
movement have succeeded in their aims. For this reason, I would suggest
that while recognising the source of the potential conflict between the
two ideologies, feminism and socialism can be beneficial to one another,
often, however, only by an unavoidable choice of priority between
feminist and socialist interests.
Once into the sphere of socialist ideas, feminism often seems to be
relegated to a secondary position. Socialism is the whole, the set;
feminism becomes the part, the subset. What is interesting for the
present feminist and socialist developments is that Flora Tristan's work
reveals the conflict between the two by default, as much as explicitly.
It was only towards the very end of her short life that she began to
have experience of antagonism from other women of her own milieu and
from the working class. We may speculate whether these antagonisms
were not more obvious to her because they were not yet explicit in the
new capitalist order or because they were so firmly entrenched as to be
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impenetrable. The neglect of women by the socialist movement is as
much the result of the sexual division of labour in capitalism as any
sex-class war. This was possibly what convinced Flora Tristan of the
importance of trying to insert feminism into socialism. The success of
this effort, still being attempted, will depend on the ability of the
socialist movement to radicalise itself. Over one hundred and forty
years ago, Flora Tristan focussed attention on this critical point - that
the prerequisite of feminism was radical socialism.
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Conclusion
This thesis has examined the intellectual development of Flora
Tristan. My conclusion reiterates what previous commentators have
stated but amplifies previous work on her reputation as a feminist
socialist: I suggest that her effort at achieving a synthesis of
feminism and socialism has been undervalued.
I began with the statement that the most persistent image of Flora
Tristan has been through her identification with the feminist and
socialist movements. In Chapter Seven I have tried to show why this is
so by indicating the different ways feminism and socialism have evolved,
and how the same issues have re-emerged in radical thought since Flora
Tristan's death.
In Chapter One I demonstrated how Flora Tristan's image has fared
since her death and suggested that although she is known to have found
a synthesis, her work has not been examined thoroughly enough to
illustrate just how she did so. This is what I have done.
My concluding remark is that Flora Tristan's contribution lies not
just in her endeavour to find a synthesis of feminism and socialism; in
doing so she shows just how difficult it is to achieve such a fusion.
Each stage in Flora Tristan's intellectual itinerary is marked by an
impasse which caused her to change direction.
In Chapter Two, an examination of Flora Tristan's early works shows
that she was not content to remain within the confines of egalitarian
feminism. After discovering the collective nature of oppression she
began to explore existing modes of thought, encountering the predominant
one, namely egalitarianism. This philosphy did not satisfy her attempt
to locate the precise nature of oppression, nor did it offer a
satisfactory method of action, since women were banned from the public
sphere of politics. She proceeded to look for ways of expressing the
complementary nature of the sexes in order to explain the predetermined
differences between the sexes, expected and created by society.
This led her to use the novel and the Saint-Simonian idea of Woman
as the moral salvation of humanity, examined in Chapter Three. Again
the inadequacy of this genre and message caused Flora Tristan to move
on in her search for a way of implementing her ideals of feminism and
socialism.
Chapter Four examines the next step in her development, the
progression to a factual survey of the workings of an advanced
industrial nation. Here the theory of oppression becomes more
sophisticated; there is a synthesis of feminism and socialism by finding
a common cause of oppression. This time, however, the stumbling block
is the method of action when trying to transform society. Hardly any
options exist for women from any class, because of the extent of their
oppression.
Chapter Five explores the new path of the choice of action, _aim
Quirridre. Here the synthesis depends ultimately on implied equality
between men and women, both within the proposed working class
organisation for self Improvement and in the labour market. There is
little reference to gender relationships in the division of labour, nor
is there a critique of family structure, but the expectation that men
will willingly strive to obtain a '1789' for women is the main weakness
to this approach.
Chapter Six shows how, during her final journey, Flora Tristan's
appeals to working class men to liberate women fell on deaf ears, and
how women's plight as workers was the cause of great concern to her.
Nonetheless, she found herself committed to the overall improvement of
the working class rather than to one gender.
This thesis has explored the intellectual itinerary of Flora Tristan
In order to reveal Just how difficult it is to achieve a synthesis of
feminism and socialism. The enormity of the task Flora Tristan
undertook during her short career as a militant is therefore appraised
in the light of the difficulties she encountered, leaving us to consider
that fragility is the essence of any possible affinity of interests of
gender and class. When we look at subsequent developments, it becomes
clear that there is no absolute, no definite way forward. Historical
conditions change with the result that the goal posts are constantly
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moving. Any synthesis attempted will be according to whatever
historical conditions determine the priorities within feminism and
socialism at that given time. I have explored the historical conditions
within which Flora Tristan travelled in the hope that they might shed
some light on the way forward.
Bibliographical Note
For methodological reasons, this thesis has been based upon Flora
Tristan's own ideological output together with works on feminism and
socialism. The use of other primary sources has not been deemed vital.
Firstly, no extensive primary sources in the form of personal papers
or correspondence have survived. It will be remembered that Flora
Tristan never returned to her flat in Paris: that her few personal
effects were handed over to Elkonore Blanc, or were confiscated by the
police during her tour of France. Puech was given some of her papers by
Blanes family.
Secondly, what primary sources exist already have been thoroughly
examined by many, including Puech, Desanti, Dijkstra, Xoses and Rabine;
indeed Puech% work is the most authoritative source to which all Flora
Tristan scholars have referred.
The late 1988 references to Cuche and Strumingher have been added
during the final corrections, July 1989.
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APPEND IX I
Biography of Flora Tristan
Flora Tristan was born in 1803 of a Peruvian-Spanish father, of
aristocratic birth, and a French mother, an emigrte. Her parents'
religious marriage ceremony, which took place in Spain, did not fulfil
any legal requirements. The result of this was that their children were
illegitimate. The family situation was made even more precarious when
their Paris home was confiscated by the French government after the
death of her father, Mariano de Tristan, in 1807, because of the war
with Spain.
The rest of Flora Tristan's childhood was spent in the country. Her
miserable existence was brightened only by her mother's recall of
glories of the de Tristan family. Flora Tristan received no formal
education. The discovery of her illegitimacy was a severe blow to the
fifteen year old Flora Tristan.
She returned to Paris with her mother in 1818. Contrary to her
aspirations of a romantic existence in keeping with her aristocratic
background, Flora Tristan was driven by poverty to seek employment.
She became a colourist in a lithographic shop. Within a year she had
married her employer, Andr6 Ghazal.
The marriage was a disaster. After four years, in 1825, Flora
Tristan, pregnant, fled to the country with her two sons. She never
lived with Ghazal or even with her three children together again. Her
mother helped to look after the children or else they were put in care.
Her two sons, who returned to the custody of their father, did not
survive their teens. Her daughter Aline, the only one of her children
for whom she felt any affection, spent much of her childhood in boarding
schools.
Because of the abolition of divorce by the Restoration Monarchy,
Flora Tristan was in an impossible situation. It was at this stage that
she described herself as a "pariah". Furthermore, the Napoleonic Code
Civil gave the husband and father all rights over wife and children.
Chazal pursued his wife in an effort to recover his rights. There were
frequent ugly scenes in public between the estranged couple.
In order to earn her living, Flora Tristan worked as a ladies' maid
and travelling companion. She was able to provide for her children in
this way. Her job took her to England and other parts of Europe, though
she subsequently destroyed all records of this episode of her life.
In 1832, Flora Tristan travelled to Peru to seek her inheritance,
without success. Her uncle, one of the wealthiest and most powerful men
in the newly independent country, refused to recognise her as other than
his illegitimate niece. She returned to France in 1834 with a small
annuity and a wealth of experiences which she used as material for her
travel diary, FeTtgrinations d'une Mrda, wherupon her uncle immediately
ceased paying her annuity and had the book publicly burnt in Arequipa.
In 1835, Flora Tristan began associating with the socialists and
artists of Paris and London. She met Enfantin and other Saint-Simonian
men and women such as Pauline Roland and Eugenie Niboyet, Fourier,
Considerant, leading Chartists, Robert Owen and Anna Wheeler.
However, her intellectual activities were interrupted frequently by
marital problems in the shape of a very Jealous husband pursuing her
both for a share in her earnings and for custody of children even
though he was most unfit for child care - at one stage he was
Imprisoned on a charge of incest.
In 1835, Flora Tristan published a pamphlet Ifecessit& de faire up
haffijuxilea_awg_feariera_etrangama, proposing an international
association of solidarity which would improve travel facilities for
women. She visited London as an observer around this time and made
many contacts among activists there. In 1836 she presented a petition
to the Chambre des Deputes for the restoration of divorce.
The book Egi26grimatiasra_cnaie_faria was ready for publication in
December 1837, and Flora Tristan's only novel IOUs was published in
1838. That same year, Ghazal, infuriated by his wife's success, and
driven to despair because of the failure of his own career, shot Flora
Tristan in broad daylight. She recovered sufficiently to make a
sensational appearance at the trial. She also presented a petition to
the Chambre des ElOutês for the abolition of the death penalty.
Ghazal% sentence of life imprisonment solved Flora Tristan's
marital problems, although she was not free to remarry. Chazal served
seventeen years' hard labour. He died in his bed of old age, four years
after his release.
By this stage, her family life in tatters, Flora Tristan's public
career was taking shape. Sales of her books increased due to the
publicity of Ghazal% trial, during which the counsel for the defence
quoted extracts from rdr6grizatisiza_cbine_Barla as evidence of Flora
Tristan's immoral life.
After 1838, Flora Tristan was able to concentrate fully on her
writings and political engagements. Her small Paris flat in the rue de
Bac became a favourite meeting place of socialist intellectuals. She
travelled to London for the third time and renewed acquaintances there.
The result of her visits to London, Eauffmades_slanajandma, took the
form of a series of sketches on various aspects of the class system of
English society. The sketches, which included a study of prostitution
and a study of marriage in the upper classes, constituted a powerful
condemnation of the oppression of women. The first edition in 1840
received favourable reviews from French socialists. A second edition
was published in 1842 to include a dedication to the working class. By
then Flora Tristan was fully committed to working towards a plan of
action to implement socialism. All literary commitments were abandoned.
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In 1843, when no publisher would have anything to do with her
project, Flora Tristan succeeded in getting publication of her programme,
DitaKitoxidire, financed by collecting subscriptions from sympathetic
friends and acquaintances.
Her plan was self-emancipation for the working classes to end their
poverty and misery. It was a call to the working class to form a
powerful association using small subscriptions from each of the twenty
five million workers in France, and later in other countries. It
included a demand for equality for women, in order to end their double
exploitation at home and at work.
From April to September 1844, she set out on the route of the Tour
de Fiance des Compagnons to preach her idea of Eudam_ableadoe. Sadly,
her journey ended in Bordeaux, where she fell ill on 20 September and
died on 14 November at the age of 41, in the home of Charles and Elisa
Lemonnier, two Saint-Simonians. Her diaries of this period were
published posthumously in 1973.
After her mother's death, Aline married Clovis Gauguin, a
journalist, who had to leave France after the coup d'etat by Louis
Napoleon in 1852 because of his republican sympathies. She followed her
mother's example and took a trip to Peru, which proved fatal for Gauguin.
They had a son, Paul, the impressionist painter.
Appendix II
Copies of petitions sent by Flora Tristan to the Chambre des Deputes
obtained from Les Archives Nationales, Paris.
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Quand on songe pie, claque annee, plus de
6,000 condamnes sortent des maisons de reclusion
et des lagnes, ()it, pendant la durde de leur peine,
us se sont exerces comme ("le y's ou comme pro-
fcsscurs dans la science du crime ; quand on
songe que, sur vingt—cinq millions de proletaires ,
plus des trois quarts n'ont en les moyens d'ap-
?c,‘Alvtprendre ancim metier, aucune industrie , et en
'• 1T OWsont 16duits, pour iN re ,
	 l'emploi precaire de
leurs forces; — quand on songe que 500,000 in—
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116nlit1es et femdlei, 'senit inliddlemtnt
rives les uns aux a utreipour toujours; que 250,000
jeunes lilies passent de la servitude de famille
l'eselavage conjugal; en reflechiasant I tons ces
e1erntriti3de AiMutldh t Oh repetd h4ec l'Ihstruc-
teur des rois : Dieu prote'gre la France!
Nous n'avons encore su preserver la societd
qu'en retranchant de son sein ceux qui l'atta-
quent. Notre regime penitentiaire ne refOrme au-
cun coupable, et les deplorables resultats qu'il
produit expliquent l'hesilation du legislateur; il a
craint, en abolissant In peine de mort, de com-
promettre la shete publique, et , pat son refits,
it a reconnu son impuissance a prevenir les causes
du crime et a etablir des pcines tpii corrigent.
Cependant, Messieurs, la progression toujours
croiastute des -crimes he /Wrtriet plus de rester
thins l'inaction; la question judiriaire resume les
mitres questions de l'ordre social; car les infrac-
tions aux lois determineut, par leur nombre , le
progrts au le pervertisteMent de la societd; — et
je wok qut &est tin dcvoct impericux , pour tine
essemblee Menlo/lent consideree comrne
des pouvoirs tit% 1)letiple xle S'en occuper avant
ttpute chose.
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Le premier, le grand objet social, est d'assurer
le pain 1, tous. — De cette obligation decoule cello
• d'etablir des ecoles d'apprentissage. --La securite
de tous, qui ne pent exister sans l'indépendance
de chacun , est paralli.le en importance 'a cette pre-
miere obligation de la societe envers ses met-nbres.
— Quo la femme jouisse des memes droits civils
pie l'homme ; — que l'education professionnelle
des enfants soit assuree par l'Etat, alors les trois
quarts des tribunaux et des hospices d'enfants
trouves pourront etre supprimes.
L'agression de l'individu confre la societe est
sine telle folic, qu'elle n'a lieu quo lorsque la
faim nu des passions exasperees la provoquent.
—La misere, le manpie d'ouvrage ou de profes-
sion ) telles soot les causes premieres des attaques
contre la propriete; mais le plus grand nombre
. des meurtres et tentatives d'assassinat ont d'autres
motifs pie le vol'.
'N. Jarfics de Laurence, auteur d'ouvrages remarquables, dant
son livre: Introduction to the empire of the Nears, itablit qu'en A n-
gleterre, sur trois meurtres, on a ite commis par on homme ou
tine femme pour se soustraire an ion du mariage, tin autre par Is
jetine fine qui tue son enfant, on par l'amant qui tue sa maltresse
Lneeinte, . fin d'iviter d'ttre contraint it 1 .4ponser par infficier de la
parnisse , ct qu'un tiers seulement des mcurtres dolt Ctre attrihni
A l'avarice , la hainc , la vengeance, et la misCre. N. tie Laurence
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L'iufauticide a sa raison dans le prejuge mons-
trueux qui 0E4.1 .4 la He devenue mere, et
les deux tiers des empoisonnements, des assassi-
nats ont pour motifs les jalousies, les haines qui
resultent de l'indissolubilite du manage et de la
servitude de la femme.
Organises d'apres leur destination, tous les etres
sont bien au sortir des mains de Dieu; mais les
institutions sociales les modilient diver-sement, et
font leurs vices ou leurs vertus. La societe ne sau-
fait done avoir d'injure a venger ; car il n'y a d'in-
fractions a ses lois que payee que celles-ci contra-
1
a recueilli en Alletnoguc et Cu France quaotite d'observotions qui
prouveraient qua cette proportion dans les diberbes causes des
meurtres est a lieu pres la nidme da ps lea pays de 1 Europe od le
divorce n'est pas adrnis.
M. de Laurence foie observer q u'il n'eat iAlle i remier i signaler les
crimes qui restate:at de riadibbolubilite du manage. Avant la revo-
lution fraucaibe, il parut tin pamphlet portout pour titre : Le Cri
dun honnfie Isonune qui richune le divorce, dons lequel on lit que ,
pendant Pannie 1760, la Tournella a prononce, d Paris, sur Tinge et
up proc,es cure mans et femmes pour crimes de poison, d'assasbi-
Eat , etc.
11 y a quelque eemps , le marquis d'Ilerbout ale s'exprimait ainsi
lais la Clombre tlea Poirs : a Les crimes des mans maitre leurs
lemmes et des femme' con(' e leurs morib bout bi frequents, que le
poison semble Lam portie du bauquct nuptial, ct le poigeold etre
no on:let:mut du lit tonj ugal. a
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rient celles de la creation, öu parce que les cou-
pables n'ont pas ete dresses a les observer.
:
L'enlant jette et brise les objets dont il .ne sait
pas faire usage : Les societes dans Venfance
tuent l'homme , dont elles ne savent pas se servir.
11 n'est pas d'animaux sauvages qu'un traitement
convenable ne par vienne a dompter, et. il n'est
pas d'hornme qui ne puisse eire dressê à. une
regle quelconque quand cette regle n'est pas en
opposition avec la nature. Ceux qui • se font
laisse pervertir par Vinfluence des cireonstapces
dont us etaient environnes seront .reforms par
l'influence en seas inverse d'autres circonstances;
et l'être le plus vicieux , le plus eoupable elvers
les lois peut devenir un membre utile a lasociete
par un regime moral et hygienique approprie
sa nature et aux modifications que lui a fait subir
le milieu dans lequel il a vecu.
.	 .
Le dommage cause a la propritad ne peut se
reparer que par le travail; c'est,aussi par le tra-
vail et l'instruction que la réforme du eoupable
s'effeetuera. Mais quant aux crimes qu'enfan-
tent les passions, c'est aux lois qui les cornpri-
ment qu'il faut en demander compte.
Sous les . titres generiques de personnes et de
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proprietds peuvent tres-certainement ktre compris
les crimes et dtSlits de toute nature; mais le Codp
en a institud une classe speciale contre l'ttat.
Sans justice exceptionnelle, le despotisme ne
pourrait exercer l'arbitraire ; lcs legistes eourti-
sans de Napoleon Jul en fournirent clans k Code
penal l'instrument le plus flexible et le plus *ter-
rible an moyen ties vagues definitions de délits et
de la frdquence de la peiuc de mort.
Messieurs, quel bien est-il rdsulte pour la so-
ciete de l'application de la peine de mort ?
	
Les crimes ont-ils diminud? 	  — Non non •
certes	 Nous voyons l'homme affronter la mort
pour tin morceau de pain, pour satisfaire sa
haine, son amour? ou vengcr son injure, et nous. 
.croirions encore peak pent le ddtourner de
l'infraction des lois?
	
Je suis loin de desirer que lcs garanties de la.
societe Jul soient enlevees; que la brebis demeure
exposee it la dent du loup , la victim i la haine
de on assassin. Sans aucun, doute, le meurtrier
dolt etre mis dans l'impossibilite d'attenter de
nouveau aux jours de ses semblables, et quand la
cupidite, la haine ou la folie vont jusqu'au meur-
tre , IL n'est guerc de signes de guerison qui
puibseut rassurer le legislateur. — Le meurtrier
7doit pour toujours etre spare de la societe; mais
• la est la limite de notre droit, et c'est sans neces-
site que la sollicitudo pour notre conservation la
&passe.
Du point de vuo economique, la peine de m.
 ort
. „
est une absurdite, puisqu'elle prive la socidta
d'individus qu'un regime rationnel eitt utilises;
et lorsqu'on considere combien sont incomplets les
moyens d'instruetion et d'apprentissage pour le
peuple, et qu'on analyse le code de servitude qui
preside l'organisation des families, la peine de
mort parait une rdvoltante atrocitd. Enfin du
point de vue religieux la question est depuis long--
temps jugee	 n'appartient qu'a Dieu de fixer
le tertne de roci4crice qu'il a donnde.
« Tu ne tueras pas : a dit au pied du Sinai,
ii y a trente-deux aideles, le berger rêvelateur des
vOlonte4 daineJ. — Et e.sus : « Vous ne tuerez
thnt, 'v. nu polt4a.point,faux temoignage , et
vous aim erez votre prochain comnis vous-meme.»
— Et les preeeptes de ces deux legislateurs sont
eropreints chritc.kconscieuse cies hommes.
VetNr4, Lite autait 1,v1er de la be
Ksie toyttereligion l'amou de Dieu 4du prtehainr"-h
Paris, ce 10 deeembre 1113R.
.	 .
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— Hors de elle dcvicnt oppreisive'i • peril le
respect des pcuples, n'a plus de durde que par la
force; et, pour la faire executer, il faut des gen-
darmes, des geOliers et des bourreaux.
D'apres les considerations "ci-dessus enoncees ,
j'ai l'honneur de prier la Chambre, et la supplie
instamment d'abolir la peine de mart.
Agreez, Messieurs les Deputes, l'assurance
de ma fres-haute consideration.
FLORA TRISTAN.
